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American Spoken English

Foreword

Often speakers of other languages suddenly have
to talk to, orally communicate with Americans on
a sink or swim, do or die basis.
Refugees, itinerant farm workers, laborers abroad

or in the United States, new immigrants as well as

recently arrived foreign students have to get along
in, use, real-life spoken English now..immediately..
for urgent survival.
They may know little or no English at all. They

especially need knowledgeable American English
speaking helpers, tutors or teachers. Any native
English speaking person can be an effective tea-
cher..just follow the suggestions given here. Non-
native English speaking instructors would use re-
cordings more and learn along with the students.

lf you already know some English but have pro-
nunciation problems or are troubled by your own
'foreign' accent you can learn much about under-
standing and speaking fast American English by
using this book.
The instructions for teachers will help you un-
derstand better just what you have to do to
learn or re-learn. You will need the continued
help of a native speaker of American English to
tell you when you are saying something unna-
turally and then listen to you until you say it
acceptably well, sound natural.

All of this takes time and effort...wishful think-
ing is not enough! HopefUlly this book will be an
effective guide to shorten the learning time and
make it easier for both teachers and learners.
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AMERICAN SPOKEN ENGLISH

IVhat is it?
The English language has many more words than any other

language..500,000 perhaps. But the ordinary American speaker
in daily life uses only about 1,000 different words. A house-
wife uses special words about children and the home. A bus
driver has his special words about busses, traffic and passen-
gers. A doctor talks with special words about being sick. But
everybody uses the same core vocabulary, a common group of
only some 800 words which tie together the special.words.
The main thing about spoken American English is not so

much how many different (content) words you know but how
well do you work with the relatively few (800? functional)
tie-together words and their various forms and combinations.

The slow word-by-word dictionary pronunciation of the base
forms is what you usually learn in the classes of English as a
second language. What your first see when learning written
words stays in your memory for a long, long time. This makes
it harder for you to understand and speak natural English
(erroneous initial visual imprint persistance interference).
But when speaking naturally the base forms change. The

faster and faster you talk the more they change and group
themselves together. When you know about, are familiar with,
such changes your ear begins to hear them and then you will
use them to speak naturally. Because you already speak
another language or do not speak English naturally you do not,
like little children, learn these things about fast speech just by
talking with Americans.

For example, you has 17 forms. At the start yu, ya,
yr, y'or we don't say it at all. The negative takes chu,
cha, cht but for the past and conditional ju, ja, jr.
Not clearly said is best used for emphasis. Many

learners of English as a second language don't hear
the commonly used 3 forms of -n't. So they always
cfearly say not, which disturbs native speakers. 3o-37

Did you not get it? Formal written
Didn't you get it? Informal spoken
didnt yu get it base forms by sounds
dt'ncha gettt Sound Change 18 {n,41 l+y=s,11
dtncht ge'rt 2, 3,4 u=a=t,23 vowel+/+vowel

dichr gs'r' 37 -n't nasalizes the vowel 24 -l
chr ge'r' 38 the first sound is not said

ge'r'? 38 rising tone question s€e 24c

you
yu
yo
yl
v:

chu
cha
clu
ghu
8ha
!hl
ju
J8
Jl
zhu
zha
zhr
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LEARNING AND TEACHING FAST NATURAL
AMERICAN SPOKEN ENGLISH

This book is about informal spontaneous American speech,
natural colloquial General American. lt shows the exact
sounds that Americans really do say, their variants and chang-
ing patterns. Also it is a guide to get ESL (English as a Second
Language) learners to catch, perceive, understand and use the
sounds and functional words the way Americans do in their
casual daily-life conversations.

Many native American speakers of English, even ESL teachers,
are not fully aware of , know, what Americans do with sounds
and words in real-life fast speech. So ESL learners should not
expect ordinary Americans to know the details about sounds.
Just ask them to help you speak naturally.

Teachers would do well to glance through this book to be
more conscious of how we really do speak English and to be
able to help the ESL learner when he doesn't speak naturally.

Look over the American vowels shown on the back cover of
this book and read through, become familiar with the Sound
Changes listed inside the back cover and detailed in point 30.

ESL learners often think that they will be able to get along
in, use spoken English to their satisfaction, or to meet their
basic needs, with much less work, effort and time than they
really want to put into leaining English. "Teach me the alpha-
bet so that I can read English." "l want to learn just by talking,
not out of books." lt's not that easy. The older you are the
more you have to study, make an effort to learn.

Not ----Plf|ttt bart ----------EN6r{€+F->l
Most ESL learners, reluctantly, are forced to study English

because they have to, must know some English just to get
through school and to have a tool to get a job and lead a better
life...whatever that might be! lt's on through English on to
the object in life. Only a few, such as would-be-teachers of
English and interpreters, are interested in the English language
itself. Always keep in mind that learning English is a means to
an end, a tool to get something, not an end within itself. So
study, say, work with something practical as you learn rather
than go through academically conditioned linguistic gymnastics.

Spoken English is best learned most effectively, economically
and fastest as a by-product of doing something tangible while
repeating aloud what you do many times..something which is
of practical use in everyday life. What you learn should be
something you can immediately use at work, in the street or at
home. In learning, do English rather than just study about it!
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Learning-Teach ing

You learn, and teach, better if you are physically active. lt is

better to stand than to sit when learning or teaching. Do the
action or make a suggestive gesture of the meaning everytime
something is said. Just the movement of writing helps you to
learn better. Walk around the room as you repeat aloud. Learn
to talk while you are standing or walking. Students are not to
just sit still and listen. They must react physically in some way
to everything said..talk, repeat what is heard, make a gesture,
write, do something!

When you learn something will you remember it? Not forget-
ting is even more important than initial learning. Paper remem-
bers..even years later. So write down in a

good notebook anything that you feel you
should remember, know and use years later.

L2 ESL learners may come to only a few classes, maybe just one.
So they should learn well something that is by itself of practi-
cal use. And it is better to learn one each of several separate
different structures, thought patterns, than to learn several va-
riations of the same basic
thing. lt is better to have
one each of several tools
rather than several kinds
of the same tool. lt's bet-
ter to have a knife, fork
and spoon rather than 3
kinds of spoons!
So go through this book studying each key sentence well and

then quickly go on to the next. Learners should get an over-all
view, a general idea, of spoken English as quickly as possible.
They might never study English again and may well be faced
with the totality of spoken English immediately and have to
go at it all alone on their own.

13 To learn to understand and to speak American English well
youhaveto i,ee
I Hear, catch and say the exact sounds of natural speecn. f'l'?l
a Of first importance are the 12 basic simple vowels. You

have to know exactly each one and how they are to each
other and to the vowels of your own language. see 17.

b Some consonants that are not in your language need spe-
cial attention, zzzz th ch j sh zh wh, and especially the 3
forms each of r and I - before, between and after vowels. r'
.r- .r, l-.-l- -l See 25 ... 28,

2 Be familiar with, know how the sounds change. Learn the
Sound Changes as they come up in the study materials. The
little cursive numbers refer to the Sound Changes inside the

ll

8qP
6$ il
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Vowels

back cover and in point 30.
Don't you want to sit down? OtO traditional spelling
dont yu wqnttusttdoun Slow base forms

41 2 I 2 10 41 l+y=c,lr,9 t+t= 't
doncha wonta gr'doun 2 u=a,.t0 t+d='d,6 tr

37 4 18 6 37 ont=6,4a=t,18nl
d6chr wona stdqun

3 Hear and say a grouping of little words like one longer word.
Don't you want to?

"Doncha u)anna"
OCOO:@

ddchr wona
4 Physically practice much. Just knowing it in the head does

not get the tongue to wiggle-waggle, move properly. lt takes
much physicai practice over a long time.

*tlt's like learning to play the piano or to
---pffi skate beautifully on ice. Every day do 15
?,rl;- to 20 minutes of special physical prac-t'21/4 tice of reading, talking aloud until they
=)l* 

- think that you are an American.
T4 Learning to hear and say the new sounds correctly

Little children can learn new sounds, forms and expre-
sions just by hearing them but older learners need special in-
struction.
a First you should know the meaning of what you are trying
to learn to hear and say. Seeing something and moving your
own body in some way as you say what you do is the best
way to learn the meaning. see 4o-1.

b Get into you head, imprint on your mind, put into your
memory exactly what each sound is. When you know exact-
ly what you are trying to hear or say you will begin to hear,
catch the new unfamiliar sounds of English. Because your
ear does not yet hear some English sounds correctly it is
better to use the eye to learn, come to know exactly what a

target sound is. see 18.

There are 7 waysto see a sound: a mouth movement, moving
hand signs, geometic designs, drawings, etc. See 46.

Vowels General American English has 12 simple basic vowels
and oi works like a simple vowel. See the back cover of this
book. Little by little the mouth opens. The lips make smaller
and smaller circles like for a kiss. Then 2 sounds are made in
thecenterof themouth. <zZZl/_OOo " ? e

Several of the English vowels are the same, or are almost the
same as some vowels in your own language. Under the English
vowels write in your language the English vowels which are in
your language.

15

16

L7
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3 4 5 6 7 E 9

feeaoS0
L2
oi i

all

l0 l1 L2 13
uudraAmerican English

French

Span ish

Japanese

Ch inese

Your language

ayi
4
-+-L\

ee
ee-

I

ou

u

,
,€

7 713 7 7137 77
Russian 'komnata'

komnato
9 137

English sounds.

cop - policeman
cup - for coffee

,1

6au
ao

vrr
r^J gA

e
muet

In between the vowels of your language are the special vowels
of American English. Say your sounds which are before and
! ^ after a special English vowel and then in be-
tt,te1o1-1ogu t*""n your soundl say a sound which is not
^'r r r v like either of your sounds.

Say c and then o several times. o o, o o. Then say o, round
the lips only a little and say a sound that is not o. Then move
the lips more and say o. Listen carefully until you say 3 dif-
ferent sounds, 2 like in your language and the other in be-
tween, not like o nor o. o J o, o J o.

Another way is to say o. Do not move the lips but think of
and say o. Then move the lips to say o. oc o, oJ o.

18 Some languages have other English vowels but no way to
write them exactly. So speakers of those languages don't know
they have certain English vowels.

Spanish entr6. Quise que me hablara ayer. Mafiana hablar6.
entre
54

Japanese eda mame ashita

oblora mofiona obloro

eda mome osh'ta
513 7 47 13

t9 In Japanese and in Spanish e at the beginning of a word is
much like English e, but -e at the end is more like e. At the
beginning or in a word a is like o and at the end is more like
a. The Spanish accent ' changes a to o. Speakers of these 2

languages, like many others, don't know that
they have I sound which is 2 or more

kop
,ll

kop kop
.kap
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Vowels

lf you don't have an English sound in your language you
think that it is like the closest sound in your language. With no
e, J, ar or a (as a separate sound) in their languages many ESL
fearners hear cat, cot, caught, curt, cut all to be kqt. But native
speakers hear kat, kot, kct, kart, kat.

At first your ear may not hear the difference. lf you look at
written sounds you can see which sound you'd like to hear,
the 'target' sound. When your eye has put the correct sound
into your mind your ear will begin to hear it. With the eye as
as guide your ear learns to catch, perceive, take in correctly
each sound. Then the eye and the ear help the tongue to say
the proper sound. The first step is to hear yourself say 13 dif-
ferent sounds for the vowels. When you can hear youself say
the 13 vowels you will hear other people say them.

The vowels are the carriers of, the base for, accent, stress and
intonation and of course the different meanings. When learn-
ing, hearing or saying a vowel in a word or in a flow of soi.rnds
think, ask yourself
l Whichvowel isitexactly? i?r e?ur vuI na7
2 ls it strong or weak? O O :,
3 ls it of long or short time duration? --4 f s the tone (voice level) high, lcjw or ^ ?_--,changing up or down or not changing? :-
You have to know, recognize, identify, discern each of the

vowels. When you see a phonetic letter you should know
exactly which.sound it is even though you still may not be
able to catch, hear it in fast speech.

ireEeoCouuara .-__
Some vowels are naturally stronger than others. The ones in

the center, a o J o, are stronger than those at the sides, i r ...
u ar a. So if you learn and say the vowels properly you don't
need to worry, think about stress or accents in a word.

present prazent - ' to give
prezant ' - a gift, now, be at a place

({

n
0
J
ar
a

20

F
o
c
ar
a
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Vowels

abundant abandant All vowels are a, the second a little
stronger, abandant. lf you say them the same it sounds natural
but ebandant, abudant or abandont would be hard to under-
stand. Say the vowels correctly. Forget about weak or strong!

22 In the flow of several words a stronger than usual vowel,
usually longer and of higher tone, changes the meaning, feeling
of the expression.

You must go now.
ya mas'go noo
_'
vu mas qo noo 

---^*

y' mas'qo noo at this exact time, not later

---.h.
A vowel is longer before a voiced sound (vibration in the

throat). lt is short before an unvoiced sound (no vibration in
the throat). see 29. This is especially important before'd or -t
because they often become weak or are dropped, not said.
But the long vowel before -d does not become short after the
-d is dropped. So a long vowel means that a -d is missing, and
a short vowel is for a missing -t. See 30-6.

I bet the bad bat had a hat on the bed, didn't he?
oi bet tha bad bat had a hat on tha be-d dtd n hi
2 21 4 6 11 11 623 23 4 I 18 33
abe'th' ba-' ba'ha' a ha' on th' be-' dt' n i

A rabid rapicl rabbit made his mate aid eight sich big pigs sit.
a rabrd rapr-d rabtt med rz met ed et srk brg prg'stt

Native speakers of English do not consciously know about
long and short sounds or rising and falling tones but ESL stu-
dents should know about them and keep them in mind when
learning a new word or groupings of words.

Each vowel sound has a voice level and change in tone.
a In learning to sayar and a it is helpful to think of ar as rising
from a mid level and then dropping a little for a. Note the up
and down line of vowels, as on the back of the book.
oi i r e e a o J o u u0r a workerelarlQr cop cup kop kap
b For special meanings the voice goes up a littlewhen a word

is said more strongly. see 22.

c At the end of a thought segment the vowel goes up, down
or stays at the same level.

Normal, usual. lt is true.

You, not some other person

cannot not go, impossible not to go

not stay, definitely leave

23
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Consonants

You must go. Not finished. The listener e.xpects you to say('_'-' more. You must go.....because he's waiting.'You 
rnust go. A statement of fact. End of a thought. Some.-'4\ other person may start to talk.

You must P; A question of doubt, surprise, suspicion- Per-

- 

haps an expression of anger, frustration.
Questions starting with a lVh-word, I7hat, When, Where,

Who, Why, Which or a verb like /g Was, Were, Haue, Has,
Do, Does, Did, Will, Would, Could, Should end with the
voice tone going down because the first word itself shows
that what you say is a question. A rising tone is for doubt.

So at the end of a thought segment give your listener the pro-
per feeling by the voice tone going up, down or staying even.

25 Consonants For a complete listing of consonants see 139.

These are sounds that go together with the vowels. lt is well
to know how the lips and tongue move to make some of the
consonants which may not be in your language.

Lip movements
p, b, rl The upper and lower lips

come together and stop the
flow of air.

f, v The lower lip comes up and
touches the edge, the bottom;fi;;il:=rii'""'','".,n. l-),€,

sh, zh The lips are round like for a kiss. h)
I + vowel The lips are in a little circle as for a kiss. Say a
weak u....but then the lips stay round. Don't smile!

r + vowel The lips first are round for fl +
a kiss. Say u. Then smile side to side. v \/

s, z The lips smile from side to side.

Tongue movements See Sound Change za.
The end, tip of the tongue goes up.

t, d The tongue tip touches the top of the mouth
behind the upper teeth and stops the flow of air.

th The tongue tip is tight against the lower edge
of the front teeth. Beginners are to bite the end
of the tongue between the upper and lower front
teeth and then let the air go out.

l+ vowel For most native speakers of English the tip of the
tongue goes up and touches the top of the mouth farther
back away from the upper front teeth than for t and d.
Near but not close to the upper teeth. See Sound Change 30-47.



Consonants

For beginners learning to say I before a vowel

Bitd the tip of the tongue between the upper ,
and lower front teeth, the same as for th.

Say a weak u, with any consonant blending
O!i!.a.I b.tinr.r.

blue bulu llad gula6 sleep sulip

3 Do not smile as the tip of the tongue goes down behind the
lower f ront teeth.

4 Say the vowel after the l- u lu bu lu 9u la su li

n The tongue touches the top of the mouth farther back than
for l-.

&_

s,zG

The back of the tongue goes up

n' 
3,Jf:d[ HI :l':i?ffi: l"#l n- i xffi2f ,

into the l.

looh uluk

ng The air f low is stopped and then i.
goes back up out through the nose.
A match flame in front of the nose
should flicker, move quickly.

h The back part of the tongue closes
up but the air goes on bY, no voice.

The tip of the tongue goes down

s, z The end of the tongue is halfwaY
down in the center and the air flows
out over it. The lips smile.

sh, zh The tip of the tongue is down
closer to the lower front teeth. The
lips are round like for a kiss as the
air flows out. For beginners, Push
the center of the cheeks into be-

tween the upPer and lower teeth.

ch, j The tip first goes uP as for t and
stops the air. Then it quicklY goes

down near the lower front teeth
and lets the air go out over it.

+
k,g

27 Vowels in movement, glides, semi'vowelsr 2-part consonants

y + vowel The center top of the tongue goes up and.-almost
stops the air as you start to say a long i. iiiiiiiar year iiiel yet

w + vowel Like its name 'double u'' uu. Don't smile as you say

a long uuuuu before a vowel. uuuuuont u'onf uuuuoman
wornan. Much like the Spanish speakers say guante' agua "
wonte owo.
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r+ consonant

r + vowel First say u then smile as you go on to say the fol-
lowing vowel. Do not let the tip of the tongue flip up and
hit the top of the mouth, as in Spanish,
Japanese, Russian, Hindi, etc.

To learn to say the American r. before a vowel

I Put a pencil point straight
back into the mouth on top of the
tongue so that it can't move up.

Practice reading aloud and speaking
with a pencil point 2.5 cm. into the
mouth. See 30-54.

2 Say u. Just saying u makes it harder
for the tongue to flip up. lf it does,
with the pencil point on the tongue
put your lips around the pehcilasyou
say u. Kiss the pencil !

1 kiss 2 smile

@--ro
Say u, together with any consonant which blends into the
r. write, right uroit bright buroit, try luroi, through thuru

3 Smile as you slide, glide, flow into the following vowel.
29 Voiced Consonants. voicing See 83. 30-/

When you say a vowel, for example o, o, u, there is a vibra-
tion, something of the voice moves very fast down in the
throat. As you say o, o or u put a finger on the little hard
thing in the front of your throat (larynx, Adam's Apple, voice
box) and feel it move very fast, vibrate. Put your hands flat
over, cover, your ears and you will hear thevibration down in
the throat.
There are 8 pairs of consonants. Each pair is basically the

same sound but one of the pair has the voiced vibration and
the other does not. Say ssssss like a hissing snake or cat, just
the passing flow of air going out. Then make the voice buzz
like a bee flying near your ear, zzzzzzzz. sssssss - zzzzzzz.

Learn these 8 pairs well...voiced often become unvoiced.
Voiced (withvibration) d S j bvz zh th

Unvoiced (novibration) tkchvf s shth
Also voiced are m, n, ng, I and sometimes

before vowels v-, w-, r- and h- are voiced.

30 SOUND CHANGES

'n " " "' ::'.";:j;ffi ifi :":illJ::u 
ra'i s peec h

The more informally, faster Americans speak the more the
base sounds of English pronunciation change. Learners of Eng-
lish as a Second Language (ESL) should be familiar with the
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Sound Changes I..5

exact sounds and how they change. This will help them to
understand better what Americans say and to talk in a way
that Americans will more easily, readily understand what the
ESL speaker is -caying.

Native speakers of English are not conscious of or don't
know about these changes. But they do react to and use them
in their daily life conversations.

First you should get a general overall idea of how the sounds
change. Look over, quickly read through, become familiar
with the following points. Then when in your study materials
you see little cursive numbers, like2, 18,53.., you can look at
those numbers in these Sound Changes to understand better
what is happening to the sounds.

I Basic Simple Sounds

ESL learners should know well the vowels and consonants.
Learn to hear yourself say 13 different vowel sounds and re-
member the 8 pairs of voiced and unvoiced consonants.

VOWEL CHANGES
2 Clear vowels often become weak and change to the neutral

vowels i, rr, r, a. Most people hear these neutral vowels as a or
sometirnes r and so in writing use mostly a.

Consonants

voiceddS j bvzzhth
unvoicedtkchpfsshth

What can you get for a dollar?
huot kan yu get for e dolar
huat kan ya get far a dolar
hua' krnyr get faa dola

Vowels
mnng oiireeaooouuara

y- w- r- wh- l-

ui iretreo.)ouuara

-

AI
XX

interest Mrs.
rntarest mrsaz
intrest m rsrz

lntns' mrs'z

3 Sometimes the neutral sound is more like r, such as before
unvoiced consonants and vowels. can you ktnyt See 2 above.

Oftenaandrdisappear.
(schwa deletion)

What do you say? police chocolate
huot du yu se polis chokalat
huo'da ya se palis chok'lat
hua'dr yr
hua'd'y' se p'lis chok'lrt

Consonant + vowel
Usually we say a consonant with the vowel after it. lf there is

no vowel after a consonant, to say the consonant more easily
or clearly add a weak -a that disappears when you speak faster.



Sound Changes 6.. 8

fiue nine left ashs business aduanced
fol-va noi-na lefata asakasa bizanasa 3day6n5afa

Often at the end the stop consonants p, k, t, b, g, d release a
puff of air which sounds much like a weak -a. See io-g'S.

6 The vowels are said longer before voiced sounds. See .l above
The vowel is still long even if the voiced sound after it is not
said or changes to its unvoiced form. The meaning is often
understood by how long or short the vowel is, not so much
by the consonant after it.

What does the neat knee need now?
huot da-z tha nit ni ni-d neo

hua'da-sth' ni' ni ni-' noo -t{tlr-
ni' ni ni-'

The duch dug the dock dog. (dug - liked, was friendly to)
th' dak da-g th' dok dcrg (dog - dcg, but sometimes dog)

Police sit down. Please sit down. He loues silly fluffs. z s = s s 99
palis srt doun pli-z srt doun hi lavz srli f lafs s s ='s 94 10 pli-s sr' doun la-fssrlr vs = fs39p'li'sr'doun pli-'sl'doun hi la-f 'srlr f lafs la-fs lafs

re = ra : ar (ta reduction)
hundred children iron introduce protect prepare
handred ehludren lntradus pratekt pripar
ha ndrad ch iudra n rntard us pra p€r
handard chludarn oiarn rn'ardus (partekt) (parpar)

Deletions - Not saying a sound
8 Stops

When a sound is not said there is usually a very short pause
(sifence.. 7/2O of a second?)caused by stopping the f low of air.
Then the next sound is stronger because the air that is released
after the stop goes into the next sound. 

- 
-'L

Stops are just as important as any sound you say. Listen for
the stops and make them when you speak..a good, quick, full
stop of the air or of the voice. lf there is no stop the meaning
may be different.

I
2
3
4

There are 5 kinds of stops.

Ii: lll'.',"il: l:ffi["' ?;l:il ) See 25, pase x2.

Back of the mouth g, k, ng See 26, page rs.
Down in the throat - glottal stop.
This glottal stop is often used in place
of the other stops, especially for the tip
of the tongue stops. See 46.

5 Transitional pauses The air goes out smoothly
but the voice stops for l/2O of a second or less.
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Sound Changes 9.. 19

9 When 2 same sounds are together they become just 1 stronger
sound, often after a glottal stop. I I > I nre >'l+

some more boohheeper thisseat giue youa book What did he
sam mGar bukkipar thtssrt grv ya a buk hua'dtd'i
sa'mear bu'kipar tht'sit grvya- buk hua'di

10 \Ne don't say the first of a voiced-unvoiced pair. They are
really 2 forms of the same sound. see I and 9. 6 o 6 b

Please sit down cupboard. large chech i L L i
pli-z srtdoun kapboard lo-arj chek h:X Wi^
pli-'sr'doun ka'bar.d lear'chek i: l:

-11 Often we don't say the first, or sometimes the second, of 2
stopsounds- k g d t ch j p b See8 - 1,2,3.

blanh chech dog-do hot cahes big deal! good-by
blengkchak d+gdu hotkeks brg dio gud boi
bleng'chek d+'du ho'keks br'dio gu'boi

12 s/z+sh='sh
this shoe does she his shirt nice sheets
thrs shu daz shi hrzshart nois shits
tht'shu da'shi hr'shar' noi'shi's

Dental Deletions - l, C,lfi
13 t ld + b ='b See I.l.

good-by dead beat damned bastard Great Britain
gud boi de-d bit demd bastard gret brtt'n
gu'boi de-'bit dem'bas'ard gre'bn'n

14 | /d + ch ='ch (ch = tsh 45,ltsh S, y'tsh 10)

flat-chested fried chihen bad chech Fat chance!
fla'ches'td froi''chtk'n ba'chek fa'chans

15 t ld +j ='j (j=dzh thevoicedform of tsh- See45.l

hot jazz broad jump great joy mid June
ho'jaz 6t1'jamp gre'joi mr'ju-n

16t/d+l='l
jet lag red light bad luch fat lady
je'lag re-'loi' ba'lak f a'ledi

18 t/d+n='n, n+t/d= n+nodeletionstop y y
didn't get neruous oughtn't button important !fl^,
drtn ge'narvas o'n batn tmpear'n' F F

19 l/d+p-'p SeeII.
wet paint night patrol lead pipe could pay
we'pen' noi'p'troo le-'poip ku'pe

L7
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Sound Changes 20..28

20 t/d+s='s See22,B0.

What's that? It's a bad sign. got sich For God's whe!
huo's that r'sa balsoin go'srk far go-'s sek
hua'set f 'gct'sek

21 t/d+th='th
What then that they Good thinhing! Feed the cat.
huo'then tha'the gu'thrng king f i-'th' ket

22 t/d+z='z See20,B0.

the right zip codes worlds of words 8 zeros red zipper
th' roi'ztp ke'z ataro'za uarJz e'ziroz reJupar

23 vowel +t / d+ vowel, w-, r. = vowel +' +vowel, w-, r.
The tongue doesn't have time enough to go i a u\r/ i e u r.

up to the top of the mouth before saying the :, : ; X I : ;, "'
second, usually a weaker, vowel. So in place of ' o a /L\e o a

t or d some sort of a glottal stop or transitional pause is made.
Put it on now. better water ladder get rougher bad weather
pu'r'o'noo be'ar wo'ar la'ar ge'rafar be'wethar

24 ...1. .....d. -'= -t 
-' 

= 
-dAt the end a t or d is often weak, dropped or the air is stop-

ped but not let go out, not released. lf the vowel which was
suddenly cut off, stopped is short a t was dropped. lf thevowel
is long a d was dropped. See 6.

AII right, but it d need two neat hot odd bad bat bodies!
co roit batrtud ni-d tu nit hot crdbadbat badiz
30roi' ba'i't.r' ni-' tu ni' ho' c' be'ba'bediz

25 -sl = --s'

For Christ's sahe he rnust'ue just guessed it tast Christmas!
far krois's sek hi masta jas' gest, lt les' kns'masf'kroi'Sek imas'a jis' ges'l'las, krrsmrs

26 -ld + consonant = o/u + consonant See 4g.
Ole Man Riuer wildfire world wide cold war should go
oudman rivai woiudfoir warudwoi-,d koudwcr shu'go
ouman rivar wqiofoiar uaro uoi-d kouucar shuu'go

27 -lth + vowel = -l + vowel / -uth + vowel See 42,4g.
Well, that's nice. Will they sell those too?
weuthe's nois wruthe seuthoz tu
weula'snois wrule seulostu

28 -nth + vowel = r * voW€l (+ no deletion stop)
In that case can those go in there when they come?ne'kes kanoz go Iner huene kam
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Sound Changes 29..35

29 s/z+th=s--/z- -- the /a patterns

Is that right? ! What's this? Is there a... It fits these.
lza'roi' h ua'sts EFzra i'f i'si-z

s / z + the -s and -z slide into a weak vague -5th'er -21ha
before unvoiced or voiced sounds. The voice goes up a little.

s I z + a -s and -z form a firm syllable with -a. -sa -za The
voice stays down. No rising tone.

Was the book ur32tha buk It's the hey i'sth'ki
Wns a booh waza buk lt's a key r'sa ki

th /d + s f z='s f'z \ee20,22.

months clotheg cloths both sides with some modes baths
mans kloz klc's bo'soi-'z wt'sam mG'z ba's

ch / j / sh / zh + th = chs, js, shs, zhs

I wish they'd wash those. Change that judge this week.
the ud tha'ja j

awisheu' woshsc>z chenjsa' jajsiswik.

Each thing which they use to rouge their cheehs
ichsrng hurch se yus t'ruzhser chiks

Other Deletions
32 -tng = ing, in, ln, an, 'n

What're you doing? Nothing. Something's coohing!
huotarya doin' nathtn samthtns kukrn
huataya dorn nath'n samp thans kukan

huacha doan na'n samp'ms kuk'n
33 l--

he
hi

I

him his her here haue has had
htm htz har hiar hev hez had
fm|zariarev€Ezad

rs ir av az ad

He has his truck here for him and her to haue fun in.
iasrs tra kir f 'rm nar

34 wh- = w-
t'a'fa ntn

wad'ytwon' wrchwan woi th'woi'wan
35 haue, of = av + vowel, a + consonant (Of clock = o'clock)

I'ue got oneof them.I'd'ue tahenacupof coffeeat 2 o'clock.
oiv got wana them adav tekan akapa kcfi a'tu aklok
aago' wanavam ada tekanakapa kcfi a'tu aklok

F-
Really wh- is h and u at the same time, ! or nu is all right.

But some people don't say the h-sound.

What do you want? Which one? Why the white one?
huo'da ya wont hurchwan huoi th' huoit wan
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Sound Changes 36..40

36 Reduced Forms, fragments

Many much-used words become only I short weak sound. lt
is good to learn these short reduced forms when first studying
a new word. Sometimes using the classical base form changes
the meaning or makes a native speaker uncomfortable, uneasy.
The more you use these forms the more natural you will speak,

a und but by can can't do for haue I in is rny of the
e and bat boi kan kant du for hav oi in iz moi av thi
a an' ba' ba kan kan da tar av oa n is ma a tha

n b'b'krn k6 d'fa av a s m' th'
kif'.a'i'

them they to would had did you could shouldn't oughtn't
them the tu wud had drd yu kud shud'n ct'nt
tham e ta ud had dr' ya ku' shu'n 3'n
am e t' u' ad 'd yt sh0

37 -n't ='n, l
Often -n'f becomes a weak -n or just disappears leaving the

sound before it nasalized, said through the nose. ESL learners
often don't hear the nasal coloring and think the word is posi-
tive, yes, when it is negative, no. So carefully listen for the
nose sound of many of the short verbs.
are aren't is isn't did didn't should shouldn't don't won't
or d'r E 12 dt' di shu shO d6 w6

38 Often we don't say the first sounds of a word or phrase.

because enough Didyougetit? Areyouready? It's too bad.
bakcz enaf drju get rt ar ya re-di r'stu bad
b'kcz anaf

kaz naf
ja ge'rt

ge't'?
ytredr stu ba-d

redr? tu ba'
Assimilation - Sounds change other sounds

39 /tft +* = F+^^ voiced + unvoiced = unvoiced + unvoiced

Voiced sounds before unvoiced sounds become unvoiced. see/.

lil {it His cars haue to moue slowly. Please come. used to
9l l._ll htz korz hav tu mu-v sloli. pli-z kam yu-zdtu
i:'l /l hrskors hafta mu-fsloli pli-skam yu-ztta
l"J lt See358. rr yu-S'ta

40 -2, -v, -zh = -s, -f , -sh -zss -vff -zhshsh Wr*
At the end of words the letter s is -s after unvoiced sounds

and is -z after voiced sounds. But if the first sound of the next
word is unvoiced the f inal -z changes to -s.

At the end of a sentence the -z changes to a longer -zsss and
fades, stops being a sound. In much the same way j, v, zh be-
come -ch, f, sh and at the end jch, vff , zhshsh.



Sound Changes 41 ..49

It rains cats and dogs. giue some I would'ue ! in the garage
It renz kets and d+gz gFv sam oi wudava rn tha garoj
tt renska's n d+gzss grfsam oiwudavff nth'garojchch

41 -t+ y-=ch ch+y =sh
can't you not yet last year coohed your each year
kanchu nochet laschir kukchar ichiar

42-d+y-=j j+y=j
Did you.. educated soldier good use change your
drd yu edyuketrd soodyar gud yus chenjyur
d rja eja ketr' soojar gujus chenjar

43 -s+y+vowel =sh+vowel sh+y=56
hiss you issue Miss Uniuerse let's unite fresh yogurt
krs yu tsyu mtsyuntvars lets yunoit freshyogart
krsha rshu mrshunrvars le'shunoit freshogart

44 -z+y=zh zh+y=211
Is your was young pleasure ds your, azure those yanhs
tz yut wazyang plezyur ez yur thoz yangks
tzhar wazhang plezhar azhar thozhangks

45 t/ d+sh= ch See26 - sh,ch-j
It's your windshield that she.. Did she get sugar?
rtshur winchiud thachi drchi gechugar
i'char

46 l/ n+sh=lch,ush/nch See48.

Will she bullshit the insured Welsh? WelI, shouldshe 10 sheep
wtu shi buushrt th'rnshurd weush weu shud shi ten ship
wrolchi buolchr'th'rnchurduelch welchuchi tenchip

R - L Changes

47 | + vowel = ul + vowel Prevocalic apical L See 21.

Beginners learning to say I should first bite the end of the
tongue, say u, and not smile as they go on to the next vowel.

Lucy loues bright clean blue-gray flowered pillows.
ulusi ulavz buroit kuli-n bulu gure f ulouar' prulozss

48 | + no vowel = u (usually heard as u or o) Non-prevocalic dark I
W\II you help fill real little Rio school milh bottles?
wlu yu hgup fro rio ll'o rio skuo mruk bo'ozss

49 1+ novowel (o/u) +vowel =o/u+ l+vowel Intermissivel
That's all. tha's co TeIl him teu hrm WiU L. wru oi
It's all ouer. r'sco lovar teulrm wrula .-



50 r + vowel = ur + vowel

Beginners first say u,

write, write,
rite, right uroit

could khvd truo,too,to thu
good gud do. dew, due du

54 Tip of the tongue location

Sound Changes 50..55

Prevocalic R See 28.

then smile widely on to the next vowel.

uery real rough Americans try to throw.
v6uri urio uraf ameurrkans turoi t'thuro

5/ thar ...thhror see 53.

First say th, let out a puff of air, think of u as you say ar.

thirty-third Thursday thoroughly thirsty
thhtortr thh113rd thhuarzdr lfthuaruralithhtorstr

52 ar + vowel = arur + vowel Intermissive prevocalic r see 49.

During ar before a vowel the lips come together for an instant
and make a soft u leading an r- into the following vowel.

Hey, girl. We're in here and where is your old funy cap?
he garuro wiarurtn hiaruran huearurrzhayurqu fppuli J<pp

53 Aspiration k / p / t /th + strong vowel Also after -ng

A little puff of air should go out after the
voiceless stops k, p, t, th when they are prrt

/.,t before a strong vowel or before an r-, l- and

.6)" : w- ( ur, ul, u ), and sometimes if they are

\at the end of a.word. See if a match flame
in front of the mouth flickers. lf there is no

puff of air a listener may hear a different word and misunder-
stand. Also, after -ng a puff of air comes out the nose. See 26.

try broth thuroi burcthh
dry throat duroi thhuroth

In American English the 'home base' of the end of
the tongue is the very center of the mouth..not up,
not down, not close to the front teeth. To keep the
tip of the tongue back in the center put the
sharp point of a pencil straight into the mouth
about 2.5 cm., an inch. Practice much talking and

reading aloud with the pencil in the mouth. See 28.

55 Voice Projection

Think of throwing the sound vibrations down in
your throat out through the center of your fore-
head..up and out above the eyes.

t^-9' -i



Word Groupings

31 Groupings of Words _ 6nri'..,,
Phonic Word Formation \--.l \v/' \--u \--l - \:Y

In fast natural speech the much-used little functional working
words (is, are, of, in, my, from, and, to ... ) are weakened and
shortened to just I or 2 sounds (reduced forms) of the original
or classical pronunciation (base form).. These little words tie
together, show the relationship of, the stronger longer names
of things, actions and adjectives (content words)'

Usually an idea, thought, is expressed by l or maybe more
groupings of the little functional words (phonic word) in be-

tween a few content words. So think in word groupings when
you're learning to understand fast speech and to speak natural-
ly yourself.

32 In this book most key example sentences (utterances) are:

a Written in the old traditional spelling (Traditional Ortho'
graphy - TO). Try not to read TO very much because it gives

you wrong ideas of how things are said naturally.

lf you already know some English you can look at some
words in TO to understand the meaning of the spoken
forms or to look up a word in a dictionary. But do not look
at the TO when listening to the recording, reading aloud or
practicing your pronunciation !

b Word-by-word base pronunciation is written by sounds,
phonetic letters. Remember that there is no one 'correct'
pronunciation of a word in English. Correct is what the
listener hears and thinks is all right. The forms shown here

are mostly of General American English.

c The little cursive numbers between the lines or at the sides

refer to the Sound Changes of how the base forms change to
the fast spoken forms. See inside back cover of this book
for a brief listing of these changes, or pages 14...22 for fur-
ther details.

d The fast speech patterns written by exact sounds are seen

in the last lines. Practice well the groupings that are much
like longer words. The little figures at theend of a phonetic
line show the natural fast speed of the sentence, utterance.
Practice it until you can say it x number of times in l0 se-

conds as shown by the little figure.

I'm late and I'ue got to get out of here. (Archie Bunker)
oim let and oiv got tu get out av hi'ar
2 2182 92 23 2335 6
am let an av go'ta ge'ou'a hi-r
4 184 35 23

nago'age'ou'a

23

'mle' hir A ts times in 1o seconds)



33 Physical Practice
lf you know something in the head that

doesn:t mean that your mouth can easily
say it. Little currents of electricity have to
go many, many times between the brain
cells to set up, make network patterns so
that you can instantly understand what

34

you hear or tell you muscles what to do when you speak. Then
also the muscles have to be trained to move properly.
It usually takes 50 or more meaningful (you are conscious-of,

feel the meaning) repetitions to learn to say a short utterence
well. Doing 5 repetitions at l0 different times dur- 6timeging several days is much better than 50 repetitions +g .

all at the same time. The important thing is not X3_"o"t
how.many total repetitions but how many differ- 125aweek

ent times you practice. 6d6-amonth

It is best to not do more than 5 repetitions of tlre same sen-
tence at one time. You stop feeling the meaning and your
muscles get tired. You get tense, nervous. But for intensive
practice go on to 4, 5, 10 other utterances, 5 repetitions each.
Then go back to the f irst and do them all over, again and again
After you feel that you know an utterence or sentence well

and can say it easily your brain cells and muscles still need to
continue practicing until how to say it is permanently imprint-
ed in your recall memory. So when you think that you know it
well a week or two later, and again a month after that, review,
practice that same thing until fluently said. See 36 - 4.

Steps for physical practice:
I First know the meaning. See 40, Study Step l.
2 Learn, memorize which sound comes next.
3 Study, think how to make each sound
4 Practice speaking until you can say the complete utterance

smoothly at natural speed from memory..without reading.
For example, see 32d. I'm late and I've got to get out of
here.'amle'nago'age'ou'ahir At first say it in three parts
with definite stops for the t's. Later say it all like one
long word until you can repeat it 7 times in l0 seconds.

'mlet nagotagetouta hi-ar -'mle'nago'age'ou'ahir
Speaking Practice Materials
1 Repeat things aloud from memory

a The series of the 13 vowel sounds as seen on the back
cover of this book. At first try for 5 repetitions at least 5
times a day. Give special attention to t, a, c, u, ar until
you can say all 13 in 10 seconds. See 16....24.

35
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Physical Practice

b Say the alphabet in English like little American kids do.

ebisidiiefji ectroilefe eo lcmenopi kiuoaruresti
abcdefg hiik I mnoP q r sf

yuvidabaya eksuoizi
uu w x y z

Say all the alphabet in 10 seconds. See Sound Changes
49, 52 about saying l- and r- followed by vowel sounds.

c Say the days of the week and months of the year. 296-E

d Count from I through 20 and then by 10's up to 100..
10, 20, 30, 40.., Be careful about 5 and 9, 13'30, 14'40
..the i and t of -teen and -ty. see 140..142

e Introduction Routine

Say the l3 vowels and the 11 sentences in 45 secondsor
less. Just remember which action comes next in the relat-
ed series. See 132.

36 2 Repeat aloud what you hear from natural recordings

You should listen often to fa-
miliar recordings of unprepared
informal conversations, real-life
speech..not something academi-
cally made up by teachers in a

sound studio. Real-life record-
ings may sound noisy and of
poor quality but in real life
you don't hear academicallY
correct English without a lot of
background noises. As you understand more and more the
less and less you will notice the background or static noises.

Your ear learns to not hear the sounds which don't have a

meaning. See 40, Study Step 6.

3 Read aloud from materials written by sounds. see 40 - 3.

Read the same material again and again until ,1#_-"
you can say the sounds easily. This is for training +fuffi
the speech muscles. This is like a pianist who .$=='
plays the same musical selection hundreds of
times. Most ESL learners do not practice enough physically.
Read aloud until your mouth becomes very, very tired.Take
a rest, do something different. Then come back and read

until tired again.

4 Read a translation of familiar real-life material and say it in
spoken English. See 40, Study Step 8.

tt'-
tiil



American Helpers

37 Speakug Aides - Native speakers of American English

At the start of your study of English you really can't notice
and correct your own faulty pronunciation or speech pattern
mistakes. Also you just can't ''pick up', learn without special

attention, certain fast forms or ways of
speaking that are more natural. Your ear
can't yet hear some sounds and you don't
know the way you use some words isn't
natural. Some native speaker of American
English has to tell you, point out, correct

anything you say that is unnatural before it becomes a habit.
With saying something unnaturally only 5 or 6 times when

first learning it this unnatural way easily becomes so set, fixed,
imprinted in your mind that it will seem natural to say it in
that improper way, to your disadvantage, for the rest of your
life. lt's better to learn natural spoken English from the start.
Don't use not not,is izbut-n't, 's -n, -, -s, -z See 73-9,30-37.

38 A native speaker, even some ESL teachers, may not be able
to tell you how to say the proper sounds or why a certain

:J word is used that way but can tell you what is not
proper or unnatural. Such a person can say the pro-
per or popularly acceptable sounds, or if you show
something written in usual spelling can show you
the right order of words or tell you a better word
to use. See 53 - I b.

Tell your American friend, helper or tutor that you want to
speak naturally fast like when American friends talk to each
other.Your helper can tell you what is natural but you yourself
have to know what to do to speak that way!

39 Many Americans in helping you will give you the base form,
the formal classical school or dictionary word-by-word pJo-
nunciation. Keep in mind the explanations in this book of how
to make sounds and how they change when words are said in
fast speech groupings. Think of the Sound Changes and use
them in what you are trying to say naturally. Your American
helper probably doesn't know about sound changes but uses
them naturally, unknowingly. Just ask your helper to speak
normally fast. Then you are to repeat what was said several
times with little changes until the American says that it sounds
natural. See trial-and-error learning, 58, 45, 43-5.

For example you want to ask

Where is the closest post office?
This is correct but it is more natural to say

Where is the nearest post office? Close is more for something
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Study Steps

you can touch, easily see. Near is for something at more dis-
tance, harder to touch. Perhaps you can't see it. See 305.

Where is the nearest post office? Traditional spelling.
whuear rz tha ni.artst post cf is Slow word-by-word sounds

Does your American helper say whue, hue or ue? 30-34
Are the vowels longer before 'ar? hue'ar, ni-ar See 30'6
ls the word ts tz, -s or -z? see 30-40. Where is = Where's
Do you hear a soft u during'ar before a vowel? 30'52
Does your American friend say'ast or 'rst? See 30-3 -tst
Why does nearest become ni-arurts'? 2 reasons 30'11,25

And post becomes pos'? I reason - see 30'25.
Do you hear and say the o of pos- and off'differently?
Where's becomes huarz huurz'huaarz - huarz 30'2,4
Does the voice go up or down at the end? see 24.

ls -s the -2fia sp -5th'l See 30 - 29. -ztha bef ore n-

s (Practice to say this 8 times' in 10 seconds)

lO I L"un traditional spelling' optiona.l

9 | Native speaker conects pronunciation

8 lead a translation, ey it in spoken English

7 Read a translation, write in English by sounds

6lLil
sllii"i

t€n, say wiihout stopping, natural speed

L, say what you heil, practice speaking

4 Listen to reallife voices, wdte by sounds

Read the real-life spoken English sounds aloud

2 iistcn to real-life voices, read the sounds, say them aloud

I Know the meiling first of what you will be leuning to say

Step 1 Know the meaning of what you are trying to hear and
say.

a See, touch or move something.
b See a movement. Somebody does something..another
student.... the teacher..

c You yourself do an action or make a movement with a

hand to show the meaning to remember better'
d Hear a translation in your own language. The teacher

or another student says a few words. But don't talk back
and forth in your language.

huarztha n i-ar u rts'pos'cf ts.-\
40 STUDY STEPS

In learning spoken English don't try to learn too much at one
time, only 5 to maybe l0 sentences as a unit of study. D,o each
study step well because it is the base of the next step. lf a step
seems too hard maybe you didn't do the previous steps well. Go
back and do them again.



Study Steps 2..4

e Read a translation in your language..a printed one that
comes with the textbook, one made by the teacher or a
student who has already studied the material.

f lf you already know some English you can look at the
old usual spellng, the written English form. But beginners
should not read the old spelling (Traditional Orthography
- TO) because it gives wrong ideas of how to say words in
normal fast conversation. Tfiflttifqbflqffiflgfjddffi | -l Tq

g Carefully, neatly write the translation in your own lan-
guage. In this textbook and real-life materials the sen-
tences are numbered. In your notebook write the number
and after it your translation. You will use this in Study
Steps 7 and 8.

lf you already know some English you may think that
you don't need to write a translation. But if you do make
a written translation you will notice little things about
your language and English which you didn't but should
know, keep in mind. As you will be using both languages
for the rest of your life you should learn to use them to-
gether from the very start of your study of English. The
making of a written translation helps you to understand
and remember English better. ::::::::::::::i

Step 2 Listen and read aloud

y|tr. /,tl After hearing one sentence stop the re-

4ell9llll cording during the pause, silence after
AYY each utterance and read by sounds{ Y aloud. Don't even look at th-e old tra-!'L ditional spelling, TO. Carefully look at

each sound, phonetic letter, and let the eye put a pic-
of it in your mind,like a photographic camera. See 19,46.

Step 3 Read aloud
Look at each sound and say them carefully aloud all

through the sentences of the lesson. Read the sentences
many times until you feel that you are saying the flow
of sounds smoothly. This is physical practice for your
tongue and lips. Also, your eye gets a better picture of
the sounds into your head.

Step 4 Listen and write by sounds.

6\, Hear an utterance, a sentence, stop the re-
Xy:ffi cording during the pause and write by the

-- ' exact sounds of what you have just heard.
When you have written by sounds all of the lesson look
in the textbook and correct your mistakes. The action
of writing helps you learn and remember better. Look-
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Study Steps 5..10

ing back and forth moving the head and eyes when
checking for errors rnakes the picture of the sounds even
clearer in your memory.

Step 5 Listen and say what your hear.

Hear a sentence, stop the machine dur-
ing the following pause and practice,say
what you have just heard. At first read
each sound carefully and then after a

few times repeat aloud without reading.
Talk, no reading. Listen carefully to your inside sounds
coming up from down in the throat. lt is the memory
of your inside sounds that helps you speak well later.45

Step 6 Listen and repeat without stopping.

Do not stop the machine. ln the pauses that follow the
utterances, try to say what you have just heard before
you hear the next thing. As the pauses are the same
length of time as the preceeding utterances this makes
you speak at the natural fast conversational speed of the
original native speakers you hear. Do this many times
until without stopping the recording you can say every-
thing without reading what you hear. This also trains
the ear to not hear noises and spoken sounds that don't
have any meaning. See 36-2.

Step 7 From a translation write by sounds
Read a translation and write the ideas by exact sounds

in spoken English. Check for errors and practice reading
aloud what you have written.

Step 8 Say a translation back

Do this many tinfeq
is too hard, {iffi

spoken [nglish.
,,/&f6\fflt7flNasi I y. I r th i s

is too hard, $ttiy$#4o b"acf and do Step 7 well.

:"of $nitl* rSYkfiffilcan Ensrish ristens'

^ f,-AallT,.".''.'"!";i
lfvri speak reading fror- 

[ not natural fast sp
,'f

a spdaking helper, listens to you
speak reading from a *translation and points out what is

I not natural fast spoken English. See 37,38,39.

Step 10 Learning old spelling Traditional Orthography-TO
lf you

b't4::TJ;
see the

traditional spelling,
DnqtgA*ept1fue-lI When you know the
well thenlvou can look at the TO to

used in 'written EnglishJ Then read the
sentences written by sounds, say them aloud and try
to write the 'written English' forms. Later, listen to
the recording and write in 'written Englishl



4L TEACHING AMERICAN SPOKEN ENGLISH

As a general guide, after having gone, worked through the
series of vowels follow the study steps given above in 40. lf a

vowel in the flow of sounds is not pronounced well enough
quickly review the vowel series, as seen on the back cover of
this book. For details see points 16..24,30-Sound Changes
2 .. 8. Also see the Introduction points 97 and 98.

Work on the consonants as needed when they come up in the
study materials. See points 25 .. 39, 30 - Sound Changes 8 ..
52 and 139 where they are treated alphabetically.

By using the recordings teacher aides, knowing little English,
can do most of the routine class instruction. Only a native
speaker of English is really needed for speech correction in
Study Step 9.

Keep in mind this is 'fast spoken natural colloquial speech'.
When an utterance is said at less than 10 sounds per second
it may sound unnatural. Native speakers should model at
the speeds shown by the little figures at the ends of the
final lines written by sounds, at X times in l0 seconds to
set the pace of saying it just once. These speeds are often
15 sounds, phonemes, a second.

Students repeat aloud in unison, small groups or individually
in fixed order at first or at random later. As a general rule,
limit spoken repetitionsto only 5 or 6 each time. lt may take
l0 or so S-repetition practices over weeks to reach natural
fast conversational speed. 5 x 10 = 50. See 34.

TEACHING STEPS - See the Study Steps of 40.

1 Establish the meaning.

Students should not drill with what to them is a nonsense
utterance. The teacher, someone, does something and says
what is being done. At least a few students should do and
say the target action. The older the learner is the more im-
portant is that he write out a translation, neatly with refer -

ence numbers in his notebook. This is to be used in Steps
7,8,9 and perhaps 10...and years later! See 62-22.

2 Visual lmprinting of Sounds

When the eye sees what the exact sound is the ear will be-
gin to hear it accurately. The pictorial imprint in the visual
recall memory guides the ear to distinguish the sounds and
put them separately into the audio recall memory. see 19.

3 Read aloud by Sounds

Don't be too critical of pronunciation at this point. Give
just enough guidance to be sure a student has a good idea of

42

43
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Teaching Steps

any particular sound. This is the start of physical training in
speaking with further visual imprint reinforcement.

4 Writing by Sounds

Students listen to a real-life utterance and try to write it
carefully sound by sound. The teacher and student both see

which sounds are not yet well defined in the student's mind.
Where does a sound go wrong?

It's not heard properly. see 19.

A clear visual imprint has not yet been set in the mind-
The audio recall memory is not clear or is faulty. see 45.

The student is unfamiliar with the phonetic letters.
Usually students, even illiterates, unconsciously learn
this way of writing by sounds as a by-product of focus-
ing attention on learning the exact sounds. Just use the
phonetic letters without comment.
Students familiar with the British system, as used in
many bilingual dictionaries, will need to relearn the let-
ters for a couple of sounds and new ones for the Ame-
rican sounds not in the British system. See 147 and 196.

5 Listen and Repeat Aloud
Now you can start to work seriously on pronunciation.

Factors to be considered:
a A learner does not hear some sounds correctly.see 19.

Can't tell the difference in sounds other people say.
Doesn't know when he doesn't say a sound well.

b One's own and another's same sound heard as different.
c lmproper audio (ear) and visual (eye) recall imprints
d Not enough physical practice in speaking

Only when a learner has a good concept of each sound
can he begin to pick out and hear any given sound. He
has to have an external perception imprint in his mind
to recognize it and an internal perception imprint as a
guide to say it correctly. See 19 and 58' For physical
practice see 33 .. 35.

6 Listening and speaking without stopping
This is training to hear, understand and speak at natural

fast speed. Maybe stop during a pause to work on a trouble-
some spot. lf a student messes up a bit, makes a mistake or
is slow to respond the teacher usually can give a cue, make a

corretion without stopping the machine. see 62 -6.

7 Write by sounds from a translation

This clearly shows what sounds and structures have not yet

31



Teaching Sounds

been learned well enough. Many so-called advanced students
in regular courses speak poorly because they are not sure of
the sounds, mess up on word groupings of reduced forms...
and structure patterns too. Do this step until there are few
if any errors.

8 Speak from a translation
Students often falter in speaking because they don't have a

definite idea to express. Thinking of a thing half-way intelli-
gent to say, how to say it and moving the mouth to say it all
at one time is just too much for beginners and frustrates
flowing speech practice at all levels. A translation gives a
ready-made train of thoughts, usually of familiar and inter-
esting materials. Steps 3, 5 and 6 are for physical practice.
Step 7 clarifies the 'how'. lf a student falters too much in
speaking from a translation go back and do Steps 3 to 5 as
needed.

I A native English speaking American to monitor speech.

Anything unnatural in speech should be nipped in the bud.
It takes only 5 or 6 repetitions of something said in an un-
natural way for it to become set in the mind. Unless cor-
rected immediately, as a part of learning it, such unnatural-
ness will plague, be disadvantageous for, the ESL speaker
the rest of his life.
At least a weekly Pronunciation Conection session is sug-

gested. A native American English speaker could rotate on
around many classes during a week leaving the routine in-
struction to teaching aides who really don't need to know
much English...just supervisory skills to see that the ESL
learners study properly.

10 Learning Tladitional Orthography - TO
A beginning ESL learner should not see, read the old usual

spelling of written English as it gives wrong ideas about how
English is spoken naturally fast. After the students speak
fairly well let them look at familiar real-life materials writ-
ten by sounds and then at the nearby traditional spelling
versions. Have them read by sounds aloud, self-dictation,
as they try to remember the traditional spelling.

TEACHING SOUNDS
44 ESL learners and speakers often don't or can't catch some

sounds or hear them imperfectly. This leads to a continuing
distorted recall memor:y (erroneous inital audio perception im-
print persistance). They won't ever say some sounds correctly
or even well enough. Because the ear hears imperfectly (defec-
tive external audio perception) the ear is a poor tool or simply
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Sounds by eye

can't be used to get the proper imprint of some sounds into an
ESL learner's brain. see 19.

Your recorded voice does
not sound like you to you.
But to other people your re-
corded and speaking voices
are the same. When you
speak your hear mostly the
sounds that come up from
down in the throat through
your bones. You feel that
this 'inside bone hearing' is
your true voice.

The fast moving ear drum brings into your brain many more
qualities of sounds, such as higher frequencies. So the 'outside
ear hearing' patterns are different and you feel that they are of
other people, even if it's your own voice which you are hearing.

You use the'outside ear hearing'imprint in the brain to re-
cognize, know what sounds other people say. You use the 'in-
side bone hearing' imprint as a guide to say your sounds when
you speak. In the beginning your ear does not hear correctly
and the wrong imprints of some sounds get into the brain.
The eye can help the ear to hear correctly. see 46.

The ear and bone hearings (external, internal audio percep-
tions) are different. So unconsciously, it seems all right to you
that when you hear yourself say a sound, bone hearing, it is

not the same as when you hear other people say it, ear hearing.
But maybe, or often, you are saying a wrong sound.

For an ESL learner to say a sound properly, he needs to have
an American tell him when he is saying it properly and then
repeat it enough times to imprint the 'inside bone hearing'
on the recall memory. See 58, Trial and Enor Conection.

46 Teaching Sounds through the Eye

Because the beginner's ear doesn't hear some sounds correctly
or can't tell the difference between some sounds at all, the
ear is a poor tool to get the concept of some sounds into the
brain. To imprint in the mind exactly what the target sound
is you can bypass, go around the defective ear by using the
more perceptive eye, through which we are used to learning
most things anyway. (The ear does well to take in 20 succes-
sive bits of information per second. The eye absorbs many
thousands of simultaneously changing bits per second.)

Visual gimmicks to get the mind to know what a sound is:

I Crosscut drawings showing the throat, mouth, tongue and

lnside - Outside
Hearing



Fast Speech

lips are good for showing where and how things move inside
the mouth and head. A quickly drawn rough outline is more
alive, pertinent than something pointed to in a book. For
example, see page 22, Sound Changes 54 and 55.

2 ,t -. Watch the lips of a speaker. This is good for some
ij; vowels, r-, l- and ar before vowels. See pages 2I,22 -

Sound Changes 42..52.

3 Geometric designs, diagrams based on jaw angles, degrees of
lip separation or contours and tongue positions. Notice the
angles and circles under the vowels on the back cover.

.t .2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 lO ll l2 l3

"'b)v-'87F26-rc,+,%ryA>"qQ=
4 Finger signs, gestures similar to the geometric designs have

the advantage of showing movements from one sound to an-
other. They can be used any time in an instant....anywhere
(as from across the street) by the teacher. A speaking student
making hand signs during pronunciation practice gives added
kinesthetic reinforcement to his learning imprint. Learners
can see and feel the movement of their fingers but really can
not sense the corresponding mouth movements. See 86.

5 Contour lines for utterance patterns of stress, pitch and
tone shifts. Any utterance put up on the chalkboard should
have under it an undulating line showing tone variations.
Thicken the f ine for stressed points. See 22,2a.''-a'^--'-

6 Soundchangeformulasliken+m='m,nC, t+y - Ch
give an easily imprinted, remembered presentation of phono-
logical principles of something being said. At the point of oc-
currence in the phonetic version of an utterance under study
show the number of the applicable Sound Change. For quick
reference see inside the back cover of this book.

7 Phonetic letters are the most effective, practical of all visual
gimmicks for learning spoken English sounds and speech pat-
terns. Many ESL learners write their own languages by sounds
or have used phonetic letters in their previous study of Eng-
lish.They think phonetically and often are disconcerted, even
astounded that their American instructors don't. Learning
to write by sounds needs no special attention. Without com-
ment just use the phonetic letters in studying the vowels and
when doing Study Steps 2, 3,4,7... See pases 28 and29.

47 Fast Speech Pronunciation Drills
When introducing new utterances or practicing troublesome

-ones, write them on the chalkboard exactly as shown in fastrspeech and drill sound by sound. Give full attention to stops.
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Learning to speak

A silent jerk, hesitation or transitional pause for a deleted
sound is just as important to natural speech as is any sound.
Give special attention to hearing and making some sort of
a separation, the briefest kind of a suggestion of a break, for
the loss of t between vowels. Even though each sound or stop
is given the proper fast speech form the whole utterance, often
a complete sentence, is not natural at slower speeds. Work up
to, try for, the speed shown by the little numbers at the end
of phonetic lines...x times in 10 seconds. See Sound Changes
8 and 23, pages 16 and 18.

LEARNING TO SPEAK
Don't be concerned, worried about ESL
learners getting around to speaking free-
ly (initiation of speech production).
Some students deludedly expect that

after just a little study they'll be able
join in and learn from conversations. 'I want to learn by talk-
ing, not grammat.' But on the other hand, prematurely forced
conversational practice can be contraproductive by creating

frustration, feelings of inadequacy, hope-
less resignation and a dislike for English.
But if the students are busy hearing and

saying real-life English they satisfy that
desire to say soon something effective in
English.

As they become familiar with the reduced functional word
groupings, the working core of free conversation and targets of
this course, students will be able to say what they really have
to say when they do have to say something..and do it naturally.
To practice speaking naturally ESL learners need to work

with something definite to say, something familiar, with readily
recalled fast speech patterns in the mind. See 43-8, page 32.

a Read aloud from the phonetic transcript (version written by
sounds) of familiar real-life conversations until read smoothly.

b Say things from memory See 35, 36 on pages 24 and 25.
c Say an idea which someone silently cues.

Many of the key study sentences and the Introduction have
easif y understood silent demonstrations. Cut the paper, go to
the door, sit down and stand up, rny artns are beside me...

d Read a translation in another language of familiar real-life
materials and say it back into spoken English. Start with the
translations of the key sentences and whatever has been put
down in the student's notebook. See 62-22. lf some Spoken
English materials such as the Common Expressions, Real
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Speaking speed

Life Selections have already been studied use their other
language translations.

e Free interaction discussions

At suitable times whenever a student wants to talk about this
or that invite others to join in and make it an informal group
chit-chat. lf a speaker falters usually let the other students
supply the needed words or corrections. Just note down the
troublesome points and at a suitable break, lull in the conver-
sation, explain or clarify them to the group as a whole. Don't
interrupt a speaker's train of thought with a correction or
comment...nor let the students kill time talking to get out of
studying seriously!

Many ESL learners, even advanced students, have trouble say-
ing the simplest of things when they have to move their body,

do something physically active. Just standing up to
respond inhibits some. A part of speaking practice
is learning to so while being active, much like sing-
ing while playing the piano.

Create disconcerting circUmstances. Students are
to talk while sitting on the floor or standing on one
foot. Two students get on a table, stand back to

back holding an apple between them while they an-
swer questions from others in the class. At least, while
drilling a key sentence the speakers, and others too, are
to act out, make a suggestive motion as to the meaning
of what is being said.

SPEAKING SPEED

Always keep in mind that this is a course in
fast informal speech. The ESL instructor is

to model, say the ihe individual words, phrasesrrrvvvrr JsJ rrrv

or complete utterances at the speed of at least 15 sounds each
second.

Count the individual sounds in the spoken English phonetic
version of a short utterance. Figure out how many times it is

to be said in l0 seconds and practice saying it that many times
faster and faster until you reach the indicated natural speed.

In this book a small figure after a phonetic line indicates how
many times it is to be said in l0 seconds. Often forms and
patterns at that speed sound unnatural when said more slowly.
It's something like being used to driving fast on the highway
and then feeling it's unnatural to slow down in the city.
Work out the pronunciation of the fast sounds and deletions

one by one, especially the t deletions between vowels. Little
by little work up to the indicated natural fast speed.
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Speech Correction

I'm late and I'ue got to get out of here. See 32-d.
oim let and oiv got tu get out av hir s 5 x 28 sounds = 140

140 in l0 seconds .. 14 sounds a second
mle'nago'agr'ou'ahir e 16 sounds and 4 deletions

20 x 8 = 160 speech bits in lO seconds
r\t 16 speech bits, sounds, a second this becomes natural fast

speed which has to be understood by ESL learners for practical
listening comprehension of American colloquial speech.

CORRECTING SPEECH ERRORS
The best way to get to speak acceptably well is to learn the

natural spoken patterns when first studying a word or phrase.
It takes a native speaker of American English to detect, catch,
point out the little unnatural variances and a knowledgeable
ESL instructor to guide the ESL beginner into an acceptable
pronunciation. Advanced ESL students familiar with the ideas
in this book about sounds may well know how to correctthe
unnatural things pointed out to them by anative speaker..who
usually doesn't know what to do about them! see 37,38.
lf something, soon after learning it, is said unnaturally, im-

properly, a few times (as little as 5 or 6 times during the first
week) very often that unnatural way is set, fixed in the mind
of the learner and if not corrected soon is apt to be said impro-
perly to the ESL speaker's disadvantage for the rest of his life!
Students already imprinted with unnatural speech patterns,

especially if supposedly British, may feel that their ingrained
pronunciation is the correct one. At least it's the form they
feel most comfortable with. They've heard it internally so
many times that it seems to be the only natural way. By using
excerpts from casual American speech written phonetically,
they, and teachers too, can see, come to realize, exactly what
sounds Americans really do say.
For both initial and remedial instruction use an integrated

short utterance, a complete thought unit, usually a sentence,
not just a single short syllable or word except to work on a
specific sound. Be sure the learners understand the meaning
and have a version written by sounds for ready reference.

Most of the routine work of instruction can be done by tea-
ching assistants with an English speaking native American
going from class to class for pronunciation sessions. One every
few classes, hopefully at least once a week, should catch and
correct, nip in the bud, improper initial imprinting before it is
a problem to correct. See 37.

When an ESL speaker says something wrong, imperfectly, un-
naturally, as judged by a native American English speaker, first
try to figure out what went wrong where. Are the right words
used in the right places? Are specific sounds mispronounced?

52
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Speech Correction

Do the words flow together naturally? How about the rise and
fall of the voice?

| - Structure Are the basic words suitable and in proper order?
ls each word one that is normally used to express what the
speaker has in mind to say?
I aniued early there and labored diligently throughout the day.

This may fully express what the speaker has in mind and is
understandable but it's more natural to say it without bookish
and seldom used words and with there before early.

I got there early and worhed hard all day.
ESL learners of spoken English would do well to learn first

from real-life rnaterials.
a - Excerpts from spontaneous, unprepared casual speech.
b - Advanced learners often need work on vocabulary usage

and structure (grammar) points that are hard to or can't be
explained. They would do well to write in usual spelling
every day some 35 to 50 words of connected thoughts as if
talking to a friend in the street or on the telephone. Then a
a native American is to read through and make suggestions
so that it all will sound natural. Any American...a fellow
student, a lady standing in line next to you at a bus stop, in
a store, etc. would be glad to do this with a few words...but
not 75 or a 100! lt's a good way to start up a conversation
to practice your English. (Excuse me. I am learning English.
Would you please read this and tell me what is not natural.l

Keep in mind how sounds change and the way words run
run together. Write by sounds in flowing connected spoken
English. Read it aloud until it is easy to say and then have
another American listen and check your pronunciation for
natu ra I ness.

2 - Specif ic sounds not said well enough.
Does the ESL speaker
- hear, discern, catch the sounds properly? see 45.
- have a correct memory of how he should hear himself say

a given sound or phrase?
- move the lips, tongue, throat and breathe in a way to make

the sound properly?
See 43-4 for the use of writing phonetically to determine
where a sound goes wrong. Review the vowel series on the
back cover. Look in the alphabetical index under the
heading Sounds for the treatment of a specific sound.
I got there early and worhed hard all day.

got, hard, all Are the vowels o, c said well? ls the oin hard
longer than in got?

here, early, worhed, hard all have an ar which may need
special attention. ls the i of here lengthened? See 30-6.
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Correcting Sounds

- Base forms not changed to fast spoken
oi got the-ar arli and warkt heard co
ago'the-arrli'n wark'hoardco de z

linked patterns
de base forms

fast colloquial

54

The rhythm is strong at 3 points, at 0.4 second intervals.
,I - oi often becomes a ..more natural among workers
The -d at hard is linked to the initial vowel of all-
The ar at the end of there and the ar at the start of early

become just I longer ar-sound.
The ordinary American speaking naturally fast says some-

thing like this but doesn't know about what changes really
take place. The ESL learner should be familiar with the
phonetic principles of the Sound Changes, recognize them
when hearing spoken English and use them when speaking
to Americans...to be easily understood by them.

Some ESL learners do not take kindly to
being corrected. They are naturally shy,
afraid to make a mistake, don't want others
to laugh at them, are embarrassed. Mature
professionals often don't want others, sub-

ordinates and peers, to know of their mistakes or even that
they are taking English lessons. Give them some explanations
in private.

In class instruction, listen to, go through the target utterance
fast and then analyze it sound by sound with special attention
to potential problems. Then drill it...the whole class in unison,
by groups (as by rows), several adventuresome students each
alone. By that time the timid ones will have learned it, seen
the mistakes of the others and will be willing to give it a try'
Don't interrupt a flow of speech to correct a mispronuncia-

tion. Let the speaker complete a thought and then go back and
work on the error. Or for advanced students working with
more extensive materials note down the errors and at a suitable
break or towards the end of the class period review the errors
impersonally with the whole class.

55 CORRECTING SPECIFIC SOUNDS
Young children learn to speak just by hearing but older ESL

learners should have some general idea of what happens where
in the mouth to make sounds. At some time show them a cross-
cut drawing, as in 25 and 26, and point to where and show
how a basic sound is made.

Consonants
Lips
Tightly together for m, p, b but explode apart for p and b.
The lower lip comes up and lightly touches the edge of the
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Correcting Vowels

upper teeth for f and v.
Smile wide from side to side for r before a vowel.

Tongue
the end goes up

touches the under edge of the upper teeth for th.
is close behind or touches the back of the upper front teeth
for t, d and maybe for I before a vowel.

touches the top of the mouth farther back for n, often for I

the end drops down
midway in front of the mouth for s and z. The lips smile.
behind the lower front teeth for sh, zh. Lips like for kissing.
to the center of the mouth between sounds, as for a, ar.

The back of the tongue goes up
to the top of the mouth and stops the air for k, g.
but doesn't stop the air for h, ng.

Throat
down low the vocal cords vibrate for m, b, v, voiced th, d, g,
j, z, zh and the vowels. No vibration for the other sounds.

Vowels
ESL students should all learn to say the l3 different vowels

from memory. (See the back cover of this book.) For ready re-
ference have them say the vowel series at every opportunity.
Say the whole series to bring to mind the interrelationship of
the American vowels to each other and to those of other lan-
guages. Say a short series of several centering around the target
vowel needing mispronunciation clarification or correction.
Both the teacher and the speaking student should do the cor-
responding f inger signs for the vowels being said. see 46-4.

Next go back to the meaningful utterance (make a suggestive
gesture as to its meaning) and put the corrected vowel where it
was mispronounced. Practice the whole utterance as a unit. By
doing the vowel series the learner recognizes, knows exactly
what the vowel is, hasa hook on which to place it in his mind.
Then the tongue has proper guidance to say it.
Minimal Pair Drills
For a pair of sounds which at first the beginner thinks are the

same sound, rather than use pairs of words which perhaps are
of no meaning for the learner, watch for and use the confusing,
undiscerned sounds close together in a real-life utterance.
ln fue got to get out of here gota and outa (got to, out afl are

natural o -a contrast drills. Push the speaker out the door while
saying gota ge'outa. Make a chewing motion and point to some-
thing you suggest iseatable.. a flower, a rubber band, a ball of
paper .. and say Eat it! ilrt
lf you want to use minimal pairs try to use words that are tan-

gible, meaningful. Make several dents (the action of to peen) in

40
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Overcom Pensation

an aluminum pie pan with a woman's sharp shoe heel. Drop a

pin and then a pen into it. Hit yourself on the head with the
shoe heel and rub the hurting spot as you say pcin. Drop the
pan with a clatter and you have peen, pin, pen, pain, pan - pin
prn pen pen pan - i r e e a. Makethefinger sign foreach vowel.
Trial and Error Correction. External - Interior Conflict see 45.

It is the speaker's memory of his own internal voice pattern
that is his guide as to what he is to hear himself say when he
speaks later. Especially for the vowels use silent methods (See

46) to get the learner by trial and error to say, home in on the
right sound.
When a sound is acceptable to a native English speaking Ame-

rican silently nod approval. Then have the student repeat it
exactly the same way several times while listening carefully to
his own voice coming up through the bones from the throat.
No one else should be saying the sounds or speaking because
the from-the-outside-in-through-the-ear perception may well
cloud up, confuse, make less definite the learner's perception
of his own inside sounds which he has to duplicate later when
speaking.

OVERCOMPENSATION
Overcompensation is doing a sound in an exaggerated way so

that the ESL learner will in time slide into the way Americans
say the sound. But if learners start by doing it the American
way they may often slip back into doing it like some sound in
their own languages or the wrong way they've already learned.

Vowels
ar Think of it as rising in tone emotionally..as if surprised by

being 'goosed' from behind. Hold it 5 seconds to realize
full well that the tongue does not move when saying it.

eE Exaggeratedly bleat like a mad goat, baaaaaa! Hold it for
5 seconds so that the wide-open mouth muscles have time
to get into position.

a Hit yourself in the stomach and grunt. Hold it at a higher
tone than for the other vowels, especially in contrast to o.
aaA aAaAAaa O, 6 O.

Consonants
th Firmly bite the tongue tip between the middle upper and

lower front teeth. Smile so that it can be easily seen..in a

mirror by the speaker. Then an explosive puff of air out.
| + a vowel Students with no I in their languages, first bite

the end of the tongue between the middle upper and lower
front teeth like for th. Say u and the let the tongue move
to say the following vowel. See 26.

r + a vowel Put the point of a pencil into the mouth about
2.5 cm. on top of the end of the tongue. Like for a kiss
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Classroom Techniques 1.. 5

put the lips around the pencil and say u. Then smile asthe
mouth moves to make the following vowel. Later in fast
speech the lip rounding and the tongue not flipping up be-
come habitual. See 28.

62 CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES
I Teachers Reference Books An ESL instructor should have
at hand some general books on teaching English as a Second
Language and of techniques like given below.

2 Post a schedule Show the details for the immediate future
and an outline for the whole course.
- Students need to feel that there is a definite plan of pro-

gress with a sense of achievement as each point is reached.
Otherwise is seems like you're getting nowhere fast! A lot
of work, study without tangible practical results.....

3 Start instruction immediately on time.
- have a kqy student start a tape and monitor the others.

Students listen and in turn repeat utterances,
or write by sounds and cbrrect each other's papers.

Students repeat from memory...the vowel series, numbers,
the Introduction Routine.

Students practice reading aloud from materialswritten
by sounds..the whole class buzzing like a beehive! Have
the monitor see that everyone is reading aloud.

4 Continuous lnstruction
Don't let there be any breaks, noticeable pauses, lulls in

the instruction. The sounds of someone speaking English
pertinent to the study materials should be non-stop except
when the class as a whole is writing.

Fill any unplanned gaps with activities as in 3 above.
5 Use of Recordings

lf the teacher says, models what the students are to re-
peat they will want things said again, ask questions and
employ delaying tactics. But the challenge of an implacable
machine makes study more serious and urgent.
A small hand-held tape player carried around from student

to student is good enough for most classrooms. One with a
remote control cord is best. A stationary player should have
a remote control cord, with a silent switch, long enough to
reach anywhere in the room. In this way the teacher can al-
ways be near a student and silently control the 'implacable'
recording. Reachinq out to press a lever or the clicking of a
start-stop button distracts, interrupts student concentration.
lf students sit one behind the other the teacher can walk be-

tween 2 rows to check on the students down one side and then
back up the other...not possible if the students are side-by-side.
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Classroom Techinques 6.. l0

6 Pauses and Corrections
Our spoken English study recordings have a pause of the

same length as of the preceeding utterance. Stop the record-
ing during the pause for work on the utterance just heard.
When allowed to run non-stop, Study Step 6, if a student fal-
ters there is time enough usually for the teacher, who is to
follow along from student to student, to say a word or two,
make a correction, before the next utterance is heard.

Speak softly directly into the ear of the faltering student so
as to not disturb the concentration of the other students. lf a

student misses out on his turn..messes up, doesn't respond in
time, don't stop the steady mechanical pace of the recording
but go right on to the next student. In real life almost never
does anyone stop to give you a re-take on what was just said..
..TV shows, public announcements, policemen and busy bus
drivers... lf you miss a bus, you've missed your bus! You'll
just have to try'to catch the next one.

7 Urge to hurry!
Frequently look at your watch or a clock on the wall to give

the students a sensation that you are crowded for time. Give
a slow student the hurry-up gesture like a cop speeding up a

line of traff ic.
8 Stick to the lesson

Say as little as possible that is not directly related to the
study material. lf you feel that the students should know
something useful write it out by sounds on the chalkboard
and have them copy it into their notebooks. lf it doesn't
merit their attention to learn it well, don't say it. Otherwise
it'll blur, confuse their learning of what they should be con-
centrating on.

9 Learning to Write by Sounds
Except for illiterates learning to write (See tto), without

comment point to.the letters as you work with the study
materials. The students learn any neu/ IPA letters along with
learning the vowel series. The other sounds are written with
the usual letters.

l0 Defective Ear - helped by the eye
Say what l say has its limitations because the ESL learner's

ear doesn't catch, discern certain sounds. lf a

sound isn't quickly said well enough from just
hearing it show something so that the learner
will know what he is trying to say. Then home
in on it by trial and error. see 46,58.

Don't let a lll neuer be able to hear and xy it frustration
develop because of a learner's unsuccessful attempts of trying
to say what you say by hearing you repeat it. (see a7)

43
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Classroom Techniques 11.. 14

Use of the Student's Language
The exercises in this course don't need any oral explanations

in any language...body language, yes - suggestive movements.
One or two words, a quick short explanation or translation
softly spoken into the ear of a student in his language can be
very effective and is appreciated. Softly and quickly said does
not disturb others who may speak another language or are
concentrating on something else.
lf the students know that a teacher speaks their language

there is a tendency to ask leading lengthly questions and con-
tinue time consuming or deliberately time killing conversa-
tions. And there is something to not speaking other languages
when learning spoken English, of thinking only in English.
Keep the pace brisk in English and converse in other languages
outside of of the classroom. However, the use of the students'
written languages can be very effective in speeding up learning.
See 40, Study Steps 1, 7, 8 and 9.

Physical Action when speaking
A person is more alert when standing as compared to sitting

(teachers too!). The action itself or suggestive cues, gestures
as to the meaning of what is being said should always be made
by the speaker, as well as any other students who should be
paying attention to what is being said.
Students learn better by writing, visual imprint with kinesthe-

tic reinforcement, than by just (apparently?) listening or by
making oral responses impractical to correct, refine or work on
at the time in the course of an instructional sequence.

Outrageous Actions
Even unrelated actions aid learning, memory retention...the

more shocking, outrageous the better. While introducing an
utterance or practicing it take off a shoe, stand on one foot,
get up and stand on a chair or table, grab a girl's purse, jerk
a pencil out of a boy's hand..give him a Dutch rub (knuckles
gouging the scalp), threaten with a burning match or a sharp
pin, burst a balloon, slam a door....

Model Utterances. always speak, at fast speed

This is a course of fast natural speech of at least 16 sounds a

second. Model, say even a single word, at this speed. A small
figure after a phonetic line indicates how many times the line
is to be said in l0 seconds to set the pace, pattern for saying it
once as a model. Follow the second hand of a watch or clock
and bend down a finger each time you say a complete utter-
ance. Then after l0 seconds count your turned-down fingers.
Repeat until it is easily said x times in l0 seconds. Later say
it once at the same speed. See 50.

l2

t3

l4
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Classroom Techniques 15.. l9

Choral repetitions
Everybody together says the same thing several times. This

helps to set a rhythm and loosens up timid, slow or new stu-
dents. But don't do this very much because learners become
imprinted with what they hear others say and not with their
own voices.

Individual Oral Repetition
The learner has to imprint in his recall memory exactly what

he hears himself say when speaking properly, hot what he
hears others say. see 45.

Have a student slowly work out the fast speed pronunciation
pattern of a target utterance sound by sound. lt will sound un-
natural until speeded up. At low speed the learner should,is to
make definite stops, aspiration puffs, u before r and lwhich are
before vowels (See 30 - 47,50) and definite voicing of z. Be sure
to lengthen the vowels before voiced sounds. (see 30 - 6) Tone
and rhythm patterns come with increased speed...if the sounds
and deletion stops are properly made.

Have the learner say the utterance as a continuous flow of
speech 5 times, counted on the f ingers! The last couple of times
it will become smoother but more repetitions may lead to ad-
verse muscular tension and routine automatic mouthing with-
out feeling the meaning. Go on to other utterances, each 5
times, and come back to do the same thing later..several times
each day..with appropriate gestures as to the meanings.

Recordings of students speaking
A student hearing his own recorded voice speaking 'naturally'

will create interest but remember that a speaker's perception
of his recorded voice will be at variance with what he hears
himself say. see45. He will hear, pick out some of his mistakes
but only a native speaker of English can point out others. A
student shouldn't listen to a recording of his own voice more
than 2 or 3 times now and then because there is the danger of
his becoming imprinted with his own incorrect, faulty forms.

Slow and Smart Students
In going over previously studied materials begin with the

slower students so that they can have the privilege of being
starters. For new material let the smarter ones have a try at it
first .. as a challenge to them and for the slower ones to learn as

the smarter ones struggle. Be more exacting with the smarter
students so that they will feel that they are getting something
out of what otherwise might be boring.

Reward Success
Especially the slower learners need encouragement. Nod ap-

proval, smile, clasp your hands above your head like a winning

l7

r8

l9
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Classroom Techniques 20.. 22

boxer when one responds well. Just getting to relax is a kind
of reward. Let standing students sit down as they respond satis-
factorily. Keep them standing until they do. Good answers let
those students leave the class earlier. Pass out prizes - pieces of
candy, rubber bands, small coins, paper clips, thumb tacks......
For poor performance make a student stand in the corner fac-
ing into it, sit on the floor, take off a shoe, stand on a chair.....
lf after a struggle a student gets something right silently nod

approval and go on to the next student. Just being released
from intense concentration is a kind of reward. A slight pause
before you go on with the next student allows the first to mull
over, consolidate in his memory the correct form he has tried
so hard for.

Numbers rather than names
Saying a personal name lets the other students relax, not be so

attentive. lnstead of names use numbers. ESL learners need to
be conditioned to respond, understand, feel numbers automa-
tically. Let the students count off down one row and up the
next or have them pick up numbered slips as they come in the
classroom. Or assign permanent numbers based on the atten-
dance book order and half-way through the class period have
them say their numbers in ascending orderto check attendance.

Lesson Content
In this basic course most key sentences, although often one

of a series or related group, can be presenteb as a separate, in-
dependent short unit of instruction. (See 134... .) Several se-
lected ones can make up the material for a full lesson period.
It is better to use only 1 or 2 examples of each of several per-
haps different structures than several variants of the same one.
See 12.

Thus by using short self-contained key sentences any first
time, visiting, itinerant or unplanned drop-in learner gets a
complete practical lesson any time he shows up. Or a student
in regular attendance gets the whole pictUre of spoken English
as the class progresses through the course.

Sound Changes
Base forms (classical, dictionary, word-by-word pronuncia-

tion) change to faster forms by def inite phonological principles.
These are indicated by the little cursive numbers between and
at the end of lines. They refer to the listing of Sound Changes
inside the back cover and detailed in 30. They are best learned
as each comes up in context. Usually go directly to the final
fast form shown in the last lines without comment or exDlana-
tion unless some student already knows the base form and has
a question.

21
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Classroom Techniques 23..24

23 Notebooks
Anything worth taking the trouble to learn should be remem-

bered. Not forgetting is just as important as initial learning.
Paper remembers. So write down everything you learn. The
physical act of writing it down helps learn it and what you
have written can be reviewed so as not to forget it even years
later. Soon after learning something make frequent reviews at
first, then longer and long time intervals between reviews..by
hour, day, week, month, every few months, yearly. llll I | |

lf you keep a good notebook you really don't need a text-
book. Teachers are to see to it that notebook entries are made
in a neat orderly fashion.
Student textbooks are available from the publisher..but cost

money! So what do you do?! You get one copy and photocopy
pages as needed. And/or be sure that the students'notebooks
are properly kept in detail up to date, Anyway, a personal
notebook is essential and can be better than a printed text-
book for learning.
On the left page neatly write only the key sentences, utter-

ances by sounds. Let the phonetic text stand out, be easily re-
ferred to. Leave empty lines below so that the phonetic ver-
sion to the left lines up, is even with, the translation in thettu-
dent's language over across on the page to the right. Below the
translation, underlined for easy reference, Study Steps 1, 7, 8,
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Use the notebook for fast study and quick reviews.
I Read aloud the utterances written by sounds to the left

until you say them smoothly.
2 Read the translation to the right and write in spoken

English sounds and patterns.
3 Read aloud the translation until you can say it smoothly.
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Gestures in teaching

25 Fllp Cards
Write the idea by sounds on one side of a little card and on

the other side write the translation and explanations. Then
when you can read the translation and easily say it in spoken
English put the card under a future date - next week, in two
weeks, next month and then several months later. At that date
read the translation to check if you still remember the spoken
English well.

What does this mean? How do we say this
How do you spell it? in fast conversation?

From your language say
this in spoken English.

huai\a da
4*ptt'ffj$.-J..

hqaita di
4hpc?

4/r
t/:/?

63 GESTURES - Silent hand cues
For the silent cues of specific words see the alphabetrc Index.

...run, aniue, retu,rn, buy, sell, turn off, get...
Again - continue A palm of a hand upwards. Bend the tips of 2
or.3 fingers down in and up out emphasizing the closing with-
out bending the wrist.

Attention Snap your fingers, knock on something, drop some-
thing heavy down on the floor, stomp a foot, whistle. Look at,
point to the student who is to respond. lf he doesn't, motion
for somebody nearby to touch him.

Come A palm upwards bending the fingers and wrist towards
yourself as you move the whole forearm upwards a little.

Go Turn the palm out and push away with the hand.
Hold in suspense, as to complete a response later. Hold up a

hand towards the student(s like a traffic cop holding back a
row of cars or pedestrians.

Hurry up A hand swings from out to the side across the body
like a traff ic cop speeding up traffic.

Louder Cup a hand around an ear as if hard of hearing.
Next With one hand pointing to the student who is now talk-

ing or has just f inished point with the other hand at the next
student who is to respond.

No - not good Turn you head a little from side to side in dis-
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gust. Put a hand out like for hold but rock it from side to side
or make that gesture with both hands.

Running words together Hold up a hand, back towards the stu-
dents, name the separated fingers from right to left (as seen by
the teacher) and then bring them together side by side to show
how the words group together. As seen by the students the
finger in the middle of If is not goes to their left for if's and
then to the right for isn't. It is not - It's not - It is'nt
Don't you want to would be shown asdonchawanna (2 pairs

of f ingers) then as donchawanna (4 fingers tightly together
side by side).

Same - the same quantity or similar Give names to each hand
and hold them palm upwards at the same level (did go: wentl.
Move more, draw attention to the more important or items
used more (did go: went, went, wentl. In some languages is
and are aie the same word. Name one hand is, hold up I finger
and at the same level hold up 2 or 3 f ingers tor are.

{try$q

Talk - speak, say Put the 4 straight fingers together side by side
and move them up and down from and to the thumb held ho-
rizontally...opening and closing like the beak of a talking bird.

Don't talk Cup a hand over the mouth, after making thesfop
gesture perhaps.

64 FOREIGN ACCENT
A foreign accent is a way of speaking English

which sounds unnatural, strange to the listener
who is a native American speaker of English. lt
becomes troublesome when the listener's atten- )tion is diverted from what is being said to how
the sounds are being said. Such linguistic stoplights interrupt
comnrunication. Or they becomes a real problem when the lis-
tener just doesn't understand or misunderstands.

An Austrian biochemist, who at home spoke German with her Rou-
manian husband, wrote excellent English but her colleagues could hard-
ly understand her in group discussions at work and she simply wasn't
understandable when reading, giving a paper at scientific meetings' An
experienced Russian public works engineer after 10 years with an A.meri-
can projects development firm could only be a draftsman and not use

tris speiial expertise because he could not participate in engineering
discussions

ffi*
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Foreign Accent

What makes up a foreign accent?
I Not saying the sounds properly, like leaue tor liue, cop f or cup.

Flipping up the end of the tongue where r is seen in a word.
Not using the 3 patterns of r and of l.

2 Not changing sounds to group words naturally, likefor usedto
saying yuzd tu and not yusta.

3 Using bookish, classical words in casualfriendly conversations.
4 Using a word in the wrong place.
5 Not making the tone of the voice go up and down naturally.

65 Getting rid of a foreign accent - ACCENT REDUCTION
Of course the best way to deal with a foreign accent is to

learn to speak naturally from the very start of the study of
English. To lose, get rid of, correct a foreign accent is much
like starting all over again...plus learning to break old bad ha-
bits! Learn exactly what natural American speech really is and
then re-train yourself to speak that way.

But knowing how to in the head doesn't make it easily come
out the mouth that way. You may have been saying something
in an un-American way for so long that speaking naturally as
Americans really do will seem to you to be improper, a sinful
violation of what you learned before from purist academically
orientated teachers..perhaps British. Be sinfully courageous!
Say it differently, but exactly like the ordinary Americans do.

66 Often there are unrecognized underlying psychological and
cultural factors. To speak as Americans do you in effect have
to become an American..at least when speaking English. lf you
think, feel that your own native culture is older, better, more
effective than that of the Americans just relax and say "Well,
if that's the way Americans do it, Ill do it that way too when
among them.'
This may mean a change in your attitude. Be informal,

over-friendly without being really serious about it, dress care-
lessly, don't be so polite. Watch and imitate how Americans
move their head, hands, body, way of walking, facial expres-
sions, use of the eyes and voice.
Your non-American attitude, body movements, tone of

voice may make Americans unconsciously uneasy, nervous,
tense or even irritate them. This may cause them to be inat-
tentive, not care to listen to what you say, even reject your
ideas a priori without considering them well. Not so much be-
cause of what you say but because of how you say it.

Some speakers of English as a second language even feel that
their foreign accent is an advantage. lt draws attention to them.
Do you want people to notice you?
A pretty German Bulgarian dancing instructor spoke of her

prize winning metals when she meant medals. She said. ,.peo-
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ple think my evay of speaking is cute!" A famous naturalized
political f igure prides himself of the fact that his 'foreign accent'
gets people's attention. But he isn't aware that some of his
sounds, r and th, cause his listeners to break their concentra-
tion on what he is saying to think how he said the r. I heard
one chap say, "If he's all that smart, how come he can't say a
decent r ?"
When the pecularities of their foreign accent are mentioned

to them some feel it's an affront to their personal dignity.
"How come you dare citicize me about how I speak when no-
body around me, my friends and acquaintences never say any-
thing about it?"

Those friends know that if they say anything the ESL speaker
will get irritated and be resentful towards them. So they keep
quiet. Close friends and relatives may no longer notice a per-
son's foreign accent. Native English speaking children of im-
migrant parents are unaware of their parents' broken English.
"That's just the natural way my father speaks."
Americans around you may want to help you speak English

better but they don't want to offend you or cause you to dis-
like them. They may well notice your foreign accent but don't
know exactly what's wrong, nor how to correct it if they did.
So you have to find someone, a native American, who will

tell you when you say something unnatural. Even many ESL
teachers can't tell you exactly what to do to correct your pro-
nunciation. They may know grammar well and the correct pro-
nunciation of a word by itself but are weak on phonology
(how sounds work together) and articulation (just what moves
and where to make a sound). So it is up to you yourself to
know how you, with your un-American accent, should be try-
ing to say certain sounds and groups of little words.
You can pick out a number of your errors by listening to a

recording of your voice talking informally with others. Put a
microphone in the center of a table where everyone is talking
freely. Listen to how the others speak and for errors in what
you say. A recording of your voice on a telephone answering
machine is good too. Often you and the other person will use
the same words, compare them. But don't listen too much to
your own voice because you may become so accustomed to
hearing your own mistakes that they come to sound natural
to you.See 45.

How much do you want to improve your speech?
Often those who should or would like to improve their

speech, lose a foreign accent, don't becausi:
I There is no urgent, critical need to speak English better. The
defective speaker already can and does go about his daily
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activities with his poor English. Getting a better job or enjoy-
ing life more would be nice but these are not vital to his stay-
ing alive.

2 Frustration has resulted in resignation. "l'll never learn
English well." They've tried to learn but didn't make suffi-
cient or satisfactory progress. Sometimes it's because they
didn't have knowledgeable teachers, were not organized or
didn't really prepare themselves to study seriously.

3 They make the excuse, "l'm too old to learn." Age makes no
difference if you really want to learn. Little children learn
just by listening and making mistakes in talking. But an adult
has experience and knows other things that help in learning
English. In fact, mature adults are the fastest learners.

4 They lack education. A person who did not go to school
very much does not have the discipline or know how to
study. He has a short attention span, perhaps doesn't read or
write any language very well. Such persons learn better by
studying in many short lessons ... 15 minutes in the early
morning, at noon or in the evening every day!

5 No one is interested in their learning. They need a support
group, sorneone to help, share. A member of the immediate
family is best - just a few minutes every day at the same time.
Arrange to itudy with friends..every Sunday morning. Go
to classes together.

6 Too tired. Maybe you are a little lazy and this is an excuse.
When are you not tired? Study at those times..early in the
morning, Sundays..

7 No time. Do you just eat at lunch time? Why not practice,
study English then...and when in the bathroom too! How
about when you are waiting for a bus? See 74.

73 FOREIGN ACCENT CHECK LIST
What are the unnatural (non-native) things you say?

Sounds
I Do you have an exact idea of each of the 12 simple Ameri-

can vowels?
Which American vowels are also in your own language?
Do any 2 English sounds seem to be like just I to you?
The letter R has 2 sounds. You should not move your

tongue for either of them.
The letter L also has 2 sounds. Do you know them?
Can you say a good buzzing zzz? price - priae, prois - proiz
Do you know some general rules of how sounds change?

Going to, want to, can't you: gonna, wanna, cancha Why?
Do you use 'school' pronunciation for the little much-used
words? Do you have a can - can't problem? Speaking fast

2
3
4

5
6
7
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the classical pronunciation of can means can't.
9 Do you listen, pay attention all the time to what Americans

say around you to learn more English?
10 In learning new expressions do you think word-by-word

without thinking of the exact sounds people say?

I I Because you can't hear your own mispronunciations do you
have an native English speaking American to tell you what
you say that is unnatural?

12 Even in some littleway do you speak bettertoday than you
did yesterday?

74 GETTING RID OF A FOREIGN ACCENT
Re-learning how to speak English naturally like Americans is

much like learning English as a second language the first time.
It's well to recognize your problems and then you have to
learn exactly what the sounds and pronunciation patterns are.
So go through this book just like a beginner who has never stu-
English before. In fact have you ever studied spoken American
English before? Think of it as a new language!

Remember that re-learning, breaking old habits, is harder
than learning something for the first time. You do have to
study harder.

75 Time is the Greatest Problem
Persons who have a bothersome foreign accent are usually

busy people. So you have to make a definite f ixed schedule for
studying .. let's say 30 minutes at the same time every day. lt
must become a fixed habit like brushing your teeth, eating
breakfast or going to work.
Get up 30 minutes earlier every day and study then.
For a few minutes when you wake uP.
While getting up .. you can listen to a recording
While in the bathroom .. listen, speak read something on the

wall!
After dressing before eating breakfast.
Just after breakfast before going to work.
With earphones while

waiting in line for a bus
driving to work in a car
riding on a train

During the lunch hour, or a coffee break
After work just before returning home
Just after you get home
While and after eating in the evening
When lying in bed before going to sleep.

A definite, regular, habitual time to study each day is perhaps
the most important thing in getting rid of a foreign accent.
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URGENT SURVIVAL
Many speakers of other languages ur-

gently need to, suddenly have to talk to
and understand Americans just to keep
alive, make a living immediately, move
about among Americans...refugees, iti-
nerant farm workers, recent immigrants,
foreign students, laborers working with
Americans abroad (such as illiterate Arab
oilf ield workers withTexan roustabouts)

Often the spoken English they have to deal with is not like
what they would get in formal language classes but is down-to-
earth earthy rough talk. And they have little or no time in
which to learn it. But in a single class they can be given the
basics and get an idea of what it's all about and take it on their
own from there.

Sounds
The practical basics for immediately handling sounds (hearing

and saying them well enough to get by) and word order (the
structures to express simple thoughts) can be covered, hope-
fully understood and initially learned in about an hour, even
by illiterates and small children.
To use the sounds and express simple ideas to a practical de-

gree takes a few more hours..if they're lucky enough to get
more instruction. So what is learned in the f irst class(es, hope-
fully from knowledgeable teachers, may have to do, serve the
ESL learner for immediate survival...and even for the rest of
his life!
Getting a good idea of the vowels should be first because

they are the most critical factor in handling, working with spo-
ken English. Get your vowels right.....and most other sounds
will fall into place well enough. Adult learners simply cannot
learn, pick up, discern several key vowels of American English
just by hearing Americans say them..even in the classroom by
teachers, much less so in the disorderly noisy hustle-bustle of
real life. This is also true of the 3 patterns each of the R and L
sounds.

Words - Survival Vocabulary
Some 800 much-used little functional words make up maybe

90o/o of what Americans say in their daily life: is, are, of, than,
and, go, come up, get down... Most are used in groupings of re-
duced forms, such as doncha wanna get outta.
Shouldn't the high frequency 'er' ('re) be learned first and

much later the less used form that sounds like the letter R
(arel? Many ESL learners don't catch 'er' or think it is'uh'or
maybe 'ah'. The first class for urgent survival is to clarify this
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sound and its use..among other things! We're speaking of
immediate urgent survival and maybe only I or 2 formal
lessons in a lifetime.

79 Structures. Word order, grammar
Informally spoken American English sentences are usually

short and simple. But the word order may be strange to many
ESL learners, as is theirs to us.

I giue him the book - I giue the book to him. Confusing Enslish
him it gaue I to him the booh Se lo di yo a 6l el libro Spanish

him to booh giue (I) did kare ni soreo ageta JaPanese

The most-used and versatile verb structure of spoken American
English is the 2-word verb: come, go, put, take + in, on, off ...

This mechanism is to be implanted in the mind of the survival
learner as quickly as possible.

Tahe off your coat = Take your coat off Same meaning
Get off the bus is not the same as Get the bus off.

There are rules about how sounds change (t + y = ch, can't
lou = canchul, for indirect and direct objects with fo, for
noun and pronoun objects with 2-part verbs. But even if you
get over the language barrier to make explanations will they be
really understood, remembered and applied?
The best practical, fastest way of learning such things is to do

an action and repeatedly hear yourself say what is being done
until a typical expression sounds, feels natural (is internalized).
(TPR - kinesthetic reinforcement of cognizant internal imprint f ixation)

.SURVIVAU SOUNDS
The first lesson of spoken American English, especially for

urgent survival, should give the learner a good idea of the main
things about the sounds of fast naturally spoken English and
a practical, useful set of the words which are used the most.

Vowels
The overall concept of all the simple vowels in a natural order

can be taught in about 5 minutes by a knowledgeable experi-
enced instructor. See 96 for the demonstrations and 89 for the
presentation drill. Seeing the sounds in some 5 different ways
(see 46) and following a natural order make for fast learning,
getting into the head what each vowel sound is and its place

imong the vowels. With this in mind the ESL learner begins
to hear and say them in an orderly fashion.

Consonants
Most languages have most of the English consonant sounds.

The special, problem causing English ones are best learned one
by one as they come up in context. Refer to the drawings in
25,26,27. Put them on the chalkboard for the students to
copy, if time allows.
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th Let the beginners see you bite the tip of your tongue.
Have the students stick out and bite the tips of their own
tongue and feel of them with a finger. After stopping the
outgoing breath let a sudden puff of air burst out.

Push a student towards the door as you say Go to the door.
Everyone points to the door as each in turn says go t'th'dor.
Next practice just t'th'dor with t'th' by itself at times..2
voiceless stops of the air. Everyone can easily say t' (tongue
behind the upper front teeth). Then bite the tip and release
a puff of air for th'. (Only say too thee to clarify the words
to the for someone who already knows some English.)see 25.

r +'vowel lf someone f lips up the tongue for something like
a trilled r, put the sharp end of a pencil straight back into
the mouth about 2.5 cm. on top of the tip of the tongue.
Circle the lips around the pencil like for a kiss and say oo
as in Who, you two too?! Then smile as you go on to the
following vowel. See 28.
This pre-vocalic r first comes up in the Routine in front

and then in right. Say oo around the pencil, foorunt,oortte.
| + vowel Some languages don't have this sound. For such

beginners bite the tip of the tongue first, then say oo but
don't smile as you go on to the following vowel.see 26.

Face away from the class and motion to the left and then
to the right. Pair drill oooleft - oooorite (uleft-uroit).Turn
your head sideways so the students can see you not smile
and then do smile, left - right. Later pair drill right - Iight,
with each student after oo smjling and not smiling.

sh change sss into sh by pushing the lips out like for a kiss.
Also push the center of the cheeks into the back teeth.
sue - shoe

ch With the lips for a kiss and the cheeks in.as for sh flip the
tip of the tongue up for t and then slide down into sh. See
the last drawing in 26.

Voicing From the start beginners should know about voiced
and unvoiced sounds. For urgent survival just practice with
ssss - zzzz. Hissssss like a sssssnake for sss and buzzzzzlike a

'bizzzzy' bee lorzzzz. arms-legs oarmzzzz-legzzz see 29.
Stops Even beginners in the first class should learn about very

short, quick, silent stopping of the voice or flow of air, like
in the voiceless t'th' of to the. Make definite stops, jerks,
half grunts where consonants are dropped after vowels. The
vowels are cleanly cut off. A long vowel cut off is for a
missing -d, a short vowel coming to a sudden end shows
that a -t has been lost. (See 30-6,23). Don't explain this to the
beginners but in saying the Routine do make a definite stop,
an incomplete -t for get, sit, light, put, it - ge'st'loi' pu'r'.
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SURVIVAL INSTRUCTION
ESL learners should always know the meaning of what they

are trying to learn to hear the sounds of and to say. After
working through the vowels, with finger gestures, the instruc-
tor does the actions of the Routine series so that the students
will know what it's all about as to meaning. Suggestive gestures
and pointing to the drawings on the text sheets should keep
the meanings vivid in the minds of the learners as you go along.
For full details see the Introduction, 97 ..103.
For urgent survival use the Introductory Basics recording

from the VOWELS through the routine ending with / looh at
you. Use a long remote control cord or carry along from stu-
dent to student a small cassette player to be near each student
and start-stop the recording as needed. (62-5, 102)

Working through the first time the class in unison repeats
each utterance. After that each student, alone, repeats what he
has just heard 5 times. Hold up the left hand with the fingers
slightly spread apart and then bend a finger into the palm for
each repetition. With the right hand make the f inger sigrrs for
the vowels or gestures as to the meaning of the utterance.

As you walk around see to it that all students make the pro-
per hand signs and gestures. Stop and move a student's fingers
into the proper position. Unexpectedly from behind sort of
hug a student as you with both hands adjust the student's
fingers beside the mouth for a given vowel- Not only will that
student be brought back into learning consciousness and feel
the exact sounds to be more tangible but the others will laugh,
snicker (relieve the tension) and correct their own hand signs
as they reflect on exactly what the sound is. Habitual cons-
ciousness of the exact vowel is to become automatic.
After working through with 5 repetitions of each student

play the tape without stopping or at most don.'t spend more
than 3 seconds for a student response. Without stopping the
implacable march of the machine you usually can say a cor-
rective sound or word softly into the ear of a student who
falters or messes up. In this way the concentration of the
others is not disturbed and the steady fast pace of instruction
is not broken.
The amount of material and speed of presentation will con-

fuse, dismay some learners at first. But in a few minutes they
will get the hang of it. The first survival lesson is for general
orientation as to the vowels, where things are and the the most-
used actions of daily life. Subsequent classes, hopefully there
are some, reinforce the first learning. After getting the urgent
Routine well in mind, if time allows, work with the variants
of the Routine said by several rroices and the exercises taken
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from the Introduction, as seen in 110 ... Ll2. See the phonetic
transcript of the exercises on the lntroductory Basics tape in
t32.

For foreign accent reduction and advanced students working
on listening comprehension of fast natural speech also work
through the second side of the Introductory Basics cassette,
Real Life Selection 22, Jobs. See the section, Learning Ameri-
can Spoken English - Teachers Guide (Seminar presentation),
starting at 114 for other additional details and for the text of
Selection 22 see 132.

Introduction to Real Life Spoken English
For regular classes of younger students

Anyone taking up the study of American spoken English
would do well to start with this Introduction to Real Life
Spoken English to know, understand, use

- the vowels exactly,
- the changes of sounds and how they run together,
- the patterns used most to express actions.
Small children learn this well by hearing, seeing, doing and

saying what they do. Older learners see also the exact sounds
in several ways which speeds up their learning (+o). Everybody
unconsciously learns to read by sounds, illiterates too, just by
going through the vowel practice and following along the lines
of the phonetic text as each utterance is demonstrated and re-
peated several times.
Many ESL learners never become natural speakers because

they have never learned to say anything naturally. After an
initial overall presentation is worked through it is developed
into natural pronunciation and fluency by frequent repetitions
of natural patterns. The vowel series and the sequence of con-
nected actions in the Routine are to be heard, read and later
repeated aloud by memory like natural speech, all in less than
45 seconds. Once an ESL learner can say this Introduction
Routine naturally he becomes conditioned to say everything
that way and has a ready reference for identifying the sounds
and use of new words taken from real life.

For Urgent Survival you work for a reasonably understand-
able pronunciation, but in this Introduction pay special at'
tention to the vowels, especially the hard to catch and sayar
meaning are. Be sure the learners understand and readily use
the pattern of the 2-word verbs such as come / go out, get off,
turn on, come bach in.... Once a learner haswell in mind the
vowels, how to say where things are and the actions used the
most he has a good practical survival base for getting along in
daily life.
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Be very exacting on all points with advanced students work-
ing on, converting to, American spoken English, as well as

long-time speakers wishing to get rid of their 'foreign accent.'
They may find it boring, tedious but it must be done.
Start by working out which basic vowels of their languages

are in English. First have them learn to say from memory these
base vowels in the order they are in the vowel series sequence
here. The Japanese say o i u e o, Spanish speakers o e i o u.
When their order in the English series is well in mind, i e o o u,
have the learners put the special English vowels in between
their vowels. i I e, o J o, o u u....
To speak like Americans do, students with a background of

British speech will have to re-learn 3 vowels and the usage of 2
others.

lmplant well the overcompensating steps of pronouncing
the American R before vowels for most learners and of L be-
fore vowels. (see ze. 25) Refer to the phonological principles in
the listirig of the Sound Changes. (See inside the back cover of
this book.) Be exacting in that the serious learners speak pre-
cisely as shown in the phonetic transcriptions.
As a course of study in regular school classes, beginners and

illiterates should carefully do all of the study steps, | ..4.
More advanced learners too would do well to go through the
whole 60 minutes of the Introduction recording step by step.
At first glance they may feel that this material is too simplis-
tic, not worthy of their serious consideration because they al-
ready know all of the words and structures. Have them listen
to and try to say without stopping the recording a few minutes
of the last part of it, 16f, 17 tor example.

Relearning the vowels, R and L, the scientifically evolved re-
vised speech patterns and working up to natural speed speed
take much more serious study and repetitive oral practice than
the simple words would indicate.

Introduction to
Real Life Spoken English

This Introduction to Spoken English is to be used for all, from tiny tots
to sophisticated professionals, just anyone who starts the study of real-
life spoken English. lt's good for anyone who has trouble hearing or say-
the sounds the way Americans speak naturally in daily life.
It immediately satisfies the desire of the beginner to be able to say

something useful, effective, practical in English.
a Vowels - a clear idea of each of the basic vowels, their relationship

to each other in English and to the vowels of a student's language.
b Where things are - behind, left-rrght, beside.- and not cre-is but'rq's
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Introduction- Vowel Drill

c The most-used verb structure, the '2-part verb' - put, take, get, go,
turn + on, off, down, back....

d How sounds work together - sound groupings, rhythm
e A 'line of thought' to follow in practicing alone or in class.

Introduction to Spoken English
Excerpts from the Teachers Guide

Vowel Ihill
At the start of every lesson, refresh the students'minds by

going through the whole series of vowels around and around,
steadily going on through a to the o of oi ln a continuous
circle. Work for a good contrast between a and o, which may
mean splitting up oi and repeating a-o, a-o in contrast drill
several times before going on with i r e. Similarly i-r, e -a, o
-c often need extra separate drilling. When a vowel is not
said well enough shake your head and silently point back to
the letter or make a hand sign of a preceeding sound and
work up to the target sound for which you shake the whole
hand a bit to emphasize that sound.
This round robin drill is be done for the first few minutes

of a class period while the late comers get seated, whenever
you need a filler for a few minutes or to break the strain of
intensive drilling.

Intensive drilling means keeping the students' concentra-
tion, attention at a peak all the time by lively, unbroken
drilling. This is best done by using the recording..without
stopping it. If a student misses his utterance just point to
the next student to pick up on the next thing coming up
from the recording. Walk around the room to be near the
student speaking to make a quick cue as to sound or mean-
ing without distracting the rest of the class.
Drill 1) the class in unison, 2) each student says one sound

..going down one rolv and up the next to give students a
chance to prepare for their sounds, 3) skip around with the
teacher pointing to different students here and there or let
the student reciting point to the next student somewhere,
4) each student says the whole series..as fast as possible.

Cuing with Hand Signs
Students soon learn to'read'the hand signs wherever the

teacher may be walking around and so immediately and ex-
actly know what is the target sound -- especially if you do
a short sequence before and after the concerned sound, as
for c, ..e o c o u.. jerking the hand a bit at c as it is the tar-
get sound. Or for r, just i r e i r e i r earound andaround and
shaking the hand a bit each time for t. Making the contrast'
ing positions for a (fingers slightly cupped up) and o (quick-
ly turn the hand over (straight index finger, with the others
flat close beside it, far up from the level thumb) is very eff-
fective in establishing those sounds.. Of course, it is good to
also point to the sound in question on the vowel chart (see

the back cover of our books). This way the student can see

both the phonetic letter and diagtam, similar to the hand
sign, for additonal visual imprinting.
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Vowel Demonstration

Demonstration of the Vowels
While listening to the recording (better than the teacher),

the teacher makes the hand signs, points to their equivalents
on a chart..a diagram and/or phonetic letters for the student
to see exactly what the target sound is and its relationship
to the other sounds. The students. too. are to make the
hand signs from time to time, especially in the beginning.

This is because a person does not clearly sense, feel, the
positions of his own mouth, lips and tongue nor how they
really move. But by moving his own fingers a student more
clearly comes to know what should be going on in his
mouth for each sound. By seeing his own fingers move he
gets another kind of visual imprint with kinetic reinforce-
ment from feeling his own muscles of the hand move.

Hand Signs
.t .2 3 4 5 6 ? a I r0 ll 12 13o'1.-'-',,='ra7a "E W,'/lt "b WYa>E>%'?>l;il 7_' 7_' 2- r p2t py' F r{h, Vo -/o 7o 9r. *.
oi is really o+i. The o position is with the fingers (straight

and close side by side) wide, as far away from the thumb
(horizontal beside the cheek near the mouth) as possible.
The fingers then close down towards the thumb into the i

position about the width of a pencil above the thumb.
Here oi is presented as if it were just a simple basic vowel

because native speakers of English think of it as one sound,
written with just one letter..'i' or 'y', and it acts like a sim-
ple single sound too. In this series, as you go around and
around, the last sound 13a fallsjust before the o ofoi and
you get a side-by-sidecontrast of a and oi..o u ar a o-i i t...

i - - o The mouth opens step by step, so with each vowel
the fingers separate away from the thumb. In reality the
change from i to t is verlr little. For i the forefinger (with
the others flat beside it) is about the width of a pencil
away from the thumb, and 2 thickness of a pencil away
for t. Then the spaces become increasingly wide as you go
on through e e a to o where the fingers are as far away
from the thumb as possible. Or a person can hold a big
book (the back cover down, level) partly open at different
angles and let some student try to say the sound the angle
represents.

o - - u Start this series of lip rounding with the wide open o
position. Then make a big circle with the 4 fingers and the
thumb, like holding a basketball or a balloon of that size,
for c. Bring the finger tips into a slightly smaller circle,
as if holding a tennis ball, for b; closer together as for hold-
ing a ping-pong ball for u and a grape or marble for u. It is
fun to use the objects themselves as cues for each of these
rounded sounds. Toss around the round objects with the
receiver saying the corresponding sound. If said incorrect-
ly, have him toss it back to the thrower for the correct
sound, thusly back and forth until both say it correctly.

ar, a The tip of the tongue is more in the center of the
mouth and can't be seen at all. so use hand signs. Put your
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I nstruction Steps

wrists together and turn them so that one hand is above
the other. To-show the ar-sound cup the finger tips of the
lower hand upward into the center of the palm of the up-
per hand cupped downward. Say a.long drawn-out clear
unchanging arrrrrrrrrr with no movement of the finger tips
at all.

Because the letter 'r' is used to write this sound, a student
may flip the tongue to hit the top of the mouth to make
the r-sound of his language. Insert the sharp point of a pen-
cil straight back into the mouth about 2 cm.(1 inch). This
makes the tip of the tongue double up and unable to
move. Have the student make a long-lasting unchanging
clear vowel sound for this ar.

For a, relax the up-cupped finger tips of the lower hand
and let it drop a bit. Hit youself in the stomach for a good
'uh'(.a) grunt. Be on the watch for some student uncon-
sciously making this a-sound..as when laughing. Then imi-
tate him and have him say it again.

Parts of the Body, Positions and Actions
First the teacher goes through the whole series from "My

feet are in front.....look at youl' pointing to parts of the bo-
dy, positions and doing actions while saying what is being
done. This is to give the students an over-all idea of what
they are to learn and that it is moving, alive and practical..
something to be experienced personally. This learning has 4
factors - hear, see, do, say. We (teacher and students) just
'do' rather than 'explain' English..first the key words and
keep adding little by little to reach the complete forms of
normal fast speech (some 8 sounds a second).

Instruction Steps
Step 1 - Meanings

Students really must first of all understand well the mean-
ing of what they're trying to learn. The text of this Intro-
duction follows an easily learned sequence of actions (point
16). The teacher first goes through the whole sequence and
has the students do it until it is well memorized. Thus they
have a 'line of thought'to follow which they can practice
with anywhere, anytime until they have an ingrained auto-
matic response to each part of it. Saying to yourself what
you are studying helps in learning, so if a student goes along
mumbling to himself, fine. But don't interrupt the concen-
tration on learning the meaning. That is, don't pay any at-
tention to pronunciation during this step, avoid working on
it at all, even if a student has a question or problems about
sounds.
Step2-Hear,do

Here we begin to create an automatic response to what is
heard. Play the recording and point to or do the actions.
The recording follows the general sequence but does mix
things up a bit. So it becomes a challenge, game, to do - say
what you hear before you hear the next thing. Have the
students do the actions or make suggestive motions but
don't work on pronunciation yet.
If you don't stop the recording, the actions have to be
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Teaching Techniques

done rather quickly. So in advance, see that an electrical
switch, a chair and a door are close together' Quickly point
to parts of the body and positions' up, down, in, out'..
Actually stand up on the chair, or at least put a foot up on

it as a suggestive clue. For 'go out, come in' stand in the
open dooiway and look, lean or take a step out and then
turn the body and do the same inwards. Flex the knees for
'sit down' and straighten up the body for 'stand up''.just
some suggestive motion to cue a student or for students to
show that they understand.
Step 3 - Hear, read (say)
Now the students, pointing to each word with a pen or

pencil point, follow along the printed text as they listen to
the recording and are to begin to say what they hear. Even
stop the machine at times to practice some more difficult
word a bit. Do this pointing exercise slowly and several
times sb that the students'see'each sound, develop a good
visual imprint. A little bit of reading practice might be in
order but don't be too critical about pronunciation yet.
Next, have the students write each thing they hear. This

means stopping the machine after every utterance. At some
point.do this as a test and have the students exchange and
correct each others' papers by checking with the printed
text. Then have the students write the whole sequence of
actions from memory and correct their own papers. This
will show if a student has the right concept for each sound
in his re-call memory. Be rather insistant r,hat this be letter
perfect according to the text...all sounds exactly as printed.
(Was it 'a' or 'the' chair, 'light' or 'lights', is 'of' av or just a,

should'is'be -z or -s here?).
In this way, the students will begin to realize how the

sounds and words change. Some of this may come as a bit
of a shock, surprise, to advanced students.who are studying
this to improve their fluency in dealing with fast informal
conversation.
Step 4 - (Hear-read, hear-)SaY
First have the students reacl as they hear - say' Stop the

machine and cue as to the correct sound when needed' Next
they are to hear - say without stopping the recorder' This
maftes them catch sounds, und'erstand and react at the
rp""a "t 

normal (fast) conversation. The final objective 
-is

iir a student to iay all of the action sequence (point 16)

iro- -"-oty in nbt more than 45 seconds (Teachers in
not more than 30 seconds).

Teaching Techniques
As this teaches normal fast conversation, an English speak-

ing teacher when modeling a word, phrase or sentence is to
say it always at the speed of some 8 sounds a second' That
is the speed of sayingthewholeaction sequence (point 16)
in not more than 30 seconds. Use the recording as much as

possible. It works up to the normal fast speed and always
says the same thing in the same #ay and presents a chal-
lenge for the students to keep up with it.
Actually, the teacher, only as a fihal resort, says anything'

just a sound now and then perhaps. It is best to make a
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)emonstrations - feet, front, are

hand sign or point to a sound in the vowel chart (on the
back cover of our books) and have the student, by trial and
error, say the sound well €nough. Compliment him and go
on to the next student. To indicate meanings cue by making
a quick short suggestive motion but say nothing.
In using a recorder, it is well to be able to move around in

the classroom. For a small room, a little recorder can be
carried around with you. For Iarger equipment, a TV-radio
repair shop can make a long cord to plug into the 'remote
control' hole. Or put a switch at the end of a long enough
electric cord and splice the 2 wires of the other end to the
cut ends of 1 wire of an extension cord to which you con-
nect the recorder.

103a Demonstrations
Here are some pointers as to sounds and how to show the

meanings in the action sentences.
My feet are in front of me*ma f itarn franta mr *
my moi=mo=ma=ma+consonant=m'+vowel Point to and
beat one's own chest (like Tarzan), making a thumping
sound with the palm of the hand.

feet fit Put both feet down on the floor and stomp loudly,
making a loud noise (to wake up the class!). Point to each
foot with an index fingei. Two fingers pointing at 2 feet
give the idea of plural. If someone happens to say 'foot',
make him put one under his chair or draw it back under
him. With just 1 finger point to the extended foot and
say 'footl Have him put the other foot out in front again
and say 'feet.'

are or=ar Hold up 2 fingers and say ar. (Say or only if a stu-
dent who knows some English is puzzled.) Point to vowel
12 ar. Teach only the most-used form of the word and
start the students to hearing and practicing the ar-sound,
after an unvoiced consonant in this case. The object is to
imprint ar (not or) to give an automatic feeling for the
existence of plurals.

in front of At first use 'front' alone and somewhere along
the line start saying 'n franta just like one word. For the
r-sound, see 'left-right' below.

ftont Extend forward both arms straight out from the
chest. AIso put the feet out forward as much as possible.
Even have a student slide down in his chair to get them
way out there in front. Clap the hands together and hit
the feet against each other. Then point the index fingers
straight forward.

in 'n Drop the vowel and make a quick nasal grunt with
the mouth open.

of av+consonant = a+vowel 10 o'clock, cup o'coffee
me In fast speech mi becomes mr (all clear vowels often are

reduced to the neutral vowel a, even farther to r at times.
Use the same demonstration as for 'my' above. Contrast
drill ma-mr, ma fit - nfranta mr, thumping the chest each'
time for ma and for mt.

feet are in fitarn Say it like 1 word rhyming with 'eastern,
western, turn.' This -arn syllable occurs so much in Eng-
lish, as in orn (aren't) where it is very important to hear
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Demonstrations - beside, behind, Ieft, right, arms, lnnd

the weak final -n (The t-sound is recessive, disappears after
n.) because if you don't catch it in real life you understand
or(are) which is just the opposite. So practice 'arn well
here in the beginning of the study of spoken English.

103b My arms are beside me m'ormzar b'soid mt
my becomes m' before vowels, mform= m'orm. Don't for-

get to thump your chest for m'.
arms ormz o-a'.m-l, a clear definite o and separately ar.

Don't slide from o into something indefinite but make a

clean break between 2 separate clear vowels. Make a nasal
grunt with the lips closed for m.

ormzar Hold the mmmm a long time to build up the voic-
ing in the throat to lead into zzzzz then add ar. Work for a
good clear -zzzzar here because it occurs often in English.

Cross your forearms and alternately slap an upper arm
with the palm of the other hand. Hold up 2, 3 of 4 fingers
from time to time to show a plural sense for either -z or ar.
Here ar(are) follows a voiced sound, and -z* becomes a
unit indicator of plurality.

beside b'soid In the other language explanations we say
b' means that "something is at a place". This prefix be- has
the pronunciations bi, br, ba, b'. Here use only the fast
forms ba or b'(just a puff of air!).

side soid With the knuckles rub the ribs around at a side,
up and down, to produce a good rubbing $ound.

arms beside ormz b'soid At first leave out the.ar for 'are'
and hold up 2 fingers for -2. Let the arms hang down at
the sides. Swing them back and fort a bit, maybe brushing
against the clothes to make a rustling sound.

l03c My left hand is behind me tna left hanz b'hoin mt"
left - right left - roit With the arms fully outstretched to

the sides, straight level with the shoulders, snap the fingers
of the left hand for 'left' and those of the right for 'right'.
Caution: Be sure to face away from the class or in the
same dtection as a student. Otherwise, your 'left' will be
imprinted to the students' 'right'..so face away and avoid
a lifetime of confusion..due to wrong initial imprint!

l-,r- For students who don't have the English pre-voealic
l- or r- put an u before these sounds. For l- first bite the tip
of the tongue. Let it show through the lips rounded for u.
Say a clear lengthy uuu, quickly release the tip of the ton-
gue and go into the following vowel.' While saying the u

before r- put a pencil in through the rounded lips about
5 cm. (2 inches) down along the top of the tongue to keep
it from flipping up to make an r-sound of other languages.
And smile widely as you quickly go into the following
vowel. At first insist upon a clear u. As a student learns to
speak faster it will disappear and the muscle movements
will slide into those of a native speaker of English.

hand hany' After n, d is recessive, disappears. Clap your
hands together to get attention, then hold up one and
wave it as you say 'hand'. Lower it and raise the other,
again saying 'hand' and holding up 1 finger. Caution:
Do not put the 2 hands together or move both at the
same time, except to clap at the start. Here, Iet henz
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Demonstrations - between, legs, stand up, go to, sit down

(hand is) become implanted as 'one hand at a place'. As
a general rule, while teaching this Introduction don't
use forms not in the text. But if you use the plural
'hands'be sure to add ar and practice hanzar.

band is hand tz = hanz The mouth is wide open for a...
Bleat like a mad goat beaee. Hold the aaea a long
time to give the vocal chords down in the throat time to
adjqrst. Hold up 1 finger to show that 'z means singular.

behind b'hoiny' After n, d often is weak, disappears.
hind Slap yourself on the rear and say 'hind'' Look back
over a shoulder and with the arm of the other side in front
around the neck point down behind you and say 'behind.'
Or have a student stand sideways in front of the class and
then, facing the same way, stand in front of him and say,
'front'. Next, walk around behind and facing up close
against his back say 'behind.' But best of all is to twist a

student's left hand up behind his back high enough to be a
bit painful. Make a slapping sound by hitting the back of
the hand against the backbone.

My right's between my legs*m'roits b'tuin ma legz*
my right m'roit My loses its vowel before vowels. Here it
is before the u of the lip rounding for r before a vowel.
mluroit = m'roit

right is roit tz = roits By not saying'hand', 'is'follows an
unvoiced sound and becomes's (hold up 1 finger) and stu-
dents learn to use an adjective as a noun.

between b'tuin
-tween tuin Hold up 2 fingers in a V-sign and say, 'two.' Put
a finger (of the other hand!) or a pencil between them. As
you move it up and down say b'tuuuin' Later add 'a to
bring out the n-sound, b'tuina, in preparation for learning
'twain, twin, twenty.'

legs legz Open and close your knees and point to your legs

as they move back and forth.
If there is any trouble with l- see 'left' above. Here e may

tend to become e, so maybe contrast drill e-a. After the
voiced g the plural indicator'-s' should be'2. Intersperse
a .. u-legaza.

right between legs Put the right hand down between the
legs, knees, and slap the back of the hand against the right
leg and the palm against the left one..good loud slapping.

I stand up and go to the door*a stendap'n go t'tha dor*
I oi = a Beat your chest as for'my,me'andgo to the fast
form a immediately to imprint from the start the more
often used a (rather than oi).

stand - sit down - sit - stand up stand st'doun stt standap
stand Make a show of coming to stand rigidly at attention
Repeat 'stand' several times..a strong wide upen lengthly
aee. As there is no vowel after the final -d you can al-
most not say it at all.
sit down st'doun As t and d are the unvoiced and voiced
forms of the same sound, when together the first tends to
disappear. But we do want to practice a strong final -n so
add an a. st'dou-na.
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Demonstrations - get to, door, and, go out

First point downwards and repeat dou-na. As you lower
yourself say srdouna.
sit - seat srt - sit While sitting say just srt several times as
you pat, rub your hips. Many students will say sit (seat)
for'sit' so contrast drill i r i r i r i r and srt- sit (sit-seat),
alternately slapping the hips and knocking on the .seat of
the chair on which your are sitting.. Afterwards, point to
a 'seat' of any chair whenever 'seat' is said.

stand up standap Here -d is heard as it joins the vowel af-
ter it. While still sitting, point upwards and say 'up,up,
up,up' and 'stand up' as you rise to your feet. Caution:
During the circular drill of 'stand, sit down, sit, stand up'
do not use the forms'standing, sitting'nor the word'get:

go to go tu : gota The u of 'to' usually is weakened to a

which in turn is often lost. Point to and take a step or two
towards ..the door, in this case.

to the tatha = t'tha Often 'to' becomes iust a voiceless click
' of the tongue. Usually before consona;ts'the' is tha so do

not say thi nor thr in this drill. For the th-sound, first say
tatatatata then show the teeth biting the tip of the ton-
gue every other time, tathatathatathata. Insist on seeing
the tip of the tongue for every th until it becomes a habit.
Just stick out your tongue at a student when he doesn't
get a th-sound quite right.

door dor A vowel before a voiced sound is longer. Final -r
is the vowel ar and so is a voiced sound making the o be-
fore it almost of double duration, d-oo-ar. Make a definite
break, pause, between the lengthly oo and -r(ar), doo-r.
Caution: When saying'the door'be sure that it is the
main or most-used door of a room. As yet, don't use 'a'
for any other door.

and and = en = an = n = -p+m Here after p you might
say m, like in 'cup m saucerj just a nasal sound tacked on
to ap, ap'n much like'open'but the lips lightly touch
each other.
As 'and' is a connective between two ideas you might

use the 2-finger V-sign, with the palm of the hand towards
you. Give the finger to the right the first idea and the one
to the left the second idea. As you go from your right to
left, the students facing you read left to right. In between
say n. 'Stand up'(right finger), 'go to'(left finger) with
'and'in between gives stendap m gota.

103f I get to the door and go out"a getatha dorn go out*
get to get 1u = getu = geta Of 2 same or similar sounds to-

gether, the first is often dropped and vowels change to a.

Walk all the way right up to the door and even bump the
nose into it in a sudden stop as you say geta. Or follow a

student to an open doorway and just as he reaches the
door. from behind with both hands on his shoulders sud-
denly bring him to a quick stop at the door as you say
geta. The quick cue is to move a flat hand in the direction
of the fingers a foot or so then suddenly turn it up as if
the turned-up palm has just slapped into a wall..a smooth
level forward movement then a sudden stop as you slap
the turned-up palm against a vertical surface.
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Demonstrations - come back in, get down on floor

* door and dorn The same -arn as in f itarn, doo'arn.

,5 go out goout Work for a good final 't, perhaps add a, ou'ta.
; Push the student on out the doorway, or take a step or
.9 two out..even around to where the students in the class-

E room can't see you.
g 103g I come back in and get down on the floor*acam bakrnn ge'
Fl *dounon tha flor
E come cam From the doorway walk towards the center of
T the class(room) saying 'come' several times, then turn a-

: round and go back towards the door saying'go.'At a mid-
.E point halfway to the door stop walking and turn the body
g towards the class. Take a half step as you say 'come'. Next
E turn the body and lean towards the door as you say 'go.'

€ back Bleat like r \ngry goat holding the e-sound a long
'- time. baaea. in this Introduction use it to mean only

'return to where it was beforel Walk away from the class
and make a gteat show of turning.Stomp the feet on the
floor, arms spread out high up in the air. Just as you com-
plete the turn say 'come back'. Walk a few steps towards
the class, turn stomping the feet and as you go away say
'go backl Tell a student, then have him say,"Go, come
back, come, go back" making U-turns then saying'back.'

Short cues - make a looping motion with a hand'.say
away from the body, bend the wrist pointing the fingers
back to the chest then thump it as you say'back'or draw
a loop or long U on its side where all can see it.

in - out Move something in and out..of a box, your ton-
in and out. Stand sideways in a doorway. Point and lean
towards the class for 'in' then look, point, lean out of the
room for 'outl

come in - go out cam m In - go o u ta At first walk in and out
through the doorway. Later just stand sideways pointing,
Ieaning in and out while stepping in place. Don't drill or
even use yet'go in, come out.'

inand rn and = rnand = Inan = rnn Often afteran n-sound
*1, 'and' merely makes that n longer with no pulsations nor
I separation for the'and'meaning. Contrast drill tn ' tnn. In

drilling you can make sort of a stronger pulsation or ac-
cent at the end of the drawn-out, longer nn-sound to give
the 'and' feeling. From the very beginning of the study of
spoken English students should be aware of single, double
ancl triple length sounds (n, vowels - ar in particular).
Point out to the students the double nn in the printed
text and be sure they practice it well.

get down ge'doun As with'sit down'here the t before d is
often dropped. Maybe there's a glottal stop where it ought
to be that native speakers of English may unconsciously
react to but adult learners don't perceive it.

down on dou non Make a separate syllable by joining the
final 'n of 'down'to'on'.. non. Work for a clear o and
keep dou and non separate until a good definite o is habi-
tuai in non. This sets up the groundwork for differenciat'
ing between non and nan later on. Do not let a student
say'dow none' (dou nan).

floor fuloo'ar (See'teft'for the f and pre-vocalic l-,'door'
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Demonstrations . get up, get on, get off

for oo and ar). Point down between your feet at the floor
while stomping loudly on it as you say 'floor.'

get down on ge dou non Spread a newspaper or towel out
on the floor, or see that there is a clean spot, and lower
the whole body down on it. Lie on one hip and rub the
surface of the floor when saying 'on.' For this Introduc-
tion do not use 'sit down on the floor.'

103h I get up and get on a/the chair*age tap'n ge to na cher*
get up getap Join -t to the vowel after it. From down on

the floor point upwards and say gctap as you get to your
feet. Do not say 'stand up' when rising from the floor.

up and ap'n rhymes with 'openl
get on ge ton Work for a clear o as you do for non..ton

not tan(ton - 2,240 lbs.) Rub the seat of the chair as you
say 'on.' Then say 'get on' as you step up on the chair.
While standing on the chair, sort of bend down and bring
one hand up from your feet as you say, 'get on train, get
on bus...' Do not yet use 'get up on.'

a/the chair When drilling with 'a'use a different chair each
time.. one of several out in frontrof the class. And here
never use 'a' for a reciting student'! own chair. Only use
'the chair' for one way off away from the others or of
very special appearance.

l03i I get off of it to turn a/the tight(s off andon*agetcfavrta
t'tarn a/tha loi tc/tsc fa non *

off - on Contrast drill c - o, cf - on as you slide something
on and off a table or chair, With a big bang slam a heavy
book down on a table or chair where all can see. Slide the
book back and forth a bit on the table while you knock
on it and say 'on.' Now at the same level slide the book
off the side a few inches and hold it suspended in the air.
Tap it and say 'off.'

Always sliding the book back on as you say ,on' take it
off and lower it almost to the floor or hold it high above
the table saying 'off' each time you take it away from the
'on' position. Move it off and on your head in the same
way.

get on - get off Put a foot up on a chair seat for'on'and
back down towards the floor for 'off' several times.
Then get up on the chair and step down off it for'get
off.' Have the whole class ge't on and off their chairs.
Caution: For this drill be careful to NOT say 'get up
on, get down off.'
Note: In this Introduction 'get' is used only to mean

"change of location..start from one place and arrive at
another." So until the students learn this Introduction
well avoid using 'get' in its extended meanings like "go
get the book" (a type of changing location) or ,'I get
tired" (a change of condition).

get off of it 9e tc fa vr ta Break it into consonant-vowel syl-
lables and add a weak a to bring out the sound of final -t.
The lower lip touches the edge of the upper teeth for both
f and v. For v, work for a good vibration of the lip caused
by the buzzing down in the throat. Contrast drill fa - vvvvr.
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Demonstrations - turn on/off, sit d,own, tahe off, put on, Iook at

fa a silent puff of air, vvvr - the buzzing of a very angry bee.
It Just point to the chair after getting off of it.
to turn tatarn = t'tarn Review the sound of tarn in ma

f itarrr front mr. Then say tatarn and perhaps contrast drill
ta-tar for a quick soft a and a long clear arrrrr. Add na and
gradually drop the a to leave just a tongue click for t be-
fore tarn.

turn Make the 2-finger V-sign and put a pencil or pen in
down between them and rotate it. Stand at attention and
do a military about-face. Walk a few steps in a straight
line. abruptly turn to the right or left, or back around say-
ing 'turn left, turn right, turn back..'.

Keep an index finger very straight, push the tip up an
down so that the finger'turns'at the knuckle. Then move
it up and down by itself and with the other forefinger
point at the moving knuckle and say 'turnl With the other
hand moving the tip up and down it is the same action as
most wall light switches.

turn a/the light(s off and on larn allha loi tc/tsc fa non If
you are demonstrating with one light of several in the
room say 'a lightl If there is only one, use 'thei If the
switch controls all the lights in the room, use 'the lights.'
It is best to use a switch which rotates, as some lamps
have, or a radio with knobs. Be sure the students use 'a,
the' properly and catch the presence or absence of -s in
'light - lights.' Caution: In teaching this Introduction, once
you have used 'a --'do not refer back that same object as
'the --'.

off and on c fa non loitcf = loitcfa non loits cf anon =
loi tsc fa non

on and off loitonnc fa, loitsonnc fa Note the long nn-
sound in the middle. The text reads 'off and on' so better
start with the lights, electrical apparatus'on'. The class gets
a kick out of being in the dark when you turn the lights
'off .'

Then I sit down and take off a shoe.*thena srdounn tekcfa
shu
then All this series moves rather fast with 'and' being a

connective. But as you come to 'turn..on', turn the lights
on and pause, made a definite stop, say nothing for 3 or
4 seconds. Then sort of leaning towards the class as if
waiting for something to happen, say "Then.." With this
air of expectation, saying "then" falls in with the unspo-
ken question of the students, "What happens next?"

sit down See the circular drill with 'stand up' above. 5833.7
down and dounn Students must learn to catch this longer

final -nn as having the meaning'and' in it. (back in and). ).
take off a shoe te kc fa shu Don't use 'the shoe, my shoe'

nor the plural 'shoes.' If a student says chu instead of shu,
have him put the point of a pencil (3,4 cm.) back along
lhe top of his tongue to keep it from jumping up. Actual-
ly take off a shoe, smell it and drop it on the floor, thud.

I put it back on and look at you. *aputtt(abe konn lu ka
chu 'Put - look' and 'shoe - you' are pairs having the same
vowel. Contrast drill put - shu, luk - yu,
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Comments - Points l..8
it Point at the shoe and review 'get off of it' where you

point at a chair.
back on and ba konn A long strong e with a looping mo-
tion, a clear 'ah' and a long pulsating final 'nn.

put - take Dramatically put a thing where all can see, with-
draw your hand, then reach out again and take it as you
'put' and 'take' - a shoe on a table, a lipstick in a boy's
shirt pocket, a $20 dollar bill under a student's book.'.

take off - put on Take off and put on a shoe. Put a big
book on your head and then lift it off up high. Slam it
down on a table top then grab it up and walk off a few
steps.

look at lu kat Make a 2-finger V-sign with the back of the
hand against the mouth and the tip of a finger before each
eye, then extend the arm towards what you are looking
at and point the 2 fingers like a snake's tongue at it.

atyou at yu = atiiu = achu t+i+vowel=ch+vowel
Thump your own chest saying "I, me' and then point at
the person you are speaking to and say,"you." Only say
oi (thump your chest) luk et (2 finger tips going away
from your eyes and changing to 1 forefinger pointing at)
yu just 2 or 3 times and then go to the fast form alukachu.

This whole sequence of actions, 'My feet are in front...
look at youi is to be so well practiced that the students can
say it in 45 seconds. Make a game of timing them. English
speaking teachers should say it in not more than 30 seconds,
and always say the words of this Introduction at that speed.

Comments about the Numbered Points
1,2, 3 Numbers
First you hear a small bell, chime, and then a voice saying

the number. A high tone means '1' and a low tone '5'..2
lows and t high indicate '11.' Younger students find this a
delightful game and quickly catch on as to the numerical
meanings of the chimes. Also, the teacher and students
hold up fingers to show the numbers. Above '10' hold up
all the fingers of both hands, quickly close them for'10'
and then hold up only a few . . . say, 3 for a total of '13.'
4, 5,6 Vowels

First you hear a number and theri the corresponding vowel
sound, which is seen under each number in the text. From
now on, use the numbers to indicate vowels..to get practice
in building up an automatic response to numbers and for
quickly indicating a target vowel.
7,8 The Alphabet

This is just to learn the names of the letters ir, English. So
here don't go into how they are pronounced when used for
writing words. You might contrast drill b - v - p, c -2, S-i.
Notice that I ends with its vocalic form which is much like
o..eo. For b p m the lips touch each other. For f v n, the
lower lip just touches the edge of the upper front teeth, but
not the other lip - hold it up with a finger, like a sneering
rabbit! For b v n m z workforagoodvibrationstarting
down in the throat. For z. some students who alreadv know
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Comments - points 9.. l7
the British 'zed'for this letter are surprised if not shocked
to know Americans call it'zee.' And w, 'double you,' ori-
ginally LIJ, has the fast form dabaya.'

9 Vowels - Letters
Compared to some other languages, some of the names of

the letters in English are just turned around. (Spanish speak-
ers say e, i for 'e, i' but their Spanish names are our letters
'a. e.' And the names of some of our letters for vowels don't
match up with the vowel sounds. So to straighten out this
possibly-lasting-alifetime confusion at the start, we have
this exercise to condition an automatic response as to
what is the name of a letter in English and what is a vowel
sound (spelled every which way!). Numbers are mixed in for
additional conditioning to them.

End of the first half of the 1-hour recordinq

105 10-12 PartsoftheBody.Positions
The little drawings show the meanings. A number with its

vowel after it shows the vowel of the following word.
12 - 13 Actions
In spoken English we express most actions with 2-part

verbs - a basic action word and somewhere after it, some-
times several words later, a little completing ,companion'
word. Here we practice the'most-used useful ones .. come,
go, put + in, out, on, up, to...
14 - 15 Action Sentences
Now here are the complete sentences showing the slow,

formal classical pronunciation and progressing [o the nor-
mally fast forms.
16a,-br-crdr-er-f .

Here are several versions of the action sentences. When stu-
dents say or write what they hear in these variations be sure
they use the exact sounds as shown, several forms of 'I, m:'.'
Is it 'a'or 'the' (door, chair) and 'light' or 'lights'?
17 Additional Practice
The same words are used to express other ideas by several

voices. There are some new words,'foot, your, them'and va-
riant forms of 'I, at.'
Numbers - Letters - Drawings

Just follow the arrows of the numbers and letters to learn
how to write.(hand print) them. The drawings show the
meanings of the words near them. Or if you don't know the
meaning of a word in the text, look for it here and look at
its drawing for the meaning.

16 - 17 Written English
To learn how to spell the words of this Introduction in the

old usual way (T.O. -Traditional Orthography), listen to the
recording or read the phonetic forms (sounds) of 16 and 17
and try to write them in 'Written English' as seen at the end.
Caution: Students should already know well the pronuncia-
tion of any word before learning to write it in 'Written Eng-
lishl' Only after a student can say all of the action sentences
is he really ready to play around with learning to spell!
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Class lnstruction ' Homework

Cliass Instruction
You can't go wrong by just following the recording, as

shown in the printed phonetic text, either for self-study
with an explanation writtten the language of your choice or
for classroom instruction. But with a live English speaking
teacher, before drilling with the recording, teach the vowels
and the meaning of what the students are going to learn.

At the beginning of each class, quickly go through the
whole text..vowels and key sentences. This refreshes the
material in the minds of students who already have had a
lesson or two and gives the new students an overall view of
what is to be learned. A student repeats the.1-hourclasses
of the Introduction until he 'graduates' (..into the Basic
Course) by being able to do-say the key action sentences in
45 seconds or less.

After the initial overall 'preview'work on learning the ma-
terial well. First a run-through of the vowels and the key
words of the whole text, in much the same style as outlined
in the Sales Presentation (page 28). For beginners, just
work for an improved or sufficiently good pronunciation
each time they recite. For advanced students seeking fluen'
cy, be much more exacting and have them each time say
more than the others. In this way you can handle new stu-
dents, slow repeaters and advanced students in the same
class.

lO7 Doing a serious study of all the material at one time may
be a bit much, so break it into some 5 parts and drill each
part around and around, first each key word separately then
linking the thought segments together.

1 the vowels
2 feet - front, arms - beside, left - hand - behind, right -

between - legs.
3 stand - up, Bo to (gota), get to (geta), go - out, come

- in, sit - down (sr'doun)
4 get down(ge'doun), get up, on, off, get on, get off,

turn, turn off, turn on
5 take, put, take off, put on, look at
Spend only some 5 minutes on each of these groups and

the rest of the time listening to students going through the
action sentences. Give special attention to saying well the
sounds of arn, -zar, -f(t), a, r and I before a vowel (furant,
uroit, ulef, ulegz), a-o, the double -nn and the z-sound.
Watch out for the proper use of 'a-the'and the plural -s.

Homework
Our instruction is based on the students learning from the

recording outside of class. This lets the students progress at
their own pace, pay less and one (native) English speaking
teacher can 'polish off' so many more students. . That is,
such a teacher is just to make certain clarifications and
correct pronunciation...after the material has been learned
and practiced elsewhere.
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Supervised Study

f08 Supervised Study
For school kids, (functional) illiterates and schools want-

ing to add more courses, the 'homework' of listening, writ-
ing and speaking needed in preparation for an English speak-
ing teacher to give final touches, can be done in class under
the supervision of almost any adult, no knowledge of Eng-
lish needed.

Perhaps 4 hours of supervised study to t hour of oral
drill with an English speaking teacher is about right. Looking
at the printed text, a study supervisor may well keep the
following points in mind. (The black circles in the margin
can be used as guides for the kids, and others?, to know
where to look in studying.)

1 Go through, demonstrate the vowels and actions of the
key sentences (point 15).

2 Have the students listen to the recording and do the ac-
tions..holding up fingers for the numbers, hand signs for
the vowels, softly repeat the letters of the alphabet. As
the recording mixes these up a bit, you may have to
stop it now and then to give the students time to react.
This step is to establish the meanings in the students
minds. If the students mumble the sounds a bit, O.K.
but don't work on the pronunciation yet.

3 Have the students listen to the recording and with the
point of a pencil or pen follow the figures, letters and
words as they hear them. Students will be inclined to
say what they hear but don't work on the pronuncia-
tion even yet.

Students who cannot read the Roman letters used for
English may need some special instruction to learn to
read and write. Have them follow the arrows alongside
the handprinted numbers and letters on the text sheet
or on page 20 of the Basic Course. You learn spoken
English best if you read and write the exact sounds.

4 Hear-Write-Read The students now write the numbers,
letters and words they hear. This is to be sure that a
student has the correct concept of what sounds he
should be trying to catch. While they are listening and
writing don't work on pronunciation. Once they know
quite well what the sounds are, have them read aloud
what they've just heard. Next have them read aloud
without hearing the recording.
During all these steps it is well for the students as they

go along to make some sort of a motion as to the mean-
ing of what they hear, say, write or read. The teacher
just silently cues a motion or a vowel as needed. Have
the students correct each others' papers by checking
them against the printed text. All this helps to visually
imprint the exact sounds.

5 Hear-Say. Now without reading, the students try to say
each thing they hear without stopping the recording. By
the end they will be speaking complete sentences nor-
mally fast. Point 16 has several variations using some 5
or 6 voices and alternate forms. Be sure the students
catch -2, -s for 'is'and plurals, 'a' or'the'and the several

74
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Text - numbers. vowels

forms of 'I.'
6 Say the whole text from memory. All of the action sen-

tences are to be said in not more than 45 seconds be-
fore going on into the Basic Course.

7 Learning the Usual SpeUing At the very end of the
printed text are points 16 and 17 written in the usual
way of spelling. A student wanting to learn to spell,
reads the phonetic form, or listens to the recording and
tries to write 'Written English' as seen there.

Real Life Spoken English
With this you learn to understand and speak the way

Americans talk naturally to each other..very good for lit-
tle children and beginners all ages. Little bells give--the
numbers which then make you sure of the vowels. You
hear many real-life voices, do-say the most-used praciical
actions..up to 200 words a minute,-a 1-h9-ur recording.

Explana[ions in many languages- for self-study or to
teach others. Detailed Teachers Guide for class use.

I nambarz (Numben)

o 't :,2 .:,3 i,,'4 . .5 ,.,Q -" 7
wana tu thri for tolva SlKsa 5evana

-:'8 -':'9 --lo ,--'ll . --"12..----^i'l-13
eta - noina tena alevana tueuva tharttna

'1,."'3, -5, -" 7,-""9, --'l I, --"' 73, " 2, "" 4,
-'6, -"'8, --10,--"12, 1 2,3 4, 5 6, 78, 9 10.
ll 12,13, 123,456,7 89, l0ll 12, 13,123
4,567 8,9l0ll 12, 13, 12345,678910,
ll 1213,1,3,5,9,13.

2
4, 6, 8, 10, I 2, 1,4,7, I 0, 1 3, 2,5,8, I I, 3, 6, 9,
12, 1,5,9, 13, 1, 6, ll, 2,7, 12.

3
8, 13,9,5, 10, I ,7,9,7,6,9,3, 7, ll!-levan, 5,
9,3, 13, 2,1,2,4,8,7,6,3,2,6, 10, I I, 5,4, I , 3.

4 vouoz (Vowels)

OO I oi, 2 3 i t,45ec, 67 ao,8 9 co, l0 ll u u,
12 13 ar a,23 i t, e I, a o, c o, u u,ar a, 1 oi,2
3 4 i r e, c a o,rouu,ar a,l 2oii,234i t e,
3 45 r ee,45 6eea,56 7 eao,ao o,o c o,

-o.u 
u, u u ar, u af at af a-

5
2 3 r i,4 5 e e, 5 6 e a, 67 a o,7 8 o t,o c, 8 7
3 o,r a,8 7 l3 o o a,7 13 o a,o a,137 ao,ao,
7 8 o c, o c,8 7 r o, r o,8 7 13 c o a,t o a,2 5
i e, i e, 2 3 i r, i r,3 5 | e, le,345tet,t ee.

6
6 e, a, c, 5 e, e, c,8 c, c, o t,7 8<t f,,o f,, u u,
l0 ll u u, u u, ao, 13 7 ao,ao, t e,3 5 te,o a,

7.2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13ollleEreocouuara
/ ,a/ o'\ 1\

L-.z.zzlZOo o " Aq
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Text - alphabet, positions

7 13 o a,ao, t, 3 r, r,oi i I e, c ao J, o u ut at a,
oi i I e e e o, J o u u,ara,oi,i,t,e,o,ee,o,f,,o,u,u,ar,a.

7 aofabet (Alphabet)
P^u b c d e f g h i j k I m n o p
--ebi si di iefji echoi jekeeuemenopi

q r s tuv w x y z
kiu or es ti iu vi dabayaldaboyu eks uoi zi
a b c, d e, f g,h ij, kl, m n, o p, g r, st,u v,w x,
y z,abc, d ef g, h i j k, I m n, o p q, r s t, u v w,
x y z, a b c d, e f gh, ij k, lmno,pqrst,uv
w, xy z, a b c d e f g, h ij k I m n o, p g r s t, u v
w xy z,a b c, I m n, rst, u vw.

8
d e f, k l, op, u v,xy z,er,j k,f,j,m,s t,z,V,
z, d, d e, g, Bh, h, Do, p, pe, tu, v, uv, a b, o p,
a b o p, b p, o p, uv, o pu v, pv, ab, o p, u v,a
b o p u v, b p v, q r, a b c, xy z,b c,y z, c z,b v,
nmrzcrvbrmn.

I
! ? 3, 

^ 
b c, 4 5 6, d e f e,7 89, h ij,11 12 18,

k I m n, op qrst, uvwx y z,xy 2,123 4,oi
| | e,-e e o, J o u,u ara,abc,oi i r,defg, ec
a o, h i j, ? o u,klm n, u ara,def g,8 9, a o,
x y z,al a,'7,o o,hij, i I e e, a bc, Ce e i i,ei
g, I i oi, ijk,oro,opq, u uar, rst,arr,3 11

'_u,,1 
u w, a 6, f,q, ar, ar 12, a,a 6, uv, r e, r e

3 4, I m, 9, i r, i t 23,e a,e e b6, gj, o 5,o'c ?
8,te,ab,ri, f e, aar,sr,tioi, k-ji,cba,oe
e,iy,sf,td,jg,ah,g.

l0 ':\ f Y,

oo fit ri.> &\ lesz t| 1' nanz $V orm. i \ J
2 i fit, 5 e fegz, 6 e hanz, 7 12 o ar,'oar-mz,
ormz, fit, legz, hanz, ormz, hanz, legz fit
hanz, legz, ormz, fit, .. frant, . 1 ", . Urroia {ii
teft-' ' ,"'ioit ii', bahoin'.

l3 a frant, l3 I a oi basoid, bisoid, l3 I a oi
bahoin, bahoind, basoid, bahoind, basoid bahoin,
5 e left, e e left leg, roit, left, fit, hanz, roit,ba-
soid, ormz

I I fl:O fit trant C) ormz O trtt
O f ;] roit ,f-)basoid lliana

f\5'/l t';;a \H/ 'o' \$lbahoind
| ',\\l o.o " I

"r'batuinlegz
frt frant, left hand bahoind, ormz basoid,
roit hand batuin legz, fit, legz, hanz, ormz,
frant, basoid, bihoin, left roit, fit frant, ormz
basoid, left hand bahoind, roit hend batuin
legz, left leg, roitorm, left orm, roit leg.

l2 akshanz (Actions)
^ .^) ^ fl fil T? i" t-ql ),{-'{ fi ) &-ll l^^1 lN-,,, 14"'il)t I A \ ) ! r/- Lr r./J o'ur L./ r

stand ap, stand, gota geta goout, cam tn
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Text - actions

| ^ .*
go out, camrn, get aoun !d"-'-?S:- -/7 getap, go
out, camtn, get doun on flor, fit frant, ormz ba'
soid, lcft hand bahoin, roit batuin legs, roit
han batuin legz, getap, go out, camtn, ge'doun,
gct ap, gota cher, oP. o_n 

"P' ' ':-. ' :lon ft, i fi!, p,,lisetot,
'i eot t ge'doun, getap,

get on, get rf, go out, camtn, get doun, getap,
get on, ormz basoid, left hand bihoin, roit hand
batuin legz, gct of, gota surch, geta .--^rp

o

Cl fr tarncf,, tarnon (-
\ar' 11, lL

go out, camrn, gota loit sutch, getu, tarncf.

t3
ge'doun, fit frant, getap, tarncf, go outi camtn,

,,, & l4 srt doun, standap, stdoun, 613 e a,ln tur
stendap, 3 7 l0 r o u, srdoun, I o.u, io u, srt
doun, srdoun, a a staendap, -ndap, e o u, srdoun,
f it f rant, roit hand batuin lcas, standap, geton,
.getof. gota dor, go out, camrn, srdoun,

^\t.t.t \ prton, tekcf puton,

4 8 e c, tekrf, e c tekcf, l0 7 u o, puton, u o
puton, e c tekof, u o puton, tekcf end put on,
tekcf n put .. . bakon, go out an cam bak rn,

o Q ,'.^lukat, l0 l3 u a lukat,
htu aluk at(l'. lukat roit hand batuin legs.

14 nO
\9o''-'''o'moi fit or rn frant av mi, n frant'av
mi, moi fit = ma fit, ma fit, or = ar-..2,..+?..
...,........2+?,3,5,8,11,34... tn frant av = n
tranla, n franta, mi = mr, ma fitarn f ranta mr,
moi ormz or basoid mi,'moi ormz or = m'orm-
zar, m'ormzar, m'ormzar bisoid mi, moi left
haend tz bahoind mi rz-ol moi left hend rz =
ma left henz, bihoind mi = bahoinmr, ma left
henz bahoin mt, moi roit rz batuin moi legs,
moi roit rz = m'roits, m'roits batuin ma legs. '

tC altnrfataa... a.....4oi stend ap and go tu th-a dor, oi stend ap =
astandap, astandap, end go tu tha = n gotatha,
n gotatha, astandap n go ta tha dor, oi get tu
tha dor and go out, oi get tu tha dor = a get ta
tha dor, agetatha dor, end go out = n go out, n
goout, agetatha dorn go out, oi cam bek rn eend
get doun on ...1...tha flor, oi cambak tr= 3cdlll
ba ktn, acam bek rn, and get doun on tha flor,
n get dounon tha flor, n get dounon tha floa, a
cam bak rnn get dounon tha flor, oi get ap, oi
gctap, agct ap, and get on a cher, n gctona chor,
n getona chcr, ai grt apn getoqa cher, oi get cf
av tt, oi gc tJ fa vrt, ai getcfavft,tu tarn tha loit
cf and on, tu tarn = t'tarn, t'tarn, cf and on =
cfanon, cfanon, t'tarn tha loit cfanon, then oi
stt doun = thsna srdoun.
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Text - Comolete routine
aa

the na sttdoun, and tek cf ishu
n tekcfa shu
ntekofa shu

s.
oi put rt bak on =\\\
aputrtbakon
aputrt bakon, end lukat yu

i- r n lukachubak -* r'
nlukachu 1: 

-)

l6a
ma f itarn franta ml
m'ormzar basoid mi
ma left hanz bahoinmi
m'roits batuin ma legz
astandapn gotatha dor
oi getatha dorn go out
acambakrn n get dounon tha flor
oi getapn getona cher
agetofavrt t'tarn tha loit cf non
thena sr doun n tekcfa shu
aputrt bakonn lukachu

l6b
ma fitarn f ranta ml
m'ormzar basoid m
ma left hanz bahoinmr
m'roits batuin ma legz
astandapn gotatha dor
oigetatha dor n go out
acam baktnn get dounon tha flor
oigetap n get ona cher
oigetofavtt t'tarn tha loit cf non
thcna srdounn tekcfa shu
aputrt bakonn lukachu

l6 c
...n gc'dou non tha f loor... ...geton tha cher...

l6d
..ma legs.. ..agetatha.. ..ge'dounon.. loitscfnon...
...thenoi... ........oiputtt......

l6 e
...m'ormzor... ...bihoindmi... ...9o tu tha dor...
...oi cam... ......98t doun on tha... ...oi get ap en
gctona... ...tarn tha loitscf... ...then oi...

l6 f
moi fitarn.. ..legs.. ..oi standap.. ..oi ge't'tha dor.
..oi cam rn en ge'doun..oi getap n get on tha cher
....oi getcfavtt..loitsonncf...doun an tek cf...

17
at standap t'go get batuina chcrn tha dor
tha dorztnfranta mi'n tha cherz b'hoinm'

n luk doun a'moi f it on tha flor
m'left shuz b'soid moi roit fut (2 fit..1 fut)
thcnoi tarnof tha loit n go out tha dor
yu tarn tha loit bak onn srt doun on tha cher
oicam bak rnn put moi roit hanon yur leftorm
yu tek moi handcfav yur ormn get ap on tha

cher
thenoa lukachu grt doun rfavrt
yr get dounn go bak t'yur cher
yr stt dounn tekcf yur shuzn putam dounon tha
flor tn b'tuln yar f it (am = thcm...yur 2 shuz)
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My feet are in front of me. My arms are beside me. My
left hand is behind me. My right is between my legs. I
stand up and go to the door. I get to the door and go
out. I come back in and get down on the floor. I get up
and get on a/the chair. I get off of it to turn the light(s
off and on/on and off. Then I sit down and take off a
shoe. I put it back on and look at you.

t7
I stand up to so get between a chair and the door.
The dooi is in flont of me and the chair is behind me,

and (I) look down at my feet on the floor.
My leit shoe is beside my right foot. (2 feet...1 foot)
Then I turn off the light and go out the door.
You turn the light back on and sit down on the chair.
I come back in and put my right hand on your left arm.
You take my hind off of your arm and get up on the

chair.
Then I look at you get down off of it. You get down and

go back to your chair. You sit down and take off your
ihoes and put them down on the floor in between your
feet. ('em = them..your 2 shoes)

L12
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Picture Test

I 13 Picture Test - Beginners are to figure out the key ideas as shown by the
larger darker letters. Add more words for the more advanced students.
I left hand 2 sting 3 tha dcgzrn frantatha fit 4 hrz frtgrn franta hrm
5 tha shuzar b'sqid tha cher 6 legz 8 roitorm 9 shi tgrnz tha loitscfanqn
l0 gorn ll tuz roitormzbatuinzlegz 12 hrzroithand l3hrzleftormz
basoidrm 14 sting 15 shis stending b'hoin tha dor 16 kamrn 17 stend
18 tekcf pentihoz 19 thear srting 20 ther fitrn franta them 2l putona
sha 22 cher 23 srting 24 hi goz tatha dor 25 geton a boisrko 26 roit
hend, 27 lukatar 28 }atZ roit hanz bahoindm 29 lukatlm 30 har roit
qrmz b'soidar 31 doun 32 ap 33 hiz dounon tha flor
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5 factors in learning

LEARNING AMERICAN SPOKEN ENGLISH

Introductory Basics, Urgent Survival, No Foreign Accent

SEMINAR - Teachers Guide

ESL teachers starting spoken American English, advanced ESL
students who do not get along well in colloquial American Eng-
lish and.ESL speakers troubled by a foreign accent all should go
through an orientation as to how Americans really do speak
English before using, seriously studying, real-life spoken Ameri-
can English materials.

Pre-school and younger students, illiterates and those needing
to get along in spoken American English for immediate survival
start right out too with the Introductory Basics as heard from
the recording and seen on the textsheets which show the exact
sounds. (Even pre-schoolers and illiterates learn to read without
comment, no special attention.)

Learning American Spoken English - Sound Changes

Everyone should have the textsheet, with the Sound Changes
on the back, for ready reference. Hold it up, point to and quick-
ly read aloud through the 5 points of what it takes, what one
must do, to understand and speak like Americans naturally do.
Then go back and explain each point in more detail as needed.

I Exact Sounds You have to know exactly each individual
sound, especially the vowels.The words cat, cot, caught, curt, cut
af l sound like cot to many ESL beginners. Say these words and
notice the confused, dismayed or blank looks on their faces!

Say cop - cup. For cop point to a picture of one, also say
policeman. For young beginners, have one stand up. Get behind
him. Put one hand on a shoulder and with the other hand twist
an arm up behind his back. Beat your chest and say lm a cop!
and That's a cup as you point to one. Pair drill the 2 words.
Advanced learners will probably have run into the leave- liue

confusion. Drill them a bit then thrust something not eatable,
such as a piece of chalk, wad of paper or a key towards a stu-
dent's mouth. Tell him to Eat ffl Many with relief will hear the
difference between eat andif and bytransference say leaue-liue
much better.

Put a thumb beside your mouth and make the finger signs (See
details below.) for the vowels as you say eye, ee, ih, A, eh, aaoa,
aw, oh,'u' (as in putl, oo, er, uh (i r e e E o J o u uar a). Do
this several times for the students to realize that there are many
more vowels in Engish than in their languages and that there is a
physical, logical, relationship between them.

2 Know the Sound Changes Slowly say going to - gonna, want
to - taanna, can't you- cancha- Point to Sound Change 41 on
the back of the sheet and write t + Y = ch on the chalkboard.
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Vowels

Say canchu, a clear ooo, point to Sound Change 2 and write
cqnchu: cancha. This is to impress on the students that there
are def inite phonological principles, sound change rules, for
the changes in pronunciation.

For advanced students, carefully say Not yet. I don't hnow
then quickly nochet uhduno. Shrugging your shoulders and
feigning ignorance as you say ada no usually gets a good laugh.

3 Join words together Hurriedly look at your watch, run to
and out thp door as you say lm late and lue got to get out of
here. (This is the first sentence in Common Expressions and is
from an Archie Bunker TV program.) Point to 3 on the sheet.
Repeat uh gatta get outta (agota getouta - ago'age'ou'a) several
times. Then comment that in real life nobody says I'ue-got-to-
get-out-of as separate words.

4 Physically practice Now have everyone practice saying the
Fast Natural'line. Teachers should practice it beforehand to
say it 7 times in 1O seconds.
Mention the time class is over.We'ue got to get out of here at

4 o'cloch. With this in mind have each student repeat 5 times
We gotta get outta here. wi go'a ge'ou'a h'rr Make the t's into
very short stoppages of the breath, something like a voiceless
grunt down in the throat. Write 5 x 10 = 50 on the chalkboard.
After 5 repetitions it becomes easier to say. Do this at 10 dif-
ferent times to learn to say it well.

5 Proper order of words Go out the door, come back in, stop
midway then continue on to where you first were. Ask the stu-
dents which is the best order of back, on, come, in to express
this action. Come bach on in makes the most sense.

Advanced students don't need more grammar that can be ex-
plained but do need help to say words in their natural order.
Others need practice in learning to express themselves in Eng-
lish. So have them write 25..30 words each day like talking on
the phone or in the street. A native speakerof English..a friend,
schoolmate or anyone nearby.. is to check, quickly read it for
naturalness. The writer is to practice reading it aloud many
times while keeping in mind the possible, probable changes in
sounds. Look over, study the listing of Sound Changes.

VOWELS
General American English

l16 Before working with the vowels, become familiar with the fin-
ger signs and use them when saying the vowels. Clap your hands,
snap your fingers for everyone to look at your thumb level at
the side of your mouth. With the fingers straight side - by - side
bring the forefinger down on top of the thumb as you say eee.
Then with def inite jerks, steps, open the f ingers up away from
the thumb as you say ih, A, eh, aaaa (bleat like a goat), ah (i r e
aco).
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I ntermed iate Vowels

Bend the tips of the fingers just a little, as if holding a basket-
ball and with great disgust say au). The finger tips make smaller
and smaller circles, as if to hold a tennis ball, golf ball or a grape,
as you say oh, u (as in put), oo (c o u u). Point your rounded
lips out and smack them like a juicy kiss for oo.

Turn the hand over, move the upward cupped fingers up a

little as you suddenly shriek like someone had 'goosed' you be-
tween the legs from behind! Say a long-lasting rising errrr' Then
drop the f ingertips a little as you hit your stomach with the
other hand and loudly grunt uh.

Repeat the series of finger movements and sounds 2 or 3 times
then motion for the students to put their thumbs beside their
mouths and say the corresponding sounds. Go back to cop'cup
and leave - liue. Fingers up far from the thumb for the oof cop,
hand turned over and relaxed for the a of cup. Barely move the
straight fingers, 5 mm., up from the thumb in going from eee to
ih (i-r).

In a horizontal row draw the progressively opening angles and
narrowing circles for the vowels. At the right end add an upward
arching arrow for ar and a short slightly lower downward one for
a. At the far left end draw a wide angle, like for o in the center.
Inside the far left wide angle put the sharp angle of i. Tap the
wide angle in the center as you say o and then the sharp angle
of i. Combine the 2 at the far left as you say oi, like eye. Altho
this is really 2 sounds it works likea single simplevowel in Eng'
lish.

Write the phonetic letters above the angles and circles as you
open the mouth, bleat, pucker the lips to kiss, shriek and grunt.
Then number the vowels for easy identification. Students learn
the vowels better if they copy what the teacher writes on the
chalkboard.

Circf e the vowels 2,7,9,11 - i o o u. They are in all languages.
See the textsheet for these written in traditional English spel-
ling, French, Spanish, Japanese and Chinese. After the arrow
each student is to write them is his own language, if it is not
one of the above. Drill them well in this order several times.

Intermediate Vowels
With the fingers straight, side-by-side up as far as possible away

from the thumb and the mouth wide open say ah then circle the
finger tips as to hold a tennis ball and say oh. Pointtotheir equi-
valents in the other language(s asyou drill o - o, o -o, o-o.Then
barely, only just a little, bend the tips of the f ingers for o into a

suggestion of a circle, like holding a basketball, asyou put c be
tween o and o.Think of c as being a hardly perceptible variation
of o with a much greater change on from c to o. Many students
will repeat o o or slip ahead into o o. Keep working with such a

student until he hears himself say 3 different sounds... a clearo
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Intermed iate Vowels

with something different in between and then a clear o.

Tap the other language letters for o and u, 9 and 11. Everyone
with the f inger tips like holding a tennis ball says o and then like
for holding a grape says u. Go back and forth several times. Put
the fingers as for holding a ping-pong ball and repeat o u u.Then
each student alone makes the signs and clearly repeats 3 different
sounds. For u some students say an indefinite tensed-up sound
much like a. Have them look at your mouth or in a mirror to see
3 decreasing sizes of circles for the lips.Try the words look, put,
booh in which some already say u correctly.

LzO For working into ar first hit yourself in the stomach and grunt
uh loudly. Pair drill rt - a a few times then after q startle the class
with a shrieking tone-rising errrt as you go on to a.Aftercalming
down most learners make an acceptable American ar without fur-
ther instructions. The position of the tongue takes care of itself
automatically. lt touches nothing and doesn't move at all. Hold
the arararar for about 5 seconds so that learners are aware that it
is a simple vowel during which the tongue does not move.

L2r Pair drill A - eh (e-e ) with 2 positions of the angled fingers up
from the thumb, midway between the positions for i and o. The
e is really a simple vowel. Avoid saying eh-ee - ei. Try holding it
as an unchanging sound for 5 seconds, eeeee in contrast to eeee.
French is about the only language that has a way to write these
2 sounds, 6- b. When spoken rapidly Spanish entre and Japanese
edamame have e at the beginning and e at the end. entre, eda-
mome. But speakers of those languages are not conscious of the
differences and so at first don't hear them in English.

Pair drill well long-lasting eeee - eeeee while moving the fingers
up and down a little. Tebchers especially should makethecorres-
ponding finger signs because otherwise the learners will not know
which sound you are saying, what the target sound is.

After e and earewell in mind pair drill e - o (note - o please!).
Unexpectedly put in a. Bleat loudly like an angry goat as you go
from e to o. eeee - baeeaaa - oooo. Separately hold the a for
about 5 seconds to let the back muscles to fall into place. Make
sure that the mouth is as wide open as possible.

t22 For r first review e- e. Then contrast drill i - e (noti-eplease!).
After a few times put r in between them.Insist that each speaker
carefully make the finger signs. The forefinger first down on the
thumb, up just a little (about 5 mm.)and then upfarther(1cm.)
for i- r-e. Many learnersrepeat i.iandoften open upto e, in-
stead of saying e. Drill e - e well to fix e definitely in the mind
as a base for saying'r. lf the r is still not good in i- r - e, have the
learner puta little finger into the mouth and lightly bite the first
joint. iiiiii- then say rrrr while biting the finger and on to eeee. A
student must really bite the finger, not just touch the teeth with
it! Practice until a sound definitely not like iis said.
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SPeaking naturallY

The basic concept to leave in the learners' minds is that between
their own vowelsthey are to learn to say the special vowels of
English. When they can hear themselves say, from memory, 13
different vowels they are ready for an English speaking American
to help them say the vowels correctly. Knowing the vowels well
is the most important thing about mastering spoken English.

123 Use of recordings The learners repeat aloud, in groups and then
individually, what they hear from the recording and see by exact
sounds. One hand, with the point of a pencil, follows along the
phonetic text and the other hand makes the corresponding f inger
signs for the vowels. Both the teacher and the students make the
f inger signs when working on the pronunciation of a sound.
To start and stop the tape player it is better to use a remote

control cord, perhaps lengthened to reach anywhere in the class-
room. Pressing a lever on the machine takes more time, keeps the
teacher from moving around freely and the clicking sounds dis-
tract the students.

Each student, alone, says what was just heard from the record-
ing and makes the corresponding finger sign. This shows that the
learner knows what the sound is. Learning to make the finger
signs helps learn the sounds and their use cuts down on teaching
time.

lf a student does not say a sound well enough, quickly stop the
recording. Silently make finger signs to guide, show the learner
the exact target sound(s. Also point to the desired sound on the
text sheet..another silent visual imprint. Silently mouth, but do
not really say, the target sound to get the student, by trial'and-
error, to say it properly. Nod or shake your head during thetries.
The reaction of the other students, who often mumble along, al-
so helps the speaker to know when he says it right. Then he isto
repeat it 5 times to set it in his mind. Only as a last resort is the
teacher to model, say the target sound. lt is the speaker's mem-
ory of what he hears himself say which guides him to say it pro'
perly later. His impression of the sound said by someone else is
somewhat different and may be cbnfusing. (Does your recorded
voice sound like you to you?)

On the Introductory Basics recording after the vowel drill, 5 to
13 are for re)learning the key words of the following Introduc-
tion Routine. Read the detailed explanations for the routine be-
fore doing 5 to 13.

Speaking Naturally
't24 Many ESL learners simply never learn to speak with a flow of

speech in a natural way like native speakers of English do. Each
at the start of the study of English should learn to say automa-
tically, smoothly, a short selection of continuous informal speech
as a model of what speaking naturally really is. lt will serve as a

guide, model, and carry over into whatever else th-ey learn to say
later. lt should be something practical, immediately useful."..in
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Introduction Routine - a

contrast to academic linguistic gymnastics or formulations..
lntroduction Routine

So that the students have an overall idea of what they are learn-
ing to say the teacher first does the series of actions, or gestures
as to the meaning of what is being said. Whoever is speaking is to
make gestures, suggestive motions, actions about what is said.

Normal fast speech forms may not sound natural at slow speed.
Teachers should always speak fast, at around l5 sounds or more
a second. At the end of the last lines of each sentence is a small
number which indicates the number of times the sentence is to
be said in 10 seconds.Time yourself so that you can say the sen-
tence just one time at that speed. ESL learners of spoken Eng-
lish should practice these sentences over and over many times
until they can speak at that speed.

For Urgent Survival, just work for the learners to say anything
which is readily understood. But they should be able to repeat
what they hear at normal fast speed here, as from the recording.
They'll have to recognize these fast forms in real life.

Persons working to speak without a'foreign accent'should read
the following explanations to know how to change some of their
ways of saying sounds and then work up to saying these routine
sentences at the indicated speeds..of x times in 10 seconds.

The detailed explanations given here for the sentences of this
routine are for advanced learners and native English speaking in-
structors. Work f irst with a few words grouped together like one
long word then put the groups together for a complete sentence.
Look at the rather short cryptic formulas and the Sound Changes
to which the numbers refer .. to understand better how the slow
base forms change to the fast spoken forms.

a My feet are in front of me. The old traditional spelling.
moi fit or rn frant av mi Formal, classical base forms

2 2 36 50 35 3 See the Sound Changes
ma fitarn fura-nta mi Slow colloquial

423 618 Faster speech changes
m'f i'arn fra-na mr ,o Natural fast l0 times in l0 seconds

Seated with both feet stuck out in front, the speaker points
at them with both forefingers.
My The speaker taps his own chest.

m'f-- m is a weak vague voicing with the lips not touching as

the lower lip is moving towards the lower edge of the upper
front teeth to make the f-sound.

feet Point at them.
fi' Be sure to make a hardly perceptible -break in the flow

of air for the t dropped because it's between 2 vowels.
ar Hold up 2 fingers and point them at the 2 feet. Learners

should be conditioned to ar ('re) to indicate plurality.

L27
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Introduction Routine - b..f

in front of Point out forward from the chest.
fur- A definite lio-rounded u at the start of r+vowel. This u

makes it harder for the tongue tip to flip up. lf it does,
while saying u stick a pencil point straight in about 2 cm.
on top of it.

a-n Insist on a lengthened def inite a- before n.
n/a No break in the air flow for the t dropped after n.

meThe speaker taps his own chest.

b My arms are beside me.
The speaker rubs, swings his elbows back and forth across

the sides of his torso. Punch the sides of the rib cage of a

couple of students as you say side, side, side...
orms Lengthen o and ar as 2 separate sounds. Q , ar'
ar ('re) Again hold up 2 fingers, point them at the 2 arms.
soi-'y'mi Make a definite clear longer i before where the
d is dropped before m without a break or deletion stop.

c My left hand is behind me.
Pair drill left - rieht while holding the respective hand far

out to the side shoulder high. Caution: Face away from
the students while doing this. See Sound Changes 47, 50

is = -s, -z Hold up 1 finger and point to a hand. Condition
the learners that when there is no ar after 's, 'z the mean-
ing is singular, except when at the end of a sentence.;

behind Twist a student's arm painfully up behind the back!

d My right is between my legs.
Drill My left hahd's behind.. My right's between.. to con-
dition the students to the dropping a noun in repetition.

between Make a V-sign with 2 fingers and place a finger of
the other hand in the V. Stress the two of b'tu i-n. While
seated slap a flat right hand back and forth between the
knees,

legs Insist on a lengthened eee before -9, but let the sen-
tence final -z drift off into a fading -ssss -zssss

e I stand up and go to the door.
The speaker gets to his feet and walks his fingers towards
the main door used most to go in and out of the classroom.

stand, door Be sure the a and o are lengthened.
up and ap n - ap'm After -p and -b and is often m.
to the ta tha - t'th' 2 voiceless tongue-tip stops. Native

speakers understand this double length silence to mean
to the so don't clearly say t'th' during the time for it.

f. I get to the door and go out.
Walk 2 finggrs towards the upright palm of the other hand.

Then slap it with the walking hand as you say get to, and
continue walking the hand on out around the upright one.

ga't'th'- 3 quick almost unnoticeable stops of the air flow
out Make o and u 2 separate definite clear sounds q...u...
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Introduction Routine - 9.. k

I come back in and get down on the floor.
The teacher does so!

bach Make a U-turn looping motion, extend an arm and
double the f lat hand back towards yourself

get down Actually sit or lie..maybe just kneel on the f loor.
down Like out, make o and u 2 separate def inite sounds.
down on Be sure the u is noticeably lengthened before n,

then say non separately with a clear o. Perhaps contrast
drill o-a. nan would benone or nun. Explaintheirmean-

ing. lf dounan issaid ask if it's a woman or nothing!
floor Pair drill with door. lloooooar - doooooar
I get up and get on a chair. Have several students rise and
'step up on, stand on a different chair each time.
Caution: As yet don't say Get up on. Keep the 2 concepts

separate, especially for beginners.
Also practice saying Get on a bus, get on a train, get on

an airplane.
a chair Use a different chair each time to instill the sense

of a, in contrast to the f or the door, the floor, the light(s
which are one of a kind or special things.

I get off of it to turn the light(s off and on.
The speaker gets down off the chair, reaches out (towards

a light switch) and turns off a light (turned on beforehand).
of it Here o/ is before a vowel so is av. See SoundChange 35.
if becomes r'. As you point at the chair say r' cut off short
with a sudden grunt-like stopage of air in the throat.

turn Make a rotating motion with a hand.
turn off - the light goes off
turn on - the light comes on

arn Pair drill tarn - fitarn (feet're in), add doarn (door andl
off and on Pair drill dounon - cfnon..clear def inite q's

Then I sit down and tahe off a shoe.
Do so and smell of the shoe for laughs!

then Repeat several times f turn on the light, then I sit
doutn, using then as a connective between actions.

down and dounn Exaggerate a long lasting rising tone
nnnnn. ESL students are to be aware of and distinguish
a longer and a shorter n-sound.

a shoe - I of the 2. Do not say my shoe.

I put it back on and look at you.
Make a looping U motion as you say bach and then point

2 fingers from your eyes at the person spoken to for look..
if is again r'. Point at the shoe when saying if here.
backon Insist on a clear bleating a and a definite o.

Perhaps contrast drill bach on, bacory becken
bakon bekan bekan.



Additional Introduction Routine praciice

130
(Excerpts from Introduction to Real Life Spoken English)

several voices say the Introduction Routine. Be sure to catch
the difference between tight - lights, off and on - on and off'
a-the. An o has a clear, definitea. The th of the may be almost
voiceless, with or without a weak a of perhaps a higher tone
than for o. a tha - th'

In this practice just saying in your own way what you've just
heard shows that you understand. But it you want to sp-eak the
same way native Americans speak English (without a 'foreign'
accent) you must learn to hear and habitually use the different
faster tottt. For serious study, as in working to get rid of a

foreign accent, write by sounds what you hear and compare

what you write with the printed text.

For 17 the teacher should demonstrate the meanings of :

get between - get in between Place a chair about 2 meters from
the door, walk across the room and stand between them as you
say get between. Push the chair to about 30 cm. from the door
and squeeze in between it and the door as you say get in be'
tween which is for narrow spaces. (See the last sentnece of 17).

foot Have a student take off both shoes as someone says take
off my/your shoes. Hold up 1 finger and pick up l foot as you
say foot. Hold up 2 fingers and point them at the 2 shoeless
feet. Alternately bend down a finger and pick up a foot for
foot-.2 fingers and 2 feet up tor feet. (Beginners will take foof
to mean shoe if a foot has a shoe on it!)

look down af Point 2 f ingers out from the eyes. The other hand
points downward and then at the feet.
turn bach on First turn out the light then say bach on as you
turn it on again.
I put my right hand on your left arm. Practice this slowly with
several students. lt may be a bit confusing as the speaker's right
hand is on the same side as the left arm of the person spoken to
who is to say left arm as he touches it with his right hand.

your arrn has a weak ur. yuaruroarm See Sound Change 52
tahe off your shoes Be sure a student takes off both shoes shuz
in conirist to the singular shoe in the routine. Regarding shoes

my / your is usually followed by the plural. At the start of l7
shuz is also shoe ls so hold up 1 f inger then-
them = 'em am Hold up 2 or more f ingers as you point at the 2

shoes in between the feet as you say am, the most-used form of
them. Don't even mention or say them unless to clarify the
word for some student who already knows it.
After 12, 13 and 15 you hear variant parts of words or phrases'
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Lea rn ing
AMERICAN SPOKEN ENGLISH

To understand and speak like Americans naturally do, you must
1 Know exact sounds leaue-liue, eatit,cop-cup liv lrv, it rt, kop kap
2 Know sound changes Can'tyou kant yu kanchu kancha

t + Y = ch, u = a Sound Changes 41,2
3 Join words together I'm late and I'ue sot to set out of here.

Word for wofd oim let end oiv 6ot tu 6et out air hi-ar
Careful speech am let andav -qota -qetouta hir
Fast natural 'mle' n-ago'agE.'ou'a hirz \

4 Physically practice much...untilthis is said 7iim6s in l0 seconds. J
5 Use proper order Which is natural? Come in bach on. Come on

bacE in. Come in on bach. Come on in back. Come bach on in.
Every day rryrite 35-50 words like you talk freely with friends and have

VOWELS an American correct anything unnatural.
.l .2 3 .t 5 6 ? 8 I t0 1t 12 l3

Clla I I e_. E 
- 

E.t Oa J.q O_ rr rl 2Y )"';[.\ '-.- /;>-r- -2.,/ 7/ "lit 7e, /:A -@7.>"'V*'"\,7LZ_'r-_'/Z/pz/>/F,f6, 
Z2o */o ,r" ?_ g=

30uuar
aw oh put oo erau ou

ou*,IEt EN
^-r''\J \J J ar30uu

oi iteeao
eye ee ih A eh cat ah

3; i € {fu.-l*&. Fr

\
a

z-/z-Z_LL
ireeieo

iree&oJouuaraoooJo
ocoouourlouuqa

uara
o J o uaf a

ouuvar ao30uuaraoJOUUaraee
eeeoeeo

e€eo
4...eao

6 uleft lef'

a
uh

e muet
--a

uro it ro i'

rol
ol 5 fit fi' oir-mz oarmzs

hand han' ule-qz leqzs
do,ar dor fulder fler
cheor che-r uloit loi' shu

.-o
.l<---/

o.l .
ot tte

ee
8AO

oJoouu
uar a

ol | | e E a o 3 () u uar a

n fura-na nfra-na
b'so i-d b'so i-'
b'hoi-nd b'hoi-n' b'tuin

7oc oncf bak kam qo
S€: SE:ap ge'dotin
qe'o n qe'ct

8 6u'tek - pu'on tekcf
tar-n ulukat luka'
stand stan' standap
sr' st'dou-n

9 fi'nfura-na ovr-mz b'soi-'
ulef'han' lef 'han'b'ho'rn'
ro i' b'tu i-n le-qzs

| 0 standap qo t'th'der
qe 't'th'der -qo ou'

| | kam bak k5mrn
qe'doun on th'flor
ie'dounon th'flor

l2 6e'ao q€'ona cha-r
6e'cTavr'' tar-ncf tar-non
{ar-n th'lo i'cf no n

l3 sr'doun tekcfa shu
pu'on pu'r'on pu'r'bakon
oi vu -a va moi mi- m' mr
oilLka'yu alukacha

. eet.et.tette
eeeao
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My feet are in front of me. j,"\.nr oi, o = a 2,in= n 36
moifit or tn frant av mi \A/ av = a 35, i.= i 3

ma frtar n franta ml C ) ilar =i'ar 23, ra =ura 50
a mtfitarn fura-na ml 7 -{"n 

a ='4, an = a'n 6, nt = n 18

\l
My arms are beside me. t: *
moi ormz or bisoid mr ((t-J) tar-6, i = 2 = { 2,4

b m'tar-mzar b'so'F'mt e \ f lm 17

My left hand is behind. me. t(,) Ieft letala 5
mli titt handz bihoi-ny' mi ,-_.. een, oid = &r, oi'd 6, nfl 18

c ma left ha-nz b'ho'r,'mt t \$l lz 30, fim 17

My right is between my tegs. fl A
ma roits batuin ma legz I iNr,r I

m'uroi's b'tui-'male-gzss?l Nl \
I stand up and go to the door. o , 9
oi stend ap and go ta tha doar tr4*-l L

e astandap fl., go t'th' doar o i D | )

Introduction Routine - Learn to say it all in 45 seconds or less.
The small numbers refer to the Sound Changes on the back.

oi iieea otouuara

oi get cf av tt ta tarn tha loit cf and on

(,
o
6

ot
5
Eo

t is = right's
url 50, eg = e-g 6
's 20, fim 17

= i-n 6, -2= -25s40
r'1 -daP=daP5

* ]ll unC 2,4, 78
lloi=a2,*e6Q and=m 36

righ
ro=
ts=

in

I get to the door and go out. 1 P I 
-A

oiset tu thi dor ;;;;;;;i f[. i d ,( u' i =.a = t ?,4
f age't'th' doarn 90 out ti/-\ l/) *-\ tt = 't 9, -t 24

I come bach in and get down on the floor.
oi kam bak rnand get doun on tha flor )

g a kam baktn n ge'dou non th' floar e

I nn9

'1l(\ futo47

I get up and get on a chair. I ^ "goiletair andleton a cher l"d ftl eta, et o = e'a, e'o 23

h age'apm ge'ona cheor o J'( tt i on a = o[85, e€rl6
--9?. ,z \ .v

I get off of it to turn the light off and on | | t* 
-' iPS

ollJ^l/)r/l

Then I sit down'and tahe off a shoe. ,-o )--- td = 'd I0
then oi srt doun and tek of a shu ((L -5't \( 1 end'and n

j thena st'dounn tekc fa t1lu 51 l/l- I i t\ 2 18 4

2 235 94
age'afa vt' t'tarn th'uloi'cfa noni,(ii,,:1"'u"';l";; . hf '"6f#

/hY
,J\t, l

utt = u'r 23
tb='b-lI
ty=chqt

I put it back on and'looh at you. k\?^- - - t
oiput rt bak on and luk at Yu -Y" Xk apu't' ba konn lu ka chu e t (t\
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Understanding real-lif e speech

LISTENING COMPREHENSION of NATURALSPEECH .

22 JObS A famous comedian talks with a lady factory worker
o
o6

o
g

oo
c

I huearar yu fram estar
a ai waz borntn matamoras
pensavenyr.. its.. r'sa..

a speltt
2 eemetieemoorees

matamoras
r's go'about sevanar et

handar'pipo
3 dtju wona bia

bale densar ora roitar
nooi wen'tuark na

Irpstik faktrr
whena go'ou'av skuo a

4 a houja loikrt
a I'was prrtr mrsarbo

5 whoi
w€u r' t's jtstha thrngz

the askchr t'du
yu no the war. .

o whqdrthe eskyr t'du
wark

Where're you from, Esther?
(Oh) I was born in Matamoras

Pennsylvania. lt's.. lt's. a . .
1un1 Spell it.
(uh) M-A-T-A-M-O-R-A-S

Matamoras.
It's got about seven or eight
hundred people.

Did you want to be a
ballet dancer or a writer?

No, I went to work in a
lipstick factory

when I got out of school.
(Uh) How did you like it?
Oh, it was pretty miserable.
whv?
Well, it.. it's just the th ings

they asked you to do.
You know, they were ..

What did they ask you to do?
Work.
I had to (uh) press(uh) a little
lever and 1un1
it would print a little name.
But (uh) | 1urr1 had a very bad
cold and
I had a Kleenex in my
pocket

but I couldn't stoo to take it
out to blow my nose

and I pressed the lever too hard
and it broke the die.
They gave you another job?
Yeah.

tu ar - twar Differ for natrve soeakers
in a 'na Sound Change 36
When I - huana 1- oi ai oi oa a sdchg 2
gqloula Sound Changes 23, I
achool-l = o, u Sound Change 48

+ How didyou {rd='d, dty = j, u = a

hou'dya = houja So.cget 9,42,2
a =Oh and I as in 3 above.
it waz = iluaz - t'uaz Sound Change 23
waz priti = waspriti -zp- = -sp- -C 39

5 Well weu sound change4E
r' r's Speakers often repeat parts of words
while thinking what to say. See 8, 16.

jutt the jisllha a = t Sd Chanses 3,21
aaked you asktyu askchr Sc 41,3
you to yfta - yrt' Sound Changes 3,2.4

O huo/dry'tha Sound Changes 10,21
z hreCtu Sound change lo

..a, -ll.., -da.. See a in I above.
little lfto - lt'o Sound changes 46,23

oa ha'tu..a presa,. alr'o -{
levar anda... ff ..--

rt wud pnna lr'o nem ftT,
ba'a oi a h&'a ven bad H \
koun \

ai heda klineks nmoi
pokat
bat oi kun stop t'tekt'
ou't'blo moi noz

9 and oi prestha levar tu hord
n r'brok tha doi

lo the gevyu anathar job ?

yea

I where - hutan where're -huarar or often
anr becomes a single sound a little longer
lhaninwhere.. ESL learners should be
aware of short, medium and longer ar's.

a is a preparatory sound when starting to speak.
Sometimes written as oh or maybe uh. At the
end or between words (see 7 and 8 below)
it's a 'f iller" said while the soeaker is undecided
what to say.The words I and o are also a. See
or a, in a and when I in 3.

Pennsyluania -syl- siu, sao becomes -sa-.
tfs go/abo. Sound Changes 20,23,E
about, et Final t's clearly said here.
100 handrzd - handar' -y'p- Sound changes 7, lt
people -le = o, u Sound change 48
did you - dtiu Sound change 42
want to - wont tu - wona Sdchanges 9,2
writer roilar Sound Change 23
went to = started to -tto -/tl sd. changes 9, 2,4
worh in factory - worh for gouernment See 12
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U nderstanding real-l if e speech

Real Life Selection 22 - Continued

ll weu whodtdtha forman se
rf yu buch thts job

ouchu go
wh o'hap n'a n lsuan

tz oi buchtrt
hu wazha neks'rmployar
qi wen'twark f'tha govarmant

13 rn deth klemz end ratoirmant
hou long drja warkin woshingtan

t+ anttloi brok moi angko
yu hava job noo?
yes oi warkat lokhid

l5 na'san bou'san sutchtz
oi k'n grvya lo'sav port nambarz

nam barz por'nambrrz
16 em es tu wa'noin wa'noin

daboyu diji dash thartt sevan
17 who' whot tzat

tha'sa klemp
du yu hav inr ou'soid hobtz or

t ntra s's
la oi loik t'sing n oi loik t'dans

n ni loik t'laf n oi loik t'tak n

kuiu srng asa westarn scng
19 yes oke

oam mekan baliv
nou we'amrnri
wetamrnrt

20 oam mekan baliv.. that..,
that yu sttul3v 61
liv mialon
en f tlanso blu
yur sambodiz lav
bachuo nevar bi moin

Pr.nla . Sound chanqe 18

A but = b' Sound Change 36
'a oi a Initial reoeats See t' t's in 5 above.
cold kou sound change 25
inmy nmoi nm - lips apart then together
for m. Almost like Souno change l7 im

couldn't .Cn/ kun soundchange lE' 
See coz in 15 below.

out to -ll- sound change 9
g presed the presllha Sound Change 2l

dnd it broke nt'b-' Sound changes 35, Il
ro well, what did the See 5, 6 above.
ll outyou ouchu soundChage4l

whol h- Like Sound Change I 1

h:pnC on on = an sd changes 16, 2
on fhis onts Sound change 28

t? waEyour wtzyur wazhrr wazha-sd. chs.-- 
iexineksl sound chang€ 25 lqq,z,z
for lor lu la I' Sound Change 35
and and rnd and en tn, n sd. ch.36

g

Well, what did the foreman sa! then? 3
lf you butch this job F
out you gol I

Whathappened on this one? 3
I butched itl E
Who was your next emPloYer? E
I went to work for the government
in death claims and retirement.

How long did you work in Washington?
Until I broke my ankle.
You have a job now? ""!?
Yes, I work 

-at Lockheed, !il
nuts and bolts and switches.. I

I can give you lots of part numbers.
Part numbers? il.Ms2lsre @WDG-37 s'Jit"h
Wha,.. What is that? ran clamp
That's a clamp. \i"4-l
Do you have any outside hobbies or

i nterests?
I like to sing and I like to dance
and I like to laugh and I like to talk and...
Could you sing us a western song?
Yes. OK.
I'm making believe..
Now, wait a minute.
Wait a minute.

I'm making believe.. that..
that you still love me,
leave me alone
and feeling so blue.
You're somebody's love
but you'll never be mine.

gouernment govarman' sound change l7
t3 did you drja See 3 above. sd.cas 42,2

untt'l .I antruloi Sound change 49
14 at al = at Sound Change 2

na/san boufsan Sound Change 20
15 can kan k'n See kun in 8 above.

porf nambarz Sound Change lE
one nine w'tlnoin sound change 9

15 who'whot See i' i's in 5 above.
is that tzlfrct Sound Change 29
thafs sound change 20

1z ou/soi-d, intrasfs Sound change 20
talk ttk - General American but many
say tak. t - a sound between o and c

lE could you kudyu - kuju sd. chng 42
mahing -ing = an Sound change 32
belbue biliu. baliv Sound change 2

19 weft manrt Soundchanger23,24
20 sti,/', 'r, sttu / stio, -u / -o sd Change 48

but you bchu Sound Change 4t
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Recording - Test - Study Steps

o
o

o

Glossary - Selection 22
Words not in dictionaries

1 Where are/ is from - What was
your home place as a child

was born - started life
2 Pennsylvania - a state midway

between New York and
Wash ington D. C..

3 went to work - started working
lipstick lip+ stick - 'pencil' for

the lips
got out of school - stopped go-

ing to school
+ pretty - very much
s kind of - somewhat. a little
z had to - past of haie to - must

would - some other action
made something happen

8 Kleenex - a paper handkerchief
blow nose - make the air push

something out of the nose
9 broke - did break

die - a metal piece that makes
a letter on somethinq hard

lo butch - a form of bot6h bcch
ruin, spoil by poor work

1l job - specific work to do
L2 'thle government'- the US,

national government
death claim - ask for rrloney

when a person stops living
1z outside hobbies - things you

lil<e to do when not workinq
t8 make believe - pretend, act

like something is true
20 blue - sad, unhappv, lonesome

REAL LIFE SELECTIONS
Auto Racing - a drivers' meeting
An Irishman Visits the USA
Perry Mason Eats - various topics
Airline Stewardesses..and their dates
R<ibert Kennedy - life as a child
False Christs - Billy Graham stories
Bimbo - A Texan nursery song
Australian Stowaway..girl, US navy
Bugs Bunny's Lamp - f ights a genie
Forced Landing - in a small plane
Allergic to Old Men..rat poison
Food and Dance..at a party
Insects - humorous facts
Titanic - a survivor talks
Golf - a hole-in-one champion
Kissy Face - she likes to kiss!
Southern Girls...also kiss

School - Age 11 - their problems
John F. Kennedy -'Ash not what..
Miss England..troubl'es in US
Child Actors - icecream, work
Life Saving - f rog hunting
Swimming - in the nude
Circus - 9-year old performer
Kansas City Banker - dinner jokes
Little White Duck - child's sonq
Red Toenails - a Bob Hope stoiy

Introductory Basics
Record ing

Example utterances of the 5 factors in
learning to understand and speak Eng-
glish like Americans do.

L..4- Vowel Practice
5 ... 13 - Key words of the Routine
lntroduction Routine

ReaI Life Selection 22 - Jobs
Separate thought segments with pauses
Original sound track (TV talk show)

Listening Comprehension Test
Stop the recording in the pauses after

each segment of Selection 22 and write
what you think you heard. Compare the
words you wrote with the ones in large
letters. Multiply their total by 0.6 to gei
the percentage of how well you under-
stand compared to average Americans.

Beginners - Urgent Survival
To get some needed exposure to real-

life American speech learn, work on, a

few practical sentences of Selection 22.
Study Steps

For ESL students and ESL speakers to
lose a foreign accent,
1 Work out the meaning first Make a trans-

lation into your own language is best.
2 Listen and silently read the text written by

sounds (phonetic version)
3 Listen, stop in the pauses and repeat aloud

each segment until said smoothly.
4 Listen to a segment, stop and write it by

sounds (not in the old traditional spelling)
5 Without hearing, read by sounds aloud all

the text until you speak, say it fluently.
6 Read your translation and write it back.

into spoken English by sounds
7 Read the translation and say it in spoken

English until you speak easily.
8 Do 7 and have an American listen to you

to correct anything that sounds unnatural.

Teaching - for detailed instruction pro-
cedures see the Teachers Guide.

Copyright f99f @) D G Davis

94
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The Introduction Routine said by different people

16d A young lady with a slight 'high society'accent
ma f itarn frantav mi mormarz b'soid mi moi lef' hrenz b'hoin'mi
fiaroi's batuin malegzs asta-napn go t'th'doar oi get t'tha do
arn go out akam bakrnn get dounon tha flqar oi ge'ap n ge'
ona chear oi ge'cfavtt t'tarn th loi'scf non then oi srt dounn
tekcfashu oi pu'rt bekqn n lukachu

16e A little girl 8 years old
moi fi'arn frana mi mooarmzar b'sqi-dmi moi lef'hanz bihoimi
moi roi's b'tui-nma le-gz astandap n 90 t'tha doar oi gcttu th'
doarn go out oi kam bakrnn get doun on tha floar oi getap
an get on th'che-r oi get cfavrt tu tarn th'lqitscf non then oi
srtdoun n tekcfashu oi put rt bekon n lukachu

16f A l3-year old boy
moi fitar tn frana mt moarzar b'soidmi moi left hanz bahoi'n
mi moi roi's b'tui-n ma le-gs qi stenap n go t'th'der oi gettu
tha dorn go qut oi kam bakinan getdoun on tha fler oi get
ap ngeton thache-r oi get cfavlt t'tarn tha loits on n cf thena
srtdoun ntekcfa shu oi pu'tt bekon n lukachu

17 A mature man For the usual spelling of this exercise see

the Introduction to Real Life Spoken English.
oi stendap tugo get b'tuin ache'r n th'dor
tha doarzrn frana mi n th'cherz b'hoi-mi
n luk doun a'moi fit on th'flor
ma left shuz b'soid moi roit f ut
thenoi tarncf tha loitn go outtha dor
yu tarn tha loit bakonn sttdoun on tha che'r
oi kam baklnn putmoi roit han on yur left oar'm
yu tek moi handrfav yururoarm n getap on tha che'ar
thenoi lukachu getdoun cfavrt
yu getdounngo bek tu yur che-ar
yu srt dounn tek cf yur shuzs
yu putam dounon th'flor in b'tui'n yur fit
yu irtdounntek cf yur shuz n putam dounon th'flor rn b'tui-n

yur f it
12 standap stan' go ta(dor) ge'ta (dor) goout kamrn go,ou'-
kamrn gcidoun gJap goout kamtn getdoun(onflor) fit fra'n'
ormzb'soid lefthand b'hoin' roit b'tuin le'gzs rait hand b'tui-n
legz ge'ap go out kamtn getdoun getap gota (che'r) geton
getcf getdoun getap geton getcf goout kamtn getdoun
geton ormzb'soid
13 tekcf anputon tek cf n pu't'bekon go out and kam bak tn

lukrt lukat ioit hend b'tui-n legz moi fit or tn frantav mi mo*
f it mo fit rn franta nfran' moar'mzar moarmzar bisoidmi
moi left hend bahoindmi m'roi's b'tui-n moi le'gz

15 aitendap ngo tu tha astandapn go t'tha door
oi ge't'tha dear an go out oi ge'tftha doar n go out
o*kam bekrn n get dou-non tha floa* oi kam brekrnn get dou
n on tha flor agetap ngetona che'ar* oi getapngetona che'ar
oi getcfavit tu tarn of non t'tarn th'loit ef non thenoi sit
doun 'n tekafa shu oi putlt bakon an lukachu

* Southern 'black' form
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134 American Spoken English
Basic Course

This course of study covers all of the basics of how Americans
really do speak English in their daily lives.. at home, at work,
in the street, on popular TV shows, etc. ..the sounds, changes
in sounds, groupings of little functional words, the order in
which the words used most are used to say what Americans
talk about in everyday life. Around 900/o of what is usually said
is said with less than 1,000 different words. lt is the use of
these relatively few words, rather than knowing many different
words, that is the secret to getting along in naturally spoken
American English. That's what this course is all about.

135 There is no need of oral explanations in any language here be-
cause initial learning is by hear-see-do-say. Beginning learners
hear something and see what it is or means and do some sort
of action as they say what is done or seen. Advanced students,
learning to speak naturally like Americans do, probably know
the words but they need to know how sounds change and run
together. Translations in other languages are available for fur-
ther clarif ication as to meaning- (See 40, Study Steps 1,7,8)

New items (sounds, grammar, words) are learned as they nat-
urally come up in context. Look in the alphabetical index or
the detailed listing of contents for anything of specif ic interest.

136 Most of the example sentences, prototype utterances, can be
learned separately without any previous study of English, even
though they may be one of a general related group. Thus a be-
ginner in the study of informal spoken English can start any-
where, any time, in the course. A one-time visitor or anyone of
irregular attendance learns something practical, complete, any
time he shows up. Regular attendance gives the learner orderly
progress through a complete course of study.

137 Each example sentence is shown in usual spelling (TO - Tradi-
tional Orthography) Next you see, more for reference than for
pronunciation practice, the somewhat formal colloquial 'base
forms' (as found in dictionaries) written by sounds (phonetic
transcription). Between the lines at appropriate places are little
cursive letters, italics, which refer to the corresponding Sound
Changes (Phonological Principles) seen inside the back cover of
this book.
Study these phonological changes well to understand the rela-

tionship between careful (formal)and real-life (informal) speech.
Lastly you see the whole utterancewritten bj sounds like it is
said fast in real-life conversations. The little numbers at the
end of that line shows that the utterance should be modeled
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Alphabet

by teachers and eventually said by students at the speed of re-
peating it that many times in l0 seconds.
Can't you understand me? Traditional Orthography - TO
kant yu andarstend mi Classical 'school'pronunciation

41 3 21 6 17 3 Applicable Sound Changes+
kanchr an'arsta'mi s Say at the speed of 9 times

in 10 seconds.
*41 l+y=s,6,3 u=a, t,21 nfl,6 longer vowel, I7 nm='m

138 On the recording a pause of equal length follows each utter-
ance. Stop the recording during a pause for study and practice
as needed. (See 40, Steps 2, 4, 5, 6). After some practice the
learner, without stopping the machine, is to say during the
following pause what he has just heard..before he hears the
next thing. This makes the learner speak naturally fast.
Younger learners need frequent supervised practice. Older

learners can practice alone on their own between lessons. lt
is well to keep a record of when and how long they practice.
lf their progress is too slow insist on checking this list of
practice times. lf you bring out in this way that'they are not
studying enough they can't complain about not learning fast.
A native speaker of American English should check, correct
a learner's pronunciation before bad habits develop. See 45,51.

139 THE ALPHABET - The names of letters and consonant sounds
This course starts with the alphabet because

- Learners need to know the names of the letters from the
beginning of the study and use of English.

- Even beginners often already know some of the letters. So
they recognize something familiar and progress from the
known to the unknown.

- The names of some 20 letters have in them the sounds they
often represent. Sounds not having letters of their own, ch,
ng, sh, zh, th, wh are shown alphabetically among the names
of the letters. Work out their pronunciations as they come
up in the study materials.

- English vowel letters have names that are different letters in
other languages. Many ESL learners have to re-learn the
names of their vowel letters for English.

Caution: While working on the alphabet do not use the let'
ters to spell words because the old spelling (TO) gives wrong
ideas about how to pronounce a word, especially the vowels,
in rast conversatio" 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

a / o / a/gl 7'b ln n opjoata u u ug 7
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a-J

First you see here a letter of the English alphabet. Then b+
side it its name written by sounds in phonetic letters and last
how the sounds of the name can be written in usual English
spelf ing. English letters have2 printed forms.
a ei eh-ee The name of this letter in English is much like the
A simple vowel sound e which in other languages is the

name of a different letter. lt has many sounds.
b bi bee With the lips tightly closed together start by hum-
B ming mmmmm then explode the air out as you say

ee (i). See the drawings in 25.
c si see, sea With the lips separated in a smile from side to
c side say ssss then add ee. ssssss - ee. Japanese begin-

ners would do well to work through the series sue, so,
sah, &y, see - su, so, so, se, si, and contrast she - see,
smiling wide from side to side for see. shi - si

ch is a sound without a letter of its own. lt is t+sh. Click
the tongue tip up for t and then it comes down a
little for sh with the lips like for a kiss. Can'tshe be-
comes canchee. See the last drawing in 26 and study
Sound Change 45. deutsch - tchecoslovaque

d di dee Japanese to lead into it by saying doe, dah, day,
D dee - do do de di. Perhaps start with a weak n, ndi as

in undies.
i ee This sound is the name of a different letter in other

languages.
eta eff Be sure that the lower lip continues to touch the

edge of the upper front teeth during a long ffffff, in
preparation for v later. Silently blow the air out fffff
to end in a weak uh - a. eh-fffff-fun - effffffa see 25.

g ji gee The j-sound in this name is the voiced form of ch,
c see above after c. Practice chee gee - chi ji with good

buzzing for jjjiii. Perhaps start with n, chi njii.
a bcdef g- eibisidiiefji Writethe letters on thechalkboard

and drill this until everyone says it like one word,
at least 5 times in 10 seconds. Native speakers to
model it at 7 times in 10 seconds. Perhaps make this
the f irst of several lessons in learning the alphabet.

h echa A-chuh, 8-chuh. See ch above. Because the sound that
H this letter represents is not in its name teach its pro-

nunciation as it comes up in a word.. See 26
i, oi eye, I. Point to your chest, /, and then to an eye. ah-ee
j je jay Review the learning of g above and change ee to A,
.r i to e. Write g h i j on the chalkboard. Tap g and

then j to contrast drill gee - jay. Have everyone say
jiechoije as one word, 10 times in l0 seconds.

e
E

f
F
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k khe Kaye See Sound Change 53. When said alone the name
K of this letter has a puff of air out after k, kh.-e

h i j k - echoijeke as a second word-like part of the alphabet.
I eo ell With no vowel after it I is much like o. See Sound
r, Changes 47, 48, 49. e then a weak rising tone o or u

m ema Emma eh then with the lips together hum rnrnmrnrn
M ending with a weak uh as a letter alone. e..mmma
n en en-joy eh then with the lips separated hum nnnuh'
N Push the upper lip away from the lower one with a

pencil point. Hold it up away with a finger.

ng n+start of g. The back part of the tongue stops the flow
of air, then releases, lets it out in a puff up and out
through the nose. Do the flame test. Page zz ,30'53'

o o oh No problem. All languages have this sound.
p phi pea To distinguish it from b it's better to release a puff
p of air. See Sound Change 53. p...n..i

I m n o p - eolemenopi as the third word-like part of the al-
phabet. eo becomes eol before em. Sound Change 49.

q khiu cue, hey-you For kicks, practice the flame test given

e in Sound Change 53. See 30-53, page 22.

r clar areThe o is lengthened before voiced ar. The tongue
R really doesn't move. lt helps to round the lips like

getting ready to say u .at the end.
s es eh-ss lf the -ss is not clear add a weak a. essa sd. chge.5

sh shshshsh Put a finger across the lips making the sign to
be quiet. Round the lips like to kiss and whistle.
Don't change the lips and say ssss. Also with the 2
forefingers push the center of the cheeks in against
the back teeth. See the drawing in 26.

t lhi tea, tee lt's better to say this with puff of air out. For
r Japanese work through tah tay t9e tee'to te to ti.

qr s t i - khiuoaruresti ar before e becomes arur. Sd. Change 52.

Rhyme this with curiosity. khiucaruresti- khiuricsiti
th Bite the end of the tongue between the front upper and

lower teeth. Stop the air, then let it out with a puff.
For the voiced form start with a weak -n, nth.
and then that thin thing - nthenthe'thhinthhing

u,, iu you
v"vi uee, V-day The lower lip slowly comes up just like for

f as you hum, buzz uhuhuhuh - aaaaa strongly until
the lip vibrates against the lower edge of the upper
front teeth caused by the vibration down in the
throat. Then the lower lip goes down a little as you
say iii. aaaaa vvvvviiii.



Numbers

Be sure the upper lip is raised to expose, show the
upper teeth as you say vvvvv. Even push it up with
the point of a pencil or the speaker holds it up with
a finger. The vvv is a slow weak starting 

- 

and
stopping sound, like a buzzing fly coming and going
on by. wvvvvvvvVWVVVWVvvvvvvwv
Contrast drill b - v. For b the lips are tight together

and then explode apart. But v is a long-lasting weak-
strong-weak sound, a continuous air flow. Also con-
trast f - v, without and with the buzzing causing the
lower lip to vibrate.

w daboyu double-you - duhbuhyuh, slow and fast forms of
* dabaya the name. UU = W = w

wh This is really h an{ u said at the same time, or you can
say h f irst, hu. ll = hu. The Japanese can use a weak
short ho. Manyleople don't say the h. whot = wot

x eks X-ray Perhaps start by saying ekasa. 5ern6 Change 5.
y uoi ooh-eye
z zi zee (The British call it zed.) For the Japanese work it

out through zo zo zu ze zi.
zh lt is the voiced form of sh heard in pleasure - plezhar.

Practice sh and add the throat buzzing, sh - zh
u v w xy z - yuvidabayreksuoizi -ya = yt before e. SCh.3
Have the students rapidly say the alphabet like the little

American kids do. ebisidiiefji echoijeke eolemenopi
khiuo.ar uresti yuvida ba yreksu oizi

r4O NUMBERS
Beginning students of spoken English often already can count

some. So the numbers, like the alphabet, can serve as a familiar
base for re)learning spoken English pronunciation. Don't work
too hard on the vowels yet. First learn to understand and say
the numbers fairly well. After intensive drill on the vowels, as
in L44, come back and work on the pronunciation of the num-
bers.

L,2, 3, 4,5,6,7, g, g
I one - 'wun', uan. Hold up a forefinger. oo uh nuh, uana.

Lengthen the a in the middle because it is before the voiced
-n. Add a weak a to bring out the -n at the end. Sound Chanses
6,5. Say the a with a rising tone. wana.

f f a student says something more like wan won (the face is
pafe, tired, sick, sad) or wonna wona (want to) contrast drill
a - o. Hold up 1 finger for a and a pained face, mou{h open
and make sounds as if about to throw up, vomit, for o -

wan - won. Put a hand on your stomach, belch .and start
to throw up every time a learner mistakenly for wan says
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wGn...or something more like uon't or want.
In fast speech the -n becomes weak or disappears leaving

the vowel before it nasalized. wan = w}. sound Change 37.
2 two - too, lhu Hold up 2 fingers in a V-sign. Let out a puff
of air after stopping it for t. Contrast drill to do. thu ndu -

a puff of air enough to cause a burning match to flicker and
a nasal coloring as you start d. With a lifetime of speaking
English ahead beginners should know about aspiration. lt
soon becomes automatic, helping you sound like a native
speaker. See Sound Change 53.
For Japanese work through tah tay toe too - to te to tu

3 three thh uri Hold up 3 f ingers. Unvoiced th lets out a puff
of air before the u of the lip rounding that starts r before a

vowel. See Sound Changes 53,50. lf a student flips the tongue up
for r put the point of a pencil straight back into the mouth
about 2.5 cm. on top of the tip of the tongue, and form the
lips around the pencil for u. See the drawings in 28.
a th The front teeth bite the tip of the tongue and stop the

air from coming out.
o The tongue tip lets out a puff of air as it slides back in and

down behind the lower front teeth. The released air is to
makeaflameflicker.

c The lips are rounded like for a kiss to say a soft u, around
the pencil if a pencil tip is in holding down thetongue.

o The lips smile from side to side while the tongue does not
move.

e Say the following vowel, in this case i.
4 four ftar ,Hold up the left hand, palm towards the ciass
with the thumb bent into the palm and the 4 fingers sticking
up. Count them, 1,2,3,4. Move the forefinger a little and
touch it witb the thumb as you say fffff. Then the thumb se-
parately touches the middle and ring fingers as o is repeated
for each. (The o is lengthened, here it's doubled, before the
voiced ar. see sound change 6) Bend the first 3 fingers into the
palm leaving the little finge-r sticking up in the air. Thrust it
upward as you shriek orrrrt ut if someone had 'goosed' you
between the legs from behind!

Have the students repeat the finger movements. lmpress on
them that four has 4 sounds. ffff o o ar. Do the same later
for door, floor, chair, more, poor, crm - ooarm, etc.

5 fiue fo'rva Hold up the 5 fingers of the left hand, spread
apart with the palm towards the students. Start with the
thumb and count, I,2, 3, 4, 5.

Lengthen the i before the voiced v. Blend it into a to start
the voicing of vvvvv as the lower lip slowly comes up and
gently touches the upper teeth, just as it did for ffff. Be sure

101
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the upper lip is up away from the lower lip. End with a defi-
nite -a to strengthen the v-sound to make 5 distinctive from
I in fast speech. See 9 below. fffffoiiiiiavvvvvva Sd. Change 5.

6 six sich-suh Hold up the spread fingers of the right hand,
palm towards the students, and the left forefinger. lf -ks- is
hard to say put in a. slkasa The a's fade away as you speak
faster and faster but the ks stay good.
When someone says seelas siks instead of sr.r srks repeat

seehs as you start looking for something..under chairs, in
students' pockets or hair, etc. Contrast drill r- i, srks - hold
up 6 f ingers, siks - bend down searching, looking around.
Some students will not hear the difference. At this point

just impress them with the fact that there is a difference.
As soon as the students have been drilled on the Vowel
Series, as seen on the back of this book, come back and
contrast drill sLr - seehs. Meanwhile start searching when
seelcs is said!

7 seuen se-va-n Hold up the spread fingers of the right hand
towards the class and the V-sign with 2 fingers of the left
hand. Lengthen the vowels e and a before the voiced -v and
-n. A slowly rising and lowering lip for v, no b explosion!

8 eight ate et With the thumbs bent into the palms hold up 8
fingers. Contrast drill the name of the letter A and 8. A is 2
vowels, ei with the i fading out. The e of et is better as a
short single pure vowel. The -t is often dropped leaving a
short suddenly cut off e'. 7 - 8 - 9 se-va-ne'noi-n 7A9 se-va-
neinoin. A10 - 8:10 eite-n e'tan So don't work for a clear
-t at the end but for a clear, clean short e with a faint or half
-t after it. et et. A8 eie'

I nine noina .. noi-nar. The fingers of 2 hands up but I thumb
bent into the palm.
In radio and telephone communications often only the oi

part of 5 and 9 is heard. foi'v-noi'n So the police and air-
pf ane pilots say niner noi-nar for 9. lf there is no ar they know
it is 5. But for ordinary people, like when saying numbers on
the telephone, it is well to say uh a at the end with a long
clear vvvvv for 5. foi-vvvva - noi-na. See Sound Change 5.

141 10, 11, 12, 13, L4,15,16, 17, lt, 19
Hold up all fingers of both hands for 10. Close them into the

palms and then hold up from l to 9 fingers for larger numbers.
LO ten than Let out a puff of air after stopping it for t- with
e fonger before the voiced -n. Perhaps contrast drill ten - den
as in tendency, 70 dens.. the-ndensi, the-nda-nz. The final -n
leads into the voicing of. d. No puff of air out after voiced
sounds. See Sound Changes 54,53 and I for voiced sounds.

ll eleuen ale-va-n is used most in spontaneous fast speech but
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also i1.., t1.., e1... are also heard and little kids say 'levn.
12 twelue thueova. Review 2 thu. With no vowel after it lis

much like o which leads into the voicing of -vvvv. Add -a for
better voicing. Sound Changes 53, 48, 5.

LB thirteen thhrorti-n With the palms towards the class hold
up 3 fingers of the right hand as you say three and then flip
up the 5 fingers of the left hand 2 times as you say ten.Do
this several times because 3-10 in other languages means 30.

Then say the variants three - thir and ten - teen and practice
with thir..teen. Break fhir- into 4 parts and insist on a clear
lengthened eeee in -teen with a weak -n (in constrast to the
shorter vowel later in -fy of 30, 40..).
I th - bite the end of the tongue between the front teeth to

stop the air flow.
z Push out a puff of air. Make a match flame flicker.
3 Round the lips like to kiss and say a weak u.
a A definite ar with uor much like were. In faster speech

the u disappears but the lip rounding remains to help
say ar. Sound Change 51.

L4 fourteen fearti-n Review 4 in L4o.
15 fifteen frfati-n Much like for l3 above, The 5 fingers of
the right hand up as you change from fiue to fif-. The oi
changes to r and v before unvoiced t- becomes f. lf -ft- is
hard to say put in a weak a. foi-vti-n = ftfati.n. Contrast drill
I and i-. fr - ti- Sound Changes 3,39, 5.

16, 17 Review 6 and 7. Then add -teen.
18 eighteen e'ti-n A short, clearly cut off e because the first
-t is dropped. e/ti-n = e'ti-n Sound Change 9.

!9 nineteen noi-nti-n = noFtF' Say clear longer i's but the
-n's are weak or just nasalize the i's. Sound Change 37.

142 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90
Review 13 .. 19 in tat above and in place of -teen say -ty.

Change -ti-n 1e -tr. lf for -tr you say -tee be sure the eeisvery,
very short and weak. lt must be in sharp contrast to the longer
eee of -teen which may have almost no final n'sound. lt is bet-
ter to say -tih, ih as in lf. Most ESL learners would do well to
say -teh te, especially the Japanese. Americans will definitely
understand 50 when they heard frfte but may well think 15
if an ESL speaker says frfti - fihftee. And the ESL listener
should be aware that a clear, longer tee (probably with unper-
ceived nasalization or weak -n) means 15.
So for 30 ... 90 review the teens of t+t above and add tih

or teh - tr, te.
20 and 90 often after -n lose the t. Sound Change 18.

20 thue-nti - thuen't - th ud't 90 noi-ntr'noi'n'i 'noF't
Contrast drill 13 - 30, 14 - 40:.....18 - 80, l9 - 90.

1oil
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thhr.rartl.n thhuartr, foartl.n foartr, frfti-n frftr, srksti-n stkstt,
ss-va-nti-n s&va-ntt, e'ti-n e'tl, noi-nti-n noi-n'r

143 100 1,000 1,000,000 1,000,000,000
hundred,thouwnd,millian, billion
100 handrcd classical one hundred - emphatic, formal

handrad careful speech a hundred - usually said
handard usually said hundred. 1 understood
han'ar' fast speech See Sound Changes 7, l8

\02 a hundred and two ahanbr'nthu
hundred two han'rr'thu
one O two wa.nothu

The letter O is often used in saying several f igures to-
gether as in addresses, telephone numbers, in lists of
items with numbers....

10010 hundred ten han'ar'then (as for a ZIP Code)
110 hundred and ten han'ar'nthe-n (Notice the n for ond)
Conrast drill han'ar'tan - han'ar'nte.n. Work up to saying
the two 6 times in l0 seconds. Write them randomly on
all over the chalkboard and point to them rapidly. This is
to learn to hear and say or not hear and say a weak n as in
bigger than, shouldn't, get in - bigarn, shu'n, ge'n. Hearing
the negative to be positive can be fatal and not hearing it
in numbers can get you fired!

1492 One thousand four hundred and ninety-two.
Fourteen hundred and ninety-two.
Fourteen ninety-two (Colurnbus sailed theocean blue)
foarti-'noi-'nrthu -teedninety - fin Sound Change 9.

1,995 One thousand nine hundred and ninty-fiue (a quantity)
wa.n th ouza nnoi.n handar'nnoi-'nr foi.v

L995 Nineteen (hundred) ninety-fiue (a year)
$19.95 noi-nti-n no'rn'r foi-v (a price)
$E,963,475,E31 eight billian, nine hundred and sitcty-three

million, four hundred and seuenty-fiue thouwnd, eight
hundred and thirty-one dollars.
g'$luyaI noi-nhan'ar'n srkstr thhuri mruyan foar han'ar'n
s$va.n' I fo i-v tho uzan'e'han'ar'n thhu artr uan do larzsss

Sound Change 40.

I9/9r 1zB
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Basic Course - VOWELS

t44 VOWELS - See the back cover of this book.

It is essential that ESL learners of
American spoken English have a clear
concept of and be able to say each vo-
wel properly. Start by getting a good
idea of the overall pattern of vowels,
the relationship of the American vo-
wels to each other and to the vowels
of a student's own language and to
those of British English if known.

Say the vowels by opening the mouth step by step, rounding
the lips for a kiss and raising the voice in a shriek to a grunt!
Under large phonetic letters on the chalkboard, ar and a to the
right going up from the others, draw the diagrams of wider and
wider angles, smaller and smaller circles, an upward arrow and
short one downward.

?9p$sg
L
4
otL

Facing the class, back to the chalkboard, put the left thumb
horizontally near the side of the mouth and make the finger
signs of gradually separating the fingers, straight side by side,
step by step up from the thumb. Then spread the tips in larger
to smaller circles, like holding a basketball, tennis ball, ping
pong ball and a grape. Lastly cup the hand upward and relax it
for ar and a. With the right hand tap the corresponding geome-
tric diagrams and arrows under the phonetic letters'

Have the class in unison say the series of vowels and make the
finger signs. A beginner cannot really feel his own mouth move
but feeling and seeing movements of the fingers and the corres-
ponding geometric diagrams and phonetic letters make learn-
ing more effective, faster and fun! (visual imprint with kines-
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English vowels in other languages

thetic reinforcement). Ask several of the more adventuresome,
brighter students, each alone, to follow the teacher in saying
the vowels and doing the signs, as best they can on a trial run-
through trying to approximate some of the sounds they hear.

145 Say and circle the vowels that are in all languages,2,7,9, Ll
- i, o, o, u. These are used as take-off bases to learn the special
vowels of American English. The new sounds go between ones
they already know well. i,lt^Aocoou

Students learn better if they write out, copy from the chalk-
board into their notebooks the chart of vowels being worked
out on the chalkboard. Below the American vowels they are to
write in their own languages the American vowels they have in
their own languages, starting with the base vowels i, o, o, u. lf
there is really no close equivalent don't write anything. Some
Spanish speakers use pronunciaci6n figurada and the Japanese
their kana to approximate special English sounds. By doing
this the beginner gets a distorted, wrong idea of some sounds.

ln Polish the letter y is a sound much like ih in it (No.3 - r).
Koreans have a way to write a, as in af. Chinese can writear,
(a little child). The French have b,6 and the e muet as in le
for e, e and a. lf a student thinks he can write an English
vowel in his language, have another speaker of that language
without hearing the first student or anyone say the English
sound, read aloud what the first student wrote. lf the second
student doesn't say the target sound well don't use that way
of writing as a guide to learn, say, the English sound.
There are some English sounds in other languages but no way

to write them individually, specifically, in those languages. In
fact the speakers of those languages don't know, realize, they
say those sounds unless it is brought to their attention and they
are drilled to hear them.

ln many languages a+ a consonant+a is o+C+ a in such end-
ings as -asa, -ana, -ata - osa, ona, ota. But the Russian word for
room, komnata has a...o, komnato. At the beginning of foreign
words e is e-, but at the end of words is -e. Look for and use
such words to set well o-a, e-e as for English in the minds of
speakers of other languages.

Spanish - Quise que me hablara ayer. Mafrana me hablarl.
o o ao o o a o oo

Point out that hablara and hablar6 have -a and -o at the end
and is the difference between cup - cop kap - kop in English.
Such speakers have trouble saying a within or at the begin-
ning of a word, asin abundanf abandant.

For e-e use entre entre or for greater contrast entr6. Con-
trast drifl ain't - end enl-end, 8/ate-etcetera et-etsetra to
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American vowels in between

practice e- at the beginning of words.
Japanese - Use edamame - sakana eda mome - sokona said at

normal fast speed for e.. ..e, o..a contrast.
Russians say au tor oh, c - o, but always say a good o in the
key word komnato. Use it for reference in saying o.

lf you don't have a convenient reference key word in the stu-
dents language keep in mind the last paragraph of r+0.

146 Steps in Learning the American English Vowels
r i- o-o-u Gothroughthecompleteseriesof thevowels, as

shown on the back cover of this book, several timesthen the
students are to say from memory i o o u, always in that order,
as circled in t++ for ready reference.

2 o c o Say o then o as you make the f inger signs. Start with
the fingers straight, side by side up as far away as possible
from the thumb as you say o. Then curve and spread the fin-
gers as if holding a tennis ball while saying o. Go back and
forth from the positions for o and o until both sounds are
clearly said. Some students will have trouble saying a good
clear o, especially the Russians..and some Spanish speakers.

Then from the o position, spread the f ingers just a little and
barely curve the finger tips, like holding a large beach ball, as

you in great disgust say aw! Curve and close the fingers much
more for o. Think of alu, c, as being closer to o than to o-
Each learner is to say, repeat alone, o c o until he hears him-
self say a well-defined c.

s o u u From the o position curve the finger tips closely to-
gether like holding a small grape or a pea, and say u with the
lips like for a kiss. After a few times back and forth for o u' o
u from o position the f ingers as if holding a ping-pong ball
and you say u as in put booh. Beginners will often tense up to
say something like Lth, a. Have them carefully, attentively,
look at the fingers, and lips, go through the 3 definite posi-
tions for o, u and u, as 3 forms of the same thing- Have them
say looh put book while watching you put a book somewhere'
After practicing o u u until said fairly well, each is to say

from memory while making the finger signs o c o u u.

l e e Many languages have both sounds with no need to know
which is whic6, except French who write 6, B. Look at the
finger signs in 144. From the half-way open position of vowel
4, e, open up just a little more for 5, e. Have every student
learn to hear himself say, by repeating aloud alone, the simple
vowel e followed by e. ee, ee, ee... Refer to such key words
as entre, edamame given in 145. Point out that in such words
e is first and e is last but here the natural vowel order is e..e..

To learn t and a well e-e have to be firmly set in the mind.



more intermediate vowels

5 e a o With the fingers a little more than halfway up from
tightly against the thumb up to wide-open for o say e. Then
with the fingers as far as possible up from the thumb say o.
Have everyone do this several times and then position the
fingers for and say e, open them up a little and say a on the
way to o. Do this again and suddenly startle the class by bleat-
ing loudly like a mad goat! And then go on to o. Go back and
have all the class bleat like goats until everybody says e well.
Drill e a o several times holding the e for 5 seconds. Look

at a watch for the 5 seconds. lt takes that long for a beginner
to home in on, his muscles to adjust to, this sound. Many ESL
learners don't hold their mouths open wide enough. Try to
pry the mouth open with 4 fingers, one above the other.Bleat
loudly everytimea learner doesn't say the sound well enough.

Go through the series e e a o, have the students write them
into their notebooks, to clarify that a is between e and o, not
between e and o.

e ite Review e-e,of + above,tosetefirmlyinthelearners'
minds. Then pair drill i...e, fingers right on the thumb then
halfway up. ie, ie, ie then slip in r, i re. Have each student in
turn say ire. The fingers uptoabout5mm.from thethumb
for r. lf after a few tries a student is saying iie or ie e or even
i e e, have that student put a little finger into the mouth and
firmly bite the first joint..in about 2 cm. Fingers on thumb
for i, bite the little f inger joint and try for r, then on to e. Just
a token gesture of touching the teeth with the little finger or
using a pencil instead doesn't work. Keep working with a stu-
dent until a good I between iand e is said. Listening to other
students doing this helps learn to say this sound.

7 u dr a Hit yourself in the stomach and grunt loudly uh, a.
Put the finger tips together like holding a small grape, turn
the hand over fingers curled up a little and relax them fora.
Pair drill u - a, tips together...hand over and relaxed. After
a few times, just as you turn the hand over with the finger
tips up scare the class with a murderous rising shriek of
arrrrrr, as if someone had 'goosed' you between the legs from
behind. Almost everyone says a goodar after this. Drill u ar a
welf. Hold ar for 5 seconds so a learner realizes that the
tongue does not move. Maybe it's curled up back a little but
don't try to explain it. Just put a pencil point in about 2 cm.
if a student flips the tongue up. See Sound Change 54.

a oi Say o and point to vowel z with the fingers wide apart.
Then close down the fingers onto the thumb as you point to
vowel 2. Say oiwhen closing down the fingers and this makes
the first vowel oi. Although it is a diphthong it acts , works
like a simple vowel changing to a or r like the other vowels.
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British Vowels

I OttteeeoS()uuara
ESL students or ESL speakers wanting to speak like Ameri-

cans are to learn to say this vowel series by memory. See 144.

When a learner doesn't say a vowel well enough or makes a

mistake don't say anything but silently cue the correct sound
by tapping a phonetic letter, number and diagram' as seen on
the back of this book. Make a series of finger signs, leading
up to the target sound.

Each student should repeat all or part of this series alone
and by trial and error home in on the proper sound' known
to be correct when approved by the teacher. Let the learner
carefully listen to his own voice (no one else speaks) repeat
the correct sound several times to imprint it into his re-call
memory for a guide whenever he wants to say it later'

t47 British Vowels Some of the vowels of British Accepted
Speech are a little or a full step to the right of the American

vowels.
i a J 4 5 f, t I 9 l0 Il 12 13

triiletre0cottuara-)+ ) ----+
US British
6e a a sound between the American a and o

Cant ask kent eesk - kant ask
o J a full step shift on on' cn
o ou The British sound slides towa:'ds u a little.

Go home go hom - gou houm
ar a a full step shift ouerthere ovar thear - ova thea

148 INTRODUCTION OF OBJECTS
When first learning a new word, be it a thing or an action,

learners should perceive, know of it with as many senses as

possible .. see, hear, touch, get an inside feeling of the mean'
ing. Make a suggestive movement'to catch the attention of
and imprint the eye. See and write the sounds because the ear

doesn't hear some sounds accurately or perhaps not at all.
The act of writing focuses attention on each sound and gets

its concept into the brain. The sensations of moving the hand
helps to remember.
Thump, click, rattle, scrape.. all such sounds add to under-

standing the meaning. A sudden sound, shriek, raising or low-
ering the voice, push, pull, a threatening action add reinforcing
emotion.
Clearly hearing oneself say a sound, repeating it several

times with a native speaker nodding approval, helps put, im-
print it in the recall memory. You can work for just an accep-
table pronunciation for good practicability or pay close atten-
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pen, pencil, paper, hey, booh, box

tion to those details most native speakers are unaware of but
which contribute to an ESL student's learning to hear and talk
like a native speaker of American English.
Keep in mind Sound Changes 53, 54, 55 of which keeping

the tip of the tongue back in the center of the mouth is per-
haps the most important. Learners should often practice speak-
ing with a point of a pencil stuck straight back into the mouth.
This aids aspiration and voice projection. Regularly point up
by the nose and out through the forehead to show, keep in
mind the resonance path of sounds going out.

Here when introducing objects hold up, show, make a noise
with one hand but keep the other out of sight or motionless.

trl fws
pen phc-na A native speaker of English in preparation for

teaching would do well to say strongly out loud pen - Ben
and note the h in ph of pen in which there is a very little,
weak release of air for maybe l/50 of a second when p is
said. The c is lengthened slightly before the voiced -n. Note
the difference of pe in pet - pen.Even if you don't feel it
yourself have the students lengthen the e before -n to be
better understood. As pen is a content word, not a func-
tional word subject to reduction, you can add a weak -a

to bring out the word final -n. pe-na Sound Changes 6 ,5.
Use a pen which is noticeably different from a pencil in

looks and touch..an old-fashioned ink pen rather than a
ball-point pen. Slap, knock it lengthwise on a table top or
wall to give it a distinctive sound.

pencil phe-nso Tap the point against something hard for a
distinctive sound. Say the same sounds as for pen and add
-so. See Sound Change 48.

lf you feel that there should be a definite l-sound make
the o longer with a rising tone ending with u. sou Ameri-
cans seldom bring the tongue all the way up to the top of
the mouth for I with no vowel after it. The tip tends to
stay in the center of the mouth rather than go up.

paper phepar For easier handling, fold a piece of paper into
a strip about 2 inches,5 cm., or less wide. Noisily rattle, rustle
it. Brush it against a student's cheek or hand.
A puff of air out for prrs. The e before the voiceless -p is of

llo
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the

short duration. In the unstressed par the p has no puff of air.
Review u ar a for a good ar in par. u ar at u par a, pepar.

hey khi Use a large key or tie a string or tag to a little one.
Drop it with a clatter on a desk top, click it against something
hard. lf on a string lash, swing it against a wall or a head!
Stop the air with the back part of the tongue and let it out

with a puff that makes a burning match flame flicker. kh..i
booh buk Use a long, thin, narrow or small book easy to
handle. Slap it closed with a bang or thump it flat down on
a desk top, or a student's head.

Scare a student by shouting boo!Then thump the book and
say the bv of booh. Contrast buuu - buu. Then add the air-
stopping kh as for key above. Or end with ka' bukh ' buka

box boks - bokasa Pass around a small box with something in
it to rattle. Rattle the box, knock it against something.
Clearly say ah - o (rather than the British c). lf -ks- is a

problem put in a's. -kasa. See Sound Change 5. Or say the end-
ing -k of booh and add suh. booh-suh - bahh-suh bokh sa

Each student names an object as he passes it on to the next
student. Towards the end of this drill pass around one by one
several of each of the kinds of objects.' 2 boxes, 4 pencils, 3

books, scraps of paper.....
The teachers should model the pronunciation at the speed of

reading a list of the 6 items 5 times in 10 seconds.
pen, pencil, paper, heY, book, box

149 THE This word at times is slowly pronounced thi and is com-
monly thought to be tha before consonants and tht before
vowels. In fast natural speech it is often more of a voiceless
th', a sort of a constricted passage of air out over Jhe tip of the
tongue up behind but not touching the upper front teeth.

For beginners, bite the tip of the tongue between the front
teeth, stop the air and then let it out as a puff of air.

Pick out the most distinctive, outstanding, eye-catching of
each of the 6 items.. a gold or large black ink pen, a brand-new
unsharpened pretty yellow pencil, a bright slick multicolored
piece of paper, a square of toilet paper or cleansing tissue,

an ornate over-sized key, a big dictionary, a carved jewel or
tiny pill box.... Treat each with deference, special care' Put
all such ordinary items out of sight'.books under the chairs,
boxes down out of the windows, pencils into pockets, loose
papers put away. Leave only the 6 target items in sight.

the pen, the pencil, the paper, the hey, the book, the box
tha tha tha tha tha tha
th.'ph6-n th'phg-n5s th'phgpar th'khi th'buk th'boks
The teacher to model each thing at the rate of reading all
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What's this? It's the ..

of them 3 times in 10 seconds.
150 lt's the --

Point at the distinctive items placed in easily seen, perhaps
amusing places around the room, such as:

key - in the key hole of the door, tag showing
pen - over, held behind a boy's ear
pencil - stuck into a girl's hair
paper - tacked to the wall, lying on a head
book - balanced on the top edge of an open door
box - on a chair over in a corner.

f n ff's the the t before s is weak or dropped. See Sound Change
20. The-s blends ino the th' to make a kind of voiceless rising
hiss, sstn'. Make a definite stop, almost a grunt, aftpr r'. Then
release the air into -ss. Go up with th' and release it with a puff
of air strong enough to make the flame of a burning match
flicker, tremble. Then say the name of the object you are
pointing at. Also practice saying tha with the a leading into
the following voiced consonant, b- in this case. r'sthabuk,
r'sthaboks. 358

It's the pen, it's the pencil. it's the DaDer. it's the hey.
1'5th'ph6-n I'sth'Jihcnso- I'sth'pnepar' 1'5th'khi

it's the booh. it's the box
r'sthabuk r'sthaboks

151 What's this? It's the --.
The questioner continues to hold the object during the ques-

tion and the answer. The answering person points at it in the
questioner's hand during the answer. The questioner then
places it in front of or near the person who answers, or only
into that person's hand after the answer has been completed.
lf the question or the answer is not said well enough or the

object gets into the second person's hand too quickly (such as
during the answer) stop the movement of the object or move it
back to the questioner for a re-do.
This is for something the speaker touches or can easily touch.

It is for something not in or is farther from the speqker's hand.
What - wh is really h and u said at the same time. !'!ot
Or say h before u. - huot
Many people don't say the h. uot
And often the o becomes a. huat, uat
lf hu is a problem for the Japanese, say ho. hoot.

What's Like in l't's the t is lost before -s. huo's
What's this? After -s th.e th-sound is lost. huo'sls

See Sound Changes 2,29,34.
What's this? It's the pen..pencil...box...
huo'sts I'sth'phe-n ...

The sentence tone pattern is the same for the question and
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Is this the..? the-a

the answer, at the end slightly up and quickly farther down. lf
in a wh- word question the tone stays up at the end it indicates
doubt, suspicion. In this drill lower the tone at the end for
such questions. /--.^? .-- ! !

Teachers should model this question-answer at the speed of 10
times in 10 seconds. Have the students repeat the QA over and
over.again until said in less than 2 seconds.

152 Is this the -? Yes, it's the -.
Like in 151 the object remains in the questioner's hand until

after the answer. Is this tz thts becomes lzls. see Sound Change

29.
Contrast drill sssss zzzzz lhen reverse the order, zzzzz sssss

and lead into zzzz tssss shortened to tz ls and finally tzts. For
zzzz h.ave the students feel with their fingers the buzzing vibra-
tion in the throat and/or put the palms of the hands over their
ears to hear it.

Yes, it's the --, ye st sth' Put yes before ihe r'sth of tso. Con-
trast drill e - t. Review the vowel series it e e. Avoid saying
yese'sth. iiiiee stttt'sssth'

Both fhis the and it'sthe have the same -sth', an almost voice-
less upward gliding hiss.
Is this the pen? Yeg if's the pen.
rzrsth'pne-n yest'sth'pe n 1215tha buk yest'sthabuk

As yet don't use the more natural replies, Yes, it ls or just Yes.

153 the, a
Select 3 distinctive special objects such as a large ornate key

or one with a colorful tag, such as a hotel key, a big book and
a beautiful little box..of metal, carved jade, plastic. Have the
class stand around 'a table and place these 3 items on it' Place
in among and around them several pens, pencils and pieces of
paper. (Or the objects could be stuck up on a wall or a large
cardboard. Even dangle them f rom a string across the room.)
The teacher points to the 3 special items while repeating the,

(thuh, tha) for each. Then point to several of the same kind of
the other objects saying a (uh, a) for each.

the hey, the booh, the box - a pen, a pen, a pen, a paper, a

th,khi thabuk tha boks 
o"'{:!:,:"{::!;.:.:;ltJr;...

To demonstrate a - the, and as a silent gesture in correcting
o o o from one to the other, hold up a hand, fingers

sticking up and the thumb out to the side. With the
forefinger of the other hand touch the tips of the
fingers as you say a for each and then wiggle the
thumb and say tha. Thereafter wiggle the thumb to
cue the and touch any finger to cue a.
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It isn't the .. It's a ..

Mixed a-the drill.
Use a key, pen and a small book as the special the items and

2 boxes large enough to hold the other items. As the first item
give an empty box to the next student who puts the smaller
items into it and then passes the now empty second box on
over to the following student. ....pencils, papers, littleboxes....
A box, the key, a pencil, a paper, the pen, a pencil, the booh....
aboks th'khi a phe-nso apepar th'phe,n apenso thabuk
Work for an almost voiceless upward puff of air for the and a

low grunt-like a for a.

It's a --
The teacher goes around the room points at, touches books,

papers and pencils saying for each, It's a ... whichever it is. The
students then each in turn indicates an item and says this for 4
things, enough times to get the rhythm but not be boring.

It's a booh. It's a pencil. It's a booh. It's a paper.
t'sa buk t'sa phe-nso t'sa buk t's3 phgp37

The t is lost before -s which is joined to the following vowel
a. Clearly say the a and with a falling tone.
It's the ---. It's a -.
Now the students pass along to each other 3 special objects,

a large key, a rattling box, an oversized or old ink pen. Be-
tween mentioning them one of several similar objects, those of

it's a I'sa def inite fallinq tone a.
it's the r'sth', r'stha a voiieless puff of air, maybe

I n rea | | i f e n at ive. s.pea kers, 
" 

o 
"l;t"'" 

Iff !r? 
til, -."r:il 

i n, n, r,
or sildnce during sth'' which is longer than the saior is c.

157 It isn't the ..... It's the ....
Use 2 of the special objects of iso, for example, the key in

the right hand facing a student and the pen in the left. Click
the key on something hard, shake your head and say, It isn't
the pen. Look out of the corner of your eye towards the pen,
maybe blindly tap it against something.
After several students have repeated the same thing, switch

hands. With the left hand tap in front of a student with the
pen, fook at it and shake your head. It isn'tthehey...asyou

156
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Isn't this the .. ?

blindly touch another student with the key. After a few times
let one of the brigh s walk along switching hands

drilling the others.

It isn't the key.
r'rzn'th'ki

It isn't the Pen.
,,,rn,1h'pen

The t is weak or lost between 2 vowels, also after 'n or before
th. Further, tzn often has a very weak -n or n-coloring. ESL
learners often understand it to mean the positive is. In real life
native speakers often understand lz, with or without a nasal
n-coloring to mean tsn'f, because the usual positive is just 'e
It is not and if's not are slow, emphatic forms out of place in
casual conversations...unless you are emphatic, angry or dis-
pleased! See 188, Sound Changes 18,21,23, 37'

Special exercise drill :

l' I' t' t' pairs of short, cut-off t's'
zzzan..zn a long zzzzendingin-n

tzzzon.. tzn ending with a weak -n

t'tzn The fast form of it isn't
i'irntrt' Aoa u voiceless th stop, release a puff of air'

Write these on the chalkboard for students to copy into

their notebooks.
lsB Is this a -? (true question)

Pass around mixed up 2, 3 or 4 each of several kinds of things.
Work up to the speed of a question and an answer being said
6 times in lO seconds.This - the item is still in the questioner's
hand..If - the answering student points at an object but doesn't
take it until after completing the answer. Caution: Don't use
this in the answer.
Is this a pen? Yes, it's o, pen. Is this a booh? Yes, it's a booh.

rzlsa pen ye sr'sa pen rzrsa buk yest's3 buk
159 Is this a --? (untrue question)

Ask if one of several same objects is one of several other same
objects.
Is this a book? No, it isn't a book. It's a pencil.

rzrsa buk not'tzna buk t'sa phe-nso

.Isn'f loses the t after -n, which becomes weak and may only
be an n-coloring of rz, with o being a separate sound. Some
learners heai tzn or t2 and think it means ls. Or they say iz for
is and the Americans understand isn'f.

Sometimes isn't a is pronounced tznna but think of it and say
it in 3 parts, t zn a, with a clear definite a.

160 Isn't this the -? Isn't this a -? See 222.

ln English we answer yes or no according to the true condi-
tion, rather than as to a negative question being true. In
some languages if a negative question is in accord with a nega-
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tive condition the answer is something like, Yes, it isn't... (You
hofd up a pen. Isn't this the hey? Yes, it isn't the key.l To
break this 'other language' conditioning alternately drill posi-
tive and negative questions that have the same answers in Eng-
lish. (Really, positive questions ask for information, negative
questions indicate that the questioner is checking on, wants
confirmation about something he thinks is true or probable.)
Drill well each of these questions, and their alternate answers,

before going on to the next question. (Check on the proper use
of a - the for general and specif ic items)

Question Alternate answers

Is this the pen? \ / No. it isn't the Den. It's the hey.
rzrsth' p"n ( f nor'rznth' p"n rsth' ki

Isn't this the pen? f I Yes. lf's the nen.
rzn tsth' -p.n 

) \ yesrsth' pen
Is this a pencit?' ) f Y"s, it's a pencil.

lztsa penso t I yestsa penso
Isn't this a pencil? ( t No, it isn't a pencil. It's the hey.

rznrsa penso ) \ not'tzna pcnso lstn-ki
Write on the chalkboard and contrast drill as needed:
Is this the .. rzrsth' rising voiceless th', puff of air

Isn't this the .. rznrsth' See Sound Changes L8,2L,28.
Isn't this a .. tzntsa

16l or a
The students stand around a table with 2 objects on it and

the teacher holds another in the left hand - all'3 of different
kinds of things. With the right hand tap, knock near each ob_ject on the table when mentioned and 2 taps quickly between
them for or a, in an rhythm of 1.......oo........ SwitCh, replace
the objects as the drill progresses.
Later practice with each student asking the next, cued by

what the teacher is holding up in each hand, items which th-e
learners don't have readily at hand, a hat, shoe, key, box... A
student holds up a pen, pencil, book or a piece of paper.

f n fast speech or a becomes ard, which some ESL learners
hear as just a. Review uar a of the vowel series. The sounds be-
fore ar are linked to it. In saying ar before a vowel the lips for
a mini-second round a bit like for a kiss, say a weak u leading
into an r-sound and then on into the the vowel after ar. --arura
in the case of or c. See Sound Changes 5, 52.

Is this a pen or a paper? (See below for the answer.)

Is this a .. izrsa a clear a, falling tone

OpEnafiur3pgp6l Of A = 674 = Qfut6
a paper or a pencil pafaf = par-

apepar-urapenso Sound Changes 9, t18
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r, I + vowels

a pencil or a botc -so ar = solar
apensolaruraboks Sound Change 49

a box or a hey -sar as in Yeg sdr.

aboksaruraki yosar
Practice these paired alternates well. Contrast the short and

f ong -ar, ar- in paper, paper or pepar pepar-. Also pencil with
no vowel and with a vowel after it, pe nso - pensolar.
To say easily the -sar of box or boksar repeat several times

No, sir. Yeg sdr.

Answers
No, it isn't a --- or a ---. It's a ----. nol'tzna " arura -' I'sa "

lf, in error or jest, the object held up is I of the 2 alternates
say it isn't one of those and then say what it is.

No, it isn't a ---. It's a --. no1'rzna --, r'sa ---.

162 R and L before vowels .., in colors
ESL learners who don't have an l-sound in their languages

and nearly all who have some sort of a tongue flipped or trilled
r-sound need special training in learning to say the pre-vocalic
r and I the way Americans do. lf they try to say these sounds
moving their lips and tongue the way Americans do they too
easily, or inevitably, slide into the habits of their own language
and improperly say the American sounds. So at the start, in
the beginning, they need to go beyond, exaggerate the usual
American tongue and lip movements (initial articulatory over-
compensation).

I before voweis
a Lightly bite the tip of the tongue be-
tween the f ront upper and lower teeth.

b Round the lips like for a kiss and say
u (together with any consonant before
the l).

c Don't smile as the tip of the tongue
slides down behind the lower front teeth.

d Say the vowel after the l.
r before vowels

@ao
a Relax the tongue with the tip in the center of the mouth. lt

does not move until saying the vowel after the r. lf the tip of
the tongue keeps flipping up put the sharp end of a pencil in
about 2 cm. on top of the tip of the tongue.

b Say a clear u-sound (initial lip rounding). lf there is a pencil
into the mouth close the lips around it like for a kiss.

c Widen the lips to the sides like for a smile.
d Say the vowel after the r.

In short, remember for I the lips make a long kiss, for r a very
quick kiss and then smile. blach, brown bulak buroun

try 3 red roses turoi thuri ure-durozazss



Colors is-- -s, -z

163 Colors
For black and blue use separate black and blue objects, one

in each hand. Alway mention black first. Among other colors
white is second - black and white, red and white, yellow and
white. But usually when in pairs the shorter words come first.
red and green, gteen (l syllable) dnd yellow (2 syllables) Also,
men and women but ladies and gentlemen..the shorter is first.

Pass around objects of different colors. lf an object has 2 or
more colors put in and before the last color.

a black and white box abulek'n'huoi'boks Sound Changes
red, white and blue ured huoi'n bulu 11,18
grdy, green, yellow gure, guri-n, yeulo
brown buroun

Review the vowels J o u u to develope a good clear o and u.
Say o - u as 2 separate sounds and lengthen the u before
the voiced -n. o...u, o...u---, buro...uuuun, buroun.

Lu is = -s, -z
For ls ESL speakers should be conditioned, except for special

emphasis, always between words to say -sor -2. See tsz, 159. lf
iq tz, is heard with a normal tone in a sentence, have the stu-
dent repeat the sentence using -s or -z for ls. see Sound Change 40.
At first pass around just I book and I pen mentioning the

color of each. Contrast ssss - zzzz. See tsz. With hands over
the ears notice that -k of booh has no buzzing like the -n of
pen. So with ls they become bukssss, pe-nzzzzz. Also contrast
shshshsh - zhzhzhzh (as in sure pleasure - shur plezhur)

thabuks buro un
th'ph e-nz bulek

huo'syeulo = hua'shelo Sound Changes

th'phe-nsozheu lo 43,44
l6s What + color + is + thing?

Practice this question form until it is well set, seems natural.
Pay attention to saying a good a and ar in color. Review ar a in
the vowel series, then reverse the order. ar a, ar a - a att a ar,ka.
ular, kaular. Perhaps contrast drill -sth'and -ztha, sssth' zzztha,
ssth' unvoiced, zzzlha voiced. See Sound Change 39. The loss of
voicing can go back several sounds, tha before p-, z before de-
voiced th'. In what the o can become a and the t lost before k.
See Sound Changes 2, 11.

What color's the booh? What color's the pencil? /k Sound
hur'L113y21habuk hua'kalarsth'penso Change 1l
The book's brown and the pencil's yellow.

tha buks buro unn th'pensozhelo
brown and = broun'n becomes brounn. And just
lengthens the final -n of brown Contrast drill well
brown - brown and .. broun - brounn. ESL learners

The book's brown.
The pen's blach.

What's yellow?
The pencil's yellow.
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this - that

should be aware that a longer n-sound has the mean-
ing of and in it. Sound Change 9.

166 Is + thing + color?
This word order is quite confusing to some ESL learners. So

drill this type of question well.
;":l: 

i::::t'';u"- 
; 

"li 
i":':; :::l:* f

Is the box black and blue? No, if 's blach and white.
rzthabaks blak'n blu nor'sblak'n huoit.

Is the flag blach and white? No, if's red, white and blue.
rsth'fula-g bulek'n huoit nor'surt-d nuol'n bulu
Contrast drill the longer and shorter vowel of -ah and
-ag, as.in blach flag, blak flag. The length of the vowel
makes the difference. The -k and -g are weak. Sd.chg. 6

167 this.. that See 189 - Note:
this - The speaker looks at, with the left hand holds, touches
or points to something nearby, easy to reach out and touch.

that - The right hand points to something at a distance from
both the speaker and also from the person spoken to..not
near either. Something far beyond the reach of the speaker.

At the end of the preceeding class period go through, review,
teach, pencil, book, shoe, box, door, hey. Don't introduce any
other objects, particularly if not already known, during these
this - that drills. Learning unfamiliar objects detracts the stu-
dents from concentrating on learning the target basic structure,
in this case the usage of this - that and their forms.
fhis - pencil, book in the speaker's left hand.

shoe - the speaker's right hand points down to one of
his own on the floor or lifts it up in the air!

that - door - the one used most to go in and out of the room.
box - a large one off over in a corner or up on the
teacher's desk or in a window'

key - a big one, maybe with a tag or ribbon on it, hang-
ing on the wall or down from a light.

shoe - one at a distance away from both the speaker
and the person sPoken to.

a Each student rapidly points with his right hand at objects
far and near, saying that - this accordingly.
After the meanings are well in mind, review the vowel
series and home in on t and a, tht - tha, thrs'that

b Now add the name of the object pointed to.
this pencil, that door, this shoe (one of the speaker's), that
box, this book, that key, that shoe (at a distance from the
speaker).
Work for a definite distinct r in fhls. Contrast I - e in
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this- that variants

this pencil thrs ppnso. Review i I e e of the vowel series.
The -s is lost before -sh. fftls shoe tht'shu Sd. Change 12

Try for a good e in that but pay no attention to the -t.
It is often weak or missing. See Sound Changes tO, lt.

this pencil, that door, this book, this shoe, that leey,,
thrs penso tha'dor thrs buk thr'shu the'ki

that shoe, that \ox ...
tha'shu the'boks

168 Variant forms of this, that
When the students have well in mind the meanings of fhl's -

that write these reduced forms on the chalkboard and have the
learners write them in their notebooks.Writing helps remember.

fhis - thrs, tht', 'ts, 't'
that -lhat, the', 'at,'a'

that, tha', 'at, 'a'
Read these aloud several times. Make definite breath stops

where indicated.Suddenly start or cut off a vowel. Students
are to write these from dictation, in series of 4 or at random
one by one..from the recording or read by the teacher or a
student. When an ESL learner knows about them he will begin
to hear and use them. Knowing they exist is the first step!

Have each student say at random 2 or 3 of these forms and
the next student is to point far (right hand) or near (left
hand) accordingly.

'at, thl', tha', tha'r'ts,'atr'l', thatr'e'r'al, thlsr'a', tha'. ..

169 What's this? What's that? It's a.. It's the ..
lt may be well to review the use and pronunciation of a- the

before doing this exercise. See ts3, tso. With only l key and
1 box in sight say the key, the box..and the door. Pass along
from student to student the key, the box, a book and a pencil
as each asks and answers this - that questions.
After -s the th-sound is lost in this, that. Sound Change 29.

What's fhis? (See tsl) What's that? Point near and far.
h u o'srs
h ua'srs

huo'sat
hua'set (faster speech, o = a)

It's a pencil, booh, shoe, It's the door, hey, box.
r'sa penso buk shu r'sth'dor ki boks

l7o thr' tha'= tha'
It might be well, before starting this exercise, to review, or

teach in the preceeding class period, the colors. See t63. Place
brightly colored pencils and shoes of different colors here and
there around the room...a pencil stuck in a girl's hair, behind a
boy's ear..a shoe balanced on the top edge of an open door, on
the teacher's desk or hanging from a light!

Each student in turn is to quickly mention an object and its
color.
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Is this.. that,.? my,your

This booh's brown. That door's white. This shoe's black.
thrsbuks broun tha'dorz huoit tht'shuz blek

That shoe's brown. This pencil's yellow. That box is brown.
tha'shuz broun thrs pensozhelo tha'bokstz broun

You may want to contrast drill
that booh thet tha' A weak or no -t

tha' A definite stop, low tone
tha th' A weak a or almost voiceless,

with a rising tone?
Lzr Is this....? Is that....? tzts tza-'

Ask true questions so that the answers will be with Yes, if's...
Using negative answers detracts f rom learning this'that f orms.
Is this a pencil?

tzlsa pt'nso
Is that a booh?

ize'a
tza'a buk

172 Is this shoe blach?
rzr'shu blak

Is that box brown?
tze'
rza'boks broun definite break, stop after a

Contrast drill zabo - za'bo
rzabo - rza'bo

rzaboks - tza'boks
Is the 66a l21haboks the - the tone goes up a little?, weak ?

Is a box tzaboks a - the tone goes down, clear a

Is that box za'boks short a, cut off suddenly..definite break

173 My, your
The speaker with the left hand points to the chest of the per-

son concerned when saying nry (one's own chest) and your (to
chest of the person spoken to). With the right hand point to
thing being talked about. Each person mentions 4 items.

my eye your shoe my pencil your booh
moi oi yur shu moi penso yur buk

Once the students are comfortably saying clearly moi, yur
put these variants on the chalkboard for copying into the
students' notebooks. Then have them, one by one, read down
the progressive forms of my, your with nouns.

the book

my eye your shoe
moi oi yur shu
maol yar shu
m'oi yashu

yrshu
y'shu

Yes, it's a pencil. Sound Change 2o
yesr'sa pcnso

Yes, it's a booh.
yesr'sa buk.

E=6 Sd.Chge.2
Yes, it's blach. lsh so. change 12

yesr's blak yest'.....sss

my pencil your book
moi penso yur buk

ma penso yar buk
m'penso yabuk

y'buk

you yu ya yt y' mY moi ma m'

r2r
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mtne, yourE

My often becomes just a closed-lip resonance before vowels
and voiceless consonants.

my moi smooth. no break
my eye m'oi a very brief break after m'

You, your often become yr before vowels and voiceless con-
sonants. For y' the front, not the tip, of the tongue closes up
against the top of the mouth very briefly.

to school t'skuo the tip of the tongue stops the air
your school y'skuo front behind the tip stops the air

to your school t'y'skuo tip, then behind the tip closes up
Now go bach to your seat! noo go bak t'y'sit
Giue this to your teacher. grv thrs t'y'tichar

174 Practice these until said smoothly, at the speed of saying
each Xtimes in 10 seconds, as shown by the little numbers.

Review lo3, 164 for the pronunciation of -'s + colors.
Hold up I finger then point with it at l thing to show that

-z is the singular fs, not the plural - oiz = eye's not eyes,
I My eye's brown. Your shoe's blach. T (7 times in 10 seconds)

m'oiz broun y'shuz blek
My booh's blue, Your pencil's yellow. yelo - slow, careful
m'buks blu y'pensozhela 7 yela - fast, popular

z Is my eye brown? Yes, your eye's brown s + y = sh 48
lz m'oi brountr yeshroiz broun ro

Is your eye blach? Yes, my eye's blach. z + y = zh 44
tzht oi blek 11 yes m'oiz blak ro

3 This is your hand. (each over That's your shoe. (point down at
thtstzha han' and touch it) that shar shu the farther one)

4 Is this your pencil? No, it's yours. (point to the questioner's
rz tsh r p€nso12 not'shurzss pencil then at the quer

norchurzssrr tioner) t + sh = ch 45
5 Is that your shoe? Yes, it's mine. (point at the shoe then to

rzechrshu 12 yesr' smoin 9 you rself )

6 Practice this QA well because many ESL learners in their
own languages are conditioned to say Yes, it dsn'f in reply
to an untrue negative question.

Isn't this your shoe? The questioner loudly taps his pencil
rznr'shur shu s and looks sideways at the other's shoe.

No, it isn't. It's your pencil.
nor'rzn tchur penso

z mine - yours Practice these well here because many ESL
learners feel it strange to use them after nouns because my
and your come before nouns.
Is this shoe mine? Lift up a foot and knock on the shoe.

tzt'shu moin 19
Yes, lf's yours.
yesrchu rzss

Tap your chest f or mine.
Siy=Sh, t+Sh=Ch



t75
he, she - nurn, u)omo.n, boy, girl

Is that pencil yours? Point to a pencil, then at its owner.
rza'psnso yurzss '/ p' Sound Change 11

Yes, it's mine. -zs5s 40
ycst'smoin '/s Sound Change 20

175 a, the, your - confusion drill
Write these variants on the chalkboard for the students to

copy into their notebooks..to remember them better! Then
learners in turn read aloud down the list making the appro-
priate gestures as to the meaning of each. lf the pronunciation
is not good, practical enough, dictate them by random for
the students to write them by sounds...phonetically.

a - a Touch one of the fingers sticking up. (See 153)

the - lha Touch the thumb of the same hand.
your - ya Point at the chest of the person spoken to.

Practice these groups of 3 until each series is said in l0
seconds the number of times shown by the little figures.
a booh abuk Point at any one of several lying about.
the bor thaboks The only box in view. Pass it around.
your shoe yashu z Point down at a shoe of the

person u.J :;';="ln''"n ... S
I see a booh. asi abuk Point 2 fingers of a hand ori-J
I see the box. asithaboks from the eyes towards the
I see your shoe. asi yashu n the object. f= oi = a sd. Qtge 2

,ilillo"n Not near either person. ,"'ffi
That's the box. tha'sthaboks Point to wherever it is.EA/
That's your shoe. the'shashu r s+Y=sh Sound Change 43

sh tshu
Is that a booh? ne'abvk
Is that the box? s24,1ha boks
Es that your shoe? tzachashu +

rzachtshu
"dYes yes
t

al? sh.ch.23
2t

l+Y=gh 4t
a= | 3

ES-L learners should automatically understand, feel, that
yo, yt, sha, sht, cha, cht mean you or your.

176 man - woman, boy - girl, he'she
man - wornan Point to actual persons or pictures of a man and

a woman. Both the e ol man and the o of
wornan are lengthened before the voiced -n
of man and the -m- of u)oman. But -man of
wotnan is weak with the lips closed for -m-
opening upfor -n with the tongue up against
the top of the mouth.

Review the vowels o u u. Work for a good
definite u between o and u. Then reverse
the order, u u o.When said well say them to

L23



big-little long-short

start woman. uuom..n With o it may be a little dialectual but
many ESL learners won't say an acceptable u after w(u) with-
out it. The o tends to fade away in fast speech.

tnan womo,n
ma-n wuoman

boy - girl
Point out a boy...and a girl and say boy in 2 parts, bo-i. But

learn to say girl in 3 parts. First review u ar a of the vowel
series, with special attention to ar and a.

r ga Clearly say a then ga.
2 ar separately apart, alone, 1 sound.
s o -l = o See Sound Change 48.

Practice ga ar o well as 3 separate parts.
Then as gar - o. As you bring them together say gar -uro and
finally'garuro. See Sound Change 49. boi - garuro
he - she
Be sure that the speaker looks directly at the person spoken

to and with a hand points sideways, without looking, at the
he - she person: Put a palm of a hand down on the top of a
head of a student looking the wrong way and turn it like a
doorknob to look at the person spoken to. From behind with
the other hand take a hand of the speaking student and point
it sideways at the he - she person.
lf sh is a problem contrast ssss - shshshsh changing from a

wide smile to lips as for a kiss. With the forefingers push the
center of the cheeks in against the back teeth. Or whistle
and without changing the lips say sssss. For Tokyoites who say
shito for hito think of the hishi of Mitsubishi, he - she..the
man comes first as in old Jaoan!

r77 big - little
Pass around a very big and a very

little ball - a basketball and a ping-
pong ball, a tennis ball and a grape.
(Anything not shaped like a ball
gives other concepts of size.)

Review the vowels i r e e. Insist
on a distictive r. bt lr, lg rt, brg lrt,
brg f rto. For little say ulrto. See r6z. Often the t is dropped and
you hear lt'o. See Sound Change 2l. #r\ ,.gbis tittte _W g?"
,"Jrl.h:li' " rt'o Ev fl
Pass around a long new and an old short stubby pencil saying

l+ng and shoart with lengthened + and o before the voiced
-ng and or. Practice short in 3 parts - shshsh ooeararart. For-ng
stop the air with the back of the tongue and release it down

o
o

a
lrto

o
brg

1,1 ,!
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htgh-low Is she ,. he a ,.?

back out through the nose. Test to see if a puff of air out the
nose makes the flame of a burning match flicker. See 26. -ngn

Continue to say sho and ar separately for a long time, even
years. Otherwise, many ESL learners confusedly say something
like sftrrf, shot or shut. For a clear -t at the end add a weak a.

Keep in mind the 3 parts, sho ar ta. With time they will
blend into one syllable with a longer o in the middle.

high - low
Raise a hand high up above the head as you say high

and f ower it to around the ankle for low. Obviously
wink an eye. Point up to it and say high eye - hoi oi.
Step on someone's toe. Point down to it and say low
toe - lo to. Wink tor high and stomp for low as cues.
For students who can't say l- well or confuse /oar -

no, review how to say l- before a vowel. See 162. ulo

The eye's high. The toe's low.
th' oiz hoi th' toz ulo

Review of this, that, is, isn't See 159, 167

Pass around a long strip of paper..torn from a news-
paper, a cash register tape, a length of toilet tissue.
Put a bright yellow pencil up high where all can easily see it..
on the top edge of an open door, up on a window frame or of
the chalkboard, hanging from a ceiling light...
A student replies using the full 2-part answer to practice lf's -

isn't, high - low well. Point at or touch, such as rustling the
paper, an object when mentioned and point back at the object
whenever the word it is said.

Perhaps contrast drill ds- isn't z rzn without and with a nasal
n-coloring.See sound change 32. Also single and double t t't as in
f 's r'rzn - it's it isn'f. Also, it's well to review, clarify the Sound
Changes shown by the cursive figures between the lines.

Is this po,per short? No, it isn't short. It's long.
29 53 624 23 37 46 20 6 177-long -n$
tzls phgpal shoart nol'tznchoar't's lc-ngh

Is that pencil low? No, it isn't low. It's high.
29 2II
tza' phe-nsolo n91'1iulo r's hoi

178 Is she a...? Is he a...?;
Always be sure that the speaker looks at the person

spoken to and points sideways at the he-she person (a
doll, dummy, picture). zfti, rlshl sound Changes33,12.

Is she a man? No, she isn't a man. She's a woman -#
r'shia man no shitzna man shiza wuoman Y)

Is he a girl? No, he isn't a girl. He's a boy. hll
zia.garuro noitzna garuro hrza boi -t\

126



179 her
his

her - his

In a preceeding class ses-
sion review, teach long,
short, dress, shirt and the
color s..white, blue....

Pass around a full length
woman's dress and a short
shirt..a T or sports shirt.

Say a def inite u before r
of dress, dures. Learn sftirf

in 3 parts, shar ta. When both are said well add long- short. 5
long dress short shirt

ulc-ng dures shoart shart . sho,ar' shar'
Give the dress to a girl and the shirt to a boy.Orsliponeover

the back of a chair and stuff the front out with crushed news-
papers for the missing sex if the class is not mixed. Place the
he - she f igures in front of the class, she to the far right and he
to the far left so there's no confusion as to which is which.

Each holds up a book or a pencil, or touches the dress or
the shirt as the exercise progresses.

Her booh.
har buk

Her pencil.
har penso

Her dress
har dures

His booh.
hrzbuk hrzzzzbuk

His pencil.
hrspenso hrssss pe-nso
His shirt Sound Change 39
hr'shar' See 30-6, page 16.

See the voiced sounds, their devoicing Sound Changes 1,39.
Her dress is long. His shirt is short.
har dresrz lc-ng hrzsharts shoart stz = sz = s 9 Is20

har dresslc-ng hr'shar'shoar' zsh,ssh ='sh 72

Is her dress long? Yes, it's long.
rzar dres l+ng yesr'sl+ng

Is hts shirt short? Yes, it's short.
rzr'shar'short ye sr'short

ar - a, her - a contrast drill See tzt.
The teacher rapidly says these pairs, deliberately tries to con-

fuse the students. Each in turn points to one of a similar thing
or at the girl,where all can see, is holding one,or at theteacher
who has taken one from a specific girl all saw and know about.
Is this a booh? Is this her book? (Hers held by the teacher)

tsz$a buk tsztsar buk

Is her shoe big? Is a shoe big? (Compare one to a pencil)
rzar shubrg rza shu blg

Is that a pencil? Is that her pencil? (She holds hers in sight)
Fza'a penso tsza'ar p8nso
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Who"'?

l80 Is your.., Is her.., Is his.., Is this.. ? Simply answer Yes or No'
Pass around a book, a pencil and a shoe asthis objects. Refer

to a thing of a he - she person for her - hls items. Hold up I
finger and point directly at a shoe which someone'is wearing'
Is your book blach? Is her booh brown?

rzhar buk blak rzar buk broun
Contrast drill zhar - zar. Start with shsh 'ssss' zhzhzh'zzz'

Point at the person spoken to for zhai (the your person)

and to a female for zar.
Is this booh brown? Is his booh blach? 's point at this
rzrs buk bro un rzrz buk bfak -z Point at he

Contrast short and long t r, ts t'2. The longer r is for hls' Point
back and forth to the thl's and his objects as each is said'

Is this pencil long? Is his pencil long?
tszts penso lcng rzrs Penso lcng
Contrast zts zt-s. Before unvoiced p' hrz becomes hrs but it

keeps the longer F. Fzls = is this, FzFs= rshis. Think of his

as being stressed, stronger than fhls.

Is this shoe blach? Is his shoe brown?
rzr'shu blak lzl'shu broun

Again contrast t r. Then with a sudden stop cleanly cut off
the vowel, t' t-'. zt' zts', rzf rzt', lzl'shu rzF'shu

Finally pass a book, a pencil and and shoe around and point
to those of he and she lor each student in turh to ask about
the designated object and it's color or length. Cue by pointing
to a color with the other hand and holding the hands wide
apart or close together to indicate length.

l8i Who......?
Point at several students who are to say their names. Suggest

some to get them started. Tom, Dick, Harry, Sally... Then
look directly at one, point sideways to some of the others and
ask who is such-and-such a name..starting with a voiced sound,
unvoiced and with s- or sh- in that order.

Who is Dicle? The usual careful independent question.
hu rz dtk But in fast speech or as a lead-in it becomes

Who's Dich ?.. as in Wfto's Dich talhing to? Who's she dating?
huz dtk
He'sDick. The answering student points to the person

h'rz dlk named. huzzz hizzz
Who's Tom? hustom He's Tom. histom husss hisss

Who's Sam? hu'sem He's Sam. hi'sem hu' hi'
Point sideways at a specific person but look at and ask an-

other student:
Who's he? huzi Same answers as above. |ti Sound Change 33

Who'sshe? hu'shi She's Mary. shizmeri Sfte'sSolly shi'sali

L27
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Possessive -b Whose...

182 Possessive's

Point to the teacher(your own chest)
for all to say teacher. Then they point
to themselves and say student Then
have several, whose names end with a
voiced sound, stand up - Ana, Jos6,
Yoshiko, Elmer.... The teacher and
each of them hold up a book.

Point f irst to the person, markedly say
the 's form -2, -s or a definite stop, and
the object.

The teacher's book. Ana's book. Yoshiho's brck. ., ..
th' ticharz buk anaz buk yoshikoz buk

Next everyone holds up a pencil.
The teacher's pencil. Ana's pencil. Yoshiko's pencil.
th' tichars penso enas penso yoshikos penso

Lastly, point to a shoe (hold up I finger) of each.
The teacher's shoe. Ana's shoe. Yoshiho's shoe.
th' tichar'shu ena'shu yoshiko'shu
After a dropped 's say the following sh- or s- a little longer
and stronger than usual. Sound Change 8.

teacher's slroe ticher'shshu, Tom's sock tom'Ssok
Have each student drill the 3 items with the same person.
Change persons with each student.

Tom's booh. Tom's pencil. Tom's shoe.
zz ss 'sh

Practice 'sh like a stifled sneeze. zz ss 'sh
Student's See Sound Change /8.
Afthough -enf nouns lose the -1, student stu.'n', an added -'s

never becomes -2. The teacher's booh. A student's pencil.
th'ticharz buk astLt-'n's penso

Pass around or point to:
A man's shirt. A woman's dress.
amen'shart a uomanz dres

Is that a u)otnan's dress? No, if's a man's shirt.
tza'a uomanz dres not'sa ma n'shart

r83 Whose...?
Although spelled differently whose huz is really who + 's, the

possessive. Pick up books and pencils from several students.
Lift up the hand, with a book in it, of a well-known student.

Tap the book, knock on it, and ask whose it is. Answer saying
the name of the student and what the object is. Do this wittr i
second student. Then hold up an item taken from one of the
other students and let them work out the answer as to whose
it is.

tza



..'s whose.....?

Whose booh? It'sTom's book.(The teacher asks and answers.)
huz buk t's tomz buk

Whose pencil? It's Ana's pencil.
hus penso I'sanas penso

Whose booh? Look around at the others, one of which is

huz buk its owner.
-If's...... ,Scm's booh. A little delay in deciding who is

i'.,..sssamz buk the owner.
Whos --'s this/ that? Don't repeat the name of the object
in the answer. Drill this question well to set it well in the
learner's mind as the natural, basic question with whose.
Each student points at that or touches this objects at ran-

dom far and near.
Whose booh's this? It's Dick's.

huz buksts t'sdtks
Whose pencil's that? It's Ana's.

hus pensoset t'sanazsss Sound Changes 29, 40.
Whose shirt's that? A man's.

hu'shar'sat amanzsss
Whose dress is that? A woman's.

huzdres'sat auomanzsss

184 this / that is whose...? yours' mine, hers, his
This form of the question with whose near the end is less

used so is more emphatic than the form in 183 above, as are
also the use of the personal possesive pronouns in response.

mine ... Thump your own chest for my moi and touch, move
the thing when adding -n. moi...n

yours Point to the person you are speaking to yur + zzzz
hers Point to a female f or her, then to the thing f or 's. har zz
his Point to a male, then to the thing. Let zsss fade away.

For emphatic practice use the full answers.
This is whose booh? It's mine. It's yours. It's his. It's hers'
thrstz huz buk I'smoin rchurzss I'sFzss t'sarzss

That's whose pencil? 43 ' 4s

tha's hus penso thet - tha'- tha' Sound Changes2?,2.
Is this booh mine? yours? ..his? ...hers? Yes, it is.

Fzrs buk moin yurzss hrzss harzss ycsl'Fzss

No, it isn't mine. It's yours. It's his. It's hers.
not'rZmOin I Churzs I'SFzSs liAfzs

No, it isn't yours. No, it isn't his. No, it isrl t hers
not'lZchurzss nol'hznFzss nol'Fznarzss

Is this yours? Is this his? Is this hers? Is this mine?
rzrshurzss FztsFzss Fslsarzss rsls moin
Special practice

F I F, ZZZZ SSSS ZZ2, lllZZZZ lsssss llllzzz, tszlslz

LM
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is, are - - 's, 're

185 is, are = ts, tre -s -2, ar
Hold up one foot, point to its shoe, say its color

and shoe's - shuz as you hold up 1 f inger. Hold up
2 fingers as you lift up both shoes and say their

\ r I 1 color and shoes're- shuzar.

\ I \ | shuzblak - shuzarblak
,M sf After a few students say this the speaker with,56, 6.- tha pigftf hand points to his own chest for rny,@a \&\nJ-/- \F anrl to his foot and feet. Then he points at the\nn' w .r,"tt of the next student for your and to that

person's foot and feet. Hold up I or 2 fingers of the left hand
when saying -z or -zar ('s -s'rel . Practice these separately.

zzzz zzzzaf I zzz zzzaf t zz zzar, z zat.
My shoe's black. My shoes're blach. ffiJ = moi - ma - m'
m'shuz bulak m'shuzar blek
Your shoe's brown. Your shoes're brown. your
yur shuz buroun yar shuzar broun yur yar ya y'

ya v'
When moi - yur are readily said, practice mostly with the fast

forms. Write the variants on the chalkboard for special drill.
3 left fingers up, tap your own chest 3 times
moi- ma - m' (m'- hum with lips closed, mmmmm...)

4 left f ingers up, point 4 times at the next person
yw - yar - ya - y' (y' - voiceless stop and release of the

air with the center of the tongue)
m'shuz blak m'shuzar blek y'shuz blak yarshuzar bl&k a

Read, say this aloud 6 times in 10 seconds. Try for a

definite ar at first but it becomes weak almost like a.
m'shuzar bla k .....m'shuzabla k

The teacher reads, or plays the recording, one by one. Stu-
dents hold up I or 2 fingers or more. Learning to hear or not
hear ar and a, especially for a plural meaning is very important.
y'shuz blek, m'shuzblak, y'shuzarblak, m'shuzblak, y'shuz
blak, m'shuzar blak, m'shuzar blak, y'shuz blak, m'shuzar
bf a k, y'shuz bla k, m'sh uzar bla k, y'shuz blak, m'shu zar blek

186 After the much-used z - zar for ls - are have become natural
for use between words, introduce the less frequent rz -or which
are unnatural, emphatic between words but often used to start
a question or end a sentence. Then go to their faster forms as
the exercise progresses. Ask if the objects are the color they
really are. This keeps the negative forms from clouding up
learning the positive forms.
Is my shoe blaeh? Yes, it's blach. Pra.ctice separately
tz ma yesr' yest' - sudden stop
'zm'shu blak yesr' sblak zzzzm - 'zm sssblak - sblak
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are, arcn't, ain't

Are rny shoes blach? Yes, they're blach. Sound Change 29
or mor yesthe ar -s the = -se

arma shuz blak yesear arma= Irma.
yeser blak
yesar like Yeg sdr. (sloppy?!)

Is your shoe brown? Yes, it's brown. Sound changes 44, 2

zhar shu broun yest'sbroun E yur = tzhar
Are your shoes brown? Yes, they're brown.
aryar shuz broun yeser broun or yur = aryar

187 ff not already known well, review or learn his-her. See 1zg.

Some languages consider pants to be singular so count the legs
and hold up 2 fingers when sa.ying this word...also 2 or more
fingers up for any form of are, and -l up for any of is.

Is her dress blue? Yes, it's blue. (Say whatever color it is.)
rzar dres blu yest'sblu Yes, it is. yest'lz ffii

Are her shoeg blach? Yes, they're black. Yes, they are. -ffi
orar yssear 

"@^ nuarar shuz blak yese r blak yeseor /'t- (\
Is his shirt white? Yes, it's white. Yei, it tt. q I U m
tzt'shar' huoit yest'suoit yest'rz \42 lillil

Are his pants blqe? No/ (Don't say aren't or not yet! ) [lJ [lJ

ans pans blu no T2
Mix up the my, your, his, her questions. Point at the persons

and hold up l or 2 fingers for the things to talk about.
Point at her - your persons and contrast drill arar - aryar,are

her, are your. For they hold up 2 or more fingers but as yet
tor they don't clea.rly say the but work well with er (ear). Go
through the vowel series i re e, hold up 1or 2 fingers and con-
trast drill I c, t's ear (if's .. they'rel, t'sblak erblak. From the
beginning ESL students should learn to pick out, hear and
understand e and e to mean they.So up to here don'tsay they
but hold up 2 or more f ingers for e and e.

188 they are, aren't, ain't pants, hair, eyes

Review pants, counting the legs 1..2. Then with a forefinger
and thumb make long hair into a pony tail and hold up 1 fin-
ger of the other hand over the pony tail. Hair is plural in
some othei languages.

Use the complete 2-part answers for contrast drill of the ne-
gative and positive forms. Later drop the part after No.

No,.l'f's brown. No, they're blach.
Is your hair white? No, it isn't white. It's brown.

zhar her huoit nol'tzn huoi't's broun
Are your shoes white? No, they aren't white. They're brown.

nothe orn thear
notheoihuoi'thcr brqun.
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this - these, that - those

Are her eyes blue? No, they aren't. They,re brown.
arar oiz blu no thedr ther broun

Are his pants blue? No, they aren't. They're brown.
arrs pans blu no theo-r ther broun

Rhyme hair -they're her - ther. Point I finger at a head and
then 2 fingers of the other hand down at pants or shoes on
the floor.

aren't, isn't - are, is orn oi, zn tZ -or rz.s -z Sound Change3T
Native speakers of English get the positive/negative meaning

more by the Yes or No rather than by the following negative,
which has several unstressed forms between words, as well as
at the start of a question. So in learning these negative forms
do not stress them. But be careful to listen for a nasal n-color-
ing when you think you hear tz or or and understand is or are.

Even when you say E or or native speakers may understand
isn't or aren't because in fast speech ls is usually -s or -z and
are is ar between words. So don't clearly say tz or or unless
you are being emphatic and speaking slowly.
aintt = isn't, aren't, hasn't, hauen't
You, as a teacher, shake you head and click your tongue in

disapproval whenevdr ain't is said. But from the very beginning
ESL learners should be familiar with this word which is so
popularly used by the common people..and even by the best
of speakers often in jest or for emphasis.

Is his shirt blach? No. it ain't black. It's white!
rzr'shar'blak nor'en'blak r'suo it

Are her shoes white? No, they ain't white, They're blach.
arar shuz huoit no theen'huoit ther blak

th'en
Is your booh blue? No, it ain't. It's blach.

zhar buk blu nol'en'l'sblak
Are your eyes yellow? No, they ain't. They're brown.

aryar oizhelo no th'en'ther broun
Ain't her hair geen? No, it ain't. It's black. See za3.

enar her grl.n nor'en't'sblak
Ain't his pants red? No, they ain't. They're brown.

ents pans ure-d no th'en'thear broun
189 this - these, that - those

In the preceeding class be sure the students know and can
easily say pencil, keys, chair, bottle - phe-nso, khi-2, chcer, bo'o.

See little in tll and review Sound Changes 6, 48, 23, 53.
Especially for ESL beginners the that - those objects should

be at a distance from both the speaker and the person spoken
to. The items for this - these should be close to both persons...
as in the process of being handed from one to the next speaker.



these're - those're

Note: Some languages have 6 locations. English has just two,
near and far from the speaker. So some ESL learners find it
hard, frustrating, to made do with two. 11itil

Pass from student to student: ,-ffiS
this - a book. Tap, knock it against something H4
hard...like a student's head! | I

these - keys on a ring to jingle or rattle in a little box. I

Point to or have someone, a nearby student, knock, play a

tune on some bottles.
that - a chair up on a table to the left in front of the class.
those - several bottles up on a stool, box or in a window to
the right. lf they don't have different tones when tapped
put different amounts of water in them.

this - these thrs - thi-2. A short I before the unvoiced s

and a much longer iiii before the voiced zzzz.
tht.....sssss - thiiiiiii..zzzzzz, tht..s - thii..2.

Thump the book, jingle or rattle the keys.
these - those Longer vowels before zzzz as you jingle
the keys and tap the bottles for musical notes.

thiii..zzzz - lho....zzzz, thii..z - tho..zz
thiiiizzz kiiiiiz - thoooozz bo'oooooz.
A definite stop, catch of breath after bo'

this - that thump the book, someone knocks on the chair'
that - lhet the' tha'- with a definite stop cutting off

the vowel. The sudden catch of the breath is perhaps

even as important as is the vowel sound itself. A good
clear e is best but a quick grunt a is often said.

190 This is a booh these're heys that's achair those're bottles
thrsrza buk th'rzar ki,z tha'sa che+r thozar bo'Gzsss

Native speakers of English should model, read aloud, saythese
4 sentences all together at the speed of 3 times in 10 seconds.
It may take a little practice but each of them alone may not
sound natural at slower speeds. ESL learners can slowly work
out each sound and gradually increase speed.

Review the Sound Changes 6,48,23,20,40 and 29.

Is this a pencil? Yes, it is. Are these heys? Yes, they are.
.asa pe-nso yesr'tzss arthi-s k'rzss yaseor

Are those keys? No, they aren't. They're bottles.
arthos ki-zs no theorn' ther bo'oz

Notice that thi-2, thoz become thi-s, thos before
ki-2. Pass around from student to student a single
key, several on ring and several small books tied
together.

this key these heys these boohs
thrski thi-ski-z thi'zbuks
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t9l
a, an, the left - right

Point to each item and contrast drill just
th rs th i-s th i.z

Quick r, longer i-. I iii, thr thii,thrs thiis.
Although -z before a unvoiced consonant becomes -s,
the vowel remains long. thi-z - thi-s, thoz - thos

19r a, an, the Parts of the Body
Review, or teach, these parts of the body, up the right and

down the left side. Review the vowel series o 3 o u u ar a.

foot fut Stomp the right foot on the floor, or threaten to
kick someone with it. Review the vowels o u u for the u of
foot. Mention looh, booh...foot.

leg u1s-96 Slap the right leg with the right hand
See Sound Changes 47,6,5.

hand hend Work for a good definite e but don't pay much
attention to -d. lA Raise the right hand up high in the air
and snap the fingers, wave at someone.

arm o-ar-m As both o and ar are before voiced sounds make
them long, said separately at first. o...ar....m. Slap the right
arm loudly with the left hand.

ear nr A lengthened i. before the voiced ar. pull hard on the
right ear with the right hand.

eye o.i. This could be a simple diphthong but better to make
the o long before the following voiced i. q...i. Wink the right
eye at someone.

Then point down the left side of the next student, seated
to the right ... eye, ear, ann, hand, leg, foot.

a, an a, an Don't say e like the letter A or an as in ant. These
are forms of one wan so keep the basic a-sound in all. Hold
up I finger for both. Change a to an for the 3 upper parts of
the body. Join the -n to the following vowel. lf a student asks
why an point to the vowel series and say an before several
words starting with a vowel. Up the right and down the left.
a foot, a leg, a hand, an arm, an edr, an eye
afut ale-g aha-nd ano-ar-m ani-ar anoi24 6 6 

" 
u u 

f;no, 
"nil, ,no-!r-m ahe-n' ale-g afu'

Say these all, up and then down, in 7 seconds. Point to or
move each thing mentioned.

1Y2 this - that, left - right
When demonstrating left - rtght be sure to face in the same

direction as the learners. Face away from them. With the right
hand point to or touch the parts on the right side and the left
hand for those on the left. Make sure the legs are not crossed..
..that'd put the right foot on the left side or vice versa!
Some students may need work on the I and r sounds. See the



193

This is... That's rny...

Sound Changes 47,50. The final -t is weak or make it a sudden
unrefeased stop cutting off the preceeding sound, right roi',
left lef'..Sound Changes rf , 23, 24. As it's after a consonant
the -t of left is perhaps better linked to a following vowel. left
eye - lef toi, Sound Change 5.

Becaqse of an adjective which specif ies which of two, use the
rather than a, an as in t9t. Review the exact pronunciation of
the parts of thebody in l9i.

the left eye th'lef toi
the left ear !h'lef tir
the left arm th'lef torm
the left hand th'lef'hend
the left leg th'lef 'leg
the left foot th'lef'fut

the right foot th' roi' f ut
the right leg th' roi' lc-g
the right'hand th' roi' hend
the right arm th' roi'orm
the right ear th' roi'ir
the right eye th' roi'oi
Say these all, up and back down, in 10 seconds.

193 this - that, left - right
For this touch the object mentioned. For that point to it. lf a

student says ?hds isrny.. footmake him lift it up and touch it
with a hand. For That's my... leg theteacher isto quickly lift
up the hand of that side as high as possible, bend the wrist
and point the index finger down at, but well away from, the
leg and say that. Then slap the hand down on the leg and have
the student say, This is my ... Ieg. Start out with a clear a in
that but change to a as the exercise progresses. tha''tha'with
a marked, definite air stoppage after --a'.
This is my left eye thrsrz m'lef toi
This is my left ear. thrsrz m'lef tir

Left hand over it,
and so on down.

This is my left arm. thrsrz m'lef torm Elbow up.
This is my left hand. thrsrz m'lef'hand Snap f ingers...
This is my left leg. thrsrz m'lef'leg Slap it!
That's my left foot. tha's m'lef'fut Stomp f loor.

That's my right foot. the's maurqi'f gt Hit the tloor with it.
This is my right leg. thisrz mauroi'le-g Right hand slaps it.
This is my right hand. thtstz m'roi'hend Wave with it.
This is my right arm. thtstz m'roi'orm Elbow up sideways
This is my right ear. thlstz m'roi'ir Right hand pulls it
This is my right eye. thtslz m'roi'oi Right hand over it
Practice this series well until alt 12 are said in l5 seconds. Use

this as a fill-in drill when there might be a break in instruction
..while the teacher gets organized, is out of the room. Have a
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Which..? on-under

brighter student act as monitor.
194 Is this your ...? Is that your...? (Review your in 185 .. 188.)

A student asks the next student, to the right, an untrue ques-
tion most of the time. Say this for parts of the body (upper
feft) of the next student and that for those not in easy reach.
After a few times change from the slower to the faster forms.
See Sound Changes 41...44, 2, 3.
Is this your right foot? Point at the next student's left eye.

tzts yur
rzrshar
tz tsh t ro i'f ut

Is this your left foot?
rzrsha lef'fut

Is that your right leg?
rz that yur

zachar roi'leg nol'sm'roi'fut
Is this your right arm? No, df's my left arm.

rzlsharoi'orm nol'sm'leftorm
Is that your left foot? Yes, it is.

tzachr lef'f ut yest'Fzss .zsss SC 40
195 Which....? This / that one is ... one - as a pronoun

Questioningly, undecidedly look at, point back and forth at 2
or more things. Point at them with the left hand and then at
the person concerned with the right hand.

Which is your right hand? This one. Hold it up.

Whtch is your left foot? That one. The speaker moves it.
hu tch rzha lef'f ut tha'uan

Which is your pencil? This one's mine.
urchrzhr penso thrsuanz moin

Which is her booh? That one's hers. mine, hers, his
hurchrzar buk tha'uanzarz See l8a.

Which is his booh? ..chair? That one's his. Have a boy hold

hurchrz yur
ulchtzhar roi'hand

hurchrzrz buk
hurchrzrs cher

No, lf 's my left eye.
not'sm'lef 'oi

No, df 's my left ear.
nor'sm'lef tir

No, if's my right foot.

thrs wan
th rsuan

tha'uanzrzst up a book and
walk away from

39 his chair.
Contrast drill hulchrzhar . hulchrzar, hurchrzrz - hurchrzrs. Point
at the your- her persons when saying zhar - zar ESL learners
should know that hrs can be either tz or rs and not try to say
z before unvoiced sounds. lt's unnatural to say hrzcher.

196 on - under the table
For fast drilling thump something rather solid d.own onto a

table top and knock another solid object up against the under
side of the table top or at the top of a leg out of sight.The idea



onthe - underthe

is to make 2 distinctive different sounds. The /r-t
most practical would be to use 2 well-bound += f-
books of different sizes, one in each hand, or the I t- F
same book swiftly thumped on top and up ^ ll)'
from under. Perhaps you'll need to change the : u

points of contact so that the on and the under 

-

sounds are distinctively different. a ar
lf a student does not pronounce well enough the first time

keep repeating the same thump or knock until the pronuncia-
tion is acceptable. Gradually increase the speed of the com-
plete utterances until both are said together l5 times in l0 se-
conds. This may take several weeks of daily practice.

on andar, on andar, on andar......
ESL speakers with a British English background to speak

Americanese would do well to learn to say o in on, not c, and
ar at the end of under, not a. cn - anda...on andar

Review the vowels o J o u u ar a and contrast drill o ar ain
that order. Write o on the chalkboard and under it a. 11 ^To the right of a leave space for a couple of lettersrA't
and write ar. Tap the o on the chalkboard I time ;nd1?
and then 2 taps on a and ar. o....a..ar. After drilling (Jtt v,
. o ... . . a.ar a few times star'tle the class by slapping a book
down on the table as you say on,.cin. Then thump up from be-
lows as you say under, andar. Use the single and double thumps
as cues for each student in.turn to say on..andar.
When the vowels a,a,ar are said well enough beside o write n

and below it nd between a and ar. Continue I and 2 thumps to
drill on - andar. lf the students have desks or chairswith writ-
ing arms each can do the knocking for the next student.

197 on the table - under the table
Now change to 2 quick knocks ,for on the and 3 for under

the - on tha - andar tha, down on and up from under. Perhaps
drif l just the vowels o a,aar a. Then drill well on tha, andar tha
because many ESL beginner3 hear these both to be some sort
of ondo. The double and triple rhythm, thumps, are almost as
important to understanding the meaning as the vowels them-
selves.

o r ontha ooo andartha
Add table with 3 and 4 thumps, 2 quick and a slight delay

for the 3rd, and 3 quick with a delayed 4th. o .....,......o
for on tha tebo, andar tha tebo. With increased speed tha be-
comes th'. Work for a good clear lengthened e- in table, with
-o for -le at the end. The -d- of under becomes weak or just a
definite breath stop. See Sound Changes 6, 48, 18. Work up to
saying this pair 8 times in 10 seconds.

on th'tebo, an'ar th'tebo e
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're on .. 're under the

198 The book's on / under the table.
Now use I solid book and tie together 2 or 3

I smaller ones which give a noticeably different
\ tf,rrping sound from that of the I book. Later

put a chair on the table and the book(s on it.
Practice well each of the examples before go-

ing on to the next. Under the last phonetic line
are the numbers of the Sound Changes that ex-
plain what happens to sounds in fast speech.

The booh's on the table. Hold up an impressive book and
th' bukson th' tebo 11 knock on it with the knuckles of

4 5 6 48 the free hand. Say this 1l times in
l0 seconds.

The books're under the table. under - an'ar, not a nar
th'buksaruran'ar th'tebo g ar + vowel = arur + vowel SC52

Say both together 5 times in l0 seconds.

Alternate the positions of the I book and the several tied
together. This is learn to say, or not say, ar. When ESL stu-
dents smoothly, naturally, do this they will become able
to pick out, hear, the ar-sound.

The teacher can model any one of these at fast speed or play
them at random from the recording for the students to hold
up L or several fingers of the left hand and point up or down
with the right hand.

The booh's on the table. The boohs're under the table.
th'bukson th' tebo th'buksaruran'ar th' tebo r

The boohs're.on the table. The booh's under the table.
th:buksaruron th' tebo th'buksan'ar th'tsbo

At the end of the preceeding class session, review, teach
wall, floor, chair. wto, fuloar, chaar (u:u, fler, che-r). See
Sound Changes 48, 47,6. (After vowels ar is written with r.)
Put a chair up on a table and a book on the chair. Affix..

stick, pin, tape, tie an easily distinguished pencil up on a
wall. Dump, drop with thuds a bunch of books under the
tabfe. Some ESL learners are puzzled by the uses of on, so
drill these examples well.

The booh's on the chair on the table. on - uron Sd. Chge. 52
th'bukson th'che-ruron th'tebo 7

The table's under the chair under the book.
th'tebozan'ar th'che-ru16n'ar th'buk e

The pencil's on the walL The paint's on the ceiling.
th'pe-nsozon th' wco ro th' pe-n,s on thi siling

The books're under the table on the floor. tebo on =
th"buksaruran'ar th' tebolon th'flor tebolon Sch.49



here - there

Ask questions, .Is the..? Are the ..? and answer Yes or No
repeating the name of the object asked about just the same
as said in the above examples.

Is the pencil under the table? No, df's on the walL
rzth'pensolan'ar th' tebo nol'son th' wco

Is the table under the chair? Yes, the table's under the chair.
rzth'tebolan'arth'che-r yesth'tebozan'drth'che-r

Is the chair under the table?
rzth'cheru randa th'tebo ro

No, the chair's on the table..and under the booh-
no th'cherzon th' tebo...n'an'ar th'buk g

199 here, there (a place not near the person spoken to)See 189 Note:
Not far from the main, the door used most to

go in and out, put a stack of books up on a box,
chair or table so they can be easily seen by the
class. The books and the door should be in the
same general area but far enough apart so that
it's easy to see whicli is being pointed at.
Students in turn talk to the next person to

' speak, usually close to the right. lf more than
about a meter away the feeling oI here-there becomes con-
fused.. When too far apart the teacher could be the next per-

son spoken to and then goes to beside the next student"as
perhaps at the end of another row of students.

here - hi-er for exact sounds but usually written hir, or just'ir
as the h is often dropped. Sound Change 33' The cue is to
point down between or near the feet of the speaker'

there - the-ar for exact sounds, usually written ther' The th is

often lost to become just 'er. Sound Change 29. For begin-
ners be sure to point to somewhere not near the person

spoken to..in this case towards the door or the books.
At first insist on a good clear lengthened vowel, iiii or eeee

before the voiced ar because with the loss of h and th the i and
e in effect carry the meanings. The students in turn point back
and forth at their feet and at a distant spot as they say,

hlar-thetr,ir-er,i-e
2oo is / are....here/ there

A pencil's here. Hold up a pencil in the left hand. Point to
apensozir several others with the right hand'

My hands're here. Hold them up,"'and clap'them'
m'henzar hir my - the speaker taps his own chest.

The door's there. The left forefinger points directly at it.The
th'dorzer right hand waves in that direction.

The books're there. The left hand fingers point at the books.
th'buksar ther The right motions towards them'
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Is / Are .,.. there?

Using the same objects practice

It's here. Hold up a pencil, point down at the feet.
t'si r

They're here. Clap the hands, point at the feet.
ther h ir

It'sthere. Left forefinger up tor it and point it at the
r'ser door.The right hand motions to the door.

After a little group practice, speaking in unison, choral repe-
tition, each student in turn from memory says a pair, perhaps
repeats them for 10 seconds or the number of times shown by
the little f igures at the end.
A pencil's here.

a pensozir
It's here.

t'sir 9

ff - already mentioned
specif ic pencil

My hands're here. They're here.
m'henzar hir ther hir e.

The door's there. It's there.
th'dorzer r'ser 8

The boohs're there. They're there. e ther ther
th'buksar ther ther ther
ln they're there, for the first ther hold up several fingers
of the left hand and point at the books. For the second
ther the right hand makes a definite motion away from
the speaker towards where the books are.

Keep the tone up for the f irst, stress and lower it for the
second.

2Or Is / Are .... there?
For the here items both speakers should be within easy reach

of them and point down between the feet of the questioner.
Here the learners, in response to a question using the indefi-

nite article a, are to repeat the a object in the answer. But
if a specifying adjective is used in the question, the answer can
be with a pronoun, such as it or they.
Is a pencil here? Yes, a pencil's here. c - one of many

tza penso hir yesa pensozir
Are my hands here? Yes, they're here. Reach out and

ar m'hanz'ir yeser hir touch them.
Is a book there? Yes. a booh's there. Look around and

tza buk ther ycsa bukser point at I of several..
Are the boohs there? Yes, they're there. A specific group

arth'bukser yeser ther already mentioned
Is the door there? Yes, it's there. The only door of

rzth'dor ther yest'scr of the classroom.
Is a door there? Yes, a door's there, 1 of several seen in or

rza dor ther yesadorzer from the classroom.
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Where's.. Where're a, sorne

Where's the ...? lVhere're the ...?
Because .s th' becomes a rather indistinct melded devoiced

glide many ESL learners hear -sth' and th' to be the same. Also
many native speakers of English use Where's the for both one
or several things. Where'smy money and where's my shoes!
Of course the final plural -s helps to understand singular or

plural but it is often weak or assimilated into the next sound.
ESL learners should know about and b'ecome conditioned to

perceiving, unconsciously after suitable practice of saying, the
short and longer ar as well as the short th'and the longer -sth'.

Contrast drill
-re ar ., a short single ar
-re're arar - ar- double at first, later just a little longer than

the short ar. See Sound Change 9. ar ar., ar ar, ar ar-
-re's the arsssssth' - arssth' - arsth' (much like -rst in worstl
-re're the ararararlh' - ararth' - ar-th (as in earth)

The teacher points to one or several things here and there for
students in turn to ask Where.. questions.

Where's the pencil? It's here (in my kand.) Hold it up.
huerzsth'penso r'sir unn m'hand zth'p = sth'p SC 39

Where're the hands? They're here. The questioner's hands
huear-th' hanzss ther hir

40
Where's the door? It's there.

touch those of the stu-
dent who answers.

The only one or most-
used one of the room.

ther ther uron th' tebo glass there.
52

huerzth'dor r'se r
Where're the pencils? They're there (on the table.) Several in a

huear-th'pensoz
202 a, some

A pencil's here.
apensozir

a - For c point to, touch one of several si-
milar objects lying around, easily seen or
passed from student to student. Silent cue
- hold up one finger.

sorne - For things that can be counted one
by one put several of the same thing toge-
ther....pencils with a rubber band around
them, boxes nestled inside each other. As
a silent cue of plurality hold up several
fi ngers.

For things not countable hold up I
finger for singular, a little water in a bot-
tle, sugar or money (coins and bills) in a
plastic bag, milk in a carton on the teacher's desk.

Pass around the here items. Point to the others. Work for a
good ar for the plural objects.

s&m
-s, -z af

W

fr
Said as it is passed on to the next person.

L4r
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Where's.. Where're there ... ?

Some pencils're there. In a glass on a table.
sam pensozar ther

Some sugar's here. Sample it from a plastic bag being
sam shugarzir passed around.

A booh's there. Point to one at a distance.
abukser

Some money's here. Jiggle it in a bag or box as it is passed
sa'manizir along. saflmani Sound change 9

A chair's here. The speaker touches his own.
ache rzir

Some chairs're there and there and there. Point at several
sam cherzar ther n ther n ther at a distance.

Some students're here....and there. Point at several nearby
sam stu'nsar hirn ther and others farther away.

203 Where's there .....? Where're there .....?
To most ESL learners the idiomatic use of there in There is..,

There are.. is unneeded. In this idiomatic use there gives the
feeling of doubt, uncertainty as to if such-and-such a thing is

or is not, at some place. So in this exercise whensayingthere,
not a place or location at a distance, look around doubtfully,
be uncertain, quiver the voice in worry or exasperation, plain-
tively mutter the question... Where would such a thing be....!

Practice these following questions and answers, repeatedly
over several class sessions, until they feel natural, are absorbed,
internalized...illogical as they may seem to ESL learners!
Condition the students that in response to a Where question,

the answer has here or there near or at the end of it.
Where's there som.e water?

There's nrne water on the table.
There's nme water there on the table. - more natural.

Where're your feet?
They're on the floor under my chair.
They're on the floor here under my chair.

Wlzere's there a door? There's a door there. The questioner

Where're there some boohs? There're some there on the table.

huerzerura dor
52

huerar ther sam buks
huar- 9

therza dor ther looks around,
u nseeingly !

ther-sam theruron th'tebo
-zs- - -ss- = -lS- 39, 9

Where's there some water? There's some here (in this bottle).
huerzer sam wo'ar ther'Sam hir urtnts bo'o

29 23 52 28 23

Where's there some money? There's some here. s/r/r mani
huerzer s'mani ther'sam hi-ar Sd. Chges. 4, 9

Where're there some pencils? There're sotne there.
huear- ther sam pensoz thear sam ther
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feet, Iegs, arms, hands

For additional practice use the full 2'part replies'
Is there a door there? Yes, there is. There's a door there.

Eerura dor the r yeserurlz therza dor ther
Are there some books there? Yes, there are.

arther sam bukser yesSruror
There're some there.

ther'sam ther
(Often there're becomes just thcr)

Is there a pencil here? Yes, there is. There's a pencil here.

tzerura penso hir yrserunz therza penso h'rar

Is there some water in the bottle? Yes, there is.
Eef sam wo'arurtn th' bo'o ytscrurlzss

Yes, there's some water in it.
Yeser'Sam wo'arurlnlt

Is there a teacher and some students here?
tzerura ticharn sam stu'nsir

Yes, there's a teacher anct some students're here too.
yeseza tichar'n sam stu'nsar hir tu

Perhaps contrast drill - long and short ar, weak and strong s

there're sorne boohs there's some water
thearzsam SoundChanges
thearssam 939

9,8 thear=therthearsam buks thear'Sam wo'ar
2o4 in front of, beside, behind, between

Before working with these positions the students are to have
learned or reviewed, as at the end of the preceeding class ses-

sion, the nouns, left - right, my - rne as given below.
feet fit Thump, stomp both feet loudly on

the floor. Hold up the 2 forefingersand point
one at each foot. Say long fffff, quick i and
stop the breath for a weak -t. Sound Change 24

legs le-gz - ule-gzss Move the legs apart and
back together knocking the knees! lf you
have trouble saying l+a vowel bite the tip of
the tongue, clearly say u and change to a

long eeee as the tongue tip goes in and down
behind the lower front teeth. Say ga and go
into a long zzzz fading into a weak ss. See
Sound Changes 47, 6 and 40. uleeeegazzzsss

arrns o-abmz Swing both arms forward and
backward rubbing the sides and hips. Make
both o and ar long as they are before voiced
sounds. With the lips together hum mmmm
and continue the buzzing into zzzz. tar-mzz

hands hanz Clap your hands. Start with a

thearar sam
thear-sam

0
(#

14:l
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in front of, beside, behind, between

hissing hhhh. Then a long aaa before the
voiced n but keep the lips separated for a
hum nnnnn with the mouth open a little.
The -d has no sound before -s or -2. sc30

Repeat these up from the feet until easily said. Make the sug-
gestive motion, cue, for each...stomp, shake the legs, swing the
arms and clap hands.

2o5 in front o/ in furantav = nfrana
O Extend the arms straight out forward level with the

tr., shoulders. Point forward from the chest.

,/ \ in - With the lips open hum a short nn.

t.,,.J front of - With the lips still open hiss ffffuu and smile/)tPr4 as u changes to a long aaa before voiced -n. The ton-
gue is not to move. lf it flips up put a sharp pencil point in 2. 5
cm. on top of it. The lips kiss around the pencil to say u. The
t is weak or d'uappears and of is just a before consonants.

Practice a - a, ana (not ona). aana, uraaana, turaaana,
nfurana. See Sound Changes 36,50, 6, 18,35.

beside bisoid - btsoid - basoid - b'soid Sound Changes3,2,4

^ First get the meaning of side well in mind. Run,

^ l\ rub the palm of the right hand up and down thet*\ )jreit side from under the arm pit to the hip, and
r{l-}}r ' left palm up and down the right side. As you slap

up and down repeat side, side,'side - soid, soid, soid....
be- bi - br - ba - b' For b' put the lips tight together and hold

in, stop the flow of air. Then let it burst out with a puff of air,
much like described in Sound Change 53. Only clearly say bi
(like a beel to clarify the word for some student who already
knows some English.
Freely swing the arms back and forth lightly touching the

hips saying beside each time the arms alternately go by.
behind bihoind = brhoind - b'hoin' -nfl Sound Change 18

f| Rub, slap your buttocks, the part of the body you use
O to sit and say hind, hoind. Put, hold your hands toge-

bahoind ther and hit them against the lower back as you say
tr! behind - b'hoin'.

-q. Have a student stand up. From behind unexpectedly
/l ^ il grab a hand and pull it up between the shoulder blades.
ff \ As he cries in pain make him say behind.

between b'tui-n
R n With the left palm towards the

CF\ class hold up the forefing-er and say O.Op$141 one. Touch the middle finger and v :
f ,/ '' L'\ say two. wan - tu. Slowly say tu..in ltwo..een).
Put a pencil or the other forefinger down into the V several
times saying b'tui-n each time, with i' before -n clear and long.
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is, are - at a Place me'mY

left-right ulefat uroit sc5,47,50,24 \-r. tt?
Face away from the learners. Look in / \ ,f \

in the same direction as they do. Extend a r a v

the left arm far to the left, wave it and t'r$/ t(Pf
say left. Then the right hand far to the right and say right. Al
ternate or repeat as you move the colfesponding hand.

For ESL learners having trouble with r- or l- see 162 and 192.

Rapidly practice
left - right lefturoi' The final -t of left joins the u (lip

rounding of prevocalic r). -t is an unreleased stop. sc 24.
risht - left roi'lef' The final -t of both becomes a sudden

stop. Some students will say lep'. So with the point of
a pencil push the upper lip up away from the bottom
lip. Stop the air down in the throat, not with closed lips.

in front of, beside, behind, between, left, right 3 times in
nfurana b'soi' b'hoin' b'tuin lefturoi' l0 seconds

Are - is for where things are.,

missing voiced -d, but cut it off
suddenly. Don't let it fade out.

zzzzar - hold up 2 fingers.
left hand'sbehind Extend the left hand far to
lcf'haz b'hoin' the left then swing it up be-

hind the back. SlaP, knock
the backbone with it.

right's between legs Hold the right hand out
uroi's b'tui-n legzss to far right, then slap it

loudly between the knees.
Don't say right hand so that the students be-
come used to an adjective taking the place oi
a noun, and to 's being s after unvoiced con-
scrnants. For legs see 204.
Locations - complete sentences

I These 2 are only I word in other languages. My is

i\ from the speaker out to something. Me is a rela-
tionship towards the speaker. So for my tapyour
chest and point to something. For me. hold your

Hold up I finger for any form of iq -s, -2, and 2 fingers up for
ar meaning're. Pay attention to the lengthened vowels and to
the stops, 

-puuses, 
ihort breaks where a sdund is dropped. fl)tftt

feet're in front of Stomp, make a noise with the feet \ A /
f i'arnfurana on the f loor. Lift them up forward /' \

in the air. Hold up the 2 forefingers and \<*{#
point each at its respective foot.
f i'arn like fee earn, tea urn h 1,_\

arms're beside Swing the arms forward and back. ( (l l) )
o-ar-mzar b'soi-' Draw out, lengthen oi- before a \\fl/@

@

R^
|'\(

\^
,a_\qD



l-,., he, she - him, her

arm out in front, bend the foref inger back towards yourself and
then it comes towards you and hits your chest. See zog.

Note that -n combines with m- after it to make only I strong
longer m-. behtnd me

b'hoi'rr'i
between my
b'tui-m-oi Sound Change 17

Practice each sentence separately until you can say each x
times in l0 seconds, as shown by the little numbers at the end.
Then work up to saying all 4 together 2 times in 10 seconds...
from memory! ...without reading them!
My feet're in front of me. m'f i'arn furana mi ro
My anns're beside me. m'o-ar'mzar b'soi'mr g Cm sc 1z
My left hand's behind me. m'lef'he-nz b'hoi-'mr
My right's between my legs. muroi's b'tui'mule-gzss s 40

207 Locations - questions and answers one - the other
one - the other wan - th'athar. Hold up 2 fingers. Touch

either f or one and then the other when sayin g the other.
The instructor points with the left hand at the person who

is to speak. Then with the right at the part of the body asked
about and to a location to be mentioned, perhaps not where
the body part is. Don't use you, your but only the at this time.
Are the feet behind? No, they're in front.

art h'f i'b'h o in' no ther urrn frant
Is the right hand behind? No, it's between the legs.

tzth'roi'hEn'b'hoin' not'sb'tui-nth' legzss
Where's the left foot? It's in front.

huerzth' lef'fut l'srn frant
Are the hands beside the feet?

arth' hanz b'soi-'th' fit
No, one's behind and the other's between the legs.

no wanz b'hoin'n'th'otharz b'tui-n th' le-gzss
The right one's between the legs. Where's the other one?

th'roi'wanz b'tui-n th' legz huerz th'athar wan
The other's behind. Thum,p the backbone with it.
th'atharz b'hoin'

2og he, she - him, her
The speaker and the person spoken to, he and she stand one

in front of the other, then change places as needed as setups
for these statements and questions. Point I f inger of one hand
at and then curve it away from the first person (subject) to be
mentioned. Then curve 2 fingers of the other hand towards the
second person (object) to be mentioned. Some action, feeling
goes f rom he - she (originators) and towar ds him - her (receivers).



Who's ..

He's behind her.
hiz b'hoi'ndar

She's in front of him.
shizrn franahlm

franavrm
Is she behind him?

rshi b'hoindrm
No, she's in front of him!
no shizrn franta hrm

Who're,.?

She's behind him.
shiz b'hoindrm.
He's in front of her.

hizrnfranahar
tranavar

Is he behind her?
rzi b'hoindar

{
"ti{,i}

I:,,1

209 Where's he?
huerzi

Where're you?
huear-yu

No,he's in front of her!
noizrn franta har

Where's she?
h uersh i

Where am I?
huermoi

He's here in front of her. She's there behind. him.
hizirurrn lranavar shizer b'hoindtm

f m here behind you. You're there in front of me.
m hir b'hoinja yar thcrurtn f ranamt

Am I beside you? No, you.'re here behind me.
'moi b'soija no yar hir b'hoF'mt

2to Who is.. are.. am ..?
Without really looking point sideways with the left hand at a

person. Look directly at and ask another person who the per-
son to the side is. With the right hand vaguely point at others
and suggest names. lf the person asked doesn't know, have him
say so and you supply the name. Be sure that -z for is becomes
-s before unvoiced sounds and is dropped before s' and sh'
making them stronger. Sound Changes 8,9, 12, 39.

Who's he? ...Tom, Dich or Harcy? I don't hnow. :,ry !hj: 17

huzi tom drk ar hari adano 17 liilr?tl?,6,
He's John.. He's Tom. He's Sam.

hiz jon histom hi'sem
Who's she? She's Nancy. She's Anna. She's Shirley.

hu'sh i shiz nensi shizana sh i'sharl r

Who're you? lm John Doe.
hur yu m jon do.

Mix up the Where and Who questions which often
ESL learners. Write them up on the chalkboard for
ference as to how they differ. Upon seeing the exact
sounds learners begin to hear and say the differences.

hur yu, huer yu, huzi, hu'shi, huerzi, huer'shi .. ..
above, over, on, off, in, out, under, beneath, below

confuse
ready re-

In the preceeding class session or earlier go over, learn,.6.+i-
review these nouns so that having to use them will not'ffi
clutter up, detract, cloud up learning these up-down, in- -7"
out concepts and the words to express them. + I

2Ll
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abot)e, ouer, on, off

sun san Point high up as towards the noon sun overhead.
Shield youi eyes and wipe the sweat off your forehead.
Draw a circle with rays out f rom it. See page 14?, bottom.

-\iliii-* leil.ing siuling Point up to the 4 corners and sides
T of the classroom ceiling. Make sweeping motions

from corner to corner, side to side. Tap it with a long
stick.
Floor tulor Stomp on it with a foot. Point down at

several places here and there on the f loor.
hand, head hend he-d Snap the fingers of a hand.

Slap, knock it against a head as you say these words.
class kulas Point around at the stu-
dents. Sweep a hand over them as a
group. Mention your school name.

stomach stamak Rub
your own happily!

mouth mouth Open
and shut yours. Give
a Bronx cheer.

Use the right foref inger for pointing to students as to who is
to say or do whatever. Use or hold in position the left hand or
foref inger to indicate the concepts, meanings of these location
words.

2r2 aboue - abev Point the left forefinger up as high as possible at
only one spot, as if pointing at the sun. The two vowels are
really the same sound but the second is stronger. poneticians
sometimes write it with n. Don't worry about weak or strong
but get the quality of the vowel correctly.

Perhaps contrast drill b - v. b - lips tight together, then the
air explodes out. v - the loqer lip lighfly touches the upper
teeth and lets the air go oui easy all the time. lt can start
with a vibration in the throat which often gets weak and the
sound becomes fffff. See Sound Change40.

ouer ovar Point the left forefinger at the corners and sides of
the ceiling and move it in a curve upwards towards the cen-
ter and down a little across to the other side. Also you can
hold a large sheet of paper or cardboard level over the head
up about l0 to 20 cm. as you say ouer. 'Across from side to
side' is the basic concept of ouer.

on on Slap down and hold the palm of the left hand on a
head..your own or that of a student. Point at or touch un-
der the hand with the right forefinger as you repeat on.

off tt Slide the hand 10..15 cm. off to the side level with the
top of the head. Move it back and forth as you repeat on-off,
on-off several times. Contrastdrill o-o. Reviewoc o uu of
the vowel series.
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2t3
in, out, beneath, below

uz rn Put a pencil or a finger into your mouth.
out out Stick out your tongue. Remove the pencil or finger.
under andar Slap the back of a hand up under the chin. See

t96. Review on - under.
beneath b'nith Native speakers are not conscious of the mean-

ings of beneath and below and often use under for both. With
the back of a hand under the chin for under, look down at
and rub your stomach with the other hand as you repeat
under...beneath.

below b'lo Say it almost like blow but with a puff of air out
after b' or say bulo if you have trouble with | + vowel. Point
down low at your feet and then at other places on the floor.
Pair drif f ouer-below. Ouer- from side to side up high. Below-
from side to side down low. Beneath is more for only one
place f ower than another. Below extends across a distance.
Write parts or all

of this outline on
the chalkboard as
ready reference to
imprint bY sight
the meanings and
sounds.

Sound Changes
vf 40, -d 24, fim lZ

of=a35
2L3 sun aboue

ceiling ouer
hand on head

off head
in mouth

out of mouth
hand under
stomach beneath
floor below

I abav
ovrt

- 
['fi[}l

sanabavvff
siling ovar
handon he-d

cf he-d
r'mouth
outamouth
ha-ndandar
stamak b'nith
flor b'lo

":l
------r Pfl-t tr WL

IN

274 Practice these until easily said in response to a silent cue. Say
each X times in 10 seconds as shown by the little numbers.
Read all 9 sentences together in l5 seconds.
The sun's aboue the school.
The ceiling's ouer the class.
My hand's on my head.

It's off my head.
The pencil's in my mouth.

It's out of my mouth.

th'sanzabavfth'skuo s
th'silingzovar th'klas a

m'henzo'm'he-d ro
t'scf mf he-d 12

th'pe-nsozi'm'mouth g

l'sou'a m'mouth rz
My stomaeh's beneath my mouth. m'stamaks b'nith m'mouth a

The floor's below the ceiling. th'florz b'lo th'siling e

b'lo
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zL3
pich up, put down, open shut/close, read

zr5 pick up, put down, read, open, shut / close it
pick up pkap pich With the left hand grasp

something between a forefinger and a thumb..a
pencil lying on a desk, a pin on the floor, pickh r-'\ at your nose, grasp and pull on a button. For

ap, with the right forefinger point, thrust upwards. Silent cue
lor pich up: foretinger and thumb together and lift, raise.

open op'n Say op then separately grunt n, lips
apart. lf opm is said, with the point of a pencil
push the upper lip up and away from the lower
lip...an opened lip snarl! Cue by putting the
palms of the hands together. Keep the little

fingers touching each other and separate the thumbs wide
apart. Unfold the hands like opening a book.

read uri-d Start with u, def inite lip rounding,
fengthen the i and let the d be weak. sc 50,24
Cue: Move the head from side to side as you
pretend to read the palm of an open hand.
shut shat Cut off the vowel short, suddenly

with a t stop. Startle the class by slamming a
big book shut with a big bang! Cue: With the
little fingers- hinging together clap the hands.

close klo-z With a definitely lengthened vowel
and a strongbuzz at the end. ooooozzzzz Slowly
close lour hand around a pencil. As if falling
asleep slowly close your eyes (point a forefinger
at one). Slowly ease a door closed. Shut is with

quick force. Close is with slow dignity and carefully done.
Shut your mouth! - An angry father to a noisy kid.
Close your mouth. - A polite dentist.

put down put doun A final -t is naturally weak, is mostly
unsaid before d-. /0 Review the vowels o r o u u. Practice a
short and longer u - u. In down separate o from u,2 distinct
different sounds. lt helps to keep each vowel independently
clear by making the u longer before the voiced -n. Perhaps
contrast drill down - dawn. doun - dcn pu'doun.

put Place objects here and there as you say put
and a noun. Put booh (on table), put foot (up on

o\ chair), put pencil (into the mouth).. Cue: WithLrrqrr r, y4L Pvtavaa ltrrtv trrg rrlvuLtrr!. vug. ttttrl

-----t-left 

hand moving downwards a little the thumb
and forefinger separate as if releasing, dropping something on-
to a flat surface. Down - the right hand motions downwards.

Each student in turn does and says the actions with any book
...or just does the cuing motions.
pich up open read close / shut put down
prkap op'n ri-d kloz shat pu'doun



Do .. Z-word verbs .. ?

2L6 Pass around from student to student the one same distinctive
book. After a few times of clearly saying oi - yu lor I - you go
to the faster forms a - ya. ESL learners not familiar with the a -
ya forms often confuse f and you in real life, especially yesa

and yesha - Yes, 1... - Yes, you...
The teacher f irst does and says the actions. Shut - fast action,

close - slow and careful. At the start for 2-word verbs put the
object noun at the last. I pich up the book rather than I pich
the booh up. Fhe cursive numbers refer to the Sound Changes.
I pich up the booh. I open the book. I read the booh.
oi prk ap tha buk oi opan tha buk oi uri-d tha buk . . .

254 244 47 24
aprkap th' buk aop'n th'buk auri'th'buk

I shut the booh. / I close the booh. I put down the booh.
21 106

asha'th' buk akuloz th' buk a pu'doun th'buk
Work to say these 6 all together 2 times in l0 seconds.

You pich up the booh. You open the book. You read the booh.
yu prkap th'buk ya op'n th'buk y'uri.'th'buk

You shut the book. / You close the booh. According to
y'sha'th'buk y'kloztha buk

You put down the booh. *

dua prkth'bukap
Do I open the booh?

dua op'n th'buk
Do I read the book?

duauri.'th'buk u

which is done..
fast or slow..?

y'pu'doun th'buk
t With a strong zzz before and the voiced b- after it the is

probably voiced, tha in place of the usual unvoiced th'.
Student A doing the actions says f pich up...., then gives the

book to Student B who does the actions while Student A says
You pich up... Student B does the same with Student C.

217 Do....? 2-word verbs with if and nouns as objects.
With 2-word verbs such as pich up - put down an object noun

can go either between the 2 words or after them. A pronoun,
such as if, can only go between. This is best learned just by
doing..as given here. lf some student is puzzled, write a noun
and it before and after the second of the 2 words of the verb.
Cross out the it after the second word and shake your head,
'No, no, no!' pich booh / it up: pick up booh / lt
Do....? Questions - Do itself indicates a question, so the voice

tone is normally lowered at the end. lf it goes up it indicates
that the speaker is doubtful, suspicious or surprised.

Do I pich the booh up? Yes, you pich it up.
432 23

yesha prkr'ap
Yes, you open it. Before vowels
yesht op'ntt sha=shl SCJ

Yes, you read it.
ytshluri.'t' lb lStimesin 1o seconds
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2t8
No,... don't. ...do.

Do I shut the booh? WeIl, you close it. Slow careful action
dua sha'th'buk weo... yu klozrt but shut in question.

Do I put down the booh? Yes, you put it down.
dua pu'doun th' buk yesht pu'r'doun sc 23

2rB Now the f irst student gives the book to the next student who
does the actions and answers the questions.

Do you pich up the booh? Yes, I pick it up.
du yu yesoi

daya prkap th' buk yesa prkr'ap
Do you open the book? Yes, I open it.

d'yr op'n th' buk yesaop'nlt
Do you read the booh? Yes, I read it.

d'y'uri-'th'buk yesari-'rt
Do you shut ihe booh? Yes, I shut it. Slam it shut.

d'y'sha'th'buk yesa sha'tt
Do you put the book down? Yes, I put it down.

d'y' pu'th buk doun yosa pu't'doun rr
2L9 ...don't.... ..do.

The speaker does the action but asks if the other person does
it. Shake the head qegatively from side to side when saying
don't. Drill mostly with the nasalized d6 for don't. Work for a
def inite deletion stop for the missing intervocalic and final un-
released t sounds. See Sound Change 37 - don't
Do you pich up the booh? No, I don't pich it up.You pich it up.

d'y'prkap th' buk noa don'prkr'ap yu prkr'ap
Do you open the booh? No, I don't open it. You open it.

d'y'op'n th' buk noa d6op'nrt yuop'nlt
Do you read the booh? No, I don't read it. You read it.

d'y'uri.'th'buk noa d6ri-'rt yuri.'rt
Do you close the book? No, I don't close it. You shut it.

d'y'klo'ztha buk noa d6klozrt yu sha'tt.
Do you put the booh down? No, I don't put it down. You ...

d'y'pu'th'buk doun noad6pu't'do un yupu'r'doun
220 The second student does the actions in the usual sequence

and is asked if the questioner does them. Gradually work into
the short answers. Perhaps run through the whole series with
each of the 3 kinds of answers.
Do I pich up the book? No, you don't pich it up. I do. I

dua ptkap th' buk no yrd6prkr'ap oi du
Do I open the book? No, you don't open it. I do.

dua op'n th' buk no yrd6op'nrt oi du
2Do I read the booh? No, you don't. I do.

duari-'th'buk no you don' oi du
Do I clase the booh? No, you don't. I do.

dua klo-ztha buk no y'don' oi du
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Tag Questions .. don't.. do..?

Do I put the book down? No. I do. 3
dua pu'th'buk doun no oidu

221 Tag question....., don't -.? See 291.

This is to confirm that an action is being done. The voice
tone drops during the tag question. 

---./ 
-\

I pick up the booh, don't I? Yes, you pick it up.
oi prkap th' buk donoi yeshr ptkt'ap

I open the book, don't I? Yes, you open it.
aop'n th' buk donoi yesh'op'nlt

I read the booh, don't I? Yes, you read it.
ari-'th'buk d6 noi yeshuri-'tt

I shut the booh, don't I? Yes, you do.
asha'th'buk d5 noi yesht du

I put the booh down, don't I? Yes, you do.
apu'th'buk doun d6noi yesht du

Tag Question Formula +.......-, -.......+
lf the statement is positive, +, the little tag question at the

end is negative, -. lf the statement is negative, the tag question
is positive, +. The answers to either form can be either positive
or negative according to the true condition.Write on the chalk-
board with large + and - signs above the verbs.

222 .....don't, do...? See 160.
This is to confirm that an action is not being done. Some

ESL lea:.ners, conditioned by their own languages, want to say,
if the action is not being done, Yes,..don'f. So drill thisexer-
cise rryell over several weeks untrl it becomes natural for those
learners to say it in the English way.
The speaker does the actions asking if the other person does

them. Energetically shake the head negatively whenever some
form of don't is said. Nod positively for do. The speaker taps
his own chest for / and points to the other person tor you,
every time either is said...to keep clearly in mind who is or is

not doing something.
You don't pick up the booh, do you? No, I don't. You do.
yu d6 prkap th'buk duya noa don' yu du

You don't open the book, do you? No, I don't. You open it'
yu d6op'n th'buk duya noa d6'yu op'ntt



223

Don't you .. ? Don't I.. ?

You don't shut the booh, do you? nsh = nch Sc 46
ya d6ncha'th'buk duya

You don't put the book down, do you? No, I.don't.
Yrd6 pu'th'buk doun 'du ya noa don'

223 Don't you....? Don't I......?
The questioner wants to conf irm than an action is being done.
The instructor points with the left hand at the student who is
to ask and with the right hand motions to another person
what is to be done or not done..nod or shake the head accord-
ingly. Use a different book for each series of answers.
Don't you pich up a booh? No, I don't. / Yes, I do.

dont yu sc41,2,9,4
donchr prkapa buk noadon' yesa du

Don't you open a booh?
donch'op'na buk After Don't you..? is learned well

Don't you read a booh? change to Don't 1..? donoi = dona
donchuri.'a buk Yes, you do. No, you don't.

Don't I shut a booh? yeshl du noyl don'
dona sha'a buk
Don't I put a booh riown?

dona pu'a buk dorrn
224 You - I confusion drill. Do I... Do you...

Try to confuse the listener(s by rapid d'a - d'ya questions.
Start with the slow forms but soon work mostly with the short
forms. Do you - duyu, duya, daya, d'ya Do -I - duoi, dua, da'a,
d'a. The d' becomes almost voiceless with a puff of air after it.
Make a definite stop, of the breath in the throat, for a missing
a,
Do fast drill with a native speaker or the natural speech re-

cording asking the questions. The answers will indicate if the
student has understood properly, by pointing at his own chest
or at that of a you person.

Contrast drill d'a - d'ya and have students try to confuse, trip
up, catch others with d'a - d'ya questions. Ask true and untrue
questions. Use the 2-part answers for more practice. Pass from
student to student the same distinctive book or hold it uo for
alf to see in order to properly use the in this exercise.
Do you pich up the booh? No, I don't pich it up.You pich it up.
d'ya prkap th' buk noad6prkr'ap yu ptkr'ap

Do I pick up the book? No,you don't pich it up.You put it down.
d'a prkap th' buk no yld6ptkr'ap. y'pu't'doun

Do I open the booh?
d'a opn th' buk

Do you shut the booh?
d'ya sha'th'buk

Yes, you open it.
yesh'op ntt

No, I don't. You do.
noa don' yu du

t64
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Do I put it down?
d'a pu't'doun
Do you open the booh?

d'ya oPn th' buk
Do I shut the book?

d'a sha'th'buk
225 he, she verb + s

Does he,. Does she .. ?

Yes, you do.
yeshldu

No, I don't.
noa don'

Yes, you do.
yesht du

A boy and a girl sit in front of the class, 3 or 4 meters apart,
perhaps in the front corners of the room. lf the class is of just
one sex, have a girl put on a boy's cap, hold a baseball bat.'or
a boy put a scarf over his head and tied under the chin or wear
earrings. Or use a large doll or dummy of the other sex.

Each time in going through a series use a different book, for
the natural use of the indefinite article, a. Start first with the
girl doing the actions. Perhaps pair drill he'she pointing back
ind forth at the 2 doers. Also review s - sh, smile for ssss and
fips like for whistling or kissing for shshshshsh. She picks..-
shshshshi prkssss. Work for a good buzzing of zzzz in opens,
reads, closes .. op'nzzzzz, ll'zzzzz, klozzzzzazzz..zzazz. NoI-e

the f enghened vowels in reads, closes ..riiiii'zzzz, kloooozzaz-
... ts, dz ='s,'2. See Sound Changes 6, 20, 29.

She pichs up a book. shi prksapa buk 
'2She opensa booh. shi oP'nza buk Say all 5 twice

in l0 seconds.
She reads a booh.
She closes a book.

shiuri-'za buk
shi kfozaza buk ..za za za za

She putsa booh down. shi pu'sa buk doun

226 he ....s A boy does the actions very fast!

hi prksapa buk iop'nza buk iriza buk isha'sa buk ipu'sa bukdoun
Repeat this 2 times in 8 seconds. Say shuts in place ol closes'

IIe becomes i, Sound Change 33.

227 Does he....? Does she....? .

Do these Does...? exercises well ...condition the ESL learner
to the main verb not having or having --s when doesis or isn't
used. With -sin doesthe verb has no -s.'zsh ='sh sc 12

Use the full answers for this non-use and use of -s on the verb.
Contrast drill shshshi' zzzzzi, shi - zi, dashi ' dazi.

Does he pich up a booh?
dazi prkapa buk

Does he open a booh?
dazi op'na buk

Does he read a booh?
dazi ri-'a buk

Does he cloge a booh?
dazl kloza buk

Yes, he pichs up a book.
yesi prksapa buk

Yes, he opens a booh.
yesi op'nza buk

Yes, he reads a booh.
yesi ri'sa buk

Yes, he closes a booh.
yesi klozaza buk
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Does .. ? Untrue questions

Does he put down a book? Yes, he puts down a booh.
dazi pu'douna buk yesi pu's douna buk

228 Does she....? daz shi, yes shi = da'shi, yeshi sc l2
Does she pick up a booh? Yes, she pichs up a book.

dashi prkapa,buk yeshi prksapa buk
Does she open a book ? Yes, she opens a booh.

Does she close a booh ? Yes. she closes a booh.
dashi kloza buk ycshi klozaza buk

Does she put a booh down? Yes, she puts down a booh.
dashi pu'a buk doun yeshi pu's douna buk

229 Does.....? Untrue Questions Negative - Positive contrast
A student asks the next one if someone else, a third person,

he - she, is doing what that person is not doing but is being
done by yet another person. Use full Z-part negative-positive
answers for contrast drill of the negative and positive verb
forms. Nod and shake the head, point sideways at the persons
mentioned but lookrdirectly at the person spoken to. The in-
structor may have to stand behind the first few students and
move their hands and head (palm of a hand down over it like
a doorknob and twist it!) while prompting a question and
cuing act)ons with the other hand. After a iew times the stu-
dents will catch on and initiate their actions and questions.

The -n't becomes weak. See Sound Change SZ.

Does he pick up a booh? (one of several lying around)
dazi prkapa buk Use proper names perhaps

No, he doesn't pich up a booh. She picks up a booh.
noi dazn prkapa buk shi prksapa buk

Does she open a booh?
dashi op'na buk
No, she doesn't open a booh.

noshi dazn op'na buk
Does she read a book?

dashi uri'a buk
No, she doesn't read a booh.

noshi dazn rl'a buk
Does he close a book?

dazi kloza buk
No, he doesn't close a book. She closes a booh.

noi dfr.koza buk shi klozaza buk
Does the teacher put down a booh?

dasth'tichar pu'douna buk zth't = sth't 39

dashi op'na buk
Does she read a booh?

dashi ri-'a buk

yeshi op'nza buk
Yes, she reads a booh.
yashi r'r'za buk

He opens a book.
hi op'nza buk

He reads a book.
hi ri-'za buk



Doesn't he,.she..? come, go 
!

No, she doesn't put a booh down. John puts a book down.
no shi daZpu'a buk doun jon pu'sa buk doun

23o ..., doesn't -..? Negative tag questions
The speaker wants to confirm what he thinks is true.
The teacher points at both he and she persons for practice

with the negative tag forms of each.
He pichs up a booh., doesn't he? Yes, he does. No, he doesn't.

hi prksapa buk dazni yesi daz noi dazn'
She opens a booh, doesn't she? Yes, she does. No, she doesn't.

shiop'nza buk daznchi ye'shidaz noshi dazn'

He reads a booh, doesn't he? She closes a booh, doesn't she?
hi ri'za buk daf i

231 Doesn't he / she ... ?
shi klozaza buk daznchi

The speaker wants confirmation that what he thinks is true.
For when the negative condition is true see 160, 243.

Doesn't she pich up a book? No, she doesn't. Yes, she does.
daznchi prkapa buk no shi dazn' ye'shi daz

Doesn't he open a book?
dazni op'na buk No, he doesn't. Yes, he does.

Doesn't she close a booh? noi dazn' yesi daz
daznchi kloza buk

Doesn't he put down a book?
dazni pu'douna buk

232 come, go to, from See 380

Use as the starting place, home base, the center front of the
class. Perhaps start with the students standing around a table
there....at a distance from the door used most to go in and out
of the room.

come khalm From several steps away pull a student (teacher
walks backwards) towards the home base.

Silent cue: The palm of a hand turned upward, f ingers
waving and moving back towards the speaker, or an energe-
tic wrist gesture towards the speaker is the English sign for
corne. (Other languages use other gestures.)

go go Push a student away from the class, away from the
home base, towards the door. Pushing, waving away with
the f ingers of an out-turned hand is the cue for go.
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tahe - bring

to tu la t' Point forward at a specific place. Clearly say
tu only a few times when first learning the meaning. Practice
well with t'which is a quick short stop and voiceless release
of the air.

Insist on a clear well-defined lengthened a before the voiced
-m ol come and of from.Say a good u before the r- in from.
After the initial k of come let out a quick puff of released air,
kh-, and make the flame of a burning match flicker. See the
Sound Changes 36,6, 50. knam, furam
Contrast drill come - gum (perhaps mention chewing gum),
could - good, cold - gold...knam gam, khurd gud, khold gold.
Some ESL learners don't get the difference until they are
aware of and practice aspiration. Sound Change 53.
Students in turn walk away from and then back to the next

student. The teacher is to be always the home base figure so
move along to be beside or behind a student from whom or to
whom a walking student moves.

ln these exercises always use from before saying fo. (Mixing
in to...from confuses, clouds up initial learning of their mean-
ings.) With the left hand make the gestures for go-come.With
the right hand point to the persons and objects mentioned.

You go from me to the door. The teacher moves the hands
yu go furam mitu tha dor of the seated speaking student.
ya lf,m ta See Sound Changes 2,4, 17,6.

y'go fra'mi t'th' dor t'th' - 2 voiceless stops
You come from the door to ma y'- the front part of the

y'kha-m furam th' dor t'mi tongue briefly stops the air.
The student who was seated and talking now gets up and

walks back and forth talking to the next student (near whom
the teacher is now standing).

I go from you to the door.
ago furam yu t'th'dor

.I - oi = a The speaker hits
his own chest.

I come from the door to you. Points back over a shoulder
akh5r6 furam th'dor t'yu then forward at you.

233 take - bring
In this exercise only use tahe for'going from here with some-

thing' and bring just for 'coming to here with something.'
Walk back and forth to and from picking up, putting down

and exchanging objects such as one each of a box, pencil, key,
book, shoe and a piece of paper folded lengthwise into a narrow
strip for easy handling. Put several of the objects on a chair
near the door and the others at a'home base'location..such as
a small table, tall box or stack of boxes at the front center of
the class An object is taken from one location and exchanged
for another thing at the other location.
At first just say the verbs. Carry something but unmentioned.



take. bring to, from

trSMd-Htu
take - Silent Cue: Act as if grabbing with one hand and

turn the body as if to walk away. Release a puff of air

after -k, like the aspiration of Sound Change 53.

bring - Silent Cue: With the arms crossed in front of the
stomach bend over a little as if carrying something very
heavy and walk towards the speaker' For the u lip round-
ing it the start of r startle the class by suddenly saying
Boo!. Frighten a timid'girl in the front row! Then say

ring...point to one on a f inger. boo-ring burtng.

For -ng stop the air flow with the \
back of the tongue and throat. ...'=.-'-'Pr*

J.li" Jifff t[: il:,x''X,jn3"ii! ;,M',
flame of a burning match flicker "\ 

-at the end of the nose.

See 26.

234 take, bring to, from The class marches around
Form a line of students down one side of the classroom, on

across the back and up the other side ending at a home base

location across the room from a door. Put several objects on
a chair near the door and othors are put in easy reach at the
home base location.. Each student as he comes to the head of
the line at the home base location sits in a chair and talks to
the preceeding student who walks back and forth between the
home base and the door. Next the walker says what he does
and then goes back to his seat or to the end of the line.

You tahe a pencil from me to the door.
y'teka pe-nso fura'mi t'th'dor

You bring a book frorn the door to me.
y'burrng abuk furam th'dor t'mi

Then the walking student sPeaks.

I tahe a booh from you to the door.
ateka buk fram yu t'th'dor :lllnI.

: nnnn nareKa DuKTramyu_.lno*.. illlnl.I bring a pencil from the door to you, I I I I I

J.:!DDln.

After a walking student brings something to the home base

he goes back to his seat or to the end of the line if he needs

more practice. Work for a different student speaking every
5 seconds. That would be a change of students, an advance
of one along the line, every 10 seconds..sort of like waiting
in line to buy tickets. Keep the line moving fast. lf someone

aburrng apc-nso fram th'der t'yu
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gtue

messes up he has to go around again!
Caution: As yet don't use a pronoun right after the verb.
but use fo before the pronoun.
I bring the booh to you. Not yet, I bring you the book.
You bring a pencil to me. You bring me a pencil.

The second form is set up in the followinggfue exercise.
z3s give

Pass around from student to student 3 or 4 of several kinds
of things easy to handle...pens, pencils, keys, narrow folded
strips of paper, little boxes, narrow thin books, etc.

The giver speaks..quickly, fast.
I giue you a pencil. I giue you a book. I giue you a hey......
agJvyaa pe-nso agvyaa buk agrvya ki ...

yaa = ya a little longer than ya you ya, you a y,
Native speakers of American English in fast speech,

I giue you a book. agrvya buk
I giue your book to her. agrvya buk t'har

ESL speakers should know about
ya fast form of you, your - yur, yar, yo, y'
ya fast, shorteqform of yaa Sound Change 9
yaa fast form of you a ...

The giver gives the objects perhaps faster than the speaker
can speak.... A game the giver plays with the receiver!
You gipe me a booh. You giue me a pen. You giue me a hey.

yu grvmia buk yagr'mia pe-n y'grmia ki ....
giue n7e.. sometimes written gimme vm ='m sc 17.

Don't give...
The giver midway jerks back an item and substitutes another

or the receiver refuses to take an object and points to another
to be given instead.

I giue you...I don't giue you a booh....I giue you a pencil.
agtvya.. ad6grvyabuk agvyaa pe-nso

You.....don't giue me a booh. You giue me a pencil.
yu.... don glmia buk y'gl'mia psnso

Give Questions
Review the Do...? Don't...? forms ol ztl...zz4 and use
them with glue.

236 gives doesn't give Doesn't - See 226 ... 23L.
A male-female couple, like in zzs, do the actions. See 22t....

231 for the question forms. ara = aiuta Sound Change 52
He giues her a pencil. He giues her a book. He giues her a hey.

higtvzarura pc-nso hi grvzarura buk hi grvzarura ki
She giues him a pen. She giues him a hey. She gives him a book.

shi grvzrma pe-n shigrvzrma ki shi grvzrma buk



eat, drinh

Does she giue him a booh?
da'shi grvrma buk

No, she doesn't giue him a booh but he giues her rnoney.
no shi dazn grvtma buk bati gtvzar mant.

Oh, he does giue her some money?! (surprised, doubtful, sus-

oi d*z gtvar s'manl picious question)
Yes, he does. He does giue her some rnoney. (assertive,

yesi daz hi daz girrar s'mani emphatic reply)
Contrast drill

He giues her money. hi gtvzar mant usual
He does giue her money! hida-z glvar manl emphatic

When used emphatically before a verb, more than ever, the
vowel, a, should be lengthened before the voiced -2. sc 6

daaaaaazzzzg lvvvvvar .. d*z1var
But a is weaker in doesn't and listen carefully for the nasal

n coloring. dazn gtvar .. da?.Evar da'zgtvar'daigwar
237 eat, drink

Before working on or with the actions the students should al-
ready know the nouns used in eating and drinking' Review or
teach them in a preceeding class session. When nouns and verbs
are learned together some students are initially imprinted in-
correctfy...such as Drinh glass in place of Drinh water when
learning drinh using a glass of water.
cup khap 53 Pass around a cup and a drinking glass.
glass gulas 47 Say cup f irst, not glass cup. Knock
each against something hard when saying either. In
some languages a word related to the English word
cup is used for a drinking glass..so hit someone on
the head with a cup if a glass is called acup! Later
tap a window pane, glass bottle, a mirror and a

pair of eye glasses calling them all glass.

saucer scsar Point to the small circular depression
in the center of the saucer, which keeps the cup
from sliding around. Pass it around with a plate.

/,2-:,r'

161
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into, out of, on, off of

match. Contrast o-J , hq - kc, hot - kcf
coldmilk kou'mtuk Pass around a glass or carton\,.,--\\l

of cold milk. t lI
cold - Pass around a piece of ice, a cold bottle of
soda, wipe a forehead with a damp cloth and c
bfow on the moist area. /-
cold milh - Native speakers think they say an L in ,l'n

such words. ESL learners don't hear an L and l' I

don't need to say it. See Sound Changes 26,48.ai I i)
water wo'ar Sprinkle some on the students! sc Zg -)"
meat mit Pass around a hot dog, fried chicken or...

Cut the vowel off short with a t stop. mit - mi'
tea ti Pass around a tea bag, a cup of tea. (€

The i drags out and fades away. tiii mi'- tiii \SThe i drags out and fades away. tiii mi'- tiii \
Vowel Drill

Review the vowel series o c o u U ar a and repeat it to point
out specific troublesome vowels.

hot water
-- t.

.-^X1g',':o (Oa
+,,.lFluse r.e \ 7tt CILA \J
vwtlo

Contrast drill

cop cup

hot coffee

cup of coffee

cup and ffiucer

o a Mouth wide open , then almost
closed for a quick grunt

kop kap Point to a picture of each
o o Often poorly pronounced in

ho wo these words.
ho' wo' Cut off with def inite t stops
ho' wo'ar See Sound Change 23
o c From wide open, round the

ho' kc lips very litte...on the way to o.
ho' kcfi
a J Review oc
aa 3

kapa kcfi
ka sJ
kapmscsar pn=pm

o

238 into, out of, on, off of you - general, impersonal
Review or learn these concepts in a previous class session.
in - out Stick a pencil into a pocket. Look at it and say in.

Puf l it out and hold it in front of the pocket and say out.
into - out o/ These are for movement in and out. Pour water
from a cup into a glass and from the glass into the cup
Move or tap on each with the free hand when either is men-
tioned. Until out of is learned well don't mix in from, asin
from a cup into a glass, into a - rntua rntaa lnt'a sc 2,4, g,g
out of a cup into a glass
out of a glass into a cup
ou'ava kap rnt'a glas
ou'ava glas rnt'akap

Say together 3 times in 10 seconds

\'ffi
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drinh, eat

on - off on cf Clearly say o c (not the British vowels)
on ---put the palm of a hand down on someone's head.
cf - lift it up and away from the head.

on a - off of o (like out of most say off of ..not just off .)
on a plate - drop a spoon onto a flat plate.
off of a plate - cfava plet With a scratching sound slide the

spoon off over the edge of the plate. Tap it on the table
beside the plate. Don't pick it up. Slide it off and back
on' 

ona plet...cfava plet...ona plet...cfava plet.:"

you - impersonal, people in general do such and such. When
used in this sense the reduced forms of you are used most.
you - ya, Yr, Y'.

Point at several then a sweeping motion taking in all the
students when saying You eat..You drinh.. during this d"rill'

Pass around, first one by one..later together..a thick heavy
cup or mug for coffee, a thin one for tea, a glass for water and
a baby's glass with decorations for milk.

You drink coffee out of a cup. You drink water out of a glass.
yu dunngk krfi outava
y'dnng'kcf i ou'ava kap y'drtngk wo'ar ou'ava gles e

4 539 23 23 23
You drinh coffee out of a cup.
yu durrngk kofi outava
y'dnng'kcfi ou'ava kap s

You drinh water out of a glass.

Y'drtngX wo'ar oU'ava gles 9

drink Sip some water...or wine, out of a glass. See'ng in 233

and add a voiceless release of air out through the mouth.
dnng - out through the nose, make a flame f licker.

--t - a voiceless soft -ka, almost no flicker of the flame'
eat it Shortened i, weak t. Bite, chew, swallow something'
or or - ar Or becomes -ar attached to the preceeding word'

ESL learners often can't or don't hear it. Insist that they
clearly say ar ...as a step to catching it in fast conversation'
orc becoms5 !l'uro. See Sound Change 52.

Touch, directly point to or look at one of two things,look
sideways at the other and tap between them when saying or'

and n becomes m after'p. Knock and hold 2 objects together'
milk or water 61ulor wo'ar Tap, knock between 2 glasses'

water and milh wo'arn mruk Clink the glasses together'



t.,,, Eating - things, foods, meals

hnife and /ork noif n foark Clink the knife across the fork.
239 You drinh hot tea or coffee out of a cup and saucer.

y' drrngk ho'tiar kaf i ou'ava kapm scsar hotti Sc 9
for, with - about the use of things. Practice these sentences
well until easily said..by that time the instrumental mean-
ings of these words will be well understood.
A glass is for cold milh or water. tz f' - tsf', -l = o/u
aglestsf' koo'mrukar wo'ar Sound Changes 39,49,26

A knife's for meat. A spoon's for soup. Dip up soup
anoifs f'mit a spu-ns f'sup and slurp!

Do you eat meat with a spoon?
d'y'it mit wrtha spun *

No, a spoon's for soup. Jfrh
noa spuns f'sup -Gff'

You eat meat off of a plate hI(4
*,lo'':[::r""u in'o'}'o,u. *@

wrtha noifnfoark
bread and butter salt and pepper ham and eggs
br&'n ba'ar {cu'n popar ham negzss

5406241823

,{..,{',.1--.lN,,q3t?

.*ffi1l 5
butter - a definite stop for t. Don't say budder!
slt and pepper - Pass around a pair of shakers or samples

to taste.
hamand eggs Oink and grunt like a pig. Cackle like a hen.

-emne mn like I sound - lips closed then apart
breah brek Hold up for all to see a long slender piece of
wood, tree limb, plastic rod or a pencil and break it with
a snap. Hold the 2 broken ends about 3 cm. apart and
peer, look through between the broken ends and say breah.
Also draw a long horizontal line on the chalkboard and

then in the middle erase 3 or 4 cm. of it. Crosswise of
the gap write brek.

snack snek Have on display a glass of milk, half a sand-
wich, a small piece of cake or some cookies. Mention
snach bar ... already known to many ESL beginners!

breakfast,lunch, dinner, supper brekfast lanch drnar sapar
Draw a large circle on the chalkboard. Write on the outside

circling line 9, 12,3 and 6 at the 9,12,3 ahd 6 o'clock po-
sitions. Outside the circle at about the 7 o'clock position
write brekfast. Just atter 12 put lanch. Outside to the right

164



houe (possess)

of 6 write drnar. Then inside
the circle draw a curved line
from about 6 up the 9 posi-
tion and write on it sapar.
Dinner and supper are at vari-
able times but give the idea
that supper is later than din-
ner. Outside of the big cities
many working people have
their heavy meal of the day
soon after noon which they
cafl dinner. So write dtnar
inside the circle at around I to 2 o'clock. At around l0 and
3:30 erase a little part of the circle and write across the gaps
kofi brek.
Many ESL learners don't know, can't hear

the difference in brek - brek' To breah brek
the fost fast (not eat for a long time) is
brekfast. r-- 

--

o":.*

I

6
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Socontrastdrill e---e \.
n"',flilll3[,.,,\

Youtahe"::i'r::;:,:;::"::,"*>Tq
yrteka kcf i brek t'i'a snak e \_/-

haue (to possess, own, h.old) See 405.

The exercises in this haue series can be learned separately.
Each should be learned well before going on to another' lf
there is not suff icient maturation, internalization, absorp-
tion time between working with the different forms auto-
matic conditioning to each is hindered by the student being
confused. Perhaps just one form a week would be a good
schedule.
The silent cue for haue, and a gesture to be made s-A.

by the speaker each time haue is said, is to double dryA,
the fingers into an upturned palm of a hand as if I XS
grasping, holding something in the hand. | - (
A student speaks to the next student. After say-

ing the slower clear froms only a few times, prac-

tice mostly with the fast reduced forms.
I haue a pencil. You haue a booh.
oi heva yu hava

ahava penso y'eva buk
Haue..? Like tor Do..? the voice tone drops at the end of haue

questions. Yes, you.. = yesha. See 212' -€ n
After a few times don't repeat the name of the object in
the answers, but use haue in reply to haue questions. See 244.

ry
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hauen't.. + a thing

Haue I a pencil? Yes, you haue (a pencil).
hevoia penso yesha hev (a penso)

Haue you a booh? Yes, I haue (a book).
hevyua buk yesa hav (a buk)

242 Haven't,.......+ a thing..?
Ask untrue questions to invoke hauen't in the answers. At

first repeat the object in the answer to imprint the negative
feeling more. Later, don't repeat the name of the object.
The qtrestioner asks if the other has something he doesn't

have. The teacher can show the questioner a picture of an
unusual thing..without'the other student knowing what it is.

an elephant
anelafant

a horse
a hors

a piano a dog
a.pieno a dcg

No, I hauen't an elephant.
nooi havnbne lafant

No, you hauen't a piano.
no yr':evna piano
No, I hauen't.

noa hevn'
No, you hauen't.

no ya havn
Because of No at the start of the negative answer the -n'f

becomes weak, or a nasal coloring of the preceeding sound.
243 Haven't..... ?

In English the answers are in accord with the true conditions.
Whether the question is positive or negative it has no bearing
on the answer. But some ESL learners, conditioned by their
own languages, when the question is negative and the situa-
tion is negative are accustomed to say something like, 'Yeg
it isn't.... Yes, I hauen't....'.
Such students are re-conditioned best by just repeating the

Engish forms until they seem natural.
These examples put up on the chalkboard may be helpful.

No elephant An elephant is.

Haue you an elephant? No, I hauen't. Yes, I have-
Hauen't you an elephant? No, I hauen't. Yes, I haue.

Draw a linking line between the underli4ed n's of No and of
-n'f. Grunt n-..n..nnnno, hauennnnn't. 

M, 
I'hauen't.

166

&.,fficF$
Haue you an elephant?

hevyu anelafant
Haue I a piano?
hevoia pieno

Haue you a forh?
havyaa fork

Haue I 3 feet?
havoi thri f it



Do .. haue .. ?

Ask the same questions as in zcz but use Hauen't with the
same answers. Shake your head negatively when saying hauen't.
Hauen't you an elephant?

havntyu
havnchr
havnchr a nelaf ant

Hauen't I a piano?
havnoiapiano

Hauen't you a forh?
ha vn ch la f ork

244 Do...have...?

t+y=ch Sd.Change4/
u-a-l 2,3

Yes, ... do(have ((a......
Yes. I do haue a booh.

I haue..? Yes, you do haue.. ? format.
Yes, you do haue a pencil.

yes yu du hav a penso
yeshu du hav Sound Change 43

To show that Do..haue..? and Haue...? are the same call one
upturned hand Do...haue? and the other Haue...?. Bring both
hands to the same level in front of the chest, like pans of a

balance scale for weighing. See 63 - ffirne.
Students are to be conditioned to use do in the answer of any

Do...haue...? variants. Although in the longer answers the use
oI do betore a verb is emphatic, assertive for native speakers of
English. lt's use here is a conditioning learning step.

Use the same variant question and answer pair for student to
student around the class until it becomes just too boring...then
switch to another form either in the question or in the answer.
Short form questions usually take the short informal answers.

More than 2 or 3 variants in the same class period may be con-
fusing. In clarification and for visual imprint as the exercise
progresses write this outline on the chalkboard. Haue loses the
h and you becomes ya or even yt before vowels or just y'.
Ask true positive questions about having a book, pencil, pen,

shoe or paper. Work for a question-answer every 2 seconds'.'
around a class of 30 every minute.

yesa du See za.
yes

After working around the class using all the variants about
you having a book, use a different variant each with a pencil, a

shoe or a pen.

Do....have...?
Do you haue a booh?

Next change to a Do
Dolhaueapencil?
duoihav a
dua'ava pe-nso
d'a'eva penso

Contrast drill d'a - d'ya (Do
The teacher with a object

du vu hev a buk , vesoi du hav a buk
diya hava 6u15 yesa du hav
d'ya heva buk

ylava buk ? 
-

yeshr du
- Do you..?)
in each hand, looks at a

t67
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haue got

and asks about an object which one of the two doesn't have.
For example the teacher holds a pencil and a pen and asks
a student who has a pen and a book in sight either of these
questions. The student's reply will show if he understood
correctly.

yesa du (would be correct)
yesha du (has misunderstood)
yesha du (correctly understood)
noa don' (m isunderstood)

Do z+s first if don't is a new word.
Some students may need special drill with yesa - yesha. Say

each rapidly alone or pair ycsa - yesha or yesha - yesa and
have the student spoken to point at the person concerned...to
himself for sha and to the teacher for sa which is the reverse
when the student answers a question, yesa - yesha.

z4s Don't....? No, ....don't (have (a --- See ztg, 220,243.
Ask about things a person probably'doesn't have, as in zq2.

Shake your head negatively every time a form of don't is said.
For variation in fast drill use different question forms with the
same answer form, or the same question with different forms
in the answer. Also use the positive answers of zq+ when a.per-
son does have such a thing.
Don't you have a horse? No, I don't haue a horse.

dont yu heva
donchu'eva
d6chrava ho'rs

Don't you haue an elephant? No, I don't haue.
d6cht'eva nelaf ant noa don'hav

Don't I haue a piano? No, you don't.
dona hava pieno noya don'

Don't I haue a dog? No, you don't.
dona heva dc-g no yt don -n'f Sd.chge.37

Yes, you do.
vesht du

246 have got = 've got - 'got
To give the basic feeling of 'ue got (ot having obtained and

now possessing) seize, grasp and hold up firmly in a hand some
nearby object. Say 'ue gof avvvgot just as you come to a stop
after jerking it up. Do this with several more items. ..avvvgot

Show that haue and 'ue got mean the same by calling one
hand have and the other 'ue got and raise them to the same
fevel in front of the chest, as in 2+q.
I'ue got a booh. You'ue got a penciL The student grabs and
oiv gota yuv gota holds up a pencil.
avqota buk yav gota pe-nso

d'ya'ava buk

d'a'?eva penso

nooi don' heva
noa donava hors

( agota) ( yagota ) Not correct but often heard.



haue .. hauen't got a ..

Drtll well around the class letting each student choose to say
what he and the next student have. lnsist on a good strong vi-
brating buzz for vvvvvvv. oivvvvvgota .. yuvvvvvgota.....

247 Have ... got a ....?
Show that Haue I ...?, Do I haue...? and Haue I got.. ? all mean

the same. Face the class, hold both hands level at the chest and
say Haue 1... as you flick the fingers of the right hand, for the
left hand say Do...hat)e.., as done in 244' Then move the left
on farther out to the left (to the right of the students'reading'
Vpur hands) and rapidly shake it as you say 'ue gof..avvvgot.

Condition the ESL learners to use'ue got'.. in full reply or
cfearly say haue in short answers.
Haue you got a pencil? Ye*, I'ue got a pencil.

havyu yesoiv
'evya gota Penso 12 Yesav gota Penso

Haue I got a booh? Yes, yott't)e got a booh.
'ava gota buk rz yeshuv

yeshav gota buk
The answering student now asks the preceeding student

who now makes the short replies about the same objects.
Haue you got a book?

evya gota buk t,
Hauelgotapencil?

ava gota p€nso rz

Yes, I haue.
yesa hav

Yes, you haue.
yesha hav

Drill these haue...got questions well so that it becomes auto-
matic to use haue before got..to preclude ESL learners saying
something like Do you got.. Work more on Do haue.. 2qq.

Contrast drill hava gota 'havya gota in the same way as for
d'a - d'ya in z+q. Speak fast, each question individually at
the speed oI 12 times in 10 seconds' See the little numbers
after the phonetic examPles.

248 Haven't .... got ...? See zca - negative situation answer
Condition the learners, in the case of hauen't got questions

to respond with hauen'f in the answer if the situtation is ne-
gative, and have if the condition is positive. Shake the head

whenever hauen't is or is to be said.
Ask untrue positive questions to invoke negative answers'

Use full answers until noa'avn and noya'evn are easily dis-

cerned and said. Refer to unlikely objects as in 2+2.

Haue you got a dog? No, I hauen't got a dog.
havya gota dcg n noa€evn gota dc'g

Haue I got an elephant? No, you hauen't got an elephant'
havigota nelafant noylavn go'anelafant

Hauen't you got a dog? No, I hauen't. Yes, I haue-

hevncha go'a dc-g ro noa'evn yesahav
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What'ue .. got? /rcs (possesses)

Hauertt I got an elephant? No,,you hauen't. Yes, you haue.
havnta gota 18, 28
havna go'anelafant noyravn' yesha hawff 40

Contrast drill with objects asin 244.
havncha havnta - hevna Hauen't you, Havei't I (2 forms)

249 What've ... got? See Sound Changes 2, gs.
The speaker holds up or points to an object. For What ques-

tionly shrug your shoulders, hands palms up in front of the
shoulders. At f irst use full answers as in 246. Later, just say the

Cr. >r_
What'ue you got? .g?
huotavyu gqt Z, SS\Y--,/
huataya
huat'ya 4, 41
uacha 9ot rs

What'ue I got in my hand? You'ue got a pencil in it.
hua'ava go'nm'han'19 yav go'a pensolrnlt 1e

name of the object. 1t

What'ue I goti ||
huotavoigot 2 ,-T]
huatava 23 '- .{f
hua'ava 34 ,_t

ua'avagot re ]f

What haue you got in your pocket. I'ue got money in it.
huocha go'n yrpoklt 16 avgo' manilntt 10 lz

Jingle some money in a pocket. Review the vowels i r e e,
i- t, ni - In, mani - rn tt, nir - irn, nirn, manirn, manitnrt .-

25o has (possesses, owns) / See t76,n2s.
A couple, male and female, not near the speakers, hold up

different things. Aspeaker points to the he - she persons and
then to the things mentioned but speaks to the next student.

As these exercises progress it may be well to contrast drill:
he hi has he hezi does he dazi

she shi has she ha'shi does she da'shi
hasn't he hazni
hasn't she haznchi

ain't he eni
ain't she enchi

Condition the students to say e clear and long before the
voiced z. Review the vowels e e a o. Pair drill e a and then
drag out, fengthen the a. c e-, e ?ea,a,a,e, aiueeazzzzz. See
Sound Change 6.
He has a pencil.
hi ha-za pcnso

Each student in turn around the class points to a person with
one hand and to an object of that person with the other hand.
Work up to a different student speaking each second. lf said
too sfoppify stop and drill that student on a,e,aezzzzz.

She has a book.
shi haza buk

r70
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hasn't he .. she .. ?

Ask only true positive questions, with
Has he a pencil? Yes, he has a Pencil.
hezia pe-nso yesieza Pe-nso

33 6 48 3333s

full answers at first.
Yes, he has.
ycsi h+zss

40

Has she a booh? Yes, she has a booh. Yes, she has.
buk ye'shi hazssha'shia buk

I2
Contrast drill

the shorter answers.
Has she a dog?

he'shia dcg
No, she hasn't a dog.

no shi hezna d+g

ye'shieza
t2

As other languages don't have z or sh or both, or confuse he

and she, designate he - she persons, easily pointed at. Have the
student point to the corresponding one as the teacher rapidly
says at ramdom (paired hereforeasy reference) he'zia ha'shia,
yesi yeshi, yeshieza yesiaza.

25t hasn't.. Hasn't he / she...?
Ask about things a person probably doesn't have. See za2'

First with positive questions, later negative and working into

Has he an elephant? No, he hasn't an elephant'
hezianelafant noi heznanelafant M

Hasn't he an elephant? No, he hasn't. KW
heznianetafant noi hezn' -6,He

Hasn't she a car? No, she hasn't.
haznchia kor no shi hezn' tsh = ch 45

252 Does.....have...? Yes,....has. /...does.
Do this exercise only after some maturation time has elapsed

since doing the hos forms of zso, 2s1. condition the learners
to follow Does with haue. Does...haue.'?,noLDoes...has..? but
to use has only in full answers and '.does. in short replies.
Does he haue a pencil? Yes, he has a pencil.

daz'tava penso Yesieza Penso
Does she haue a booh? Yes, she has a booh-

da'shieva buk yeshiaza buk
Does she huue a paper? Yes, she does.

da'shieva pepar ye'shi dazss

Does he haue shoes? Yes, he does.
daziaef shuzss yesi dazss hav sh.. = hef sh.. 39

da'shieva koo no shi dazneva koo a cow,

Does he haue a box? No, he doesn't haue a box.
noi daznava boks

171

253 ...doesn't have ... Doesn't .. have ...?

Again, refer to unlikely items, as in 242- Be sure to shake the
hea-d negatively every time whenever doesn't is to be or is said.

Does she haue a cow? No, she doesn't haue a corl. Moo like

dazieva boks



Has .. What's .. Ain't got

Doesn't she haue a spoon? No, she doesn't. €fV:daznchiava ipun no shidazn \97.7
Doesn't he haue a cup? No, he doesn't. '&/

daznieva kap noi dazn \ y p
254 's got... Has .... got...? What's .,.. got? X{

Don't explain that's is a form of has.Just drill these sentences
well. But if qerried about it write has on the chalkboard and
cross out ha. ilds. Sound Changes 33,2,4 fte = a = 1..'s

Before starting this drill review, teach money, eanings. Jingle
some coins and give them to a boy. Dangle some flashy ear-
rings and give them to a girl. earrings i.arurrngzs 6, 80, 40
He's got a pen.

hiz go'a pe-n
He's got rnoney.

hiz go'mani

She's got a booh.
shiz go'a buk

She's got earrings.
shiz go'i-rurrngzs

After 'sgof is well in mind, ask Has..gof with Z-part replies.
Has he got earrings?

hazi go'i-ru nngzs
No, he hasn't got eayrings. He's got money.
noiazn go'i-ruplng2'iz go'mani

Has she got money?
ha'shi go'mani No, she hasn't. She's got eanings.

no shi hazn' shiz go'i-rrrngzss
What's he got, eanings? No, he's got money.

huo'si got..i-arrrngzs noizgo'mani
What's she got, a cow? No, Ehe's got earrings.
huotlshi 2, 12, 45
huachi got, akoo no shiz go'i.arurrngzss

256 ain't got See laa.
This word should be familiar to all ESL learners because it is

so widely used by the working class and often by others in jest
or for emphasis. The'ue of 'ue got is commonly dropped by
those who habitually use ain't. Practice with ain't until it is
readily understood...and easily used...but not habitually!
Ain't he got eanings?
eni go'irrrngz INo, he ain't got eanings. He's got

noien'go'irrrngz izgo'mani rnoney.
Ain't she got a cow?

enchi go'a koo
No, she ain't got a cow. She's got earrings.

no shien'go'a koo shiz go'irrrngzs
Ain't you got a spoon? No, I ain't. I('ue) got d booh.

encha go'a spwn noaen' ago'a buk Hold it up.
Ain't I got three ears? No, you ain't. You('ve) got two.

ena go'thurii-arzs no ylen'

L72
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more, less than 84me, os much os

257 more, less
Each student shows some money, l;ring nearby or in a hand.

Various amounts of small coins are good. They are easy to add
to or take from to create the situation of a exercise sentence.
Or also use partly filled glasses of water, lined up on a table for
all to see or several glasses in the hands of students. Pour into
or out of them as needed.

Each student compares what he has with that of the next
student and comments accordingly.

*'-?
Work through these words, except than, by making the ges-

tures of the silent cues. Write their phonetic forms on the
chalkboard for visual imprint of their pronunciation. When all
are said fairly well do the exercises a to e given below.
rnore mc>ar Little by little raise the upturned left hand from

waist to shoulder high repeating more, more each time.
less ules 47 Little by little lower the downturned right hand
from waist high down to knee level repeating less, Jess each
time.

than then - than - an - -n 2, 4, 36 Just use -n joined to the
word before, without comment unless to clarify for a stu-
dent who already knows the base word. Write its 4 forms on
the chalkboard as shown in the first line of this paragraph.
more than - raise one hand above the level of the other.
less than - lower one hand below the level of the other.

ffirne sem 6 - for things that are already equal. Hold the 2
hands steady at the same level waist high. Show the same
amount, of money or water in glasses, in the right and left
hands. Maybe jingle the coins or tap the glasses together as

you look from one hand to the other back and forth while
you repeat ffirne, sdftte..... See 63.

Silent cue: Hold the hands steady at the same level.
as rnuch as azmachaz -Just as you make the quantities equal

repeat asmuch ds as you add to or take away coins or pour
water back and forth to make equal amounts.
Silent cue: Bring one hand up, or down to, the level of
the other hand...changing to the same level.

Iittle lr'o 48. 23 Make a def inite marked stop after lr'. The
word final -/e is much like o or u with some sort of a tongue
movement if you are a native speaker of English. ESL speak-
ers don't hear nor make a tongue movement.'lf the initial l-
is a probfem pair little less ult'oles. See Sound Changes47,48.
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some more more than

Silent cue: Bring a thumb and forefinger almost together
and fook through the slit between them as you say little.

sotne stm 6 Pour small quantities of water from one glass in-
to another and say some each time.
Silent cue: With the hand as if grasping a glass of water tip,

twist the hand like pouring out a small quantity.
Sotne more sam m(>ar = sa'mor = s'mor Sd.Chges. 9,4.

'ue got vvvvgot Make a tight fist as if holding something...
several coins..in it. See z+0.

we ui Tap your own chest with the left forefinger. Touch
or point at the chest of the next speaker with the right
forefinger. Then bring the 2 forefingers together side by
side and say we.

a First go around the class with a student comparing his quan-
tity, money or water, with that of the next student. point at
each of the 2 quantities with the left hand and with the right
forefinger point up as you say more, or down for less. lf the
quantities are equal hold both hands, palms up, at the same
level. Say your own amount first, then that of the next
student. Work for a different student to speak each second.lf a student is too slow motion for the next one to speak
without waiting.

mGar - ules, se-m, les - mor, les - mor, sem, mor - les ....
b Clench a fist near your own chest for I'ue got and the other

hand in a fist towards the next speaker for you'ue got.prac-
tice each sentence alone until you can say it x times in l0
seconds.

Here, 13 to 15 times as shown by the litile figures.

I'ue got more.
avgo'moar 152 176

You'ue got less. We'ue got the same.
yuv go'les 13 wlv go'th'sem 1;3

I'ue got less.
avgc'les 15

16 21 4 6

You'ue got more.
yuv go'mo-ar 13

258 c than Point at one person, then at the quantity that person
has, make the rnore or /ess (up or down) sign and point at
the other person.

I'ue got more than you. avgo'moarn yu
av got - the speaker touches his own chest and makes a

makes a fist for 'ue got.
moarn Point up and grunt -n after moar. mo,ar n - just

like mourn or the start of morning.
yu - Point at the other person.

You'ue got less than ma yuv go'les'nmi
yuv got - A clenched fist towar"ds the other person.
les'n Just like lesson. Point downward.
mi The speakers taps his own chest.
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a little, some, more, much, a lot

.. than me - ..nmi Be sure that learners definitely say
-n, m(>rn - lesn with the lips apart, not touching each
other. Then the lips close for m-, ---n m---.

Contrast drill:
less than rne. lesnmi
less me lesmi (Count me out, not me!)

d Add to or take from one of two quantities so that they are
the same. Point back and forth and finally bring the hands to
the same level. Put the foref ingers together tor we. Prgerz4,w€,

I'ue got as much as you. avgo'azmdchazhu azyu = azhu44
You'ue got as rnuch os me. yuvgo'azmachazmi
We'ue got the vma wiv go'th'sem

259 Comparative amounts + noun + than
I'ue got rnore rnoney than you.You'ue got less water than me.

avgo'moar manr'n yu yuv go'les wo'arnmi
I'ue got ss tnany fingers as you...70l Both students

avgo' az menr f rng garzazhu...te-n hold up lO.

EE W W
a hto aLto mo-ar mach moar
sam sa'mGar alotmoar
afiu afiumoar merumoar o..oo.o

' oo' "'o" 
o'oo"

o-a ooa oaoo aaoaa
260 a little, some, more, much, a lot

On a table in front of the class set 4 identical large drinking
glasses, bottles or jars. From left to right as seen by the class
pour a little water into the first, the same amount into the
second glass and then pour some more into the second glass.

Pour 2 times into the second glass. Say a little the first time
and some more the second time.
Tap the first glass as you say a little and them pour much

more, as you say much rnore, into the third glass until it is
3/4 full.
Again tap the first glass, a little, and

fourth gfass as you say a lot more.
Strike each glass with something hard

sounds and drill the students to say
a little some rnore rnuch more a lot more
a lr'o s'mo-ar much moar alo'moar
Have different students hit -the glasses at random for the

other students to say what they see and hear.

completely fill the

to make different

L75



-er than

Or put on the chalkboard a series of thick vertical bars from
short to longer, left to right. Draw a line across them even with
the top of the shortest one. Across the tops write the quanti-
ties. Work up to saying them 4 times in 10 seconds. a,otall'o, s'mo-ar, mach m(>ar, alo'mo.ar _-_. ooo-o

,,, iiij;it
"'".. i:iiii: liii

When practicing slowly each speaker is to show with the
hands, make gestures as to the amounts. Turn the left hand
palm up. Over it hold the right hand, palm down, up about
3 cm. - a lr'o. Raise the right hand up to 6 cm. above the
left hand and say s'mor, farther up about 20 cm. for mach
mor and the right hand high in the air for alo'mor.

26I a few, some, many, a lot
Don't do these few-many exercises too soon after learning

a little - much...wait several days. Also use 4 drinking glasses
for few-many but drop hard things into them - marbles, nuts,
beans, pebbles. Also, tie or bind together in quantities of 3, 6,
l0 and 15 or so and pasq around pencils, matches, toothpicks,
paper clips linked together, strings of beads. Rattle, make
noises with such things, like hitting or knocking them against
something hard while working up to say rapidly,

af iu, s'mGar, ment mGar, alo'moar......
For rapid drill, individually, in turn or in unison, instead of

solid bars put columns of dots on the chalkboard.
a little - a few .. much - many
Into separate glasses put a little water, much more water,

a few hard objects and many more. With something hard tap
the glasses with water to get 2 distinctive different tones and
shake the glasses with the hard objects to produce different
sounds. Hit and shake corresponding pairs to contrast drill

alr'o - afiu ... mach - menl
262 -er than

ln the preceeding class, before working with -er than, review
or fearn eye, ear, arm, leg, foot, high and low. Point at, touch
or move parts of the body. Point up and point down for high
and low.
eye oi Wink one.
arm a+lr-m o and ar at f irst separate and always long. SC 6

Slap an arm with the opposite hand.
leg ule-ga sc 42, 6, S Slap a leg with the hand of the same

side.

mach mear

176



higher .. lower than a

foot fvl Stomp one on the floor, hold it up off the floor.
high hai Extend a hand up high above the head and point

upwards.
low ulo Bend down and touch a foot or the floor.
high eye hoi oi With a thumb near an eye point the fore-

finger upwards-
footlow futlo Bend down and touch a foot..with the

same hand that was up beside the eye.
eye higher than arrn oi hoiarn o-ar-m

oi Put the end of the right forefinger beside the right eye.
hoiarn Move the left hand from the waist up to level
with the eyes and point uPwards.

e,ar-m Slap the upper right arm with the left hand.
foot lower than leg f ut loarn leg

fut Hit the right foot down onto the floor'
loarn Bend over and almost touch the right foot with
the left hand.

leg Slap the right leg with the right hand.
arm lower than eye orm lorn oi

The left hand slaps the right upper arm and then points
downward as the right forefinger touches the right eye.

Ieg higher than foot leg hoiarn f ut
The right hand slaps the right leg and points upwards as the
right foot moves, makes a noise on the floor.

269 The teacher now at random points at any 2 ol these 4 parts
of the body with one hand and points upward, higher than, or
downward, lower than,with the other hand. As different parts
of different people are used, use a and cn.
A foot's lower than a leg. A leg's higher than a foot.

af u's lo'arna
20 636

leg alegz hoirna f ut 'z h- = -5 [-
64039

An eye's higher than an arm.
anoiz hoiarna no-ar-m

A foot's lawer than an arnn.
af u's lorna norm

An arrn's higher than a leg.
anormz hoirna leg

An arm's lower than an eye.
anormz lorna noi

An eye's higher than a leg.
a noiz hoirna leg

A leg's lower than an arm.
alegz lorna norm

A foot's lower than an eye.
af u'sloarna noi a

hoi

l::,:

4\'q

Say each
of these
8 times
in 10
seconds.

hoi

lo

loar
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-er, - est

ho irst

-er. -est

Hold up the left hand, palm towards your
face, the forefinger bent into the palm but
the other fingers straight up with the thumb
out to the side. With the right forefinger
touch the tip of the little finger and say high,
touch the end of the thumb and say low....
back and forth..hoi lo, hoi lo, hoi lo, hoi lo..

lowest loas'
btggest brgas'

ho iar

0 noi

, T.o.r.f,the tips of the little finger and ring fingeras you repeat
hoi hoir, hoi hoir, hoir...then start with thl thumn, lo hoi hoir,
lo hoi hoiar...
Continue on to the left middle finger lo hoi hoiar hoirst, lo

hoi haiar hoirst, lo hoi hoiar hoirst. . . .

265 Now reVerse the order. T'ouch the left middle finger and ring
finger, high low, hoi lo, hoi lo, hoi lo. Add the litile f inger, hoi
lo loar, hoi lo loar, hoi lo loar...and finally the thumb, hoi lo
loar loast, hoi lo loar loast, .....

266 -er, -esf Have 2 students stand up, back to back. Hold a hand
over the head of each for the class to say higher or lower. Then
line up 5 or 6 students and point to the highest and lowest.
One by one have either sit down and pick out another highest
and lowest pair. When down to only 2 students change to
higher and lower as you hold up 2 f ingers.

Mention several parts of the body and say the relative posi-
tion of the last one to the others. -z h_= _s h- Bg

Arm, eye The eye,s higher. th'oiz hoiar
Foot. leg, arm, eye The eye,s highest. th'ois hoirst
Arm, leg The leg's lower. th'legz loar
Eye, arm, leg, foot The foot,s lowest. th'f u;sloast
Foot, leg, arm The arm's highest. th'o-ar-ms hoirst

267 -ast, -rst
Keep in mind that -esf loses the -t before most words. Try to

cut off the -s'with a quick breath stoppage, particularly before
stop sounds. See Sound Changes 25,11.

Lowest price, highest quality loas'prois hoirs'kuolatr
For -esf both -ast and -tst are commonly heard. Perhaps -rst

is most often after front sounds like s-, t-, d-. j-, p-,the vowels i,
t and -Ie or -l at the end of words. Back openvowels a, o, J, o
and voiced back consonants, -g, -ng more often perhaps are fol-
lowed by -ast.
highest hoirs'
happy hapirs'
littlest lt'olts'
As so many adjectives end with -y, review the vowel series

ite e and contrast drill i r, as in hoirst, hepilst..

na



big - little small'large .--er, ..-est

big, bigger, biggest .. little, littler, littlest
Although forms of big - little are commonly used somewhat

interchangeably with those of large 'small, big and little are

better ,teO foi single things not being compared directly with
other things. Large and small are perhaps better used when
there is u telationthip of comparative size. See tzz - big,little

The big shoe is too small for his little foot.
His big foot is too large for the little shoe. 

brgastbig-biggir-biggest
Cut out of heavy paper or cardboard 6

round or square pieces of 6 different sizes.

Number them up from the littlest to the big-
gest, with 3 and 4 in the middle. 1,2 and 3
could be of one color and 4,5,6 of a differ-
ent, perhaps darker, color.

Pass around 4 and 3 saying big, little. (Short-
er words come first in English. big - lit-tle, L

and 2 syllables.) See r;2.
. Next drill big, little, littler btg lt'o-lr'olar go-

ing down the series of 4, 3,2' lt'olar - See

Sound Change 49.
Now with 3, 2, I practice ll'o, ll'olar, ll'ollst.

For -ltst see 267.
Go the other way with 3, 4 and 5, lt'o bt'g

brgar, followed by 4, 5 and 6, brg brgar brgast.
Mix them all up as they are passed around'

For reference put a rising column of larger and
larger circles on the chalkboard.-number up-
wards with the phonetic designations inside
the 'balloon' circles.

269 small-srnaller -smallest, large - larger - largest
Make a class project of f inding and fitting 6

easily handled boxes into each other. Cut off
the flaps leaving open exposed bottoms. On

the bottoms, both inside and outside write big
numbers in ascending sizes from I through 6.
With the boxes facing upward you put smaller
and smaller boxes into the largest' Or turn
over the smallest, face down'and slip larger

brgar $

o
o

3

2
1

brs 4O
lt'o O
li'olar O
lr'olast O

lo rj rst

lo rjar

lorj

and larger boxes down on over it.
Fit bJx 3 into box 4 as you tap 4 and 3 while you say large

- small. ulear-la Stretch out o and ar'. Sound Changes 47, 6, 5'

Smc'o - c is also lengthened before the vocalic resonance of -/

wlthout a vowel aftei it- lt sounds much like o or u' sc 49'

Put box 2 inside boxes 4 and 3 for lorj smco smJolar'
Nestf e I and 2 into 3 for the series, smso smJolar smcoltst'



larger .. smaller than

Going back the _other way, 3 and 4 go into 5 for smco lorj
lorjar, and 4 with 5 go into 6 for lorj lorjar lorjrst.
Students lastly throw boxes at each other saying the size re-

lationship of what they are throwing!
When they tire of throwing, have them say in unison and

then one by one the relationship of the box being moved
to that of the others. smaller than, larger than

Turn the smallest box mouth down showing its outside
bottom number. Turn each successive box down over the
preceeding ones.
2 is larger than 7, 3 is larger than 2, 4 is larger than 3,

tuz lorjarn wan thriz lorjarn tu foarz lorjar n thri
5 is larger than 4 and 6. is the -largest of alt! Say this I time
foivz lorjarn foar n srksrz th'lorjrs'avJo i;io ;co;d;:

Turn the nestled boxes over upright and work on this
series as the smaller one is taken out of the next.

1 is smaller than 2, 2 is smaller than 3, 3 is smaller than 4,
wan'Smcolarn tu, tu'Smcolarn thri thri'Smcolarn fo-ar

4 is smaller than 5, 5 is smaller than 6 but 1 is the smallest.
fo'ar'Smclarn foiv foif'Smclarn srks ba'wans th'smclrst
fhe -z or -s for qs is absorbed into the following s-, which is

stronger. The unvoiced s- of small devoices the th' of the be-
fore it which by its devoicing also devoices the voiced -v be-
fore it! And the -t of -est is unreleased and cuts off the .s. See
Sound Changes 10, 9, 25. -vg = -fc J9

3 2r{a
<<<

'l7l?2 <i smcolarn

Additional practice
Look for, bring to class, garments that have S or L designa-

tors and say small - large when pointing at the letters.
Pass around eyeglasses, a shoe, a finger ring or a hat for each

to try on and say if the item is large or small.
Put 3 belts around a little girl or a big fat boy or man. lf they

are loose, touch each as you say large, larger, largest or if tight
say small, smaller, smallest.
For beginners only say the simple basic related words, like

'Foot large - shoe small.' Using complete sentences involves
possibly unfamiliar words or structures that confuse learning.

His foot is too large for her shoe. It's too small for his foot.
'rsf u's tu lorj f 'ar shu t'stu smco f'rs f ut

Only use such sentences when working with advanced ESL
learners or speakers seeking improvement.
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the -est bad.. worst, good .. best

270 the -est
ESL learners should be conditioned to say the before -esf

words.
Place easily seen pencils, long, brightly colored, at various

heights. Balance one on the top of an open door or above the
chalkboard frame, stuck onto an overhead light, the highest
pencil. Place others behind an ear, in a girl's hair, stuck into a

boy's shoe or dropped with a clatter onto the floor as you
say the lowest pencil.
Scatter books about. An extremely large one could be put

in a window, the biggest book. Several others on tables and
chairs..and a little one put into a boy's breast pocket or hung
down on a string in the center of the classroom, the littlest
booh.
Using the set of 6 nestled boxes, or similar, take 5 out of

the largest box and set them to one side. Then out of them
take the smallest box and put it away from, not close to, the
biggest.
After drilling in pairs, objects are pointed to at random.

the highest pencil - the lowest pencil
th'hoirs'penso th'loas'penso

the btggest booh - the littlest booh
th'brgas'buk th'lr'olrst buk

the largest,shoe - the smallest shoe
th'lorjrs'shu th'smcolrs'shu

271 worst, worse, bad good, better, best
On a table around which students can stand line up 6 items,

in clear plastic bags running left to right from real bad to very
good.

1 really rotten fruit, dead rat, worms, dog do-do.
2 food showing signs of decay - shriveled apple, mouldy

bread, half-eaten sandwich...
3 spinach, slightly burned toast, broken saltine crackers .. ..

Leave a wider space to separate the good from the bad.
4 something readily edible - a fresh sandwich, freshly sliced

cold cuts, a hot dog....
5 cookies, fresh banana or peach, bran raisin muff in... ..

6 a beautiful piece of cake, fudge, dates, nuts...sample to be
eaten in class!

Sort of cup your hands above and around the bad items to
the f eft, as everyone repeats with disgust, bad, bad, bad...
Turn to the other end, in a way encircle the good items and

say good, good, good. Smack the lips with pleasure.
Pair drifl back and forth good - bad, good - bad, good - bad
(good comes first!). Review the vowels e e ar o and o u u.
Work until a and u are said well. Then lengthen them



before - after

before the voiced -d, which becomes weak in fast speeich.
guuuuuud - baaaeed, guuuuud - baeead

Point to the items at the ends and pair drill best - worst.
Review the vowels u ar a. Then to u ar add.a sharply cut-off
-s' .. u ar s' in 3 separate parts. bes' - uar s', bes' . wors'

Rapidly drill gud bes'- bad wars', gu-d bes' - bcd wars' .. ..
Lastf y drill good - better : best, bad - worse - worst.
better Be careful to not say anythinglikebedder, but more
like be'ar with an incomplete -t- or stop. Sound Change 23

Contrast drill bc'- ba, e e a o, e e, be' (short) ba (long)
worse - worst warsss - wars'

worse - the Sss fades away
worst - the -s' is cut off cleanly by a t stop, unreleased t.
Contrast drill: warsss - wars', warsss - wars'

Put this chart, outline in big letters on the chalkboard to
imprint by sight the pronunciation and relationship in drilling
good - better - best, bad - worse - worst.

It also helps to raise a hand at the waist step by step up
from good and lower the other down from the waist step by
step after bcd.

bes'
be'ar

gud
ba-d

272 before - after

Say 4 times
in l0 seconds

o
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

wars'

r----.F)

kamb'roar- eoatar- The class forms a line around the room,
.-- -.F) O )roo down the riohf si.'lp a.ros< lho h:ck:nd. down the right side, across the back and

o,,^ +L^ l^1+ -iA^ TL^ t^-i -r..r--r...-:r-! up the left side. The lead student waits
! at the front left corner. The line of stu-
3 dents then 'counts off', each taking thej next letter of the alphabet. lf there are

more than 27 students. double the let-
ters, AA, 8B,..GG... Check the pronunciation of the letters of
the American alphabet. See 139.

Each student in turn from the head of the line at the left
front walks towards the teacher, or teacher's helper, a little
to the the right of the front center. The walking student, for
example with the letter G, points back over a shoulder at the
following student, H, and repeats several times,

I come before H. akam b'fo-ar --
As he, G, passes by the teacher he points at the preceeding

student, F, who is now at the end of the line, and repeats,
I go after F. - ago eftar -

Boys go after girls! boiz go aftar garozss
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first, middle, last fingers

Keep the line moving fast to give the feeling of movement
to before - after. As yet don't say come after or go before nor
use in front of - behind, better for when things don't move. 208

before be- becomes just a voiceless release of a puff of air.
The o is lengthened before the voiced ar, written -r after
vowels. bi- br- ba- = b'foar - b'for See SoundChanges 2,3,4

after aftar lf -ft- is a problem put a weak a after f,'fatar.
Work for clear a and ar.

273 fingers (in preparation for first, middle,last).
Hold up the right hand, palm towards the

class, fingers spread apart. Reach across the
body with the left hand and with the left
forefinger start with the right little finger
and count the f ingers, l, 2, 3, 4, 5. rr'o

Put a rough drawing of the hand on the
chalkboard and write the pronuncition at
ends of the fingers and their numbers on
them.

wan tu 1fthuri foar f oi-vf
12345

Wiggle, wave the fingers and write tng'garz along the base of
the 4 f ingers. The pronunciation is really f lng 'garz with a puff
of air out the nose after -'ng and separately 'grz. lt there is a
definite g-, as in -gar, the -n tends to become -ng anyway. So be

careful not to say frng - ar (but singer is stng'ar). See 26 - ng.

L - little finger - just wiggle it ! f, -le See Sd. Changes 23, 48

2 - ring finger Compare rtng 'f tng..a puff of air out the nose.
Pass around a finger ring. See how many 'ring f ingers' it fits.

3 - mid.dle finger mr'o f rnggar Count from right and left, 1, 2,

3 with the center finger always being 3.. thumb - fore - 3,

little - ring - 3. rlonger, l,-le = o Sound Changes 8,23,48
4 - forefinger for f tng gar Count 1,2,3,4 from the little

f inger and hold up 4 straight f ingers. Fore and four are
spelled differently but four is a good tag for remembering
the pronunciation of the name of this finger.

5 - thumb thham The th is aspirated, a puff of air out after
it and a is lengthened before m. See Sound Changes 53,6.
Other languages also call the thumb a finger. So if an ESL
learner says 'thumb f inger' tell him to not say finger for it.

274 first, middle, last
Have 5 students line up one behind the other and count off,

forwards and backwards and then substitute middle for 3 in
goingeitherway. I 2 3 4 5 .. 5 4 3 2 1

12.middle 4 5..5 4 rniddle 21
Have them start walking around the room' The teacher gets

183
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whst's your rwme?

in front, pushing against the chest of the leading student and
stops the marching. Now call the leading student, /drst and the
one at the end last. Everyone practices saying for the 5 in line,

first, 2, middle,4, last
farst tu mr'o fear last

Drill ar and e well. Review the vowels u ar a and e e a o.
Hold ar and a for 5seconds to setile and set the sounds.

ararararararar.... aee.ae,a,.... but they are short in words
before the unvoiced -s. Then after -s the t is weak, often
dropped, Sound Change2S

Add 2 more people to the line. Be sure all stand facing the
head of the line...not side by side.. and drill
first,2 3 middleS 6last
farst tu thri mF'o foiv srks last

275 the first / middle / last one.
An odd number of students line up, 5,7,9,11and count off.

Then each student asks another who is first, middle and last.
Who's the first one? Who's the middle one? Who's the last one?

huz th'fars'wan huz th' mF'o wan huz th' las'wan
1's the first one. 5's the middle one. 9's the last one.

wanz th'fars'wan foivzth' mr'o wan noinz th'las'wan

276 first, middle and last names

Point with the left forefinger
at the person whose number is
said. Then hold up the right
foref inger when the pronoun
one is said. After a few times
add or take away 2 persons.
Lastly, use personal names in-
stead of numbers.
What's your name?

On the chalkboard write the three
names each of some famous pdople
or current celebrities...such as the
teacher's own full name.

Franhlin Delano Rooseuelt
frang kltn dilono ruzveot
John Fitzgerald Kennedy
jon frtsjeu rod kenadi1t33 F.D.R.

Point to the first, middle and last narnes on the chalkboard.
farst mt-o n lest nrmzss

What's your name?
huotsyur
huotshur
huachar
uacha nem

.... Tom, Melo, Tanya, Ana...?
s * y = sh Sound Change 43

t+sh=ch 41
Orllr3l=e 2

fi34, * 6

John Dsuis
jon devts

184



It's my first / last name.
I's moi fars' / las' nem ls 20, oi = a = ' 2

It's my first and last names.
I'sm'fars' n las' n+mzss

What's your middle name? No middle no'me.
huocha mt'o nem no mF o nrm

277 Ordinal Numbers - first, second, third, fourth.....
To imprint that the ordinals carry the feeling of one in an

orderly progression, of things being in a relationship in an or-
ganized series, have the students move systematically from or
by an established starting point as they learn, practice the ordi'
nals.

o
A.

n
3d

n
4th

A
5rh

n
6th

n
7th

c
1is',

<"
(cr
(o
<.+
(.o

After working around the class have the stu-
dents copy this into their notebooks as they carefully say aloud
the sounds. This is visual and kinesthetic reinforcement neces-

sary for fast accurate learning' See that it is done well' Then
have the class walk in single file around saying and touching
on the chalkboard the next number.

the lst th'farst The final -t is often dropped' 25

the 2nd th'sekan'Cut off the -n'with a sudden stop. 18

firtt, second, third,4th, |th ..

Is that your first, middle or last name?
rzthet yur
zachar fars' mrolar las'nem

First as a base review the cardinals, one, ttro,
three.... Line the students up along the right
side of the room and have them count off, 1 2
3 4 5.... lf they are standing side by side have
them turn facing forward one behind the other.
Then one by one they go to the teacher at the
chalkboard who writes the respective ordinal
for each student. Say the cardinal and slowly
write out the ordinal by sounds. The student
reDeats it 4 or 5 times. Condition the learners
always to say the ,....th. th'.....f/r' Check to
see if a match flame in front of the mouth
f lickers for both .. released puffs of air.

11 th'ale-v'nth
12 th'tue-ofth
13 th'thh uar ti- nth
14 th'foart'r nth
15 th'f rf ti- nth
L6 th'srk sti- nth

21fi29, t+y=s6 41
-o ar = -olar 49

ao o o

L"\t

1 th'farst
2 th'sekand
3 th'thh uar-d

4 th'fo.arth
5 th'frfth
6 th'stk sth
7 th'se-vnth
8 th'e'th
9 th'noi nth

10 th'te-nth

17 th'se-v n ti-nth
18 th'e'ti- nth o z,
1? l]'.loi" Iilttt .."'4120 th'tue-n irth

{,1
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uu

the 4th
the Sth

the ?rd thhthh uar-d

Arithmetic

Aspirations after th' should cause the
flame of a match in front of the mouth
to flicker 2 times. 53 Start ar with lip
rounding. Beginners to say a clear u.
Lengthen ar- before the voiced -d, which

often is weak. 51, 6, 24

the 6th

the 7th

the 8th

the 9th
the 1Oth
the 1lth

the 12th

the 13th

thh foarthh Make a long o separate from ar. e .. ar
th'frf th ffffff r ffff th The lower lip liqhily touches

the upper front teeth. lf frpth is said, with
a sharp pencil point push the upper lip up
and away from the lower lip.

th'srk s th Practice in 3 parts. srk'- suddenly stop the
air in the back of the mouth. Hiss sss. Stop.

th'se-v nth Long e before the voiced v. Hum nnnnn
and release it into th with a puff of air out.

th'e'th Make a def inite deletion stop for the missing
t. tth 21 Clearly say e not e. i r e e

th'nointhh
thh 1g-n1h6 Lengthened e before the voiced -n. 6
thhle-vnthh The first vowel of eleuen, i., r-, e- be-

comes a soft a, alt.., which gets lost!
th'tueofth Learn in 4 separate parts, tu co ffff th.

See the remarks for the |th.
thhthhuarti. nthh Make a match flame flicker 3

ruLY
SMTWT

t2
3 4 5 6 7 8'g

to lL t2 l3 14 15 16
l7 18 l9 20 21 22 23
2\125 26 27 28 29 30

the 20th thhtue-nirthh -nf t8 Con-
trast drill ir, irth, i ree

the 30th..40th..50th... all have --irth
endings.

the 100th, the 1,000th$th21, .n{18
handar'th thouzanth

On a big calendar tap at random the
days..dates.. of a month. Always use
the with dates. July 4-ialoi th'forth

times - for each th'. See the Srd.Per-
haps contrast long and short ar- ar.

ar-d art, thar- d thart i-n

the 14th, the 15th, the 16th, the 17th, the 18th, the lgth.......
th'forti-nthh, th'f rfti-ntIh, th'srks---, th'se-vn-- + ti-nthh

278 Numbers in use - Arithmetic
Handling numerical, mathematical concepts in a new lan-

guage requires special training more than just learning to say
the numbers, as in 140...143. Often in context there is no cue
as to how rhany or what quantity.I haue 3 pencils in rny hand.
lf you don't see them there could be 7 or a dozen. Soto pre-
sent a logical meaning to numbers drill these tables well, and
to master the variant fo'ms of and, ore and of ds.
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add, subtract, multiply

Write these arithmetical expressions on the chalkboard with
their phonetic versions, one by one, After a few repetitions the
students are to copy each into their notebooks. See - say - write
and then work out their logical sequence make for indelible
imprint for automatic response' These exercises follow simple
arithmetic patterns. Have each student figure out and say the
next in a series of arithmetic expressions. The speaker and the
others would do well to write each number and mathematic
sign as it is said. and +, from -, times x, into +

Review, keep in mind the pronunciation of each number as

given in 140..143. Note and practice well the reduced forms
of are, and, is and final -s.

are,'re is arwhich becomes a part of 'r,-ar before it. That -r'
-ar becomes just a longer ar, maybe with 2 pulsations but
still just one sound...longer than the ar at other times.

and becomes 'n- which makes an -n before or an n- after
longer. i.e. a long n+ound has the meaning ol and-in iI'

is can be -z or 's, or becomes a part of -s, -z before or s''
z- after it. A longer than usual s-sound has the meaning of
rs in it, or the final-s of a verb. See Sound Changes 9, 10'

and - addition -- and -- 're

I + 1 = 2 wannwanar tu Long n, wanar like owner
| + 2 = 3 warrtuar thri thh uri 53, 50
2 + 3 = 5 tu n thrir foivf thriar,thri+ -vf 40

3 + 4 = 7 thrin foar- se-van four are toar ar = foar'e'6
4+5=9 fornfoivarnoin
5 + 6 = 11 foiv'n stksar ale-van
6 + 7 = 13 srks n se-vanar tharti-n thh uar 51

7 +8=15 se-vne'arfrfti-n se'vnne'ar
8 + 9 = l7 e'nnoinar se-vnti.n
9 + l0 = 19 nointe-nar nointi'n

279 from - subtraction fura-m 50, 6 -'from -- is ---

I -l = 0 wan f ram wan'Ziro .,one is wanz 'f ziuro 9,50
2 -l = I wan f ram tuz wan
4 -2 = 2 tu f ram fors tu four is f Grz, 'z tu = 'stu 39
6 -3 = 3 thri fram slksrsthri
8 -4 = 4 fo-r f ram e's for

10 -5 = 5 foi'fra-m te-nsfoivf foiv f r.. = foi'f 70, -v = -vf 40
10 is 5 te'nz foi.. ='nsfoi 39

280 ..times.. multiplication -- times --- is ----
I x 2 = 2 wan toims tus tu toimz tu lz tu "mstustu 39
2 x 3 = 6 tu toims thri 'Stks 'z thri tz stks 'sth...'ssl.. 39

o

- -
O

3 x 4 = 12 thri toims fors tueovf 49,40



diuide plus, minus measurements

4 x 5 = 20 tol toims foifstue-ni --vzl.. -fst J9, -nl 18
5 x 6 = 30 foiftoim'Srksrsthartr vt=ft,lzth= slhJ9,ls10
6 x 7 = 42 stks toim'Sevns fo-ar'rtu artr = ar') 23
7 x 8 = 56 se-vn toimze's frftrsrks
8 x 9 = 72 e'toimznoin'Se-vntrtu
9 x l0 = 90 noin toims te-nz noini -nfi 18

281 ..into.. division -- into ---- ,s ----
2 + L = 2 wantnt'tus tu into nla tnt' nt'
6 +2= 3 turntaslksrsthri
12 +3 = 4 thrirnt'tueofs foar -vzf-=-vzf-=-vsf-= -fsf-39
20 + 4 = 5 fo-rurrnt'tuenrs foivf urrn 50, 39, 40 tt
30 + 5 = 6 foivrnt'thartl'Srks -tzst-=-tsst-= -t'St- 3g,g, l0
42 + 6 = 7 stkslnta fo'rtrtu'Se-vn
56 + 7 = 8 se-vnrnta flftrsrksrse'
72 + 8= 9 e'rntase-vntltuz noin

282 plus, minus, multiply, divide
These forms using words from Latin may be already known

by some ESL students. Drill a couple of examples so that they
will be readily understood.

1 plus 3 is 4. wan plas thris for
6 plus 7 is 13. srks pla'sevns tharti-n
1 minus 7 is zero. wanmoinas wan'Ziuro fZi g, uro 50
6 minus 2 is 4. srks moinas tus for z fo = rsfo 39
3 multiplied by 4 is 12. thri mautrploi'b'fors tueovf

48 11 39 48 40
6 diuided by 2 is 3. srksd'voidt'b'tus thri
36 diuided by 3 is 12. thar''stks d'voidl'b'thris tueovf

283 Measurements
Pass around items showing the metric and American measure-

ments. Rulers that show centimeters and inches, a ruler I foot
long, a yardstick or a strip of something exactly 3 feet long
showing 3 l2-inch sections. A liter container and a 1-quart milk
carton, a gallon can, cans of food which show metric equiva-
lents. Do some simple problems of conversion.
An inch is 2.58 centimeters. Show this on a ruler.
anrnchts tu porn' foive'sentmi'atzss s Say it 5 times in l0 seconds.
A foot has 12 inches.

afut has tueovrnchtzs
How many centimenters in a foot? 12 x 2.58: ? 30.48
hou menr sonrmi'arzrna fut thartl porn'fortr et

284 The teacher has 2 feet. A yard has 3 feet. (Walk along on a
th'tichar has tu fit ayord has thri f it yardstick)

How many centirneters in a yard? (2.58x 12)x S
hou menr senrmi'arzrna yord

How many centimeters in 5 feet 6 inches? (Point to a student-
houmenl senrmi'arzrn foi'f i'srkstnchrzs who is that tall)



5 x 12 = 60 inches
6 inches

A hilo(gram) is 2.2 pounds.
akilo(gremls tu poln'tu pounz

A pound has 16 ounces.
apo u n'ha'St kst'rn ounsazs

How many grams in an ounce?
houmenr gre mzlna nouns

fractions

66 x 2.58 = ? centimenters
2.58 into 170 cm. = ? inches
2.2 lbs.

-ls 30, -nf18

has si*teen ha'stksti'n 39, 10

1,000grams= l kilo

16 = ounces in a kilo
ounslztna kilo

2-2 x

13 liters are about 14 quarts.
tharti-n I itarzaruabou'f orti-n kuc's

l?in.=1tt.-,F
3ft.= 1vd.

er.4 cm. .\99" = 1 pd
Fractions 

453'6 srams (lb)
Review the ordinals. See zlt . Contrast drill ssss -zzzz.
t/2 ",li^T{, ',#{ | ?:frn 0 --r+s ='ues

r/3 
fl\""/i"'!#!r 0 t 2t3 two'!#i,'. 

-.y's so.ch.22
l/4 a fourth 

^ 
314 three fourths 4-4-4 = 3 4's

a foarth l| | thri fors -tlfls 30 thriforz
4/5 four fifths 5-5-5-5

for f tf's 4 5's fer foivz
516 fiue sixths 5 6's .. 66666

foiv srk's foif srkstz
617 six seuenths 6 7's

srk'S&v n's stks se-vnz
718 seuen eighths 7 8's

se-vn e's se-vn e's '/s 20
819 eight ninths 8 9's

e'noins e'noinz 'ln' 18

9llO nine tenths 9 10's
noin te-ns noin te-nz

3120 three twentieths -nfi 18
thri tue-nit's ..ni I's

2I nOA twenty -one hundredths
tuaniwan handar's 21,30

l/1000 a thouwndth 3/1000 three thousandths

rl5 a fifth
a frfth

I/6 a sixth
a stks'thh

l/7 q seuenth
a se-vnthh

l/8 an eighth -tth 21
a ne'thh

l19 a ninth
a nointhh

llLO a tenth
a te-nthh

l/2O a twentieth
a tue-nirthh

1/100 a hundredth
a handar'th

a thouz nth thri thouz ns
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yesterday, today, tomotow ...

286 the day before yesterday, yesterday, today, tomorrow,
the day after tomonow

th'de yestardr
b'fear
yestard t

waz waz

t'de t'moro th'de
eftar
t'moro

z obi obi

Review, practice the ordinals by rapidly tapping the dates in
ascending order from the lst to 31st, later at random, on a big
calendar, or one drawn on the chalkboard or a large cardboard.
When the series throughout a month is easily said, draw on the
chalkboard in calendar style 7long boxes in a horizontal line
to represent one week. The boxes should be long enough to
easily write a long word under each.
Do this exercise on a midweek day, such as Wednesday the

22nd, so that the 2 days before and after the today's date, the
22nd, will all be on the same line. In the box for the current
date write and circle the date, the 22nd, and under that box
write t'de (todayl. Repeatedly say t'de and each time point
at your feet...the silent gesture for 'nou), the present time'.
Turn sideways with your right side towards the class. With

the left hand reach back and tap the day before the box for
today. Pointing back with the left hand is the silent cue for
the pcsf. Put yesterday's date in that box and write under it
yestardr (yesterdayl, pointing back with the left hand each
time ygsterday is said.
With the right hand point forward and tap the tomonow

box. Write t'moro under it. (t'mcro and even t'mora are alter-
nate forms but it is better that ESL learners be imprinted with
o...o in this word.)

Have each student point back with the left hand, down at the
feet and then forward with the right hand when saying yester-
day, today, tomorrow.

yestardr t'de t'moro z To be said 7 times in 10 seconds
Reach farther back and put the date in the box tor the day

before yesterday and forward to put in the date for the day
after tomorrorl. With 2 backward motions, one down and 2
forward say

th'de b'foar yestardr - yestardr - t'de - t'moro - th'de aftar
t'moro 2. Repeat 2 times in 10 seconds.

the, be-, fo- lose vowels and become voiceless stops. 2,3,4

r9 20 2l (z:; 23 24 25

19()
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was, is, 'll be wasn't' isn't, won't

287 was, is, 'll be *u. 12 oubi
After at least a day, or better after several, add the verbs to

the day indicators of zgo. Point back with the left hand and

write arcs under the yesterdayg fs under today and 'll be under
the tomorrows.

Usually u.ros and is are was, -s, before unvoiced sounds' See

Sound dhange 39. But they are waz' -z before voiced sounds,
such as when the first sounds of eight, nine, eleuen, 18 or 79
make for a voiced th(thel that in turn keeps the voicing of -z'

ln tomorrow'll be the final o ol tomorrou.r combines with the
o resonance of the -t with no vowel after it. So say a stronger
longer o. See Sound Changes 48, 9. t'morooubi - t'moro-ubi
Also, for an r before a vowel the lips round out briefly and be-

ginners do wellto say a clear but short u before -ro't'mourou'
Practice urou separately. Sound Change 50

Point behind 2 times, was' was. Down I time ,'sss and for-
ward 2 times, oubi, oubi. was was ss oubi oubi Change to waz,
-z before voiced sounds. yestardr was _ t'des _ t'moro-bi ... ...

Next add the current dates, such as,

th'de b'fo-ar yestardt was th' tue-nirth
wazth'eth

yestardl was th' tue'ni farst
waz th'nointh

t'des th' tue-ni sekand
t'dez th'ale'vnth

t'morobi th' tue'ni forth
288 Was...? Is....? Will ... be ...?

Pair drif l WiU - 'il.- Stressing the lengthened o and pointing
forward for both. ou ou, G o, uto G, t> utG

Was the day before yesterday the 20th? Yes, it was.
wazth'de b'f or yestard I th' tue'ni tth yesl'uazs 18, 40

Was yesterday the 21st?
wazhestard t th' tue-ntl farst

Is tctday the 22nd?
rs t'de th'tue-nt sekand

Will tomotow be the 23rd?
uro- t'mourobi th'tue-nithard
WiIl the day after tomonow be the 24th?
utoth' de eftar t'morobi th'tue'niforth

289 wasn't isn't won't be See Sound Change 37'

Ask positive untrue questions with full answers. Nod' the
head for positive and shake the head negatively for any forh
of -n'f.-which may be just an n'coloring of a preceeding sound'

On the chalkboard, tap the day concerned and nearby write
the date you are asking if it is.

was the 20th
was the 8th

was the 27st
was the 9th

Today's the 22nd
the 11th

'll be the 24th

z+y=2h44
Yes, it is.
ytsf'tzs tlr 23

Yes, it will (be.
yest'uto 1bi

191
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Tag .. was..is.. won't it?

Was the day before yesterday the 22nd?
waz th'de b'for yestardr th'tueni sekand

No, it wasn't the 22nd, it was the 20th.
not'uazn th' tuenisekan' r'uasth'tueni tth

Is today the 20th?
rs t'de th' tuenirth

No, it isn't the 20th. It's the 22nd.
not'tzn th'tue nirth I'sth'tuonrsekan d

Will tomorrow be the 30th?
urot'moro bi th' thar'irth arfi 23

No, it won't be the 30th. It'll be the 23rd.
not'uon bi th' thar'ilth I'o bi th' tuenr thard

29c Pair drill: ..it was the ... I'uaz th' Nod, the head.
it wasn't the ... f uazn th' Shake the head.
it won't be r'w6bi won won w6 SZ
tt'll be r'o bi

was waz
tuasn't wa7
'll o
u)on't w6

lf ESL learners rdon't catch, hear the nasality, out
through the nose, they may think positive, yes, when the situa-
tion is negative, no.

291 Tag questions - untrue negative, positive tag.
292 The speaker wants to confirm that a negative condition is not

true. See the explanation in zzt of tag questions and too for
answers to negative questions when conditions are negative.

The day before yesterday wasn't the 22nd, was it?
th'de b'for yestardr wazn th'tuenl sekan'waztt

No, it u)asn't. It was the 21st.
not'wa2 r'uasth'tuenrfarst.

Yesterday wasn't the 23rd, was it?
yestardt wai th'tusnlthard wazrt

No, it u)asn't. It was the 21st.
not'wai t'wasth'tutnlfarst

Today isn't the 24th, is it?
t'de rZth'tuenl forth rzrt

No, it isn't. It's the 22nd.
not'ri I's th'tuenr sekand

Tomorrow'Il be the 24th, won,t it?
t'morobi th'tue-nrforth won rt

No, it won't be the 24th. That'll be the day after tomorrow.
nor'w6bi th'tue-nrforth. tha'obi th'deeftar t'mouro2337 4 618 248 50



seconds, hours, days.... next, last

Units of time
Watch the second hand of a watch while count-

ing out l0 seconds...in 10 seconds.

7 second 2 seconds 3 seconds 4 seconds
wan sekant tu sekans thri sekans for se

5 seconds 6 seconds 7 seconds 8
foif sekans srk'sekans sevansekans
9 seconds 70 seeonds --v s-- = -f s- 39
noinsckans te-n se kans 'f s'20 e'n 6

e'sckans
-ls- 9

srkstr sekans a mtntt
srkstr mrnr's anour -ls 20
tue-nr f earu rouarz ade arur-- 52
se-van dez auik

Second as a unit of time is commonly pronounced sekalt.
f ts plural, seconds, is sekans, like cents *,ns, studenfs stu'ns.

Seconds for 'second choice', not top quality merchandise or
to eat more of the same thing is sekanz. *,kanfz 22

Repeatedly work through this table until it can be readily
said from memory. Refer to a watch, clock or a calendar'
60seconds - aminute
60 minutes - an hour
24 hours a day
7 days
4 weehs

- a week
- a month foar uiks amanth lfis 20

12months - ayear tuc-ov mans a y'rar lo48
a year

294 next
- 365 days ..thri han'ar'n stkstl foiv dez nfl 18

Review, farst mr'o 23 last
practice O o O
21.6. - 

-217y:'fl."#i // / / // / / / // / /;"t*il'- ////t//////t/
the first nekst nekst nekst nekst nekst nekst nekst nekst

and the last.

The line of students walk around and up the left side of the
classroom. The leading student is brought to a stop at the
front right corner of the class seating area. Point back and
forth at the students at the head and at the end of the line as

you repeat first - last...and maybe middle for the center one.
Motion for the first student to go back to his seat and sit

down. As soon as he has sat down, point to the one now at the
head of the line and say next! And so on down the line with
the class saying next as soon as the lead student has sat down.

first, last, first, last..middle..next, nuct, neJct, neJct,...,
fars' las' Elr-'o nek st nekst nekst nekst...
In fast conversation. the t is dropped after -s, -s/. In this drill

for first, lcst just cut off suddenly the s-sound with a tongue
tip or glottal stop. Likewise cleanly cut off the lengthened t-
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Days of the Week

of middle. 25, 6, 18. When sayingnert as a separate Word, di-
vide it into 2 parts, nek - st. Twice stop the air and release a
puff to make a match flame flicker. nek'... st'(sta'..st'- s')

295 first week, last week, this week, next week
Using the formula ol zgq, on a big calendar

of the current and preceeding months tap the
top week, first weeh. Lightly touch each week
on down, netct, next, next, next.. but say Jcsf
week for the one just before the current week.
(lf you don't have a big calendar have the
class draw the 2 months on the chalkboard.)
Alternately tap the first and last weeks a few

times and then add thisweeh, next weeh. Put
a circle around the date of today in this week.

first weeh, last weeh, this week, next weeh
fars'uik les'uik thlswik neks'uik

Caution: Don't use the with reference to the
weeks before and after the current week.

MARCH

s A T WT F S

r231567
8 9r0ll1213t4
15 16 17 r8 r9 20 2l
22 2321252627 28

29 30 3r

APRIT

S M T WT F S

tr:4
5 6 7 8 9 l0ll
12 13 14 15 t6 17 l8
19 20 21 22 23 21 25
26 27 2829 30

The last week of May - end of a series
The next weeh after that - a week not related to now.

ESL fearners should know of this non-use ol the for last/
next weeh/ month/year when related to now, the present time.
He died last year (the year before this year, now)
She got married last month (the month just before now)
We'll graduate next year (the year after this present year)
Days of the week
Across the chalkboard, from left to right, write the 7 days of

the week by sounds.
sandr mandr thuzdr wrnzdr thhuarzdr furoidr sa'ardl
Always start with Sunday. Tap Sunday and say the first day

of the week on a calender. Some other languages stait with I
different day as the f irst day of the week.
ln fast speech for the ending -day say -dl, except for today

which always is t'de. lf some student is puzzled by--dr clearly
say day de for clarification.

Thursday - thh uar zzz dt See Sound Changes 53, 51.
Tuesday - thuzdr Does a puff of air cause aflarne to flicker?
-sday Practice a long, strong buzzingzzzzzzz + dr.
Saturday A noticeable quick stop for the missing t between

vowels.23. Some people say satuhday - sa'adr. ar = a 2
297 Practice with dates, days of the week.

Notice how the -z of was, is waz rz becomes -s or disappears.
Was Tuesday last week the 13th? No, it was the 14th.
was tuzdr lastuik th'tharti-nth not'uas th'foarti-nth

194
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Months Seasons

Was Sunday the 7th? No, the 7th was Saturday.
wa'sandr th'se-vanth noth's&vanthwa'sa'ardt
What was Thursday? It was the 8th.
huo'uas tharzdr t'uaz th' e'th

Is today Wednesday, the 22nd?
rs t'de wrnzdt th'tue-nr sekan'

No, Wednesday last week was the 22nd.
no wrnzdr les'uik was th'tue-nlsekan'

Is Monday, the 27th a good day to go?
rz mandr th'tu+nl se-vanth a gu'de t'go lde

Tuesday, the 28th is better.
tuzdt th'tuente's be'ar -th is = -th's ='s 30

Will next Thursday be the 10th? No, it u)on't.
wro neks'tharzdt bi th' tanth nol'uon'
Was last Tuesday the 7rd. No, it's this Tuesday. (this week)
waz las'tuzdt th'thard no t'sts tuzdt -sffi' 29

298 The Months
Use a large hanging calendar. Touch each

of the 12 months saying month and then
make a circular motion taking in all 12
and say year.

What are the 12 months of the Year?
2182 453 48 3035 6

hua ' ar th'thu eov mansa th'yi-ar
January February March

mo-arch
June
jun

September
septembar
December
d'sem bar

janyueuri fe-byueuri
April May
epuro 50,48 me
July August
jaloi cgast

October Nouember

JUIY
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299 The Seasons of the Year

Hold up 4 fingers and on the calendar
make the motion of a circle around the 3
months of each of the 4 seasons.

spring Spring up, jump, hop up as high as

possible. Hold one hand flat, palm down,
fingers straight out level. From below
suddenly run, slip the vertical fingers of
the other hand up between the flat fin-
gers like grass suddenly springing up.

summer Point up to the sun (sun-er - of

S M T WT f 5

\23156'
8 9 t0|12t3ta
r5 t6 t7 r8 t9 20 2r

22 23 2a 25 26 2' 2a

29 30

OECEMIEI

s a t wt f s

| 23lt
6 7 8 I r0 lr 12

t3 tt t5 15 17 l8 l9
202' 22 27 2a 2526
2' 28 29 30 7l

the sun). Wipe the sweat off your forehead. sa'mar I
falltco Let small pieces of paper fall, flutter down like leaves.

winter wtn'ar (wind-erJ Blow like the cold whistling wind, shiver.

-!-t!-l-i{-ll-L
| 231

, 6 7 I t t0 lr
I2l! lr I5 t6 17 t8
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Telling time

3oo Telling Time

_Draw a biq clock face on the chalkboard with large numbers
3, 6, I and 12 at their positions, and smaller I -2:4 - b, ? - g
and 10 - 11 in between. Tap each in turn around the clock as
your practice counting by 5's up to 60...2 times in l0 seconds.
Fiue - v becomes f before unvoiced sounds. b 10 foif te-n J9
Release a little puff of air (make a flame flutter) after initial
t-, th- 10 the-n, 30 thhar'i See Sound Change dB

Make vowels longer before voiced sounds. 10 4 - te-n, foar 6
Between vowels -t- is a very short silent break 40 tolar'i 2J
After -n t is dropped. 20 tue-n/i
ln thirty say u before ar. 30 thhuar'i
-v f- = --'f-- 45-50 foar'ifoi'f rfti

half-quarter-past

Sound Change /8
51
10

25 30510 15 20
foif te-n frfti-n thue-ni thuc-nifoif thhuar'i

35 40 45 50 55 60
thhuar'ifoi'foar'i fo-ar'rfoi'frftr flftrfoif srkstr z

2 times in 10 seconds

Students should not be distracted by unfamiliar words when
learning to work with time concepts. So beforehand review

n,A beforg, after, half, quarter, post. See 272,28s.
*f/4, I \ Divide a big circle into a half and 2 quarters.
! / y4l ., , \\ Tap each as you drill around and around at
i[;- '/2 )l- faster and faster speeds,9 times in 10 seconds.
\ "4 I //. hatf quarter quarter Separate ar's2l""ftr{.d haf kucar'ar kucar'ar e 9 times in l0 seconds
To. imprint past, as used in telling time, put a big dot on the

chalkboard. Draw an arrow to it lrom the left uiyo, repeat
before, before.. Make the silent cue of the left han-d from far
left coming to the left of the chest. Draw another arrow from
the big dot to the right as you repeat after, after and motion
foward away with the right hand.
Starting a little to the left of the dot, under it draw a lineto

the right. Just where this lower line'passes'under the dot start
saying past, past, past...

t'

-i+>

b'f oar
a aftar ,

past

What time is it?
Tap your own wrist, point to another's watch or a clock

face and ask this. When a question starts with What, When,
Why, Who the tone level of the voice goes down at ihe end.
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What time k it?

What time is it?
hua'toimrzrt o = a, /t, -t See Sound Changes 2, 9, 24

Answer by pointing to the actual time on someone's watch.
First say the hour and then how many minutes after the hour.

3:21 thri tue-niwan .. ..lO:42 te-n foar'itu .. ..
Start with 12:00. Put on the chalkboard the advancing hours

and 5 minute intervals. First point to the hours with the left
hand and then to the minutes with the right hand. Reverse the
order, first point to the minutes with the right hand, to the
hours with the left and drill with after to the half hour and
change lo before the following hour. Although we don't nor-
mally say 30 after 5 or 30 before 6 drill well with them all the
way through as the word order is strange to some ESL learners.
Then in place of after - before practice with pcsf and fo -

20 past... 10 to... Tap the times with -:15, --:30, -':45 with
one hand and point with the other to the half and 2 quarters
for the students to use a quarter after, half past, a quarter to.

l2:Ob tueo'foiv foiveftar tueov
1:10 wan te-n te-naftarwan
2:l5tufrfti-n frfti-naftartu akucar'araftartu
3:20 thri tue-ni tue-niaftarthri tue-ni pas'thri
4:25 lor tue-n i f oiv tuenif oive ftar f o.ar
5:30 foif thar'i (thar'i b'foarsrks) haf pas'foiv
6:35 srksthar'ifoivthar'ifoiv aftarsrks tue'nifoift's&van
?:40 se-van foar'i (tue-nib'foaret) tue'ni t'et
8:45e'foar'ifoiv akucar'art'noin frfti-nt'noin
9:50 noin frftr (te-n b'foarte-n) te'n t'te'n

10:55 te.n frftrfoiv foift'ale-van

L2

Vz
"\.
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morning .. afternoon .. euenw

30t morning, forenoon. afternoon. evening.. midday. a.m., p.m.
With wide-awake eyes, loox
out, up at the sun, point at a
picture of the sun. Inside a big
circle on a large white card-
boad write, and say day - de.
Point straight up, as if at the

sun and say noon -nu-n. Tap
the 12 position on the white
circle with the left hand. And
then bring it from the far left
to the left,side of your chest
as you say fore - foar.
Repeat the fore gesture and

raise the right hand straight
up and say noon.
Rapidly repeat the gestures as
you say fore..noon, forenoon.
Standing right side to the
class, swing the right hand
forward repeating cf ter..after.
With the left hand straight up
say noon. Wiggle the fingers
of the forward extended right
hand then those of the hiqh
up feft hand..after noon, after
noon, afternoon...
The students motion f rom
the left, straight up and to
to the right as they drill

foarnun - nu-n - aftarnu-n.
Later start an arrow at 6 and

bring it up around to near 10.
Act lively, wide awake and
call it mormng - moarning.
From about 4 to 6 another

arrow.. Nod your head, eyes
half-closed as if tired and
drowsy as you say euening -
i-v ning.

de phi

euentng
i-vning

fl'""f'" fl"+tr+
m l'de
nun

-ing Stop the air in the back of the mouth. Then let a puff
out through the nose. Make a flame flicker. See 58.

Wake up, motion from left, up, to the right and snore!
morning forenoon noon afternoon

ntrn aftarnu-n

19E

moarning foarnun
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am,pm Good, Morning.... ..

302 a.m. - p.m. Draw inner dotted lines, from 6 up to L2,trom
12 down to 6. Say e em - phi em while tapping and sayihg
morning - forenoon and afternoon - euening. Circle a finger tip
around inside, the second time around lor a.m. and p.m.

morning, forenoon, noon, afternoon, euening, d,rn., p,rn.
- - - - -e em, phi em Ph See 53. Contrast pea - bee phi'bi

303 night, midnight
Draw a big circle on a white background. Shade in, make

black, most of the upper part at least. Close your eyes and
snore as if sleeping. Turn off the classroom lights. Alternately
tap the white and dark circles.
At the 12 positions put a cross mark or peak and call them

midday and midnighf, mr'de - mr'noit.
Draw a long horizontal line and in the center make a dot or

cross mark and call itmiddle - mrdo. middle night - midnight.
middle day - midday. The d's are lost before n'and'd (Sound
Changes 18,9) but ttre r remains lengthened. ml-'with a fast
clean cutoff by the d deletion stop.

Practice these 2 series until easily said.
midnight morning forenoon noon afternoon euening
mp'noit moarningh foarnu-n nu-n aftarnu'n i'vningn

midnight - a.tn - midday - p.m. - midnight
mF'noi' e em mr'de phiem mr'noit s..in l0 secs.

304 Good Morning / Afternoon / Evening / Night meet goodby
meet mit Hold your hands apart

shoulder high. Turn the fingers
of one hand towards the fingers
of the other hand. Slowly bring
the tips together and say meet
when they touch each other.
goodby gu'boi Pull the right

hand away from the left hand.
Wave the left hand goodby to-
wards the retreating riqht hand.
Back and forth with the right hand. mi'gu'boi..mi'gu'boi.n

For practice in saying good well lengthen the u before voiced
-d. 6 But good- in salutations becomes just g' and -ing = -on,32.

You say Good Morning, Good Afternoon and Good Euening
y'se gu'mo-arning gudaftarnlrn an gu'di-vning;

g'mor nan gudaftarnunn gudi'vnan
when meeting but Good Night only when saying goodby'
hucn mi'ing b' gu'noi'onli23 huen seing gu'boi z

mi'n 32,36 g'noi' sean g'boi
Say this all 2 times in l0 seconds. Make a definite break, stop

where a -t- between vowels is dropped. mi'in, mi'n, noi'onli.

199
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close to, nesr, far from

305 close to, near, far from
close to kulos t' Look cross-eyed at a

finger tip held 3 cm. from the end of
the nose. lt's for things easily touched.

near nier Extend the left arm out for-
ward, bend the wrist back and look at
the palm. Don't use fo afler near during

this exercise. This is for things not far away but not
easily touched, perhaps you can't even see them.

far fo-ar With the right hand point to something at
a distance beyond the extended left hand. Don't say
at this time, far for things near the person spoken to.
Point at a far door or the ceiling far above.

Do the gestures and say see 189 - Note:

4
Afi

--:rJ 
Vl--+/\-llllr

"[J JL

I
l

close to near far from
kulos t' ni-ar fo-arfuram
47 4 6 6 506

that a book is very close in front or bqside each stu-
a chair is'nearby but just out of reach but can be
touched by leaning and stretching a hand out to it.
A door should be at a distance definitely out of
reach. When speaking definitely touch or point at
the item mentioned. Make the cuing motion for
the 3 distances (nose, extended hand, point afar).
Tap, rub one's own chest when saying I, my or me.

For rs between words say -s, -2. See Sd.Chge.4O.
The booh is close to me.
th' buks klos t' mi 1e

The chair is near me.
th' che-arz niar mi 6

The door is far from me.
th' do'ars fo-arfura'mi 5

39 509
After a few times through the 3 sentences so that close to

and far from become automatic speech units.do intensive fast
drill working up to the speed shown at the end of the lines, 10,
6 and 5 times in l0 seconds. Then say all together 3 times in
l0 seconds.

n }ar
b'hoin'

a

fo-ar furem

Separately drill o a,
fqurol oata, toarwa,

to ar tura, fo-ar fu ra-m

Left hand on it, a right f inger at
the nose..beat chest..Tarzan I

The left hand points at it. Lean over
and touch it with the right hand.

The right hand high in the air
points over at the door.

lr
li
TTT
See to it

dent, that
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306 can, cantt

can,can't ., touch

See 32c.
Usuaf ly between words caniskan, sometimes krn. More often

it is kan at the beginning of a question or at the end of a short
answer. In English because the answer is in accord with the
real, true condition it makes no difference if the question be-
gins with Can or Can't the answer usually is with Yes, ...can or
No, ...can't The Yes and No give the meaning it can andcan't
aren't said clearly.

ln real f ife the difference is usually o - @, ka for canandke
for can't. The -n is weak kan, kan or is a nasal coloring of the
vowef , ke, k6. The slow careful pronunciation of can kan dif-
fers from can't ken' (Sound Change I8) by the quick clean
cutoff -n' when the throat or tongue suddenly stops the air.
The -n of can is a little longer. or fades out, kann.

Native speakers of English unconsciously sense the stop or no
stop and are helped by what is said before and after. So listen
for a or a, -nn or n' and say a for can between words, kan as
in country, continue, spoken, bacon.
Caution: Always be sure that the -n of kan is weak or fades

out. This is because kan', with a sudden stop like for kan', is
one of those 4-letter obscene words that are not printed in
most dictionaries..but written on walls! So carefully say aae
in can't and ki or kan n for can. See 425.
Carefully practice these combinations with can and can't.

Can... ? Can't -.. ?

Can I kana kana kenta Can't I Sound Changes 2, 5
Can you kanya kanya kencha Can't you tkancht 41 ,3
Can he kani kani kanti Can't he
Can she kanchi kenchi ken'chi Can't she
Can they kane kane ken'the Can't they
Can we kanui kenui kantui Can't we

*Contrast drill kanchr - kenchi - kan'chi
307 touch, can, can't See 3z+.

Like with the book, chair and door in 305.
touch tach Keep the left hand on a book. Tap, rub it.
can kan,ki With a little effort, such as leaning or stretching
out an arm, reach out and touch a nearby chair that is just
out of easy reach. Nod the head affirmatively. Keep in mind
the k'n ol spoken, bacon.

can't kent, ken', k€ .. always with a good clear eaaaa.
Reach out or up trying in vain to touch the door or ceiling.
Shake the head negatively in frustration.

Drill as needed:
ta ka ka - tach kan kan, kan ken, kann k€en', kA ka

Who can say it? Who can't say it? hukan sett hukan'sett
I can do it. I can't do it. akSdurt ak6duit

33
8,45

21
5
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Ithy? Because....

Work up to saying each the number of times per second as
indicated and the first 3 together 3 times in 10 seconds.
I touch the booh. atach th'buk 15
I can touch the chair. akan tach th'che,ar ,,
I can't touch the door. akan'tach th'doar,ro

(a lternate) .. the ceiling. th'siling
308 Why? Because.... too high, far...

Why? huoi Say it with a rising tone, questionlingly. Hold the
hands apart chest high, shrug the shoulders and jerk the
head back a little.

Because b'kJz, 'k3z or even 'kaz. The meaning becomes evi-
dent when using it in reply to Why? Point a resolute foref in-
at the questioner. As the dialog speeds up say 'cause kcz or
the fully reduced form kaz.

Questions starting with the subject, like you,l raise the tone
at the end. When the first word of a question is a verb usually
the tone drops at the end. lf it goes up the speaker is surprised,
suspicious, doubtful.

You touch the booh? Rising tone.
Yu tach th' buk .-

Yes, I touch it.
Yesatachrt WhY? '/_--\ huai

Rising tone

Because it's close to mq
b'kazr's klost'mi

Can you touch the chair?
kenyu 4
kanya tach th'che-ar
Yes, I can touch it.

yesakan tach rt
kanyu
kanya
k'nyr
2,3,4

uoikanchr tachrt 
-4.

fuoi 34
I can't touch it because it's far from me-.
oikan'tachrt b'k3sr's fo-ar f ra'mr llme

Can't you touch the ceiling?

,ere,\e,, !ev.,,r yesoikan l,--l
Can you touch the door? llf-r lll
*:,'"r';"':,i: ry'\ il-til/

,^;":#:;rou'touch it? Fat I ins,on.'$

No, I can't.
noakan' 

.1'

Yhy.g _/
nuol

'Cause it's too high!
koz!'s tu hoi

Falling tone.

Yes, I can. Emphatic

Raise the left hand up as far
as possible and say high. Point
up at the ceiling with the right
and say too...too high.

n't you touch the ceiling? Vainlylpoint up at it.
kanchrtach th'siling *J I See za3



309 with, without
wrth wrthout

Sayoanduas
o...u...t.

with, without

th - voiced or unvoiced. out - out
2 separate sounds with a weak -t.

71

Before doing this series
preceeding class session,

review, at the end of the

paper Phepar with a puff of air out after p-. SC53
pencil phc-nso - lengthen e before n, 6, -l like o, 48

Review the vowels i r e e e o....ar a,a a. eeaf ,

pe pe ka, pep pen kan, phe phe- (short e, lengthened e-)

looh uluk o u u - with the knuckles at the end of the.nose
point the index and middle fingers out from the eyes at a

hand writing on paper.
eyes open, shut oiz op'n shat With wide open eyes stare at

someone, say eyes open. Wink one eye, keep it closed and
cfose the other eye as you say eyes shut.

Then the next day go over these sentences until the routine is

learned by heart and they are easily said. Work up to the indi-
cated repetition speed of x times in 10 seconds.

The speaker writes on paper with a pencil.
The pencil is taken away.
The pencil is returned but the paper is taken away.
With the pencil and paper ready for writing, cover the stu-

dent's eyes, or block his sight with a cardboard.
Let the student see again...eyes wide open.
Have him shut them...with 2 fingers in a V-sign make like
pulling the eyelids down....and put a pencil in his hand to
write....without looking!
The teacher first demonstrates the series d each in turn

does the same and says what he does.
I write on paper with a pencil.
oi uroi'on phepar wttha phe-nso
I can't write without a pencil.

akan'uroit wtthou'a phe-nso -f 24

uroi 50

' :i!'"ili:',? 
"?r:#x? :,i#,i'',&-

I can't write without loohing. 6 tr\ lG
aka n'uroi'w rtho u'luking

I can write with my eyes open.
akan uroi'wtth m'oizop'n

I can't write with my eyes shut.
aken' uroi'wrth m'oi'Shat

:to Clothing

moi ma m'2,4

10,9

Before working with the verbs used with clothing the stu-
dents should already know in advance, learn in a previous clsss,
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Clothing put on, tahe off, haue on

the articles of clothing used in these exercises. They are best
learned by touching, handling or at least seeing pictures of
them. Hold up 2 fingers for plural items - shoes, socks, pants,
glasses. In some languages pants, glasses, scissors are singular.
So point out the 2 parts of such items and the use of them, are
for such things...hold up 2 f ingers!
hat shirt pants sochs shoes dress blouse shirt
hat shart pans soks shuz dres blouz skart
stochings watch glasses earcings
stokingz woch glesrz i-rrngz A il

-'a2 
;'-" ' ',''"'1,' 

I

-mrm\ffi'*ffi,-il )'{ {lL-.iU IFC* )Y'*,1'

Xij &i[ffi$ .ru
Learn shirt, shirt in 3 parts - sh ar ta sss kar ta but in fast
speech -t becomes weak. lf dr-, gl-, bl- are not easily said
see Sound Changes 50, 47. At f irst say separately o u in
blouse - oo uu, o u, blo...uzz, blouz. Also -dngs as -ing zz,
-ingz.

311 put on, take off .. clothing
The -t- between vowels of put on is more of a deletion stop,
pu'on. Review thevowelse ea o3 o u u with careful atten-
tion to d c, on cf.

Pass around something for everyone to quickly put on and
take off...a hat, cap, paper bag or a paper hat made by the
class. Say the verbs as the hand goes up and comes down.
Don't leave the hat on the head more than 2 or 3 seconds and
hold it in the hand when off. After 5 repetitions pass it on to
the next student.
put on - take off, put on - take off, put on - tahe off, put on .....
pu'on te kcf pu'on te kcf pu'on te kcf pu'on.....

3Lz have on, have off
Leave the hat on or lay it down somewhere for 5 seconds

while repeating have on or haue off 5 times.
put on, haue on - haue on - haue on - haue on - haue on,
pu'on havon havon havon havon hevon
take off, haue off - haue off - have off - haue off - have off
tekcf hevcf hevcf hevrf havcf havcf
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your, my, her, his wear ,.., but ,,

Add the name of the article in between. See ztz.
Put the hat on. Have the hat on...have the hat on. llh 21

pu'th'he'on haf th'he'on haf th'he'on ;l f th 39

Tahe the hat off. Haue the hat off..haue the hat off.
tek th' he'cf haf th' ha'cf haf th' ha'cf

313 your, my, her, his
Other languages don't use the personal possessives, your, my,

his, her, as much as we do in English. See tz9, r80. To get the
ESL students to do this habitually, drill them well with per-
sonal objects as in this exercise.

Have the students take off something and put it down on the
desk, on the floor or hold it in a hand. Then each speaker talks
about someone having something on or off. Use only I and you
at f irst, later he and she forms.
I haue rny shirt on. You haue your watch off.

oi ha'm'shar'on yu havyar wochcf 'lm'17
I haue my glasses off. You haue your shoes on.

aha'm'glestzcf y'hevyar shuzon
f f some students don't yet know or use has easily, drill a set

of he-she sentences well before mixing them in with I'you.
She has her shoes on. He has his watch off.
shi hezar shuzon hi heztz woch cf
He has his pants on. She has her glasses off.

hi hazrs panson shi hazar glasrscf
314 haue / has on / off them /it

Learners should already be farriiliar with Do.. Does questions
before working on this. See 2tz -222, 224 - 227.

Does she haue her glasses off? Yes, she has them off.
da'shi aevar glasrscf ye'shi ezamtf

Does he haue his watch off? No, he has it on.
dazi evz wochcf noi ezfon

Does she haue her eatings off? No, she has them on.
da'shi havar i-rtngzcf no shi hezam on

Does he haue his pants off? No, he has them on.
dazi avts panscf noi hazamon

Do you haue your glasses on? No, I haue them off'
d'y'avyar glesrson no aavamcf

315 wear .. but
On a chalkboard show the relative duration of put on, haue

on and wear - a quick upward arrow bent to the right, then a
short and a long horizontal line after the curved arrow tip.

r+> 
----)GO'

pu'on
haue on
havon

2o,5

wear
w8-ar



I put the hat on.
apu'th'ha'on 13

I haue the hat on.
ahaf th'ha'on rz

I wear the hat.

undress, dress

A quick upward action.

Point at it while repeating.
this several times.

Walk around...and out the
door with it on.

I wear shoes, you wear shoes,
but dogs don't wear shoes! -.1
'*i'fl#o'"ln#,'l# ffi

A habitual wearer of
glasses removes them for
a brief time. Each in turn

speaks to the wearer of glasses. For now keep pointing to the
moving minute hand of a watch and write the changing time
on the chalkboard.

I/ you wear glasses but don't haue them on now.
a I ya we:dr glaslz b'don hevam o'noo.

baf becomes an almost voiceless explosive. The n- of now
becomes stronger with the loss of the -n of on. 36,9

316 undress, dress (put on clothes)
clothes kloz (same as close - to shut). Teach this first. Pile

a bunch of old clothes on a table. Tug at raiments of the stu-
dents. Caution: Don't use the words cloth or clothing during
this exercise because their pronunciation klcth, kloth would
confuse ESL learners of clothes - kloz.
Act as if to undress and dress, work down and then up..male

and then female attire.
I tahe off my hat, cap, shirt, pants, EhoeE and sochs.
atekcf m' hat kap shart pans shuz'n soks

I put on my stockings, shoes,dress, shirt and blouse.
apu'o'm'stokrngz shuz dres, skart'n blouz.

I put on my clothes. I dress.
apu'on m'kloz adres

Special practice:
I put on my - apu'o'm'. Think of m' as ma, Sound Change d.

Then contrast drill a e a, o o rnar apu'o'ma. dm tZ



Iwue (got) to

3t7 have to, must, should, 'd better, 'd rather
Americans use some of these interchangeably but it's well to

keep their basic concepts in mind.
haue to - cannot not do, not doing it is impossible,natural cir-

cumstances make it necessary - physical necessity.
must - other people make you do it, social obligation
should - you yourself feel that it is proper, right to do.
ought - you feel that the proper thing is not being done.
'd better - you can do the good thing and not do any other.
'drather - you want to do one thing and not do any other.

318 haue to = haue got to Natural necessity, cannot not do
First teach, learn, review: .> qft l--\
sleep - lay the head against the hand ' AYtryn:;riu(x ' l/aD^ |

with patms together and snore. W -€zal
eat - chew and swallow $fl
drink - act like drinking from a glass, sip and slurp.
water - dip your fingers into some and sprinkle it on theclass'
beer - slurp and sway around drunkedly.
Here you is in the impersonal sense....anyone, everybody,

people in general. Make a sweeping gesture taking in all the
class. In this sense say Yo, Yt in both the question and answer'
lf you is clearly said as yu it means the specif ic individual per-

son to whom you are speaking and requires,I in the answer'
You haue to sleep. Do you haue to sleep? Yes, you do'

ya hafta slip du ya hafta slip yesha du
23923943

You haue to eat. Do you haue to eat? Yes, You do.

yrefa t' it d'yt aft' it 1,4'1 yeshtdu
3 43 K'qh 3

You haue to drinh water. Do you -- -- 4$.=f\ Yes, -'-
y'aft'drtngkuo'ar Y.-2
4 33 4 5 23 -ng See 83 bring

You don't haue to drinh beer! Don't you haue to drinh beer?
yrd6 eft'dnngk bi-ar ^ gi\ donchlaft'drlngk Il'31

7ffKf*l No, You don't'
\+J Y|" noytdon'

have got to t /r'
Several classes later when the have fo form is well'in mind,

internaf ized, work with haue got to- Practice well with a long

def inite buzzing vvvvvvvvgota. lf the 'ue is dropped people will
feel that you aie not well educated. Unconsciously they'll res-

pect you more if you habitually say a definite ''ue' And for
some-Americans the simple haue to clearly said is too formal,
even makes them feel unconfortable, ill at ease.

See zq2 - 248 lor the Do haue, Haue you got forms.
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A rising tone
q uestion.

Yes, you haue to.
yeshr hefta

Hauen't you got to drinh beer? No, you hauen't got to.
hav'ncha go'a drrngk biar no yahavn go'tu.

319 must, mustn't mast mas'n What other people make you do.
When saying a form of must point, shake an assertive, author-

itative finger at the person concerned.
Review put on, tahe off, wear, clothes in 31t,315,316.
go out, in the street Push a student out the door, point out-

side to the street or show a street scene.

must, should, ought

You'ue got to sleep, eat and drink water ?
yuv go'a slip i'n drrngkuo'ar(yaso'#

You haue to sleep.
y'haft'slip

You don't haue to wear clothes to sleep, ^ - G,
but you must wear clothes in the street.ir$iftO

yr d6aft'we-ar kloz t'slip L-- *.^
bacha mas'we-ar klezrn th' strit V/ $6{'

Tog, jerk on a person's pants, dress or skirt as if to take it oft.
The wearer, shocked, embarrassed, is to make the double state-
ment.

Take off your pants, dress / skirt.
tekcf yar pans dres / skart

I must wear clothes here in class and in the street.
I mustn't tahe off my pants, dress/shirt here in closs.

amas we-ar klo-z hi-urtn th'klas'nrn th'stri t
amas'n tekcf m'pans, dres /skart hi-arur ln klas

320 should, shouldn't shu' shu'n You feel it's proper.
Use he, she, I, you with clothes according to gender.

He mus;t wear pants and should wear a shirt too. Ll
hi mas'we-ar pans'n shu'wE-arura shar'tu

25366529
She must wear a dress / blouse and shirt,

shi mas,we.aruradres / brovz,n 
andrshould wear shoes too'

n shu'\re€r shus tu
32L ought, oughtn't Jt c'n What should be is not done.

For oughtn't have a boy start to take off his shirt, or a girl
her shoes. Practice oughtn't with the shirt unbuttoned but not
off yet, or the girl with one shoe off. Then work with ought
when the shirt is or shoes are completely off.
He oughtn't take off his shirt in class.

She oughtn't take off her shoes in class.
hi 3'n tekcfr'shar'rn klas
shi J'n tekcfar shuzrn kles
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'd. better, 'd rather

He ought to haue his shirt on.
She ought to haue her shoes on.

hi )'a havr'shar'on
23 33 12 23

shi J'aevar shuzon

322 'd better 'dbe'ar Of 2 things to do one is good to do, the
other not so good or is bad to do.

Have a boy take off his socks and shoes. lf there is no boy
around it's all right for a girl to take off her shoes and stock-
ings! During the taking off process practice ought, oughtn't
as in 321. At each stage drill the class on the key sentence.
Point to each person and thing mentioned and make a gesture
for each action.
As always, put each sentence on the chalkboard by sounds

and have the students copy it into their notebooks as they
are drilling it.
1 - Put on your shoes.

During the preceeding drill with ought to haue on the tea-
cher, unnoticed by the class, picks up, takes away, holds out
of sight the socks or stockings. Focus attention on shoes. Try
to get a shoe put on a foot without a sock or stocking on it.
lf someone notices the lack of a sock or stocking, or after a

shoe is completely on, say
2 - You'd better put on your sochs / stochings.

Point at the still shoeless foot. When both socks /stockings
are on have the student stand up and take a few steps away.
While stopped there drill

3 - You'd better put on shoes too. For too hold up 2 f ingers!
Gradually walk the shoeless student towards the door while

practicing this and push him/her out of the room..motion
towards the outside, to the street. Then practice

4 - You'd better not go out without your shoes on.
You must wear shoes in the street.

ESL fearners often need to puzzle this out..because not go
and without are 2 negative concepts which together give the
idea of You'd better go out with shoes on. Clarify withopt by
saying no shoes, no shoes, no shoes on, no shoes on. 

dA1 - pu'on yar shuz p l+
2 - yud be'ar pu'on yar soks / stokingz 

-_z t_- =1t_- sg3 - y'd bt'ar pu'on shus tu 7

4 - y'd br'ar no'go ou'wrthouchr shuzon u 'tyar = cht 41 ' 3

y'mastue-ar shuztn th'stri t tw =tu 5

323 'd rather,'d rather not adrathar adrathar not Prefer to do
Often a mischievious or perverse student may elect to not put

on his socks or will want to go out without putting on shoes.
Then is a good time to ask...and drill,



can, can't

Would you rather put sochs/stoching on or you'd rather not?
I'd rather put them on. I'd rather not put them on.

I'd rather not.
wuja rathar pu'soks / stokingzon ary'udrather not

adrathar pu'amon adrathar no' pu'amon
oidratharnot (emphatic)

Write this on thechalkboard for copying into notebooksexact-
fy as shown. Shake your head for rather not and point to the
socks / stockings when saying'em for them. Be very emphatic
when clearfy saying e in rather.

First learn these by rote and practice until easily said. Later
or for advanced learners refer to one student who does and
one who doesn't want to put on socks or shoes.

Would she rather.... Would he rather not...?
No, he wouldn't.
uudi rethar not ...

noi uu'n
Contrast drill u - u. Review the vowels o u u.
lf written with a w,wud, learners often strain
at saying a garbled vague sound for wu. So
write u u and drill them as separate sounds.
uuuuu uuuuu, uu uu, u u, Practice u u u,
u u yu, u u'yu (Wouldyou), uuju.42 See 333.

Each student gives this choice to the next student. Look at
an open book and then point out the door.

Would you rather study English or you'd rather go out?
uujarethar stadiingglrshar yudrathar go out

I'd rather go out.....I'd rather not study English!
adrathar go out adrathar no'stadiinggllsh

324 can, can't See too.
For this exercise, if possible, use several large identical drink-

ing glassbs.,.or large-mouthed jars or bottles. See zsg,260. Drop
several types of things into them from various heights.

can go in Use a good-sized item but small
enough to easily go into a glass ..a golf or
ping pong balls, a ball of wadded paper, a
girl's compact, a boy's knife. Slowly lower
it down into the glass. As it passes the brim
nod your head affirmatively and all repeat

kan gorn
can't go in Try to force something too large into a second

glass..a tennis ball, baseball, large orange or your fist! As
you are pressing down trying to force it in shake your head
negatively....and all repeat 

ft4n,go rn
Alternately hit the glasses with something hard..another

Yes, she would.
uuchi rathar

ye'shi uud

2LO
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'll, won't

glass? a pen?.. and timed by the different sounds rapidly
contrast drill a - €e, ka - ka, kan kan, kann kan'. The final
-n of can is sornewhat drawn out, fades away but after a

clear, lengthened e the -n is cut off clean and sharp...unre-
leased t stoppage. Also the -n nasalizes the vowel. Sd.Chg.37

It can / can't go in.
Next add It. Before k the -t is deleted. Sound Change.l/.

So practice a short cut off quick stop t'. Say it 10 times in 5
seconds, like a hacking cough. r' I' I' l' t't'l't' I' t'.
Again tap glasses for differing sounds and drillwellwith a

definite click stop after the I's and the -n' oI can't. Watch
for a clear, even lengthened e..

r'kangorn - l'ke-n'gorn....a (8 times in 10 seconds)
325 'll, won't .. will

Don't explain that 'll and won't are forms of will. Just use

them all without comment..unless some precocious student
asks !

Use the same objects as in 324. Review can - can't..the object
falls into one glass, doesn't go into the other glass.

7/ o See Sound Changes 48, 49. Holding the can object inside
the mouth of the glass say kan. Raise it to 3 or 4 cm' above
the rim of the glass repeat o several times as you nod your
head poditively. Then drop it into the glass.

Repeat this and all practice saying
It'll go in. It'll go in. .. ..

r'o gorn, r'o gorn, r'o gotn... ts
Model this at 15 times in l0 seconds. In

drilling the class, to not have to tip over the
glass and take out the object every time,
drop several into the same glass...marbles,
ppbbles, paper cl ips....
won't w6 Start out with the nasalized

vowel form as shown in Sound Change 37.
Contrast drill o ('//) and w6 (won'tl. ESL
speakers rarely know about these much-used forms. In fast
conversation they don't hear them or if they do, don't under-
stand them correctly, thinking negative is positive, for example.

Press the can't go ln object down on the glass brim, say kan'
goin. Raise it up a few inches...S or 6 centimeters and repeat
w6 several times as you shake your head negatively. From time
to time drop it onto the brim of the glass as you drill
It won't go in. It won't go in. .. ..

t'w6gorn, t'w6gotn, t'w6gotn... 18... times in l0 seconds.

Alternately hold the objects above the glasses to contrast drill
o w6 and to fast drill t'o gotn t'w6gotn

@
I

E

@
I

E
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326

may, might went - didn't go

will wro or before vowels wrol-. See Sound Changes 48, 49.
Questions starting with lTfll or Won't drop the voice tone at

the end. ..unless the speaker is suspicious or doubtful! Prac-
tice well with both answers..for conditioning to the 'll - Will
forms and negative answers to negative questions. See z+3.

Hold the objects not far above the glasses and ask
Will it go in ? Yes, it'll go in. Yes, it will,
w ro I r'go r n 12 yes t'o go rn yos r'w ro I

Won't it go in? No, it won't go in. No, it won't.
wont'gotn rz nol'w6gotn

326 may me Probably will do...
For may and might drop something that
is erratic in its fall..it may well slip or
slide, flutter on the way down...a dry
leaf, a small feather, a tuft of fluffy cot-
ton, a little crumpled piece of paper.
When held near the top of the glass it
probabfy will, may, fall into the glass.
But from farther up it probably will not,
but just mrght, fall into the glass.

For may hold the fluttdry object up
high enough so that I time out of 5 or 6
it doesn't go into the glass. The class will

find it amusing to see the teacher experiment as to the proper
height f or may...and later farther up for might.
Work from lower to higher, with the object at different levels

as in 3zq, lzs.
It ca'n go in. s'ft3ngotn
It'lI go in. I'o gotn
It may go in. r'me go rn lm 17

327 might moit Will probably not do...
Now drop a fluttering object from high enough up so that

only rarely will it fall into the glass below. Again work up and
add might for the highest position. Move the object up and
down at random and practice each well. -fg-- Sd.Chge. II

1'ft3ngotn I'ogotn t'me gotn I'moi'gotn B repeats in lO seconds.

32a went, didn't go
Repeat the dropping actions like for may, might, 326, 327.lf

the object fails inside, or outside, practice saying
It went in
r'wcn'rn

Did it go in?
d F'r'go tn

It didn't go in.
t'dt'n gotn

Yes, it went in.
yesr'wen'tn

nortwo n'

d'/n/ Sd.Chge. 18

'i.j

Y

ff

Then ask questions after the object has fallen. Use the full
answers at first. Go into the short ones as the drill gets boring!

dFC 6, 23,24



329

inside _ ou6ide did + verb

Yes, it did.
Yesl'd Fd

Didn't it go in? No, it didn't go in.
dlnr'go rn 161'dpn go rn

No, it didn't.
nor'd Fn' 37

Although not readily distinguishable in fast speech ESL stu-
dents should practice, use long and short variants, such as F', l'.
Contrast drill r' t'..sudden stops after longer and short vowels.

ld tt, dr' f (did if), t'nt', dF't'dFnt' (did it, didn't itl
329 inside, outside

in rn Put your finger tips into a glass. Wiggle them as you say
in.

out out Take the fingers out and flex them freely back and
forth above and beside the glass.

srde soi-d Lengthen the i- before the voiced d,6. Rub up and
down your own side ribs. Pat the side of a big box, desk or
vertical edge of a picture on the wall or of the chalkboard.
Then snap f ingers against the side of a drinking glass. soi'd.

tnside - outside rnsoi'd ou'soi-d Separately say o..u then a

definite t deletion stop. Drop objects down from above a

glass. Let fluttering things fall as they may. Hold some of
the harder, more solid oubjects just a little beyond the
edge of the glass so that they will fall outside of it. With
a pencil tap inside or outside of a glass where the object
fell. See the drawing below.

It went inside the glass. It went outside the glass. n/, flth
r'wen'rnsoi-'th'gles r'wen'o u'soi'th'gles 18,21

Each student asks these next 2 questions. For the one that
is not true as to what happened use the double answer.
Did it go inside the glass? Didn't it go outside the glass?

dF'r' go rnsoi-'th'glas
Yes, it went inside.

yest' wen'tnsoi-d
Yes, it did.

Yest'd rd

drnr' go o u'soi-'th'glas
Yes, it went outside.

yest' wen'ou'soi-d
Yes, it did.

Yesl'd rd
No, it didn't go inside No,it didn't go outside the s
the glass. It went outside. glass. It went inside. 1

nol'digo tnsoi'th' not'dTgo qu'so'r'th' I 
-1gles r'wen'ou'soi-d glas t'wen'tnsoi-d { I I

No, it went outside. No, it went inside. .N0% I Inot'wenou'soi.d nor'wenrnsold ff]tr l->,
330 did + base verb - emphatic past

Drop something...aiming for it to go into a glass. Ask if the
contrary thing happened...then conradict the answer insisting
that the alternative happened. Then the person who answered

2L3
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may .. might not couldn,t (was unabte)

is emphatic that what happened did happen.
When the emphatic did + base verb or did not, as separate

words, is said make a fist and pound it into the palm of the
other hand or pound on a desk or table top..or a students
head! \

The object fell outside the glass. .-------\
A Didit go insid.e the gtass? l-lrdplr'gornsoi-'th'glas I l**B No, it didn't. It went outside the glass. lJ ffi

no I'd rn I'we n'o u'so i-'th'glas tha,
A No, it went inside the glass. It did go inside. -d em-

nor'wcn'rnsoi-dtha glas r'dr-dgo rnsoi-d phatic
B No, if did noL It went outside.

nor'dr'd not rt wontou'soi-d
Contrast drill, usual

r'wtn'rn
I,d F n goln

emphatic
r'drdgo rn
I'dFd notgo In

331 may not, might not See gZO, aez
Hold up 2 fluttery objects (see sz0). One at the may position

(probable) and the other higher at the might level (probably
not). Cued by shaking the respective objects ask these 2 ques-
tions. The next student gives the 2 sets of answers, cued by
moving an object a little towards the inside or the outside of
the glass. Whisper voicelessly may or might if a student.is stuck

as to what or which to say.
Will it go in? ....laIer...Won't it go in?
wrolr'go rn wont'go tn
It may go in(side). It may go outside.
t'me go rn(soid ) I'me go ou'soi-d

It might go outside. It might go inside.
t'moi'go ou'soi-d r'moi'go insoi-d

332 could, couldn't
From a distance (I meter?) make a gesture of tossing an

object into a glass. To clarify the meaning of could - couldn't
move a smaller object to within the brim of a glass, say can
kan. Move it back a little away from the glass and say could...
back and forth...

kan..kud, kan..kud See goe.

Put a larger object on the glass, then move it away for
ken'- ku'n, kan'- ku'n .. .. (can'l - couldn'tl

Now act as if to toss either into the glass. At first use could
for the smaller object and couldn'f for the larger one. Either
question or either answer could be used for either object in
real life. To overcome Yes, it couldn't other language condi-
tioning over-drill couldn't answers to couldn't questions.243

Not in (
students'
textbook 

{
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t ould (possiblY able tol, wouldn't

See Sound Change 37. Coutd is often just ku' and couldn't
is k0...a nasal quafity to the vowel u. u-..0. Say each quickly,
short...mixed at random and have the students nod or shake

their heads accoid inglY and I f
then practice saYing

u 0, t'ku t'k0, !
r'ku'gorn, l'k09o1n...... .sr\V//zz- yN\YA V =--

333 wourd,*"",."i: if:l* # {# i, #
If dropped UsuallY would

create doubt oy oroppinn 1-J 
= 

l-l
things. Will they go into a I wud I I ku,n I I u"'o' I
glass or not? First hold an | 'a I I ki I I w''n 

Iobject where it maY droP I I u t_jin, then where it ProbablY K-'
won't. Flex the forefinger 7 a I
and thumb back and forth several times and finally let the ob-
ject drop with a thud onto the table top or with a klink into a

gl ass.
At first carefully say each deletion stop' Later they

..i:l"flllld:lilTl'"0''" @ .,ffi,.,,.

ffi8fififf
L2345

If dropped, would it go in? \
rf dr-pt u u'l'go In I 

---- 
\

It'd so inside. /A *,", I:t-i fi,'f no,n,o,o

'u'so nsoi- 

:,:.r.::,,,;:' \M \J # 
"

r'u'go ou'so'rd ,6 li

#
''.lY

Next use an oversized object held where it would fall beside

the glass. Put the fist of the other hand, or any thing definitely
too iarge to go in, on the glass whenever couldn't is to be said'



lihe + noun

If dropped, wouldn't it go in?
tf dropt u u'nt' gotn

No, it wouldn't (go in). It couldn't (go in)
nor'u u'n I'ku'n

Stand at a distance from the glass, 2or 3 meters, and act as if
to toss a small object into the glass. For could walk over and
put the thing part way into the glass. For might write 50/0, l0o/o
on the chalkboard, or draw a long horizontal line and erase all
but a very little part of it. Draw out Well... and rock a hori-
zontal flat hand sideways in a gesture of doubt..eh, maybe!
For the changes of -l in well, see Sound Changes 48, 50.

Could it go inside the glass?
ku'r'go rnsoi-'th'glas
It could, but it wouldn't.....well, it might!
t'kud b'r'u u'n w8oooll'moat

335 like + noun
The students should already know the names of the things

and the verbs before working on a target structure, such as like
a thing or lihe to do something and the variants. Learning new
vocabulary items when working on new structures detracts
f rom, diffuses concentration, dulls the memory imprint, fuzzes
up the acquisition of that target mechanism. Learn the key
c.ontent words by themselves in previous classes.

ln preparation for these exercises with lihe make a class pro-
ject of bringing in desirable and distasteful things. Put them on
display to create curiosity. Teach what they are as they come
in. Candy, nuts, old cigarette butts and cigar stubs, spiders, old
smelly beer cans or bottles, perfume bottles, lipstick cases,
dirty socks, pictures of beautiful landscapes and pretty girls,
model cars and airplanes, dead flies or snakes in clear plastic
bags, cookies, a cake, spinach, fruit, cod liver oi1.....
Also beforehand review, teach some verbs.
eat - Act like chewing and swallowing.
drinh - Sip from a cup or bottle.
smohe - Inhale and cough your head off !

looh at - With the knuckles up in front of the eyes point a
couple of fingers out at, stare at, a pretty girl, money ly-
ing on a table....

study - Act as if alternately reading from a book and writing
....half asleep lean a cheek on a hand..elbow on the desk.

Pick out and pass around 2 pairs of things liked and disliked.
..pieces of candy to be sampled - cigarrette butts in a clear
plastic bag, a smelly old beer can - rattle a box of coins and
each takes one...on loan!

The f inal -k of like is often weak, dropped. Sd.Chges. 9, /0.

]il



337

lihe to 'd like to

390 I tihe candy. (smack lips) I don't like cigarettes. (pinch the
aloi'kand i ado n loik srgaure's nose closed)
29 6 37 6 5020

I like rnoney. (rattle the coins) I don't lihe beer. (turn the
aloik mani adonloik b'rar head away)

Yes, I do.
yesoi
yesadu SoundChanges2,4.

Do you lihe candy?
daya
d'y'loi'kandi

d'y'loi't'dans
Yes, I do. .. No,

'd like to + verb

d6cha loi't'smok
I don't. yesadu noadon'

Don't you lihe cigarettes? No, I don't.
d6ctra loik srg're's noa don' -n't Sd.Chge.37

Either answer can be used for either question.

337 like to + verb
At the beginning to focus attention on the lihe to + verb

structure pause slightly after the verb before saying a thing to
do. Verbs and objects used in this exercise should have been

learned before this lesson. Pass around, point to items men-

tioned in these drill sentences...old dry bread, whiskey bottle,
dead spider, beer can, a burning cigarette, etc.
lf a learner has trouble with l- or r'before vowels, say u at

the start of those sounds. See Sound Changes 47, 50-

I lilee to eat candy. I don't lihe to eat old dry bread'
af oi't'i'ka-ndi adSloi't'irsLr'duroi bure'd -\d 26

I lihe to drinh water. I don't lihe to drinh whishey !
aloi't'durtngk wo'ar ad6loi't'drtngk hulski \/-

I lihe to looh at butterflies. I don't like to look at splders.ffi
aloi't'luka'ba'arfloiz s ad6loi't'luka'spoi-'arz s I I

Do you lihe to dance? Don't you lihe to smohe?

Speak of desirable actions not normally done, of things you
dream of doing but can't do...no money, no time!
To practice the variant forms of would, at f irst use the com-

plete answers and work into the shorter ones' The same per-

ion sayt all 4 forms..working from long to short. Smile in glee

for foims oI would and shake your head in disgust, displeasure
for those of wouldn't.

Perhaps have a map handy or draw a rough one if there's any
uncertainty about Paris (France) and Siberia (Russia).

Would you like to go to Paris? Yes, I'd lihe to go to Paris'

u ud yu Ye soiud loik ta go ta Perts
uuju Yes, I'd lihe to go.

uuja loi't'go t'paurts yesau'loi't'go
Yes, I'd lihe to.
vesau'loiktu
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Would .. Wouldn't + pronouns

Yes, I would (lihe to go to .. )
yesa u ud

lihe to go to Siberia? No, I wouldn't like to ....

u 0cha loi't'go t'soibiuria 8

noa u u'n loi't'go t' ....
No, I wouldn't like to go.

noa u un loi't'go
No, I wouldn't lihe to.

noa u 0loi'ta
No, I wouldn't.

noa wun tffi
Would you lihe to haue 81,000,000? Yes,I would!

wuja loi't'ava mloyan dolarz a yesoi wud r\ /,
Would. you lihe to haue an elephant? No, I wouldn't. \['l4

wuja loi't'avanelafant noa wu'n' -r/t -
Wouldn't you lihe to eat a spider? No, I would not!

Wouldn't you
u u'nchu

wUcha loi't'i'a spoi'ar ro
Contrast drill
I lihe to aloi't' aloi't'dans

I'd lihe fo u'loi't' u'loi't'dens
I

339 Would / Wouldn't + Pronouns
Point to different people, silently cue the actions and point

at things to practice the variants forms of would + pronoun +

like to + verb.
Would you lihe to.. 42

u ujaloi't'..
Would he lihe to.. 33

u udi loi't'..
Would she lihe to.. 45

wu'ni loi't' noi wfrloi'tu
Wouldn't she lihe to.. No,shewouldn't

w[chi loi't' noshi wUloi'tu

noa wud not (emphatic)

I can, enjoy dancing.lt's a habit.
I'm not dancing but want to.
can't dance but wish I could!

Yes, I'd lihe to. Yes, I would.
yesud loi'tu yesa u ud

Yes, he'd lihe to. Yes, he would.
yesiu'loi'tu yesi u ud

Yes, she'd lihe to. Yes, she would.

noi wutn'
lihe- No, shewouldn't.

noshi wu'n'

no the wu'n'

wuchi loi'ta ye'shiu'loi'tu 12 ye'shi wud
Woutd they tihe to.. 21 Yes, they'd lihe to. Yes, they would.

wu'the loi't' 29 yese u'loi'tu yese wud
Would,n'tyoulihe to.. No,I wouldn't lihe to. No,I wouldn't-

wuncha loi't' 41 noa wOloi'tu 37 noa wu'n'
Wouldn't he lihe to.. No. he wouldn't lihe to. No, he wouldn't.

W ould.n' t they lihe to.. No, they wouldn' t lihe.. No, they w ouldn' t'
wune loi't' 28 nothewOloi'tu

Requests, commands, imperatives
Person A speaks to person B as to what person B or C is to do'
Please - Silent cue: Put the palms of your hands together and

act like praying. Bow a little or get down on your kneesand
beg! pliz Lengthened vowel before the voiced -n. "z before
voiced sounds, --s before unvoiced sounds and 'zss at the
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Pronouns + Auxiliary Verbs

end of a sentence. See Sound Changes 6, 39,40.
Please sit down. pli-'st'doun Usual polite form.
Sit down, please, st'doun pli-zss More forceful, less polite.

ash With the left thumb horizontal up close to the side of
the mouth move the straight fingers flat together up and
down from and to the thumb like the beak of a talking bird.
Look questioningly at B. The right hand.motions from B to
C if C is to do something.

tell teo, teol- See Sound Changes 48,49. Like an angry cop,
mother or drill sergeant point an imperative forceful finger
at B. With the other hand motion from B to C while making
the talking bird gesture with it.

haue a another person, C, do something. Point a demanding
finger at B and then with both hands make a pushing ges-

ture from B to C..as if physically forcing C to do something.
ESL learners should be conditiohed to hear and make a click

of the tongue t' after ask and tell but not after haue.
ask him to come askrm t'ka-m Talking gesture..A to B.
tell him to come teolrm t'kam Talking gesture..B to C,
haue him come havtm kam Push from B to C.

Each student in turn talks to the next student about what
the next student and another student are to do.

Please ash him to stand up. Please stand up.
phli-zaskrmt'standap phli-'standap

Please stand up.
phl'r'sta-ndap
53610 6 5

Tell htm to stand up.
teolrm t'stee-ndap

Haue him stand up.
havrm standap

Alternates with her, them

Please sit down.
phli-'st'doun

106

Stand up!
sta-ndap

B motions to C to stand up,
pulls him up, hands C a note...

.-ar, --am

Contrast drill r - a, tm - am, asklm - askam, teoltm ' teolam,
askar - askam, teo lar - teolam, havar ' havam ...

341 Pronouns Auxiliary Verbs.. Fast spoken forms
ESL learners, more than native speakers who are guided by a

line of thought context, need to be aware of and practice say-
ing these pronoun-auxiliaries forms until automatically under-
stood.

Review the vowel series. Give special attention to the differ-
ences, like in chi - chr, forms of she andyou. (-t sh ='ch, -t y-

= -ch,45,44,-t you = chu cha or cht before vowels and unvoiced
frontal consonants. 2,3,a.1 The wu in would is really uu, 2
separate different sounds. Watch for the nasal n-coloring in di
- dr', wfr - wu' of didn't - did, wouldn't - would. Make def inite
sudden stops wherever t or d is dropped.



Pronoun auxiliary verb variants

Pronouns -Auxiliary Verbs .. base and fast forms
ESL learners would do well to read aloud carefully these

forms, exactly sound by sound. Read down the columns and
then across'line by line repeating each variant form 5 times.
To better understand what happens to the base sounds look
over, study Sound Changes 2, 3, 4, 8, 10,25,28,82, 42,45, 46,49.

Verb I You he she thev
form base fast base fast fast fast fast
arn, is, oie.m am yu or yar hiz shiz thear
are ? emoi ama or yu arya zi r'shi arthe
-n't oimnot'mnot yuornt y'orn hirzn shirzn th'orn

? emoinot amanotorn yu orncls tr,n1 rznchi ornthe
do, oidu adu yu du y'du hidaz sh idaz thedu
does ? duoi dua du yu d'ya dazi da'shi duthe
-n't oidont adon yudont y'don hidazn shidazn thedon'

? donoi dona dontyu d6cha dazni da2chi d6the
did oidrd adl' yu drd y'dl' hi dr' shi dr' the dl'

? drd oi dr'a drd yu drja dl'i dr'chi dr'the
didn't oi dr'n adT yudr'n y'di hi dT shi di thedi

? dr'ntoi dr'na drntyu dTcha dr'ni dichi dithe
will,'ll oi wro ao yu wro y'o hio shio theo

? wroloi wlola wtoyu wroyo wroli wtochi wtole
won't oiwont aw6 yuont y'w6 hi w6 shi w6 the w6

? w6toi wo'na w6tyu w6cha wo'ni w6chi w6the
can oiken akan yu kan y'ki hikan shikan thekan

? kanoi kana kanyu kdya kani kichi kane
can't oikent aken' yukan'y'k€ hike shik6 thek6

? kentoi ken'a kanyu k6cha kan'i k6chi kEthe
could oi kud aku' yukud y'ku' hi ku' shi ku' the ku'

? kudoi ku'a kudyu kuja ku'i kuchi ku'the
could- oi kun'ak0 yukun'y'kO hi kE shi k0 the k0
-n't ? kudnoi ku'na kunyu kOcha ku'ni k0chi ku'ne
would oi wud au, yuwud yuu' hiu' shiu' theu'

? wudoi wu'a wudyu wuja wudi wuchi wu'the
would- oiuun' awU yuunt y'wO hiw0 shiw0 the w0
-n't ? wuntoi wu'na wunyu wOcha wu'ni wEchi wu'ne

Listen carefully for clipped-off vowels and/or negative coloring.
did - didn't could - couldn't would - wouldn'tdr' di ku' k0

would I could I could he would he I,dwu'a ku'a ku'i wu'i au,

wu' w0
he'd can'tI can'the
hiu' k&'a k6'i

kana kani
canl 'canhe



Auxiliaries - Listening Comprehension

342 Pronouns - Auxiliaries.. Listening Comprehension
Write what you think you understand. Write exactly by

the solnds yol hear and iompare. Repeat until memorized!

r I am Am I you are I'm not are you he is Am I not
am ama Yar 'm not arYa hiz amanot

you aren't is he sfte is I do aren't you he isn't is-sle
y'orn zi sh iz ad u o rn cha h i lz n t'sh i

2 they're do I you do isn't he she isn't are they I don't
thlar dua y'du tz'ni shilzn arthe adon

do you he does isn't she they aren't don't I you.don't
d'ya hidaz . tznchi th'orn dona y'd9n

s does he she does aren't they I did don't you he doesn't
dazi shidaz ornthe adt' d6cha hidazn

does she they do did I you did doesn't he she doesn't
da'shi thedu dt'a y'dt' dazni shidazn

t do they I didn't did you he did doesn't she the don't
duth-e adi drja hidt' daZchi thedon'

didn't I you didn't did he she did don't they I'll
dt'na y'di dt'i shidt' d6the ao

s didn't you he didn't did she they did will I you'll
dTcha hidi dt'chi thedt' wtola Y'o

didn't he she didn't did they I won't will you he'll
dr'ni shidT dt'the aw6 wloya hio

e d,idn't she they didn't won't I you won't will he she'll
dichi thedT wo'na Y'w6 wtoli shio

did they I can won't you he won't will she they'll
dr'the akan w6cha hiw6 wrolchi theo

7 can I you can won't he she won't wiII they I can't
kana y'ke wo'ni shiw6 YYlole akan'
con you he can won't she they won't can't I yot! cgn
kdya hikan w6chi thew6 kan'a Y'ki

E can he she can won't they I could can't you he can't
kani shikan wSthe aku' k6cha hike'

can she they can could I you could can't he she can't
kdchi thikan ku'a y'ku' ken'i shik€'

e can they I couldn't could you he couldn't can't she

kane 
- akO kuia hik0 k6chi

they can't you couldn't could he she could can't they
tliek6' y'kO' ku'i shiku' k6the

to couldn't you he could could she they could would I
k0cha hiku' kuchi theku' wu'a

you would couldn't he she couldn't could they I wouldn't
yu u' ku'ni shik0 ku'the awO

tt would you he would couldn't she they couldn't wouldn't I
wuia hi u' kUchi thek0 wu'na

you wouldn't would he she would couldn't they would'n'.t you
y'wO wudi shiu' ku'ne w0cha

tz he-wouldn't would she they would wouldn't he she wouldn't
hiw0 wuchi the u' u u'ni shi wU

would they wouldn't she they wouldn't wouldn't they
wu'the w0chi thewO wu'ne

22r
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What .. + reduced forms ..?

343 What.......?
After What.. often comes a reduced form of an auxiliary

verb and a pronoun, as seen in these examples. Change the
base verb (--) to express other ideas.
What often loses the h and .t sounds and o changes to a.

See the Sound Changes 2, 34,18. In What ... ? questions the
voice goes down at the end... unless the speaker is doubtful,
suspicious or angry!
The speaker talks to a person who looks and answers back

to the speaker. Neither sees what a boy writes and hands to
a girl to read.

What am I (looh)ing at?
huotamoi luking at

ama ua'ama luking at

What're you (do)ing
arya huotarya

huataya
uatya
uacha, duan

What is he (do)ing?
tzi hua'rzi duan

What is she reading?
t'shi hua'r'shi uri-'ing

What did he write and
what did she read?
huot drd hi roit and
huot did shi ri-d

ua'd rd i

ua'd rch i
ua'di roi'n
ua'chi rid

You're looking at me.
yuar luking at mi
yar lukrn' a'mi

32 17
I'm loohing at you!
oim atyu
am lukrn' achu

Writing.
u roi'ing
What he wrote.

ua'i urot
I don't hnow.
oi don'no

adono

adano

dtdi = 'di 9

yal

344 What.....? questions often heard
Suggest possible names and languages to prompt an answer.

Point to a calendar or watch, or make a rough drawing on
the chalkboard.

What's your name? John, Joe, Juan...? 45, 45
huot shar
uacha nem

What do you speah? French, Gerinan, Latin?
huo'daya
hua'd'y'spik

What's today? Monday, Friday, the 22nd..?
huo's t'de

What time is it? What's that? What's this?
hua'toimtzrt hua'set ua'sts

29
20



Overview of Verbs

345 Overview of Verbs - the forms used most in Spoken English
Actions, how and where things are

Simple Past

-ed

I studied music
yesterday.

drd + base verb

-Ot-l
had + base+ed
-O-O-l

Now (present)

-l-
Simple Present

base verb
One timet'+

I study tennh
todaY.

Long time

-&|-
I study English
euery day.

After now (future)
t-
Happens naturallY

will + base verb
l-6

We all will die!

plan, intend to do
thinking to do
l-2-1-1*9-

going fo + base verb
I'm going to study

at home tonight.

do + base verb+

haue + base+ed-rr

Before now (past)

-@-l
I studied English
3 years in my
country..

Many times - Habit
used to + base verb

-o-o-o-o-o-o-l
I used to walk to school. Now I go on a bus.

Emphatic, for sure, no doubt

I did see you kiss her! I do study hard!
From one point in time to another

I had studied English I haue studied English;
before I came here. 3 years nour. (f rom the

past up to now).
LonEer action + short action

was/were base+ing when is/are/am base+ing

-6-l
-616---x-I was studying when I'm studying noru(and some

you came in the rootn. other person impinges on
what you do right now)

Not a true fact. You think imagine maybe it happens.

f + simple past form...could / would + base verb
if ...? ? ? ?.. could/would........

If you u)ere an American naturally you would speah English,
and you could xy the uowels correctly !

If you had much money you could buy 15 cars....
but would you get that many automobiles?

Often the i/ part is not said but there is a feeling of if, maybe.--

Could you ffiy the American uowels? (if you tried, wanted to)
Would you please sit down. (if you want to, if you can)



Verb base lines chart

346 Learning the verb forms and their uses
When an ESL learner has in mind, knows, 6 concepts of the

past, 5 of the present, 2 of the future and of the lf..would/
could pattern it is easier to understand and know what to use.

lf an instructor doesn't know the students' language, or even
if known, use diagrams of lines and dots to demonstrate and
show visually when what happens. See the overall diagram in
347 and use the pertinant parts of it for each concept. Along
with the diagrams use the silent cues of gae, gag.

To better recognize these forms, practice well the pronoun-
ciations of the reduced forms of 341.342.

347 Past Present Future

I base verb

2 do + base

3 base + ing

-aaaaaaaaaaaa

a a a__

aaaaaaa

--I--l-

8 simple past

9 did + base

l0 used to + base

have + perfect
form
have been + base
+ ing
going to 'gonna'
+ base

will, 'll + base

was+base+ing
..when + 8

had + perfect

form...before
had been + base

+ ing...when + 8

-a 

a a a a a a a a O a a a

-̂+-+
11

T2

-a a a a a a a a a l3



Silent Cues for Verbs

348 Silent Cues See og - Silent Gestures
Do the silent cues, gestures, if not the actions themselves, of

every action when mentioned, with the appropriate past, pre-
sent or future gestures. Also frequently refer to the verb base
line chart of 3+2. Draw pertinent parts of it on the chalkboard
along with the gestures.
past - Facing to the right of the class, point backwards with
the left arm or back over the left shoulder. Tap the left
part of a verb base line.

present - Point downward from the chest toward the floor
between your feet. Tap the nou, crossmark, a short vertical
line in the middle of the verb base line. Point to the current
time, minute, on a watch.

future - Facing to the right point forward from the shoulder
with an extended riqht arm. Tap the right end of the verb
base line.

Point at each person mentioned, usually with the right hand.
I, rny, me - The speaker taps his own chest.
he, she - While still looking at the person spoken to, without

turning the head, point sideways at the he-she person.
349 going to,'gonna'- With the forefinger of the left hand, tap

the left temple of the head or just above the left ear. Tilt
the head slightly towards the finger, eyes half-closed nod
the head as if the idea is a pleasant one. But don't yet start
to actually do an action. This is still contemplative inten-
tion. The right hand gestures as to the contemplated action.
going fo - Usual spelling, Traditional Orthography - -fO

goi-ng tu - Precise formal pronunciation
goanta - Vowels weaken to a, -ing becomes -tn', an. 2,32
gona - usually heard. After n, t is dropped. Sd.Chge. /8
gana - uncultured, very fast popular form. 2

-ing Put the right arm'across the chest and extend the right
hand as far as possible to the left. Slowly swing, sweep it
around in front and on to as far as possible to the right.
Repeatedly say the -ing word..7 or 8 times while the hand
is going by.

will - 'll Make the future gesture with a half-closed fist
and the foref inger pointing assuredly, firmly f orward.48

350 Auxiliaries...in basic verb patterns
Stand up, sit down lend themselves to readily creating in the

classroom a tangible feeling, understanding of the auxiliaries,
verb tenses and modes.
Only when an exercise, or a separatable part of one, has been

learned well are you to go on to new material..a day or so later
or more. Don't be in a hurry. Let each thing become internali-
zed, absorbed before adding on something related which may
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Simple, progressive present

cloud up, confuse what was learned not long before.
It is well to review the previous lesson of related material..or

for those newto the class to practice the new exercise wel,.
Go immediately to the fastest forms, at the speeds indicated
of x times in 10 seconds.
a - Simple present. Do and say the actions.

Draw a verb base line with a small dot at thenow crossmark
to show a one-time action now, in the present 

-6-Stand up
sta-ndap

6

asta-ndap
26
I sit down

Sit down
sr'do u-n
146

With u lengthened be-
fore the voiced n.

b-verb+s
Repeat saying these until it becomes automatic when saying

he/she to put -s onto the verb. Practice each utterance 5 times
on as many diffeerent occasions as needed to say it easily.
I stand up. You stand up.

asr'do un yrsr'doun s)hisr's do un

Contrast drill i. r, hi - sl, hi- sr's 21

c am / is / are --ing
Draw on the chalkboard a verb base line with a stretch of

dots passing through the now crossmark. 
-... 

.l . ..
When saying a --ing word make the slow sweeping motion

described in g+9.

sitting sr'i-ng With the left hand pat the left hip where it rests
on, touches the seat of the chair under it. The right hand
makes the sweeping -lng gesture.

Make a noticeable t deletion stop cutting off clean, making
very short the r'. The i is lengthened before the voiced n.
r' - short, i- longer. sr'i-ng. Sound Changes 23, 8, 6.

standing st+ndi-ng Stand upright at stationary attention
like an honor guard soldier, with the left arm straightdown
along the left side. The right makes the -ing sweep.
The a is lengthened before the voiced -ng. End -ng by

stopping the air flow in the back of the mouth and let a

puff go down back and up out the nose. lt should make the
flame of a a burning match flicker. Sound Changes 6, 53.

Drill See 348 about he, she, you.
I'm sitting
oim

You're sitting S)he's sitting
s)hi'Sr'ing

'm sf'rng 2,4 yar sr'i-ng I
Contrast drill i r' i. (normal length, cut off short, longer)

hi Sr'ing

2Xi

ylsta-ndap
3

You sit down.

yuar

S)he stands up.
s)hi stanzap

18
S )he sits down.
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go@ to, 'll, do + base verb

d gotng fo + base verb See 3+9.
Draw a broken line with a question mark or two to the right

from the verb base line now crossmark. -l--.2---z--o
Each student in turn does and says:
I'm sitting. I'm going to stand up. I stand up.

'm sr'rn 32 amgona standap astandap
I'm standing. I'm going to sit down. I sit down.
'm ste-nding 'm gona sr'doun ast'do un

Work up to saying these 6 all together 2 times in 10 seconds.
e 'll= -o See Sound Change48.

Draw a heavy line to the right from the nou) crossmark of the
verb base line. See future, will in 348,349. 

-lroDon't even mention that 'll is a form of will. Just drill 'll as a
weak o. See Sound Change 48. Here make '// more definite and
forceful than going to.

Do these 8 utterances only with .I. When first learning them,
repeatedly say I'rn sitting, I'm standing, I'rn going fo several
times. Then as if you've reached a definite decision, shaking an
assertive forefinger say I'll stand up or I'll sit down only l time
as you start to rise or sit down. Later say all 8, each one time,
from memory...in less than 10 seconds.
I'm sitting. I'm going to stand up. I'll stand up. I stand up.
'm st'i.ng 'm gona sta'ndap aostandap astandap

I'm standing.I'm going to sit down. I'II sit down. I sit down.
'mstandi-ng 'm gona st'do un aosr'doun ast'doun

First contrast drill these pairs. Later a native English speaker
says the full utterances mixed up, with pauses between them
but at fast speed..as if each were one of 15 repetitions in 10
seconds.

a - ao I ao - a, aostendap - astandap, ao sr'do un - ast'do un
f do + base verb

-Or- 

See 2 of g+2.

Draw a verb base line with a noticebly large dot at the
now crossmark. One single emphatic action in the present.

When going through this series, for I stand up and I sit down
just start the action with the body, the torso, bent forward a
little with the forearms out forward. Then when saying do
stand up, do sit down complete the action with the torso
straightened up and the arms beside the body. At that time
stomp the floor with a foot...like a spoiled brat insisting on
having his way. Toss the head defiantly...with a 'See, I told
you tu'attitude.

Put the key words in the series order on the chalkboard
and have each student go through the series...until all the
class knows it by memory. Keep in mind that the teacher
should model, and the students work up to saying, each at
the speed of saying it 15 times in 10 seconds. From time
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past -ing emphatic dtd

to time check how long it takes a student to say a given
utterance 15 times. Look at the sweep second hand of a

student's watch! Start at the 0, I0,20,30, 40 or 50 second
position after the minute. Count the times by bending down
and then straightening up the fingers of both hands.

I'm sitting. Left hand pats a hip and the seat of the
'm sr'i-ng chair under it. Right sweeps left to right.

I'm going to stand up. Le"ft foref inger to head above
'mgona standap the left ear. Right points up.

I'lI stand up. Point, shake the left foref inger with
aostandap determination. Right points up.

I stand up.
astandap

I do stand up.
adu sta-ndap
I'm standing.
'm sta-nd i-ng

Start to rise, with body leaning forward.
The a is like a weak grunt.

Stand up straight. Stress do and
stamp a foot loudly on the f loor.

Stand at attention like a soldier.
Right hand sweep from left to right.

Left forefinger to above the
left ear. Right points down.

Shake an assertive left forefinger. Nod
the head as if you've decided for sure.

Bend the kness a little. Look down.

Sit down and slap a knee as you do.

I'm going to sit down.
'mgona st'doun

I'lI sit down.
aost'do un

I sit down.
ast'do un

I do sit down.
adu sr'do un

g Past tense -ing emphatic dld
As you get into the drill draw verb base line diagrams on

the chalkboard, to the left of the nou crossmark, a dotted
stretch for -ing and a dot, spot for a single action.See.3a7.9,11.

Pick a student who did f above well and go through the
series one time..without repeating any of the utterances if
possible. Note on the chalkboard the start and stop times.
To let a few minutes go by, clarify, correct some pronuncia-

tion or whatever. Then write on the chalkboard by sounds
waz - war (was, werel above the dotted line and did above the
dot to the left of the nou, crossmark on the verb base line dia-
grams. Facing to the right of the class point backwards with
with the left hand...the cue for the past tense.
Next have the same student who reviewed the present tense

start the series but substitute uras and did..tap them on the
verb base line diagrams and have him point backwards. Then
other learners speak to the teacher and point sideways to-
wards the demonstration student and say He / She ucs.... or
did --. After several students each have gone through the
series speaking to the teacher let each student in turn take the
next utterance on aiound the class...always speaking to the
next student with sideways gesturestowardsthe demonstration
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Silent cues tor -ing, 'ue, 'd been

student. Later they speak to that student ...You were -ing.
I was sitting. S)he was sitting. You were sitting.
awa'Sr''rng s)hi wa'sr'ing yu war sr'i-ng 8, g

I was going to stand up. S)he was 9o... You were going...
rwaz gona standap s)hi waz gona.. yu war gona standap

I would* stand up. S)he would... You would...
awu'ste-ndap s)hi wu' yut'' Yluu 9

I stood up. 'S)he stood up. You stood up.
astudap
I did stand up.**

s)hi studap ytstudap 4
S)he did stand up. You did stand up.

adr'standap s)hi dr'sta.ndap ytdr'sta-nd ap ls 30

I was standing. S)he was standing. You were standing.
awa'sta-ndi-ng s)hi wa'steending y'war stending lw9
I was going to sit down. S)he was going.. You were going..
awaz gona sr'doun s)hi wazgona.. y'war gona...
I would sit down.

awt.r'st'doun
I mt down.
asa'doun

I did sit down.
ad r'sr'do un

S)he would sit.. You would sit...
s)hi wu'sl'doun y'wu'st'doun

S)he sat down. You mt down.
s)hi sa'doun yrse'doun

S)he did sit down. You did sit down.
s)hidr'sr'doun yrdr'st'doun

* would lt is used here as a somewhat assertive, definitely to
happen action...taking place in the past. So the reduced
form d is less likely to be used. The u is lengthened before
the voiced -d..which is dropped before s'. In this drill work
tor wou-- to be said as u, then separately u lengthened but
cut off suddenly by the d deletion stop. u uu'

** did Like u' the r of dld is lengthened before 'd..which is

dropped. Here as it is emphatic, not the past tense auxiliary
as in questions or the negative, stress it like for do. did
stand up - stamp a foot loudly on the floor. did sit down -

slap a knee assertively just as you get seated.

351 --ing, 've been, 'd been
Silent Cues
-'ue Make the past gesture of the left hand pointing back'

wards and then bring it around in front and point down as a

sign of the present. See g+g and put 5 of sqz on the chalk-
board. 'ue av = a 35

-'d Hold the left hand back in the past gesture. Turn around
counterclockwise and extend the right hand, or point it far
beyond the left hand to give the idea of an action before the
near past. Put on the chalkboard L2 of aqt.
Although 'd is written with the letter d, which is often

dropped, the fast pronunciation is usually just a' quickly cut
off by a deletion stop. When / becomes a in fast speech, 1d
is a longer a'.
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Haue.. Had.. been --W..?

He stood up histudap I stood up astudap
He'd stood up hia'studap I'd stood up *'slvdap
Contrast drill these..with and without the a' stop. Careful

speakers say a'...but many others do not , so I stood and I'd
stood sound the same.

before Make the same 2-handed gesture as for d..the right
hand far to the left.beyond the left hand. Then move the
right hand towards the left hand, which is closer to the
body, as you repeat before several times. Draw a diagram
like l2 ol 347 with an arrow from the double-dot perfect to
the single dot, simple past, and call it before as you trace it
from left to right.

I'ue been sitting 5 minutes. Point to the starting time on the

". 
abrn sr'i-ng foi'mtnr's chalkboard. Stop the -ing sweep."" before you stand up. The left hand points up as it inter-

b'foar yrsta-ndap cepts the passing right hand.
You're standing

yar sta-ndi-ng
when I stand up.

huenast+ndap
I'd been sitting 5 minutes Make a sweeping ges-

a'brn sr'i-ng foi'mrnr's ture across the seat
before you stood up. where the speaker
b'foar yrstudap had been sitting.

You'd stood up before I stood up. Draw 12 and 8 of s+z
y'a'studap b'foarurastudap on the chalkboard.

352 have / had been - Questions
Later, a day or so?, follow the same techinques as for 351 but

ask questions. Don't explain the variants. Just do-say them.
The relationship of pairs such as haue -'ue, had -'d in minds of
native English speakers is seen in the traditional spelling. But
for an ESL beginner, faced with urgent survival, it's more prac-
tical to do-say the meanings without derivative explanations.

I'm sitting.
am sr'i-ng

m sl'nt

Am I sitting?
'moi st'i-ng

Yes, you are.
yeshto.ar

Left hand pats hip and seat.
Right hand makes lhe -W gesture.

See Sound Change 32.

The passing right hand is bumped
up by the left but continues on.

Haue I been sitting 5 minutes when you stand up? Yes, you hau4.
ha-va brn sr'i-ng foi'mrnr's hue-n yu sta-ndap yesha ha-vf

6 2 6 236 17 20 6 6 5 43 2 640
Are you standing when I stand up? Yes, I am.

aryt sta-ndi-ng huana standap yesoiam
Had I been sitting 5 rninutes before you stood up? Yes,you had.

ha-ia brn sr'i-ng foi'mtnr's b'fGar yrstudap yeshahe-d
Had you stood up before I stood up? Yes, I had. h*da 23

hajt studap b'foFarur astudap yesaha-o
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..., hd .. hdn't ..? tag questions

3s3 had / have / has been - tag questions
Write each example on the chalkboard as the lesson progres-

ses. Tap them to cue what and how to say and to visually im-
print the variants and the negative form. See zzt.

I'ue been sitting 5 minutes before you stand up, hauen't I?
abrn sr'i-ng foi'mtnl's b'foar yasta'ndap hav noi 4035 23 17 20 Yes, you haue. - yesha havt

You're standing when I stand up, aren't you? Yes, I am.
yarstanding huena stadap orncha yesaam

I'd been sitting 5 minutes before you stood up, hadn't I?
a'brn sr'i-ng foi'mrnr's b'foar yrstudap ha-noi

Yes, you had. - - yesha ha'd

You'd stood up before I stood up, hadn't you? Yes, I had.
y'a'studap b'tearura studap hancha ye sa h*d

has / had been - he, she forms and tag questions
After drilling well with / - you, point to a male and a female

persons and work with the he-she variants...or use personal
names.

I'm sitting, am I not?
am sl'i-ng amoinot

He's sitting, isn't he?
hi'sr'i-ng rzni

Yes, he is.

Yesitzs

Yes, you are.
yeshu oar

She's sitting, isn't she?
shi'sr'i-ng tznchi

Yes, she is.

Ye'shitzs

46
9,12
zs 40

He's been sitting 5 minutes, hasn't he? Yes, he has.
hizbrn sr'i-nq foi'mtnt's he-zni yesi hazs

She's been sitting 5 minutes, hasn't she? Yes, she hag
shiz brn st'i-ng foi'mlnt's ha-znchi ye'shi hezs

He's standing when she stands up, isn't he? Yes, he is.
hi'standing hucnchi stanzap tzni yesitzs
She's standing when he stands up, isn't she. Yes, she is.
shi'standing hueni stanzap tznchi ye'shirzs

He'd been sitting 5 minutes before she stood up, hadn't he?

hia'brn sr'ing foi'mtnt's b'foar shi studap ha'ni 18

She'd been sitting 5 minutes before he stood up, hadn't she?
shia'brn st'i-ng foi'mtnt's b'fearuri studap hanchi

Yes, he had. yesi h*d Yes, she hcd. ye'shihad
He'd stood up before she stood up, hadn't he? Yes, he had.

hia'studap b'foar shi studap hani yeslh*d 24

She'd stood up before he stood up, hadn't she? Yes, she had.
shia'studap b'foaruri studap he'nchi ye'shi hee'd

Contrast drill i- l, hi- bt, hi- br-n, hi rz t - i, st i-ng

He stood up histudap
He'd stood up hia'studap
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past Tense

PAST TENSE OF VERBS
354 Urgent Survival For practical purposes to get along in

English as soon as possible just put did before the base
verb. In this way you have a good workable past tense
without having to learn the past tense forms.

Before trying to learn the past tense forms you should first
know well the present tense forms. Learn only 4 or 5 verbs at
one time, using only I andyou as subjects. In another class ses-
sion, at least one day later, work on the he-she-if forms. Pay
close attention to the variant forms with -s added to the third
person present tense verbs. ls it s, z or dropped? Does it change
the f irst sounds of the word after it?

Repeatedly do and say each set (4 or 5) of the simple present
tense forms until they are learned well. Then by following the
silent cues practice the series of complete sentences. After you
learn the present tense it is best to wait a day or better a week
before working on the past tense forms, particularly of the ir-
regular verbs.
At the end of a quick review of the present tense forms in

preparation for learning the past tense forms write the exact
'present' time, day, hour and minute, on the chalkboard. Keep
it in mind, refer back to it continuously to give the past tense
feeling. Also use some past tense indicating word, such as cgo.
An X number of time units 'ago.' For a long time ago hold the
hands far apart. For a short time, as when saying jusf, bring
the hands close together. See 361.

months ago weeks ago days ago hours ago minutes ago
mtnsago wiksago dezago ouarzago mrnr'sago

305620
seconds ago just 1 just 2 just 6 just 7
sekanzago jastuan jas'tu jr'srks jr'se-van

30 5 I 3209 6
3s5 lf the exact time of the first and only learning session, as of

a day or so back, or the last short review of the present tense
is still fresh in mind refer back to that specific time. Tap, point
to an X date on a calendar or the exact hour and minute on
the chalkboard. Point back over your shoulder, with the left
hand, see 348, towards that definite time in the past as a silent
cue for the past tense. Don't really do the action itself because
the learner by recalling from his memory has a feeling of dis-
tance back in time. Physically doing the action gives the sensa-
tion of the present. Just make an indicative gesture with the
right hand as to the meaning and back over the shoulder with
the left for the past.

Here the series segments give the positive present and positive
past as well as questions in the past. This calls for the use of
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Past Tense - Regular verbs

the base form, usually like the present tense form, in the ques-
tions and the past form in the full complete answer. ln effect
it's a present-past pairing drill. Did you see? Yes, I ffiw. See,
after did, is like the present tense and saur is the past tense.
For a regular class following a planned program o'i'!'a prede-

termined period of time it's best to work through all the verbs
in the simple present tense using you and.I as subjects' Then
go back over the verbs practicing with the he-she-it forms. As
the last phase work with the past tense forms.
lf the learners are of irregular attendance..one'time drop-ins,

frequent drop-outs, itinerant workers, etc. take only a group
of .4 or 5 verbs and go through the present tense you-.I forms
and throw in some drill with did f or the past. See 3s+.

For fast effective reviews use the natural speech recordings in
hear-do-say sessions. See +0, Study Steps 2.'...6. At all times
listeners are to make the silent cue gestures to show that they
are understanding what is being said...by anyone! One person
speaks and all the others in the class make indicative gestures.

356 REGULAR VERBS

The regular verb past tense indicator is usually written -ed.lt
has the pronunciations'd,'t, -ld. The -d or -t of all 3 forms
often is dropped, in accordance with the 'dental deletion' rules
seen in Sound Changes 13 ... 30.

The -t, -d at the end of a base verb, such as wait, wade, putt,
often becomes just a very short weak transitory pause, a hint
of a deletion, before the 'rd of the past tense/participle..and
the -d of -rd is often dropped. So the -rd ending often is just a

weak fast t between 2 quick stoPs.
He waited there before he putted and waded through-
hi wettd the-ar b'foaruri patld an wedld thru

2321 6 65233 23 6 21

hi we't'the-ar b'foaruri pa'l'n we't'thru
Note: The distinctive meanings of wait-wade are carried

more by the shorter and longer e e than by the often
disappearing -t, -d of the base verb. The lengthened e'
stays long even when the voiced -d disappears.

At first forms with a missing -t,'d may seem likethe present
tense. When ESL learners know about such deletions and the
replacing faint stop, hesitation they will begin to hear, and use,

such deletion stops. Also the context before and after usually
indicates the time, tense.
Similarly the -s on verbs tor he'she-if disappears'.leaving a

faint deletion stop or change in the following sound. \Nith he
or she in mind, and the context, understanding is not a pro-
blem.



I

open, close, want, wait, ansu)er, pay

He looks sad. He looked sad. Did he looh sad?hi lukssad hi lukt sa-d drd hi luk sa-d9203311
hiluk'Sad hiluk'sad drdi luksad

stop, strong S stop,weak S no stop, weak s

ln the classroom where the natural context of something
happening before or after is not so palpable, tangible, everyone
doing or just listening should make the past cue...left hand to
the rear, point at, see the moment of the past on the board.

357 Regular verbs, -d open, close, want, wait, answer, pay
Each student in turn does and says these actions of

open and close a book, look wantingly at something the next
student has, reach to take it and get a No answer. Then sit
back and wait a minute to think and then offer to pay tor the
object.
open Say op, then n as a grunt with the lips apart. Open a

book down the middle and let each half fall down flat on a
desk top, chair arm or down over the head of a student!
close kuloz (The same as clothes.l lf there is trouble with

the l-sound, put u before it after biting and keeping the tip of
the tongue between the front teeth. The o is lengthened before
the voiced z which changes to s. See Sound Changes 47,6,40.

Startle the class by slamming closed a big book, or a ooor,
with a big bang to get the attention of the class. Open and
slowly close it while repeating c/ose, close... See zls..
want uont Start with u for w, a clear lengthy o before the

voiced n ...and forget about the -t, weak at best. 6,18
Put the palms of your hands together near your heart as if

praying and look yearningly at something desirable that the
next student has...pen, expensive watch, earrings, gold pin...
Make Come here, give me gestures. Offer maybe I cent, a
paper clip, a dirty rag in payment or trade. Get the owner to
'answer'No.
answer e-nsar Lengthy a before n. lf the owner definitely

responds with a No, say You answer, No.
With the fingers straight, side by side, close and open them

down to and up from the thumb like the beak of a talking
bird. Point the hand from the doer's mouth, move it towards
the owner of the desired object. Then still like a talking bird's
beak repeatly move it looping to and back from the owner's
mouth, towards the doer as answer is said several times.
wait wet A brief e and a weak -t. Lean against a wall or sit

back relaxed with your arms across your chest. Glance at your
watch every few seconds, sigh deeply in exasperation. Say /
wait a few times and finally come to a decision.

357
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opens, close,, wants, waiE, answers, pays

pay phe Stop the flow of air with the closed lips.
Then let out a puff of air..to make the flame of a

burning match flicker. See Sound Change 53. With
one hand offer a good amount of money as you
reach for the desired object. (The payer up to this
point has kept hidden, out of sight a $5 or $10
bank note...supplied by the teacher.)

358 Now do the series of aLtions outlined at the start
of 357.
I open the booh. I close the book a Work up to saying it
aop'n tha buk akulo-ztha buk 8 times in 10 seconds.

I want the pen Voiceless th' before voiceless p-
awon'th'phe-n. Like for psy, a puff of air. 53

You answel'No.'
ya-nsar no

I wait a rninute. Watch a second hand go around once.
awe'a mlntt
I want a Pen. I utant to PaY. ^ ^ -
oi won/a Pe-n oi won/tu Pe 19-2.,,9
awona pr-n awona pe 30-18 Pay with the right hand.

Ipayyoumoneyforthepen.The|efthandpointsto
apne-yu mani f' th'phe-n g I, you, mone!, Pen'

Contrast drill: a - o, awo, awon'(I want)
Special the drill: voiced before voiced sounds tha, tha buk

unvoiced before unvoiced sounds th', th'phe'n

for the f'th' - 2 voiceless airflow strictures. 150

f'- the lower lip lightly touches the edge of the
upper front teeth.

th'- the tip of the tongue touches the upper
front teeth where the lower lip touched them'

359 Verb + s he - she torms of the present
After voiced sounds -s is 'z but becomes 's before unvoiced

sounds and is dropped before s-, z', sh'.Also 't is dropped be-

fore -s, as in wants, waits. See Sound Changes 40,39,9,11,20'
Review the verbs of gsz. Put them and the he'she forms in

pairs on the chalkboard. contrast drill sssss - zzzz and insist on
a good buzzing z-sound.
op'n kloz wont wet eansar Phe
op'nnzz klezzazz wons we's a9nsalzz Phez

360 Each learner in turn does this series while always speaking to
the next student. The speaker points to his own chest forf but
sideways at the he-she persons..'male and / or female or use

personal names.
I open a booh.

aopna buk
He opens a booh.
hi opnza buk

She opens a booh.
shi opnza buk



Past tense d, -rd

I close the booh. He closes the booh. She closes the booh.
akloztha buk hi klozazthabuk shiklozazthabuk
I want the pen. He wants the pen. She wants the pen.
awon'th'phe-n hiwonsth'phe.n shi wonsth'phe-n

You answer, "No.n She answers, "No.n He answers, ,,No.,,

y'a-nsar no shi a-nsarz no hi e-nsarz'no
I pay for the pen. He pays for the pen. She pays for the pen.
aphe f'th'phg-n hi phe5f't['p66-n stri phg5f'11-1'phe-n

Note: a - the A is used in open a booh because it could be
any one of several lying around. The instructor is to change
books around at the start of going through each series to give
the feeling of 'one of many.' The is used in close the booh as
it is the same book...the one already used.

Contrast drill -s a -sa short, smooth, lowering tone?
-s the -stha longer, airflow rising tone? See tSO.
wants a book wonsa buk 358
wants the booh wonstha buk

opens the booh -zthab-- continuous buzzing, voicing
wants the pen -sth'p- no buzzing, no voicing

sth'phc-n a puff of air out after th' and pn 5g
361 Past Tense -d, -ld

As usual between segment series don't start this one until
enough time has passed, several days, a week?, so that the pre-
vious one will have been digested, internalized, absorbed by
the students.

Have just one person quickly, in front of the class or where
easily seen by all, review the base verbs. Note on the chalk-
board the exact time when done. As the exercise progresses
tap, point at, refer back to this exact time. Mention the exact
time, such as l0:15 and/or keep lengthening the elapsed time
by using --s ago. See 35+. When indicating time cf, becomesjust a' with a definite stop after it much iit<e ttre way o'of
o'clock is usually said.

at -ten fifteen at eleuen twelue
9 6 6 3 23 6 4g 40 a'a is more like a lengthened
a'te-n f rfti.n a'ale-van tueuvf a with 2 pulses ...:.........

Notice how in fast speech some numbers change before m-.Iz
l minute
wa'mlnlt

5 minutes
foi'mtnt's

7 minutes
sc-va'mrnl's

15 minutes
f rfti-'mrnr's

8 minutes
e'mlnlts

9 minutes 10 minutes
noi'mrnl's te-'mtnt's

When using a past form or a past indicator word point back
behind or over a shoulder with the left hand towards the time
written on the chalkboard. The speaker may have to turn
around somewhat with his back to the chalkboard to do this.
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-ed a .. -ed the 4lh

But by doing so the past tense feeling is intensified. See 344.
The speaker or someone, with the left hand, makes the appro-

silent cue gestures as to the meaning, points with the right
hand towards the student who did the actions.
Write the phonetic forms on the chalkboard for ready refer-

ence and visual imprint.
Fiue minutes ago... You / I / he / she
foi'mtnt'sago Yu oi hi shi
opened, ilosed, wanted, waited, anstaered, paid
opn& kuloz& wontda we'tda a'nsarda peda

When first learning the past forms add a weak a to bring out
the final -d (Sound Change 5). Although later, the'd is weaker
or dropped (Sound Changes 13 .. 30). As each student in turn
repeats the series around the class keep lengthening the past

time used with ago.. 6 minutes ago, 7 minutes ago..20 tninutes
ago.

When this series of simple past forms is readily said practice
the complete sentences. lt gives more pf an sense of detach-
ment, feeling of the past to use he or she for past tense drills.
Point sidewiys towards the he or she person but the speaker
talks directly to the next student.

Look around and pick up one of several books. The doer is to
use a different one for each run-through of a series and say o
when opening one. But say the when using it again, as in the
second sentence when closing it. The pen is a specific one so

takes the. l)se he, she, you or .I as the case may be.

He opened a booh 2 minutes ago. (Tap the time on the
hi op n da buk tu mtnt'sago the chalkboard')

He closed the book. (The same one he opened')
hi kloztha buk

He wanted the pen.
hi wonr'th'pe-n

(Had reached out as if to take it.)

She answered, "No." He paid her for the pen.
shi e-nsar'no -dn" /8 hi pe'ar f' th' pe'n

Contrast drill da - tongue tip back into the mouth
tha - bite the tongue tip between the front teeth

opened a booh opnda buk - smooth. lowering tone?.
opened the booh opn'thabuk - definite break before th, -'th

deletion stoP, rising tone?

362 Regular -d verbs, past tense questions

After a suitable lapse of maturation time, several days, a

week?, a couple of students, male and female or use personal
na.es, again do and say 361 one time. Write on the chalk-
board the exact minute when done. Refer to it for the use of
...ago, or af such-and-such a time.

Make definite stops, breaks where sounds are dropped.



walh, stop, looh, touch, hiss, wash, brush .. -ed. = -t

Did he open a book a minute ago at g:21?
drdi opna buka mrnr'ago a'noin tue-niwan

Yes, he opened one at g:21.
yesi op n'uana'noin tue-niwan

Did he close the booh?
drdi klo-zthabuk

Yes, he closed.the booh.
yesi kloz'tha buk

Did he want the pen 2 minutes ago?
drdr won'th'pe-n tu mtnr'sago

Yes, he wanted the pen 2 minutes ago.
yesi wonr'th'pe-n tu mtnl'sago

Did she ansu)er, "No"? Yes, she ansr!)ered. ,,No.,,

drchi a-nsar no ye'shi a-nsar'no
Did he pay her for the pen? Yes, he paid her for it.

drdi pear f' th' pe-n yesi p*dar farurrt
363 Regular Verbs - past tense -ed pronounced -t

walh, stop, looh, touch, hiss, wash, brush - - door, teeth
Do and say the simple present tense verbs by them-

selves and any new nouns until learned well. Use the si-
lent cues for rapid drilling. Then practice the complete
sentences, even using several verbs at the same time.
Later the students talk about someone else, he-she,

doing the actions now or did in the past. Look over the
procedures in 361,362.

.walh wck (wok) Actually take steps or silenfly cue
by walking the right index and middle fingers across
the palm of the left hand or up through the air.
stop stop Suddenly come to a halt while about to

walk into a door or bump into a student. Silently cue
by holding up a palm of a hand outwards like a cop
stopping traffic.

looh at lukat Steadily stare at something.
With the knuckles at the end of the nose
point 2 fingers from the 2 eyes towards a de-
finite thing.
touch tach Reach out and lightly rub some-

thing with the tips of the.f ingers...a girl's hair,

'ff1;,1'!:ll;',"0 smack the 6q6s
: : fi i il;# :';i J:: :l;'""J"'J : 

s s*\x\
csk esk es ka Jerk the head back a little, si-

lently mouth Eftl Slightly cup the palms of the
hands chest high jerking them apart with a
What giues, huh? expression.

to
W



A
Unvoiced final +-s

wash wosh (wJsh) Lean over as if splashing
water up on the face..say face as you run your
hands across, over it.
brush burash Move a straight foref inger from

side to side across the teeth, like brushing them'
With 2 or 3 fingers tap several teeth as you say

teeth. (Not 1 f inger, that would be for tooth'l
euery day e'vuri de On a calendar, or one crudely drawn on

the chalkboard, tap every day across a couple of weeks' as you
repeatedly say euery, euery' euery day.

this morning thts moarni'ng Draw 7 boxes side by side like a

ca|endar*eek.Writeinthedatesofthecurrentweek.Circ|e
Gouy' and shade in, chalk, the left side and call the shaded

left haf f this rnorning.
if Rock the head and I or a hand from side to side giving a

feeling of doubt, indecision. Say Yes - no, no - yes indecisively.
364 The instructor does the actions and says the complete sen-

tences in the series order. Write the verbs by sounds on the
chalkboard. Start with the class in unison saying each and all
together making. the corresponding gestures as to meaning.
Then each student in turn says and makes the gestures for the
whole series. Work up to saying the series of sentences all in
l0 seconds. I walh.......this morning.

wck stop lukat tach kts ask wosh brash

I wath to the door. I stop. I looh at the door. I touch it.
awok t'th'doar astop aluka'th'doar atachtt
I hiss my hand to you. (the next student)
akrs m'han't'yu

I ash you if you
aeskyrtfyt

wash your face and brush your teeth euery morning.
woshyar fes'n brasha tithh e'vuri moarni'ng

Point at the person spoken to every time you - your are used.
You olten becomes yr before vowels. Your commonly is yar
which reduces to ya or yl. --sh yr becomes "shyr 'sht. With
your becoming just -t be sure to point at the you person when
saying wosht (wash your).
Work for a good t-sound. i t e e. Then contrast tt and t in

yf f yr, yltfyt, askyttfyr (ash you if you.').
365 Regular verbs, final unvoiced consonants + -s (he - she)

While one student speaks to the next one someone (of a boy-
girl pair is best) at a distance does the actions or makes the
cue gestures.
Write the he- she forms on the chalkboard by sounds. Con-

trast sssss zzzz. W ork for a good buzzing zzz where z is.
wcks stops luksat tachlz ksaz asks woshtz brashtz

364
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walhed, stopped, loohed, touched, hissed, ashed

He walhs to the door. He stops and loohs at the door,
hi wcks t'th'doar hi stops'n luksa'th'doar
He touches it. He hisses his hand to her.

hi tachrzrt hi ktstztz ha-n't'ar
She hisses her hand to him.
shi krsrzar han't'rm

He ashs her if she washes her face and brushes her teeth euery
hi asksar lf shi woshlzar fes n brashrzar tithh morn-

She asks him if he washes his face and brushes his teeth rng'

shi asksrm rfr woshrzrs fes n brashrzrs tith e-vuri
Special attention: mo'arni-ng
to the t'th' 2 unvoiced stops. t' - the tip of the tongue hits
the top of the mouth. th'- the tongue tips hits the upper

front teeth.
hisses his hand kstztz ssss zzzz .zzzz ktssss tzzzzzz zzzz
washes his face woshrzrs shshshsh zzzzzz ssssss (hl's - hrz

changes to hrs before unvoiced sounds. Sound Change J9)
euery e-vuri eeeeee vvvvvvvv uuuuri Sound Changes 6, 50.

366 Regular Verbs, -ed pronounced -t. Past tense variants
After an intervening maturation period of time for the mind

to absorb the verb + s structures of 36s work on the past tense.
Start by reviewing the present. Then drill the simple past tense
base forms ending in -t. Later ask past tense questions.
Quickly do the actions and say the present tense forms. Write

on the chalkboard the exact time when done.
4. .I walh, stop, looh at the d,oor and touch it. I hiss my hand to
{ awck stop luka'th'doarn tachrt akrs m'ha-n't'yu
\ you. I ash you if you wash your face and brush your teeth? aaskyrrfyr woshyar fes n brasha tith e-vuri de euery day.

Contrast drill wash her woshar - point at a female
wash your woshyar - point at the you person

For woshyar the front of the tongue moves up a little, like
to say i. In washar the tongue tip does not move.

367 -ed - -t Past tense, positive statements
The speaker points sideways towards the person who did the

actions of g00. The instructor keeps pointing to, tapping the
time written on the chalkboard to maintain, imprint the past
feeling. Make the silent gestures as to meanings to cue what is
to be said.
To imprint the base past tense forms, after -t release a puff of

air or add a soft -a. See Sound Changes SB, 5.
At 10:15 (or whenever the review was made)

a'te-n frfti-n
he walked, stopped, loohed at, touched, kdsssed, asked

hi wckta stopta luktat tachta krsta askta



to be

if she washed her face and brushed her teeth.
rf shi woshtar fes'n brashtar tath

But in fast speech the -t often becomes a deletion stop. Make
a definite break, breath stoppage, for the missing't when prac-
ticing complete sentences. Each student in turn around the
class speaks to the next student. Tap the time on the chalk-
board for a student to repeat, say the time in the past.

Fiue minutes ago at 10:15
foi'mtnt'sago a'te-n f rfti-n

17 20 96 6 '--'-SeeSoundChanges.
he walked to the door.
hi wck't'th'doar

I46
He stopped, looked at it and touched it.
hi stopta luk ta't'n tachttl

5 523 24
He kissed his hand to her and ashed her....
hi krstrs he-n't'arnasktar

533 1833 5
if she washdd her face and brushed her teeth euery morning.
rf shi woshtar fes'n brashtar tithe'vuri moarni-ng

5066
-ed - -t verbs - past tense questions
After an interlude following 367, at least a 5 or lO minute

break doing something quite different, reaffirm the time when
the review was done, l0:15. Then ask past tense questions'
Use the full answers to imprint well the past tense forms.
At 10:15, 35 minutes ago

a'te-n f rfti-n tharttfoi'm tnt'sago
Didhe walk to the door? Yes,he walhed to the door at 10:15.
drdi wck t'th'doar yesi wJk't'th'dGarura'te'n frft'rn

Did he stop, look at the door and touch it?
drdi stop luka'th'dearn tachtt

Yes, he stopped, loohed at the door and touched it.
yesi stop' luk'a'th'doarn tachtrt ll16

Did he kiss his hand to her? Yes, he hissed his hand to her.
drdi ktsrs ha-n't'ar

What did he ash her?
huqdrdi askar

yesi ktstts ha-n't'ar
He asked her if she.....

hi:esktarurtf shi....
if she washed her face and brushed her teeth every morning.
rfshi woshtar fes'n brashtar tith e'vuri moarni'ng

s69 Inegular Verbs - to be (at a place - locative f unction)
f n English to be is for where or how a thing is' These 2 con-

cepts in other languages may be even 3 or 4 different verbs'
f n fearning the forms of to be it's better to learn first where
things are lvisually tangible)...later, how they are (intangible)'
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here, there, ouer there, by

The use of the plural form are (they are, tue are) for the one
person you, the 5 variants each of ls and are,the 3 given here
of they and you (which has 15 more) all need speciil recogni-
tion, attention and practice for mastering natural English.

To set the scene for the to be at a place exercises
Put a table, with a chair far beyond, in front center of the

class, parallel with but at least I meter away from the first row
of students. Put a shoe on the table and a female figure, a girl,
woman, doll, large drawing on or beside the table. Across from
the class beyond the table 3 or 4 meters put a chair for a male
figure, boy, man, drawing to be on or near. Near a door to one
side put a stack of 8 to l0 books up on a box, stool so that
they are easily seen by all the class. See 371.

370 In a previous class session, before working with the target
structures of to be, review, teach the location indicators, per-
sonal pronouns and nouns that are to be used.

Locations
here hi-ar, i.ar 33 The speaker points down towards his own

feet (the silent cue for here, now, the present). With the right
hand touch several things within easy reach. Hold up 2lingers
of the left hand as you say hi-ar, i-ar to show that there are 2
forms of the word. Lengthen the i. before ar. Sound Change 6

there the-ar, e-ar 28 Point at something nearby but beyond
easy reach, such as the table that is a little away from the
first row of students. Hold up 2 fingers as you say the 2 forms.
ouerthere o,varthe-ar Point up and over nearby things as you

say ouer and at a definite thing beyond when you say there..up
and over the table to the more distant chair. A lengthened o
before the voiced v. Work for a definite distinctive ar in both
words. oooooovv vvararcrarar theeeee arararar

Practice the 3 distances back and forth.
h'rar - rar Point down at your feet, 2 f ingers up
the-ar - e-ar Point at something nearby, 2 f ingers up
o-var thaar - Point up and over the there object midway

on the table on th'tebo 48 Rub the top of the table. Put a
flat hand on a student's head as you say on.
by the door, by the table, by you Go stand near the door,

the chair and walk up close to the person spoken to. For by at
first say boi but soon just b' - an almost voiceless explosion of
air out as the tightly closed lips break apart.

by the door - b'th'doar 2 explosive puffs of air. b'th' See 58.
Pronouns

Write each form on the chalkboard as it is learned, paired.
oi a yu ya yr Make the cuing gestures. Hold up
ui theee
hi i shi chi

l, 2 or 3 fingers. Tap the corres-
ponding form(s as needed.
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'm, 're - at a place

.I oi, a The speaker hits his chest 2 times, like Tarzan.
you yu, ya, yt The speaker taps, points at, the chest of the

person spoken to 3 times. Sound Changes 2. 3.

Drill around the class fast oi 'a, yu'ya'yl 2 and 3 taps
with the right hand, left hand holds up 2 and 3 fingers'
we ui The right hand starting with the you person.makes

a circling, sweeping motion around over the whole class'

they lhe, e, e Have 3 or 4 students stand apart from the
class, as in a far corner of the room. Point 3 fingers of the
left hand at them as you say the'e - e.

Drill around the class fast wi, the'e'e..a sweeping right
hand and 3 pointing fingers of the left hand.
he hi, i Point sideways at a male figure, 2 fingers up. SC33
she shi, chi Point sideways at a female f igure, 2 fingers up.

Have a male and female at 2 separate places away from the
class, a girl sitting at the table and a boy standing by the
door. Eich student in turn talks to the next student but
points sideways, 2 times each, at the male and female'

Pronunciation drill Some of these are not in other languages

shi- chi (sfte after -t, -d 45)
hi - ti (he after -t)

Contrast drill hi - shi, shi- chi, ti- chi, (Point to male, female)

371 to be.at a place Present, positive
First just work through the simPle

statements as to where things are. In a

later class session ask where things are
with more complete, full replies.

Go immediately to the fastest forms.
Use the slower forms only to show the
development into the faster forms.
I'm here. Thump on your chest
oi em 2 and point down between

aam 9 your feet on the floor.
'm hi-ar 4,6

You're here. Point at, touch the
yu or 2 other person. Point
yaar 9 down between both.

yar h i.ar

We're here.. Point around at several I herc hiar 2there the-ar
wior2 nearby persons. Finger 3 ouer friere ovar the-ar
wi-ar hi-ar tips together at chest 4 by the fcble b'th'tebo

She's there by the table. Point at her, 5 on he tuble on th'tebo
sh i tz the-ar bo i tha tebo .between her ouer therc by the --

shiz the-ar b'th' 4 and the table, 5 ovar thear b'th'che'ar
shizear b'th'tebo 29, 6, 48

2/t3

7 o-var the-ar b'th'doar
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Where + to be forms

The shoe's there on the table. point at the shoe, then
th'shuzcaruron th'tebo 52 knock on, rub the table.

He's ouer there by the chair. Point at him. by - bring the
hi-zovar the-ar b'th' chsar right hand over to the left hand.

The boohs're ouer there by the door.
th'buksarurovar the-ar b' th' dear

gork for 4 good ar's but
stress bu, the, do for rhythm and drop the voice at the end.

Practice this series around and around many times ..all the
class in unison, each student says the next sentence or each
student says the whole series...in 8 seconds or less!

The use of -z after she, shoe, he and ar after you, u)e, books
must become automatic...and of course m after ^I too!
- 
Hold up I f inger of the left hand for z, and 2 for ar after we,

loo\s while you point at the things mentioned with the righi
foref inger.

372 Where + to be forms. Present tense true questions.
Do this exercise only after the use of z, ar (are) has become

automatic. Unless for emotional emphasis, Where...? questions
lower the voice tone at the end.

Where..? Look around searchingly, puzzled. Unseeingly pass
over any thing lou mention as looking for. See zot, zo3.

Point up and over
at the books

Point at someone near you can touch,
but look around 0lsewhere.

earar becomes just a long ar-
huar-yagoan Where are you going?

Point down, stamp feet on the f loor.

Where're you?
hue-arar yu
huearyu 9
huar-yu
I'm here.
'm hi-ar

Where am I ?

huearuramoi 52 huearma gona srt Where am I going to sit?
You're here too! yar hir tu Touch the you person.

Where're we? A sweeping motion around the class
h uar-u i

We're all here in this room. Point aound to the 4
wiar- c-o hi.ar rn thrs ru-m corners of the classroom.

9 52 6 33 6 5228 50;
wiarurco liarur tn ls urum 12

Carefully say each sound working up to
saying the whole sentence l2 times in 10 seconds.

Where's she?
huarz shi 2, 12

huar'Shi
She's there by the table.

shizer b'th'tebo 29
Where's the shoe?

huarzth'shu
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to be - present tense questions

It's there on the table.
r'searuron th'tebo 20

Where's he?
huarzi
He's ouer there by the chair.

h izovar thear b'th'che-r
Where're the boohs?

huar-th'buks
TheyTe ouer there by the door.

thearuro-var ther b'th' dear
Contrast the 4 lengths of ar .. ar ar- arar ararar

where hue-ar
where're hue-ar-
where are huearar
where are her ---- hue-ararar

373 to be - present tense, true positive questions
Ask if things are where they are. Answer with Yes followed

by the statements of szt to contrast the question and statement
forms. Later use the more natural shorter answers.

Questions which start with a verb normally lower the voice
tone at the end..unless there's an emotional feeling.....anger,
surprise... joking, mock sarcasm....
Am I here?

'moi h'rar Yes, you're here. Yes, you are.
yeshar hiar yesht o-ar 3

Are we here?
arurui hi-ar Yes, we're here. Yes, we are.

yesu iar h i-ar yesu i o-ar
Is she by the table?
r'shi b'th'tebo Yes, she's by it. Yes, she is. I

ye'Shiz boi rt ye'Shi tzs 40
Is the shoe on the table?

rsth'shu on th'tebo Yeq it's on the table. Yes, it is. 23
yesl'son th't+bo yesl'tzs 40

Is he ouer there by the chair?
niavar the-ar b'th'che'ar Yes, he's ouer there by the chair.

yesizovar the-ar b'th'che-ar
Yes, he is.

yesi tzs

Are the books ouer there by the door?
arth'buksovar the-ar b'th'do'ar Yes, they're ouer there by it.

yescar ovar the-r boi rt 29
Yes, they are.

(Not in textbook) Yeseo-ar
Note: they're - the-ar, thar fast, usual they're - there = the-ar

they are -theo-ar slow, clear, emphatic



ain't = not to be

374 to be - untrue negative present tense questions,
negative - positive 2-part full answers

As the questions start with a veib the voice tone drops at the
end. But the voice doesn't drop at the end of the first part of
the answer because something else is to be said.
Shake your head negatively while asking if something is not

where it seemingly is to be. Also shake your head negatively
any time --n't is used. In some languages for Yes- No the head
is moved differently than in English. So make clear gestures in
drilling these untrue negative questions and their No answers.
Also some ESL learners, in answering untrue negative ques-

tions, are conditioned [y their own languages to say something
like Yeg it is not. See z+g.

Follow the same sequence as in 371 .. 373, 2 here's,2 there's,
2 ouer there's using 1 - you, she - shoe, he - boohs.
Am I not ouer there by the door?

amoi no'ovar the.ar b'th'doar nol evar 23
No, you aren't. You're here by me.

noyto-r yar hrar b'mi orn' - cii Az
Aren't you ouer there by the chair?

arncht ovar the-ar b'th'che-r -t y-- = -ch- 41, 3
No, I am not. fm here by you.

nomno' mhi-ar b'yu
Isn't she here?
rznchi hi-ar

--l 24

--n sh, -t sh = -ch 46,45
No, she isn't here. She's there by the table.

noshirznir shizer b'th'tebo il, zlfr 33, 29
Isn't the shoe ouer there by the door?
rznth'shu ovar the-ar b'th'dear -n/, /th 18, 2l
No, it isn't ouer there by the door. It's there on the table.

nor'rZo.var the-r b'th'doar r'searuronth'tebo
Isn't he by the table?

znr b'th'tebo
No, he isn't by the table, He's ouer there by the chair.

noirZb'th'tebo h izovar thar b'th'che-ar
Aren't the boohs there on the table?

or nth'bukseruronth'tebo
No, they aren't there on the table but ouer by the door.

no theorn the-aruron th'tebo b'Gvar b'th'doar
Note: they're there ther ther - thar thar

they're - several left fingers up in the air
there - the right hand points at a distance

375 ain't - for the negative present of. to be (at a place)
The use of ain't is considered to be not good English. But it is

widely, popularly used by the working class wherever English
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376

wos, were

is natively spoken. Others often use it for emphasis, ridicule or
in jest. All ESL learners should readily understand its use. So

do this exercise where ain't is used for arn not, isn't, aren't. (lt
is af so used for hauen't, hasn't. See 188, zsa with got')

Ain't I there by the table? No, you ain't. You're here by me.

entoi ther b'th'tebo noyt en' yur h'rar boi mi
Ain't you ouer there by the door? No, I ain't. I'm here'

*nchu ovar the-r b'th'doar nooien' am hi'ar

Ain't she here? No, she ain't here. She's there by the table.
enchi hi-ar no shien'hi'ar shizer boi th'tebo

Ain't the shoe ouer there bY the door?
enth'shu ovar the-ar b'th'doar

No, it ain't by the door. It's on the table.
not'en'boith'doar I'sonth'tebo

Ain't he ouer by the door?
eniovar b'th'doar

No, he ain't ouer there. He's ouer here!
noienovar the-ar hizovar hiar

ouer here/ there Make an upward sweep from there to
here, or from here to there. Up..over..and across"

Ain't the boohs there on the table?
en th'bukser uron th'tebo

No, they ain't on the table. They're ouer by the door'' 
no {h'en'on th'tebo tharurovar b'th'doar

to be - past tense, positive statements
with the objects and persons in their places as for the original

present tense drills quickly review the present tense statements.
See Szt. Write on the chalkboard the exact time of finishing
the present tense review. Then remove the objects and persons

from the scene.
with the present tense conditions still fresh in mind practice

the past tense forms. Refer repeatedly back to the finishing
timeof the present tense review. Change the nurnber^of min-
utes before ....ago as the past tense drill progresses. See 354,

361. Point back over a shoulder for each past tense andago'

Every one in turn says the same sentence all around the class,

at leait one response every 2 seconds. Change the time refer-

ence each time around with another sentence.

I was here 2 minutes ago. You were here 5 minutes ago'

oiwaz hi-ar tu mtnl'sago yuuar hi-ar foi'mlnt'sago
We were here 8 minutes ago.
wiwar h'lare'mtnt'sago

She was there by the table 9 minutes ago.

shi wazer b'th'tebo noi'mtnl'sago '$m' 17
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tuasn't, weren't

The shoe.was on the table 10 minutes ago.
th'shuuazon th' teboto-'mrnr'sago

He was ouer there by the chair 13 minutes ago.
hi wazo-var the-ar b'th' che-ar thuarti-'mrnt'sago thar 51

The boohs were ouer there by the door 20 minutes ago.
th.'buksuarurovar the-arb'th'do,artue-nlmlnl'sago nllS

377 to be - past, positive untrue questions, negative-positive replies
Was I ouer there by the door Z minutes ago?
wazoi ovar thaar b'th'doar s&va'mrnl'sago

No, you uteren't ouer there, you were right here!
no yuu#o-var the-ar yuuar uroi'hiar

Were you by the table 12 seconds ago?
waryu boi th'tebo tueufsekansago

No, I utasn't by the table 12 seconds ago. I was here.
noawaZb'th'tebo tuarfsekansago awazhi,ar

Was she by the door a minute ago?
wa'shi b'th'doaruramlnr'ago 2g

No, she wasn't. She was by the tabte.
no shiwa2 shi waz b'th'tebo

Was he here 2 minutes ago?
wazi h'rar tu mrnr'sago

No, he wasn't here. He uas ouer there by the chair.
noi wa?hrar iwazovar the-ar b'th'che-ar

Fiue minutes ago, u)ere the boohs on the table?
foi'mrnr'sgo war th' bukson th'tebo

No, they uteren't on the table. They were ouer by the door.
no thewarnon th'tebo thewarurovar b'th'doar

378 to be - past tense, negative untrue questions
In negative questions the initial verbs and pronouns are the

same as those used for tag questions. See zzl, 291. The answers
could be the same as in 377. The short ones given here are
more natural.

Wasn't I ouer there by the door 10 minutes ago?
waznoi ovar thaar b'th'doar t0-'mrnr'sago fim l7

No, you weren't.
no yrwarn'

Weren't you by the table 12 seconds ago? No, I wasn,t.
wamcha b'th'tebo tueuf sekansago noawazn'

Weren't we ouer there by the boohs 15 minutes ago?
warn wi ovar the-ar b'th'buks f rfti'mrnt'sago

No, we raeren't,
noui warn'

Wasn't she ouer by the door a second ago? No, she utasn't.
waznchi ovar b'th'do,arura sekanago no shi wrzn'

50, 24
seconds See Zg3

vs - fs 39,48
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IRREGULAR VERBS

Wasn't he here 4 hours ago?.
wazni hirfoarurouanago

No, he wasn't.
noi wazn'

Weren't the books on the table 3 or 4 minutes ago?
warnth'bukson th'tebo thuriar fo,ar mtnt'sago.

No, they weren't.
no the warn'

IRREGULAR VERBS
37g The base forms, as in the infinitive or present tense, of irregu-

lar verbs should be ful.ly internalized, well set in the mind of
ESL learners before working with the past tense forms. For re-
gular students, with a fixed study schedule, it would be better
first to work through the present tense of all of the 29 irregu-
lar verbs given here..by series groups one by one with inter-
vening time lapses for maturation between them.
.But if student attendance is erratic, such as single lesson drop-

bys or frequent drop-outs, both the present and past of just a

few verbs can be effectively learned in one class session..'but
not with the present and past of other new verbs repeatedly in
successive class sessions. Drill well 5 or 6 verb forms and then
go on to something else. Come back later for a quick review
and pick up 5 or 6 more new forms.

380 Irregular verbs - go, corne, take, bring, giue See zgz, z3z.

The teacher f irst does the actions and models the pronuncia-
tion. Write on the chalkboard by sounds the base verbs.

The doer of the actions repeatedly walks to and fro between
a home base area (front, center of the class) and a door several
meters away from the class. An object, most easily a book, is

taken from and returned to the next student, who in turn be-

comes the doer. The doer, using 1, does and says what is being
done. Then the next student, still seated watching, speaks to
the doer using you as the actions are repeated'
go go The doer stands up and walks, is pushed away, towards

the door. A pushing gesture and waving good-by is the silent
cue for go. Say go go 90 several times on the way to the door.
come kam - a lengthened a before the voiced -m. When the

doer reaches the door motion him to come back. Repeat come
several times as he comes back. Silent cue: Make the English
gesture to 'come' (extended arm with waving fingers back over
the upturned palm which swings back over towards the chest
of the speaker. Other languages have other 'come' gestures.)'

come - go drill
The next student, each in turn around the class, rapidly says

go - come, go come .. as the doer midway to and from the
door takes I or 2 steps in one direction, makes a quick about-
face and starts in the other direction. Later, just turning, lean-

ing the body back and forth is enough of a cue.



go, come, tahe, bring, giue

Perhaps review the vowels o o a, ko ko ka, kom kom kam,
kom, kcm, kam

kem Calm - Calmly lean back relaxed, serene
kom Comb - Comb a student's hair.
ka-m Come - Make the 'come here' gesture.

take tek When close to the next student the doer suddenly
reaches out and grabs something away, starts to turn and walk
away...while tahe is repeated several times. Silent cue: Make
a grabbing motion and start to turn away.
bring burtngh Round the lips, say u before r before a vowel.

Stop the air in the center-back of the mouth and make a puff
of air come out the nose after -ng, like a cat trying to sneeze.
Sound Changes 50,53.
Caution: During this course use bring only for coming with
something. Don't use it to take something away or move it
from one place to another.
Silent Cue: Bend over slightly, cross your arms over the sto-

mach as if carrying something heavy, like a big rock, and go to
the person who is speaking.'
take - bring drill See 233
Much like come-go above, go from and come to the person

speaking...after having grabbed something away. Bend over
when returning as if carrying something.
giue gFv Work for a def inite lengthened r changing, sliding

into a loudly buzzing vvvvvvv. Review the vowels i r e e. Pair
drill urrlrr gll, unltng grrrrv, buuuuunltlng gllltvvvvvv
give - take drill See zgs

Say giue while offering something with the left hand. With
outspread greedy fingers of the right hand grab away some
other thing. Alternately move the hands back and forth say-
ing giue take giue tahe giue tahe...

381 go, come, take, bring, giue - positive statements
The doer first does the actions and says what he does using

1. Then repeats the actions while the next student speaks to
the doer using you. Point at the person when any form of
I, me, you is used. Tap your own chest for oi, a, mi, mt.
Point at or touch the other person when saying yu, yo, yt, y'.
ESL learners not familiar with these fast foimiare often con-
fused by what to them appears to be improper pronunciation.
But that's the way Americans talk in real life.
The instructor should practice, model and work the students

up to saying each sentence at the speeds indicated by the little
numbers, x times in l0 seconds.

In this exercise always say the object and then fo + the per-
son. I giue the booh to you but not yet I giue you the book:

260



382
goes, comes, tahes, brings, giues

382 go, corne, take, bring, gfue - simple present tense statements
As you work through these sentences write the verbs by

sounds on the chalkboard. Later alongside them write the past
tense forms and pair drill them.

(present - write now)

In 385 of 9o
textbook 5?'

teK
burt ngh
gFv

I go to the door.
ago t'th'doar 15

I come to you.
aka-m t'yu L7

I take the booh to the door.
atek th' buk t'th'doar 10

I bring the booh to you.
aburrngh t'th'buk t'yu 11

I giue the booh to you.
agrv th' buk t'yu 11

(past - to be written ir '-+or)

we-nt
kem
tuk
burc t
9ev
/ go sounds like ago - ago
Point at the door.
Point at you.
t'- a voicless tongue click
Grab it and turn away.
t'th'- 2 tongue clicks

-ngh - puff out the nose

I il l llvvvvv
The same doer. The next student speaks.

You go to the door. You come to me.
yu go t'th'doar ytkam t'mt a

You tahe the booh to the door. You bring the booh to me.
y'tek th'buk t'th'doar yaburtngh th'buk t'mi z

You giue the book to me.
yagrv th'buk t'mt ro

383 lrregular Verbs he, she + verb + s go come take bring give
Do this series after 382 is learned well. A student speaks to

the next one while a third student does the actions. Always
look at the person spoken to while pointing sideways at the
he-she doer. Put a flat hand down on a head and turn it like
a doorknob to make it face towards the you person. With the
other hand lift up a student's arm to point at the doer.
goz Write these on the chalkboard as they first occur.
khamz Insist on a good buzzing z where shown, though it
teks often becomes s before unvoiced sounds after which
burrngh2-s is always s. Test with a match flame for puffs of
gt-vz air after k-, -ng. See Sound Changes 1, 39, 53.
She/He goes to the door.

s)hi gos t'th'doar rr
He comes to me.

hi khams t'mt L2

He tahes the booh to the door.
hi teks th'buk t'th'doar I



went, came, tooh, brought, gave

He brings the booh to ma
hi burrnghztha buk t'mi rr

He giues the booh to to me.
hi grvz thabuk t'mi ro

384 Irregular verbs - past tense went, came, tooh, brought, gaue
In quick review a student does the actions and says the pre-

sent tense base forms. Put up on the chalkboard, for frequent
easy reference, the exact time the present tense review was
done.

Make the past tense cue (saa,3Gl) and point to the time
when the present review was done at the start of, and from
time to time during, the drill on a past tense series. Change the
fength of the -ago as the drill progresses.
As each past tense form comes up write it on the chalkboard

in a column beside, paired, with the present forms. See 3g2.
Watch the use of a-the.

a booh - the first time one of several lying around is used.
the booh - the same one again, now a specif ic book

At 9:15,5 / 8/ 10 minutes ago See 361, 293.
a'noin frftrn fo l'le',/te-' mlnr'sago

he went to the doqr.
hi we-n't'th'doar

He came and tooh a booh.
ikhs'6'n tuka buk

He brought the booh bach and gaue it to me.
hi burc'th'buk bak'n gevr't'mr

bach Make a looping motion, a U-turn, out and back.
Using the paired columns of 382 pair drill the present - past

until easily said from memory..the past as an echo of the pre-
sent. Silently cue the actions to jog memories.

385 Irregular verbs - past tense questions
Use the full answers to further drill the base - past forms.

Change the subjects, doers if interest wanes. The speaker is to
point always at the persons and objects mentioned. Refer to
the present tense review time and lengthen the ago period as
in gg+.

At 9:15 20 minutes ago...
a'noin f rfti-n tue.nrm lnl'sago...
Did he go to the door.

dldi go t'th'doar
Did she..

d rchi
Did you

drju
Did 1...

dlda..

Yes, he went to the door.
yesi we-n't'th'doar

Yes, she.. Sound
ye'shi

Yes, 1....
yesa...

Yes, you...
yesha...

252

Changes
33,45, 72,9,

42,43, 2
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spesh, wy, write, read, know, see

Did he come and take a booh back to the door?
dtdi kham'n teka buk bak t'th'doar

Yes, he came and took a book bach to the door.
yesi khem'n tuka buk bak t'th'doar

Did, he bring bach the booh and giue it to you/ him/her/ me?
drdi burrnghbak th' buk'n grvr't' yu/ tm/ar/mi

Yes, he brought the book back and gave it to you.....
yesi buro'thjbuk bek'n gevt't'yu .. .. ..

Note: Make a definite stop cutting vowels off suddenly for
the missing -t's. bro' gr-vr' gevr' it to t'l'- 2 stops

386 Irregular Verbs - present tense.
speah, say, write, read, hnow,'see, edt

For each set of new verbs follow the steps used in 379....386.
379 Only work with a few verbs at a time.
380 Do-Say Introduction. Do actions and say what you do.
381 Use the fastest forms, as of the pronouns for example.
382 Present tense statements - true
383 He - she.... verb + s
384 Past drill based on time of the review of present forms
385 Past tense questions...imprint base forms

speak - say
Start with the greeting proper for the time, Good Morning /

Afternoon / Euening. gud loses the d before m and vowels.
But try to keep the u long anyway...though in fast speech it
often is shortened or just g' is said. Lengthen the vowels before
voiced sounds - oar, ing, un, i-v. Sound Change 6.

Perhaps put the appropriate greeting on the chalkboard.
gu'moarni-ng gudeftarnun gu'i-vni-ng

When the class has the suitable greeting well in mind, motion,
cue a student to say it to you, the teacher...and reply with the
same greeting as a setup for you to say
I ny,' Good Morning' (or whateve r). You say,' Good Morning.'

and then tap your chest and point at students to say
You soy Good Moming. I wy Good Morning.

Each points at the teacher and then hits his chest as this is

said around the room...with a slight pause after ..scy.
You wy.....Good Morning. I say....Good Morning

yu se gu-'moarni-ng oise gu'moarni-ng
Introduce speah by saying,
I speah English. What do you speah..? German, Chinese,

Spanish, Russian....?
Then have each say,

You (the teacher) speah English, I speah -Korean-.yu spikingglrsh oi spik korian
Note: Carefully say spi king gltsh to avoid, erase any
confusion with speah in English or speaking English.



read,, write

Caution - Do not use the gerund speahing during these drills.
Something like I'm speaking in English would really mess up
some ESL learner at this time.
Start a 'present' verb column by writing spik at the top with

se under it. Point to them as cues for speah, say. Like in saz.
Now have each student state that he speaks such-and-such a

language natively but he says the greeting in English.
I speah -Korean- but I say Good Morning in English.

aspik -korian- bata se gu'moarni-ng rn ingglrsh
Special Drill

Review the vowels i r e e, i r i, ing In ing, i.ng rn i-ng,
i- i-ng rn i-ng r, ivni-ng ln i-ng glr sh (as in I say
Good Euening in English)

read - write it says
As candy is passed along each student takes a piece and says,

gives an order, commands the next student, 'Eat candy.,,
ecf - Silent cue Act as if chewing and swallowing. When it

has been written in the column of verbs tap, hit it.
While the candy is going around the teacher writes on the

chalkboard by sounds, it ka-ndr which each student in turn
repeats. lf a learner doesn't say it well enough knock on the
chalkboard for all to look at, read the words. Say to such
learners, Read.. !'Eat candy."
read - Silent cue With the knuckles of one hand at the end of

the nose point 2 f ingers out from the 2 eyes towards what is
written on the chalkboard.

Knock, tap on each sound for the students to read and say.
i- Clear, seldom is a problem as it is in all languages.
t - Write it small, up off the line of writing to show that it

is weak, just a soft voiceless tongue'click. SC 24, 2J, Iz
ka- Suddenly bleat like an angry goat, long and loud, with

the mouth as widely open as possible. Slowly write a,
a backwards 6 with e back up close against it. Draw a
line after it to show that it is lengthened before a voiced
sound. Sound Change 6.

di - Some ESL learngrs don't have di in their languages. So
work into it by saying dah day dee - do de di. In fast
speech it is more likedih - dr, weak with a falling tone.

As you tap on the sounds and words, have the students re-
peatedly say I read, "Eat candy.n

oiuri-o it k+ndi slow form
6u1.i-'i'fta-ndr fast natural form with deletion

stops for the missing d, t sounds. Draw out, make the i- of
read noticeably longer than the i' for eat. Both are suddenly,
cleanly cut off by the deletion stops. Although the d is drop-
ped the vowel i stays long. Sound Change e



know .. it uYs .. eat

When repeatedly saying I read, 'Eat candy ' becomes boring to
the class, suddenly thrust a pencil into a student's hand and
command, Write, 'Eat candy,' which the student finally does
and hands the pencil on to the next student with the same
command. As each learner, usually struggling a little, writes
he is to say repeatedly I write, 'Eat candy.';

oiuroit it ka-ndi- at first say this.
auroi'i'ke-ndr - - - - - - Practice this fast

form well with 2 short i's cut off by deletion stops. Practice
i'i', oi'i', uroi'i'.
At this time pair drill read - write with long initial uuuuu at

first, then just enough u to make for lip rounding leading intg
r + vowel. Keep in mind the long and short suddenly cut off
i' sounds. uuuuur'F'- uuuuuroi', uri-'' uroi' Sd.Change 50

387 Add uroit to the bottom of the verb column, and below it
for eat. Tap the verbs as needed, make the silent cues and

drill this whole group of verbs. Each says in turn,
I speak -Korean- Cue by mentioing several languages'

aspik korian
I wy Good Morning (or whateverl in English.
,t" gu' moarnlng tningglrsh Cue by saying Good""

I read, Eat candy.r - - 2 f ingers out f rom the eyes

auri-''i'karrdi then chew and swallow'

I write, 'Eat cand,y'' A hand like holding a

auroiii'kandt pencil writes in the air'

I eat cand.y. The speaker chews and swallows'
ai'kandt

know - it says - eat
Knock on the chalkboard where i'ka-ndt is written' Look

intently at the words, say them for the students to repeat'

It uys, "Eat candY."
t'se-zi'kFndt

it t' - t lost before s', e- long before z. Review the vowels
i t e e. Contrast i- t, it rt. Thrust something inedible, such

as a piece of chalk or a pencil at a student and command'
Eat it ..i'l' For r' (it) hold up I finger and point it at any

one thing...the chalk or pencil to be eaten, a book, tap
i'kandt on the chalkboard.

Everystudentpointsatwhatiswrittenonthecha|kboard
when i' (lt) it is said. point with a 

.talking hand'gesture for
says and end uP chewing. See 63.

know
When the students become somewhat bored, suddenly with

a loud bang slap something, a plate, large thin book,.even a

hand, on tfie chalkboard to cover up i'ka-ndr'Tip up the flat
.oueiing object, peek under it and nod knowingly"'uh huh'



speahs, sees, u)rites, reads, seei, eats

Keeping the words covered, take the forefinger of the other
hand and tap the head just over an ear several times. Nod the
head with a superior know-it-all expression as you say,

I hnow. Next point the same finger at the covered up
words and say It wys, 'Eat candy.'

Now everyone in turn, with a proud superior haughty air,
says

I know...it soys....'Eat candy.'
oi no rt se-z it ka-ndr

anor'so-zi'kandr
I see the candy and eat some. see - a foref inger points from

asi th' kandr'ni'sam the eyes right at the candy.
some - pick up, show 2 or 3 pieces of candy

' Finally everyone practices saying from memory,
I speak -Korean- but say Good in English.
aspik b'se gu' ------- In ingglrsh
I read it and write it and hnow it says,'Eat candy.'
auri-'t'n uroi't' nnot'se-zi'kandt

I see the candy and eat some.
asi th' kandl'ni'sam See the columns

Work up to saying this all in 9 seconds. in 389.

388 Inegular Verbs, vbrb + -s
speahs, says, writes, reads, hnows, sees, eats
A student tells the language he speaks, says a greeting in Eng-

lish. Then he goes and writes i'kandr on the chalkboard.
stands back reading it, nods with understanding..,sees the can-
dy and takes, eats 2 or 3 pieces. He repeats this while the tea-
cher says what he does and writes thehe-she verbs in a column
on the chalkboard.

S he / H e speahs -Ko rean--
s)h i spiks --korian-- s)hi spiks
but snys Good Morning in English.
b'sc-z gu' rn i-ngglrsh

He reads what he writes.
hi uri-'s hua'i uroi's

He knows it says, 'Eat candy.'
hi nozr'se-z i'ka-ndr

He sees the candy and eats some.
hi si.z th'kandi'n i'ssam

i'Sam
Practice the 3 lengths of i. i' i i-'
i' - Cut off suddently by a t-deletion stop. eafs i's
i - Cf ear but weak, smooth He speahs hi spiks
i-'- Lengthened before voiced sounds read r'rd, reads r'r'2

Vowels longer before voiced sounds
says, hnows, seeE, read se-z, n(>2, si-2, rid

se-z
url'z
uroi's
n(}z
s8-z
siz
i's

-zh-=-sh-39
20

20
9,8



389

spohe, gid, u)rote, read, sow, ate

Make definite deletion stops
reads, writes, eats, eat candy ri-'z roi's i's i'kandt

389 lregular Verbs - past tense
spoke, wid, wrote read (red), *w, ate

First a student does the present tense, like in 387. Note on
the chalkboard the exact time done. See the procedures of 361.

As this past tense exercise progresses write on the chalkboard
the present and past tense forms in paired columns, see below'

The student returnsto his seat and is pointed to whenever he,
or she is said.
At 2:13 (whatever the time was), 2 / 5 / minutes ago

a'tu thuart'rn tu ,/ foi'mtnt'sago thuar - Sound Change 5/
s)he spohe in English when she / he said, 'Good Afternoon.'

s)hi spok'ni-ngglrsh huenchi / hue ni se-'gu'af tarnu-n 46,33
s)he read what she/ he wrote.
s)hi ure-d huachi / hua'i urot Sound Changes 50,41,24

and hnew what it said.
nnu hua't'sed and n 36, -nn- nn 9, 2,23,20

s)he saw the candy and ate some.
s)hi sc th'kandr'ne'sam -t s- ='s 20

when Draw a long horizontal line and put a big dot in the
middle of it. Above, along the line write spok (a long time
action). Below the dot write se-d (a short time action). Call
the dot when. . Read this diagram as spoke when mid (spohe
in English when he wid. .)
With these paired columns on the chalkboard, practice the

present-past pairs..the past as an echo of the present. Point
down (present) and backwards (past). See 348,361.

Present
spik
se
uroit
u ri-d

Past
spok
se-d For cues see 387. Know is

urot down below aPart from
ure-d the others.

l: l"u <1C-'-=J- r
it et Al<-_

390 some, any, something, anything, nothing
For easy handling put a few coins into a little clear plastic

bag. Pass it around from student to student.
Close the left hand around the bag. Close the right hand into

a fist, nothing in it.
some s?m-open up the left hand, jingle the coins a little and

say sam. A long a before the voiced m. Sound Change 6

nothing- nathrng Open up the right hand, look at the empty
palm and say nathtng with a slight puff of air out of the



390
some, any, somethw, anythw, nothw

mouth after th and another puff back, up and out the nose
after -ng. nathhtngh Sound Change 53

Pass the bag along from student to student. When repeatedly
saying sam - nathhtngh becomes somewhat boring bring the
hand up each time close to the eyes almost touching the nose.
With the left hand open and the bag near the end of the nose

look cross-eyed at the bag and say, 
^. $^

I see something. I see some money. 56e91
asi samthhlngh asi sa'mant 9 Shake, jingle the coins.

Bring up the right hand, smell of the empty palm and say,
I see nothing. I don't see any nToney. I don't see anything.
asi nathrng adon si cnr mant ad6si enrthrng

Write these on the chalkboard for visual imprint. The speaker
sticks up 2 fingers when holding up the left hand and 3 fingers
of the right hand when holding it up.

Shake the head negatively, turning it sideways back and
forth when saying nothing, don't, any or anything.

don't loses the t, then the weak n just nasalizes, colors
the o. Contrast drill o - 6, oooo .6666...6 up through
the nose. Often just do (like dough) is said and und6r_
stood to be don't because the positive, spelled do, is
pronounced du.

Finaf ly to imprint the use of any after a negative verb, flash
the left hand up in front of the eyes, nose for asisamthrn'

and lower it out of sight when saying ad6sienrthrng
Work up to repeating these 2 together 7 times in l0 seconds.

At this speed sornething becomes samthrn...and for fun, and
so ESL learners will recognize it also say samthan, samp'm a
few times like little children, and adults in jest, often say it.
saw something, didn't see anything
Go back to passing around the bag of coins. Each speaker

while holding it in the left hand says, I see something.

rhen looks at the empty risht hand, ,illitr\)!'Xirrn*r.
adonsi6n;1;11nn 4fh

The same speaker hands the bag to the next student, //ll1
looks at his own empty left harid, says l saw sometiiing. l,\t'\Q

asc samthtng r, /
Then looks at his right hand, saying I didn't see anything.\ (

ad rtt sie n rth rng

As usual, for ready reference and visual imprint write the
phonetic forms on the chalkboard. After a few students have
done this, sou.r and didn't see begin to have a past tense feeling.
lf the students have become conditioned to the silent cue for
the past, 348, the speaker points backwards, behind himself



sp o he - speak, said - say, wro te - write, read - read, stnt) - se e, a te - eat

with the hand which he isn't looking at...hands alternately go

behind, right and then the left as s'w something-didn't see

are said while looking at the left hand and then at the right.
391 Past tense - didn't tag questions . See 22L, L6o-

(lt is well to have done 3g0 before doing this exercise.)
Have a student rapidly do, review, the present tense, as in

382. Write on the chalkboard the exact time to the minute
when done, for readily reference, orientation to the past.
The doer student sits down and the class points to where
that student had been standing at the chalkboard and reviews
the past tense, as in 399.

Make true positive statements about the past and add the
negative tag question using didn't....? The students all shake
their head every time didn't is said and point back over their
shoulders. See 36t. Soon the meaning of didn't becomes self-
evident, if not a holdover from ggo. Don't explain it. Just use

it!
Each student in turn asks the next who replies using the full

2-part answers.You may have to read aloud from the text until
the students get the idea of saying something that is not true
and adding didn't....?. Then let them initiate questions.
At 2:13, 70 minutes ago, (or whenever the time was)

a'tu tharti-n te-'m tnt'sago See Sound Changes 51, 17

he spohe in -Korean-', didn't he? -the student's language-
she didn't.she?

hi spok'n -korian-, dt'ni in-n36
45,46shi d r'nchi

No,s)he didn't speak in-Korean-', s)he spohe in English'
no shi/noidt'n spik n -korian", shi/ispok ni'ngglrsh 33

He slr,id Good Euening, didn't he? (the wrong greeting for
hi se-'gu'i-vni-ng dr'ni that time of day) -CS- tt

No, he didn't say Good Euening. He said Good Afternoon.
noi di se gu'i-vni-ng hi se-'gu'eeftarnu-n 37

He read what you tarote, didn't he?
hi ure-d huachu uro'dt'ni -t y-- = 'ch-, -t d- ='d 41 ,10

No, he didn't read what I wrote....
noi dTuri-d hua'a urot....
I didn't write anything. I wrote nothing!

ad rn uroi'tnlth rng auro'nath r ng | 18,23

But he knew to eat some candy, didn't he? but he 36,33

b'inu t'i'sa-m kandr dt'ni to tu ta l' 2,4
No, he didn't hnow to eat any

noi dino t'i'tnt
(negative verb...any)

(i+e = i+ r)

but he sw it and ate some.. (the doer had eaten a
b'i sf, I'ne'sa-m piece or two of candy)



| ,,,
run, get, cut, lose, find, hurt

So you saw him eat something, didn't you?
s'ytscrm i'sa'mthtng drnchu so sa s', yu yt 2,4

Yes, I did see him eat sorne, but I didn't eat any.
yesa drd si lm i'sam batoi dl'ni'lnr
Say this last sentence emphatically,
stress did and clearly say /.

Contrast drill i - r. Review the vowels i r e o, i - r,si tm,
i - c, i - r (eat eny, eat ny), and the variant forms of
any, inuse frequency order. I r, I r, I i, I i, tnr, Int,eni, rni

Learning to hear yourself say these different forms of any
helpsyou correctly say r, I or iin other wordswhere a mis-
use, using the wrong sound, changes the meaning.

392 Irregular verbs - run, get, cut, lose, find, hurt
For this exercise spread a newspaper out on a table, or even

down on the floor, in front of the class. lf the class is too large
for all to stand around a table have those from the back stand
around on the far side of the table and those in front remain
seated.
Ask one of the students at the table to run get a pdir of scis-

sors placed beforehand at some distance from the table...as in
a window, on a chair by the door or on a box over in a corner.
The student returns and several large sheets of the newspaper
are cut in half down the center folds.

The teacher starts to make, fold the paper into a.hat. In the
shuffle of folding, unnoticed by the class, the scissors get
covered up, hidden. Then making the cutting sign (2 fingers
like scissors cutting) search for the scissors. Finally pat, slap
down on the covering newspaper sheet(s. Yelp in pain as if you
have hurt your hand on the scissors. Uncover, take out the
scissors, slap a palm of a hand down on the upturned points of
the scissors blades and cry out in pain.Hurtmy hand! Flip the
fingers of a hand, rub one as if hurting.Threaten to jab several
students with the points of the scissors as you repeatedly say,
Hurt you! 6 scrlssors stszar-zs In many languages this

--,----5{ 
thing is singular' So touch one and then

:-\9 the other blade, hold up 2 fingers and
say sssss for the plural.

Both r and ar are lengthened before the voiced z. Contrast sss-
zzz. sssssstzzzzzz. But final -z fades into -ss when it is the last
sound of an utterance. So when said alone practice the word
as ssssftfzzzzaratatarzzzzsss. See Sound Changes 6, 40.

run urtn Rapidly run, trot back and forth, around
the room. Silent cue: Run in place stomping the
feet on the floor or run 2 walking fingers across
the palm of the other hand. Start with u-rounding
for r-, and say a lengthened a before the voiced n.

50,6
zfi



run, get, cut, lose, find, hurt - continued

get get Take a step or two, reach out and grab
something. Hold it possessively to your chest
as you return. The -t is weak. See Sd.Chng. 24'

cutkat Clip with 2 fingers .:p-1 - (a\ .,N

iii'"':i*'11't'lnui'1i"1""' "' \z: ryz
lose lwz Beforehand put out of sight something -'Y

which you habitually use or wear'..pen, Oencil, 1-
glasses, wrist watch, comb. Mutter what the object -!^ir us you look around... into desks, students' poc' T-lll
kets, under chairs. I lose pen..or whatever. I lll
find foind When you 

-f 
ind the lost object, hold it I llll

up and shout in gtee, / find pen..!Silent cue: Cup a I b,F-
hand down. Feel under it with the tips of the fin- | W,\,1
gers of the other hand. Suddenly pull them out as.W Lfr
if holding something small and gleefully look at .f7
the finger tips holding that imaginary thing. W
hurt hart Slap, hit the loose fingers of a hand on Yrt;j) ffi

'."ff 'fl :; : 1!fu Ji i,i: +L? 
gill,'.I 

il l!'{ x J t 5,';"; trP i
student with a flaming match or stick with a pin'

393 The teacher demonstrates this series of 6 verbs. write the pre-

sent tense forms in a column on the chalkboard as you work
through the series. See the example in gg2. 

In 397 of textbookrun ran ran Refer to these for
cut khat khat present-past pair 9et get got

Iose uluz ulcst drilling...the past

find foi-nd found said as an echo of
hurt hart hart the Present'

394 Statements using only f as the subject. A do'say drill.
I run and get the scissors. The speaker taps his own chest

2506 3618 21 4 6 6 40 when saying a, m' for I, my.
aurann ge'th' sFzar-zsss Bring the palm of a hand down
I cut the paper.

53 21 53
akha'th'phepar
I lose the scissors.
476
aulu-z th'srzar-zs
I find them ..

536
afoi-ndam

onto the tips of the scissors and
hofd it there as you say on, on'
Then with 2 fingers of a hand
point to the 2 blades of the scis-

sors when you say am (theml.
As you move the hand back and

forth touching and Pointing at

the tips of the scissors constrast
drill o a, o..n a..m, onam 'open

when I hurt my hand on thern.
174655

huena har'm'ha-ndonam

267

and then close the lips.



ran, got, cut, lost, found, hurt

395 Irregular Verbs verb + s runs, gets, cuts, loses, finds, hurts
Each student in turn, while speaking to the next student,

points sideways at a doer, first a male then a female, who is
doing actions in front of the class. As you work through the
series write the verb forms on the chalkboard. Be sure to make
definite,' discernable deletion stops where t is dropped before
s. Contrast drill, watch for, ssssss - zzzzz.
A word final -.-z changes to -s before an unvoiced sound, as

does the. -z tha buk but -sth'srzar. tha before unvoiced s- be-
comes devoiced. In turn the voiced -z becomes -s. Sd.Chng. 39.

runs ur+nz Say u to start r, long a before n. 50, 6
gets ge's Catch, stop the breath before -s. 20
cuts kha's After k a puff of air out the mouth. 53
Joses ulwztz u to start l, u and a long before z 6
finds foi-nz A clear i before n, ny' 6, 18

396 Use silent gestures to cue the actions. Always point sideways
at the he - she doers whenever he, she, his or her is said, and at
the scissors when saying am (them).
He runs and gets the scissors. Runs over and grabs them.

hi ra-nz'n ge'sth'srzar-zss Utterance f inal -z becomes -ss 40.
He cuts the paper and loses the scissors.
'hi kha'sth'pheparn lu-zasth'srzar-zss

, He finds them when he hurts his hand on them.
She she her

hi foi-nzam hue-ni har'srs handonam 5
shi huenchi har'sar -n sh- = -nchi- 46

397 Inegular Verbs - past tense ran, got, cut, lost, found, hurt
Work on this exercise only after the present tense forms, 394,

are well absorbed, internalized...after several days or a week.
As a setup to learn the past first have a student do and say

the series in the present tense. Note the exact time when done
on the chalkboard....along with writing the column of the pres-
sent forms, 393. Later as this exercise progresses one by one
write the past forms, paired with the present, alongside.

See 3ot about referring back to the time on the chalkboard.
At 1:35, 3 minutes cgo (whenever and whatever elapsed time)

kh--, ph-- 5J
them am 36

h 33

thar 51

nn 36,9
-/ th- 21

a'wan thuartr fo'r-v thuri mlnr'sago
he ran and got the scissors.
hiurann go'th'srzar-zss
He cut the paper and lost the scixors.

hi kha'th'pheparn lcs'th'srzar-zss
He found them when he hurt his hand on them.
She she her

hi foundam hue-ni har'rs ha-ndonam
sht hue-nchi har'ar

Review the vowels i r e e iE o c o u u ar a, a oc, hago lc,



teach, mahe, put, thinh, tell

he-n go'lcst (hand got lost), o u u ar a, o n' o t.rn' fou'n,
foun' (found)tar a, art at, hart kat, o a' go ka,got kat'
ar...ar, ar'ar (definite break between), arar (almost like one

ar but with 2 pulsations - hurt her'-)
398 Irregular verbs' negative past tag questions. See 221' 160'

Pair drill the present and past forms,393, until the students
can quickly say the other of a pair when one is said.

Use the iomptete answers to pair drill the base (present) and
past forms in context. At first you may have to read this exer-
cise aloud...until the students catch on and make their own
questions. Silently cue the actions, point to the (past) time
when the present tense review was done and make the past

tense gesture...left hand backwards. See:48.

At 1:15, 70 minutes ago,
a'wan f rfti-n te-'mtnt'sago

he ran and got the paper, didn't he? ..didn't she?

hi rann go'th'phsp6r dt'ni '.d rnchi 46

No, he didn't run and get the paper. He got the scissors'

noi dt'n rann ge'th'phsp3r igo'th'slzar-zss

No, he didn't lose his pen. He lost the scissors.

noi dtn lu'zts phg-n i lcs'th'srzar-zss
He found his pen, didn't he?
hifoundts phe-n dt'ni

No. he didn't find his pen. IIe found the scissors'

noi di foi-ndrs phe-n 'ifoun'th'srzar'zss
Fifteen minutes ago he cut his hand, didn't he?

f tfti-'mtnt'sagoi kha'ts ha-n dtni
No, he didn't cut his hand. He hurt it on the scissors'

noi di kha'ts ha-n' hi har't'on th'srzar'zss

399 lrregular Verbs - teach, make, put, think, tell
This series centers around making a paper hat' Put a large

sheet of a newspaper on a table or desk where the students can

stand and see the paper being folded into a hat. (This can be a

continuation of aoa.)
teach tich Most students know the word teacher rtl 5) n?i*

so say, 'A teacher teaches.'Motion for a student iii.{/r;.,"Qt
to waich what you are doins, 'I teach vou; lll/I\l\Vll/':"

Silent cue: Point from a student's eyes down to 1lt$..!9\k'<-
your moving hands. Or lean over a student and -S$fu=-
move his hands to fold, write a new word, etc'
Make...a hat Starl folding the paper into a hat' Point to a pa-

per hat already made..place your hands on the top of a head

iike a helmet. Sitent cue: A folding motion of the hands'

He lost his pen, didn't he?
hi lotrs phe-n dt'ni hrz p'- = htsp- 39

$m 17



how to + verb

III \lf----l-l \ ^ , ^ I ILiIAugL t
how to + verb Just use it without specific explanation. Af-

ter a few times its meaning will be felt, like an idiom.
tellteo, teol + vowel See Sound Changes 48,49.
Look steadily, continue to stare at the person, A, spoken

to. Point the left forefinger imperatively, like a mother giving
,l orders to a child. Without turning the head, repeat-
:l {; edly with the right forefinger point sideways at an-

FP*\Xf) other person, B, the person whoistodosomething.
$Jf-f,1fl From time to time bend or move the left forefinger
----W I f rom A towards B to indicate that A is to do or say- 

something to B to have B do something. With the
right hand make a gesture as to what B is to do.
Silent cue: Stare at A, gesture from A to B. Point sideways

with the other hand at B, giving a silent cue as to what to do.
put pvt Perhaps review o u u (See looh good below). Often

the u seems to come natural in put boola, pu'buk. So
repeatedly practice this as a book is placed here and
there..on a desk, under a chair, on a student's head,
into a box.....

put on pu'on Do the put on - tahe off drill of srr.
thinh thhrnghkh See nothing in gsO. Sound Change 53.
th Stop the air with the tongue tip against the upper teeth.
h A puff of air is released out through the lips.

ng While humming nnn out the nose stop the air with the
back of the tongue.

h Release a puff of air back down and up out through the
nose.

kh Again stop the air with the back part of the tongue to
release it with a puff out through the lips, silently with
no sound of the voice.

Silent cue: Put the tip of a forefinger close to the top of
the head above an eye. Make a little circle with the tip,
around and around like a turning wheel. Hum like a run-
ning efectric motor or click the tongue tick, tich, tich, tich
like a clock to give the idea that something is working in-
side the head.

look good uluk gud Review the vowels o u u, then in reverse
u u o, u u(short) u(longer), ul uk ud, ulukgud,lugu (no-
ticeablely short and longer u's), pu bu, put buk, luk gud
(put a book somewhere and look at it pleased). put bukluk
gud. For students with an l-problem u u ll, uuulu, uuuluk



teach, mahe, tell to do, put on, looh good

guuuud. Sound Change 47.
Note: look good - something is pleasant to the eyes, from

the object to the eyes.
look at - the eyes see something, from the eyes to an

object.
As these are concepts going in opposite directions, don't
use looh at during the learning ol You looh good, it
loohs good throughout these exercises.

Silent cue for looh goodz From near the object or person
giving a pleasant feeling to the eyes, with the back of a hand
near the pleasing object turn the fingers up back pointing at
your own (or the speaker's) eyes and smile happily-..with
lustful eyes!

4oo Irregular Verbs - present tense teach, make, tell to do, put on
looh good - idiomatic use

First work through the complete series a few times to s€t the
meaning of the present tense forms written in a column on the
chalkboard as they come up. Fill in the paired past tense forms
later.

teach
mahe
teII to do
put on
think

tich ta t ln 404 of textbook

pu'on pu'on

look good luk gud luk'gud 'lS- 11

401 The speakers do the actions or make suggestive gestures as to
the meanings. The teacher rapidly makes silent cues for fast
drilling.
Caution: During these exercises use the word hat instead of
the more natural if..which would call for splitting a 2-word
verb with a reversal of the verb-object word order, confus-
ing to the ESL learner. See 217, 311.

I make a hat. Start to fold paper into a

ameka het a hat.
I teach you how to mahe a haL Show someone what to do
atichu hoo t'meka hat to make one'
Tell her to put on the hat. Say to the next student,A,

and point from A to an'

mek med
teo tou d See Sound Change 48

thhrngh kh thhct
23
53

th'hat other student, B, to Put it
on.

A says this to B.
The f irst sPeaker saYs this to

student B. -Vg- 11

4o2 Irregular Verbs - verb + s teaches, makes, tells, puts, thinks
Have 2 students, male and female, or use personal names, do

and say the actions. Each in turn steadily looks at and speaks

him
teolar I teo lrm t'pu'o n
Put on the haL
pu'on th'hat

I think you looh good.
athhrngh kyu lu'gud



403

taught, made, put, thought, told

to the next student, but points sideways at a doer.
Put the he-she verb forms in a column on the chalkboard as

the exercise progresses. Notice the -s, -z endings. See SC 39,40.
He teaches her how to make a hat. tichrz
She him
s)hi tichrzar / tichrzrm hoo t'meka het
He makes a hat. meks
hi meksa ha t

He tells her to put on the hat.
She him
hi teozar t' pu'on th' hat

shi teozlm
She puts on the hat.

shi pu'son th'het

leozar teozrm 33,48

pu'son

He thinks the hat loohs good on her/ him. thhrnsks
hi thhrnsks th'ha'luks gu'onar/onrm 16, 2g

403 Irregular Verbs - past tense taught, made, put, thought, told
Quickly Student A does a review of the present forms, as in

a0l..folds a paper at his seilt and speaks to Student B showing
how to make a hat. Then A tells B to tell Student C to put on
the hat and remarks that it looks good. The exact time when
this is done is written on the chalkboard for ready reference
to create the feeling of the past tense. Knock loudly on this
notation of the time done especially for the verbs which have
the same forms for the past and present, such as put. burst.
Don't forget to always make the 'past' gesture of the left

hand back behind for each past tense verb form and to point
with the other hand directly at the person or thing when say-
ing he, she, his, her, him, you or if. See s+9.
Write the past tense forms on the chalkboard as the drill

progresses, completing the paired columns as in 4oo.
At 3:15, 5 minutes ago Tap the time on the chalkboard.

a'thuri f rfti.n f oi'mrnr'sago Sound Changes 50,6, IZ,20
he taught her how to mahe a hat.
she him
s)hi tc'ar/tm hoo t'meka hat

Or use personal
names,

-fjlar 33, 23
He made a hat.

hi meda hat sd -t 6,24
He told her to tell a student to put on the hat.
She him

itoudar t'tarla stu-'n't'pu'on th' het -t 24
sh jtoudrm
He thought it looked good on her.
She 5 him
s)hi thc'r'luk'gu'onar / onlm

23 16 10 23 33



sell, buy, have, hit, burst

404 Irregular Verbs - base (present) and past pair drill
For review, pair drill the present - past forms as seen in

400.
Ask untrue positive questions, with full 2-part replies.
As a past tense indicator refer back to the present tense

review done at the beginning of 403. For the use of ..ago
see 361. lf done on a previous day, tap back on a calendar to
the day it was done.

Two daysago at 3:15,
tu dezago a'thuri frftin

he taught her how to mahe a shoe, didn't he?
she him didnT she?
hi tr'ar hoo t'meka shu dt'ni

shi tc'rm drnchi
No, he didn't teach her to mahe a shoe.

noi dt'n tichar t'meka shu
He taught her to mahe a hat.

itc'ar t'meka hat
She made a hat, didn't she?

shi me-da het drnchi
No, she didn't make a hat. He made one.
noshi dimeka het hi med wan

He told her to tell me to put on the hat, didn't he?
hi toudar 1' lsumi t' pu'on th'hat dt'ni
No, he didn't tell her to tell you to put on the hat.-..

noi diteular t' teuyu t'pu'on th'hat....
he totd her to tell another student to put on the hat.

itoudar t'teulanathar stu''n't'pu'on th'hat
The other student put on a Ehoe, didn't he? ....didn't she?
th'athar stu-'n'pu'ona shu dt'ni ....drnchi
The other student didn't put on a shoe but put on a hat.

th'athar stu'n' dlnpu'ona shu b'pu'ona hat.
You thought the hat didn't look good on the other student.
yrthc'thira'dilu'gu'on th'athar st+n'dlncha didn't you?

i didn't think it d,idn't looh good. I thought it looked good-

adithrns kr'dilu'gud oi thc'l'luk'gud a -*g- 10

Practice reading these sentences aloud until you can say them
easily...from memory. The ones with tell are good for learning
the word f inal -l with and without a vowel after it. SC 48,49'
Some changes don't sound natural at slow speed. The last one
with didn't think is to be said 4 times in 10 seconds'

405 Irregular Verbs - present tense sell, buy, have, hit, burst

A boy has some money (supplied by the teacher?) and buys

u p"n.il from a girl. He then hits an inflated paper bag until it
bursts. Bring piper bags, or balloons to the class and have a

blow uP - hitting - bursting PartY!
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haue h*

w

has, buys, sells, hits, bursts

v (to possess) A long clear e before the voiced v that
is long with a vibrating buzzing of the lower lip
liqhtly touching the edge of the middle upper front
teeth. See z+r.

haue some money Jingle some coins and grasp
them f irmly in a tightly closed f ist.

buy bai Hold out, offer to pay some money
with the left hand. Silent cue: An extended
hand rubbing'the fingers up against the thumb..
offering to pay.
sell *o With the right hand reach for, motion

a person to give you something...as you glance
suggestively sideways at the left hand offering
money.

hit htt Tap, strike, slap, knock something
against another thing...a clenched fist down
on a boy's head, knock on a desk top, slap a

wall.....
burstbartc Blow up a paper bag, or a balloon, and continue

to hit it (in this case with the penciljust bought) until it bursts
with a bang. Or fill the cheeks out with air in the mouth. Hit
them from the sides with the forefingers until the air bursts
out from the lips...with a rather indecent sound. Say hit a few
times while hitting the sunken cheeks. Fill them out with air,
make it burst out the lips and say bursf.
Or make a horiZontal circle of a forefinger and a thumb. On

the circle lay a sheet of paper and thrust a pencil, or a straight
finger, down hitting the paper until it breaks. Hold it up and
look throuh the hole as you say burst.
Silent cue: Fill the cheeks with air and make a.Bronx cheer!

..a raspberry..indecent sound.
As you work through these sentences, write the present tense

forms on the chalkboard. See +oo.
Caution: Don't use haue / hadgot during these exercises.

406 I haue sonte money.
aha-f sa'manr

I buy a pencil.
aboia phc-nso
You sell a pencil.
Yu seola phe-nso

I hit the paper.
aht'th'prrsp6l

I burst it.
abarstrt

Jingle coins, ruffle some bills
-v s- = -f s-, sayf{mant 39, 9

Look around at pencils, offer money.
ph, c-n, -so 53, 6, 48

Reach for the pencil..look
sideways at.the money.
Lightly strike with the

pencil tip. -/'th' 2/
Point at the bag, balloon or paper

See If bursfs in +oz.
407 Irregular Verbs verb + s has, buys, sells, hits, bursts

In front of the class 2 students, a boy and a girl or use per-
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had, bought, sold, hit, burst

sonal names, do the actions. Each student in turn talks to the
next student...while pointing sideways at the doers.

He has sorne money. Drill I haue, you have, he has, she has.
hi haz sammanl oi hav yu he'v hi haz shi haz
hi ha'Sa'mant 'Z s- = ''S-,'#m' 39, 10, I

He buys a pencil.
hi boiza penso

She sells a pencil.
shi seuza pcnso

He hits the paper until it bursts.
hi ht's th'pepar anttult'bar s's 'ls'lb- -tlu tt =ttult 20,10 ,49

until Don't try to explain the word. Just learn to say
the complete sentence smoothly. Older learners will
look it up in a dictionary...and tell the others!

408 Irregular Verbs - past tense had, bought, sold, hit, burst
Two students in front of the class quickly review the base

present forms as in 406. Note on the chalkboard theexact time
done. Refer to it repeatedly with the past tense gesture,348.
Fill in the past tense column as each is worked on, as in 400.

At 8:43, 8 minutes ago,
a'e'foartr thuri e'm tnt'sago

he had some money and bought a pencil.
hi ha'sa'manr n

She sold a pencil.
sh i .souda pe-nso

bc'a panso

He hit the paper until it burst..S minutes ago.
hi hr'th'pepar antrult'bars'foi'mtnt'sago

21 49 25 17 20
Note:

Use a time indicator when learning cut, put, hit,
bursf because the present and past forms are the
same. When saying he or she with such verbs
and there is no -s on the verb, it is past tense.

409 lrregular Verbs, past tense positive true questions
Start by reviewing, pair drilling the base (present) and

past forms. Put the columns of the present and past,
worked out in 406 and 408 on the chalkboard and pair
drill them, the past as an echo of hearing the present.

For further imprinting the present-past forms use full
answers repeating the verb.
Did he haue some money and buy a pencil?

drdi hafsa'manr n boia pe-nso -vs- = -fs- 39
Yes, he had sorne and bought one.

ycsi'a'sam n bc'uan fiifiad,-ds', tlu 33,30,23
Did she sell it? Yes, she sold it.

ye'sh i soud tt -d sh- = -ch- 45 , 'l 49

265

He offers money.
She takes the money,
gives the pencil.

The paper bag or ...

-t.lm 24, 17
had
bct -C s-, flm

309
soud -l 48
hrt
barst

d rch i seu lrt
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used to + ve(b

Did he hit a paper until i,t burst, 20 minutes ago?
drdi hr'a pepar anttultt barst tue-nt mtnt'sago
Yes, he hit it...and it burst.
yesi ht'tt n t'barst

410 used to + verb - habitual past
It is well to review, teach these words in a previous class.
drink durrnghkh See thinh in ggg. ur- Sound Change 50.

bottle bo'o Sound Changes 48, 23. A definite
stop after the o'. Demonstrate these by drinking
out of. from a bottle. Pass around, show the pic-
ture of a baby's bottle.

baby bebi Cry like a little baby. Show a picture.
milk mruk lf not easy to pass around some

milk in a bottle, moo like a cow and show a pic-
ture of one. See 237.

euery day evuri de Tap along a line of 6 or 7 days on a calen-
dar. Draw a horizontal line with dots at regular intervals. Pass
around a chain of paper clips or a string of beads and call each
clip or bead euery. -o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

neuer nevar Cross out several weeks of days on a calendar and
shake your head negatively. Or erase the dots in the long line,
say neuer for each missing one. -For a past tense perspective draw a long verb base line,likel3
of the diagram in 347, without the big dot. Far to the left of
the vertical now line above the series of little dots represent-
ing repeat actions in the past, write yusta (used to). Tap each
dot and repeat for each drinh milh from a bottle, drinh milk
from a bottle...next, yusta drrnk, yusta drrnk, yusta drrnk...

Start with used to drinh milh. Change to water, orange juice,
Coca Cola...whiskey, then to going to school in your native
country. Note that neuer comes before the verb, but euery
whatever follows the verb. Just learning to say the sentences
smoothly implants such usages...without specif ic explanation.
As a baby, I used to drinh milh from a bottle euery day.

aza bebt ayusta drrngk mruk furama bo'o evuri de
Then the speaker turns to the next student to answer.
Did you used to drinh milh from a bottle euery day?

dtjt yusta drtngk mruk frama bo'o evuri de
Yes,I used to (drinh milh from a bottle euery day).

yesa yusta --(full answer for more practice)---

Did you used to drink whiskey from a bottle?
drjr yusta drtngk hurskt frama bo'o

No, I neuer used to drinh whishey from a bottle.
noa navar yusta drrng k hurskr frama bo'o.

But I used to drinh Coca Cola from a bottle!
b'ayusta drrng'kokakola f rama bo'o, rke
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haue, has, had, will haue, would haue + verb

Did you used to go to school euery day in Japan?
drjr yusta go t'skuolevuri de tn japan

Yes, I used to.
yesa yusta

No, I neuer used to go to school in Japan,
noanevar Yusta go t'skuolrn jaPan
I neuer used to liue in Japan! I used to liue in Korea'

anevar yusta lrvtn japan ayusta lrvtn koria

411 Perfect tenses - have, has, had, will have, would have + verb

Haue, has, had with a verb form, usually like the simple past'

are used to express an action done before another action. see

the verb base lines of gq.
study euery day a usual habitual action in the present
stud-ied lait week a past action not related to another action
haue studied for 2 weehs from the past up to something now
had studied. before - a past action before another past action
will haue studied. it before a future action before another
would. haue studied. if... An action not done because condi-

tions were not different from what they really were' See cz3'

412 An ESL learner often doesn't know or know about the fast
forms of the verbs..their different variations, the short stops
or pauses in them. You have to learn to hear the difference be-
twden or how the vowels combine. First you have to know
what the sounds really are, then learn to say and hear them'
Look at the fast forms. Carefully pronounce each fast form

slowly and exactly as shown. Little by little with more and
more practice of listening to your own internal sounds work
up to reading aloud, saying, the complete sentences smooth.ly
at native spelker speed. The little figures at the end show the
fast native'speaker speed of saying it X times in 10 seconds.

413 After you are reading, speaking easily, listen to the natural
speech of the recordings. At first you will not hear some of the
sounds, or not hear them correctly. After a few days or weeks
you will begin to hear them. Wbrk through this series many,
many times. Listen to a sentence, stop the recording and write
the sounds you think you hear. Then compare what you write
with the printed text.
I study English euery day. a cfear r, u lip rounds for r 50

astadr 'rnggtrsh e-vuri de ro flr breath stop, long +,ts,e'23,6
I studied English last year.

asta'r'i-ngglrsh laschi-ar a

-ty-=-ch- Sound Change 41

I i,'t'i 2 stops 23
I'd studied English before I came here. had had ad a 33,2,30

aa'sta't'i-nggltsh b'foarura khem hi'ar e ara=aru(a,kh 52.53
I'll'ue studied this 50 times by tomonow. I will haue ..by 36

aoa'sta't'thts f lftt toi-mz b't'mouro e be,Cth, ur 35,27,50
I'd'ue studied more if I'd had the time fi6rt1d ildue, il'al had

ada'sta'f'moaturfiaa'he'th'toi-m s I'd'ue ada=a' a' 23,dm 17
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-, -ed, 'd, 'ue, 'll,'ll've, 'd'ue How lottg has .. haue..?

414 Carefully notice the differences. I, you have the fast forms
a, ya. Use them for practicing --ed, 'ue, 'd, 'll, 'll'ue, 'd'ue.

y)asta'r You/I study A stop before but not after 'r.
asta't' I studied Stops before and after 'r'

aa'sla-'t' I'd studied I had studied
afsta'r' I'ue studied I haue studied
aosta'l I'll study No stop after 'r

aofsta'r' I'll'ue studied I will haue studied
a'a'sla'f I'd'ue studied I would haue studied See 4z+.

Even some native speakers do not observe, hear or say, these
differences. Because the d and 'ue are so weak or become very
short pauses careless native speakers use irregular verb past par-
ticiples for the simple past tense.

I'ue seen av si-n afsi.n
I,d. seen aosi-n ;;;i; = asi'n is used for I sw - asc.

4ls Draw a series of verb line diagrams. See 347. To the right of
a long horizontal line put a short vertical crossmark and call it
the current date, now. Perhaps show the date on a calendar.
For haue/ has liued draw a heavy line from the left up to the
crossmark, long or short according to the period of time. For
liued, a short heavy line somewhere in the middle of the left
side. A series of dashes from the left to a heavy short line or a
big dot would be for used to.
How long...? Bring the palms of the hands near each other,

spread them far apart, back towards each other, farther apart,
back and forth to show an indecisive amount. Put some esti-
mated numbers with question marks on the chalkboard and
then in a circle the number of months or years the student has
lived or did live at suclr and such a place.
Student A asks the next, Student B, about Student C. Then

Student B talks to C and back to A.
A asks B
How long has she liued here? Point at C and a dotted line

he .........1- from the left to the now
hoo lc-nghhezshi lrvd hi-ar crossmark. 347, line 5.

a'Shi hez shi- has shi- a'Shi 33,39,12,8
haz hi 33

hoo f c-ng azi lrft hi-ar .vd h = ft h, a = d 39, 2
B answers A

AtoB
Well, ash her / him.

weuleskar / askrm
BtoC

How long haue you liued here in New York? av 35
hoo lc-ngavya lrvdi-arnnu yoark c u = at nn 2,9

I don't hnow.
ad6 no oi = o, n't 2,37

l,l 49,49,33
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Table of lrregular Verbs

C to B I've liued here 8 months.
avlrfthi-r e'mrns -fth, -/m-, lfts 39,17,30

BtoA
S)he's liued here 8 months. s)he has = s)he's
s)hiz lrvd ierure'mans 6r e = 6rur€ 52

ar6 A to B 
-@--o-l- 

347,line 12.

Where'd she liued before she came here? where had - where'd
he he

huearchi lr'b'foar shi khern hier dsh = ch, Cb45,11
hueardi b'foeruri kh, fi, uri 53, 33,52

BtoC
Where'd you liued before you catne to New Yorh?

huariaaz lr'b'foarya kh+m t' nu yo€rk
C to B I'd liued in Europe (before I came here).

aa'lr'vdtn yarurap (b'foarura khe-mier)
B to C 342, line 8 

-o-l-Where did you liue in EuroPe?
hueardrja YuraP 'd Y'= i a2
huaria lrvtn yarurap flJdVa= Cd 9, yur =Yar 2

C to B 342, lines 10, 8. ====o=-l-
I used to liue in Germany but I liued a year in Paris'
ayusta lrvtn jarman t ba'a lrvd a yiorurln paurls

4L7 There are many irregular verbs. You just have to learn them
one by one. Here are a few much-used typical irregular verbs.
Read them many times by sounds until you can read the pre-

sent and say the past and past participle without reading them.
Present Past Participle

amt az -s waz brn am, iE 's uras been
or - ar war brn dre - 're were been
go we-nt gln go went gone
kham khem kha.m come carne come
du, daz drd dan do, does did done
se, se-z sad se'd say, says said said
srt set sat sit sat sat
tek tuk tek'n tahe tooh tahen
mek med med mahe made made
kan kud can could -'
burrngh burct burct bring brought brought
boi - bct bct buY bought bought
tich tct tct teach taught taught
grt got gdt, go'n get got got, gotten
teu toud toud tell told told
rln ra-n ran run ran run
gFv gev grv'n giue gaue giuen
brek brok brok'n breah brohe brohen
spik spok spok'n speah spohe spohen
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could, would

uroit urot
urid urt-d
khat khat
barst barst

Can you write?
kanyuro it

Can you write?
kanyturoit

un'n
u re-d
khat
barst
hrt

write wrote written
read read read
cut cut cut
burst burst burst
hit hit hithrt hrt

418 could, would (want to)
lt is well to have reviewed, worked with, can - can't as in

306...309, 324 before doing this exercise. Atso see 332, 333.
A student, where all can see, has a pencil and paper ready to

write. Take the pencil away. Start to offer it but replace it
with a little long box, a ruler, a tooth brush or comb..... After
the concept of could is well in mind, offer some candy..later
something which is not so eatable...an uncooked potato, raw
f ish, a broken e99.....
Write the key words by sounds on the chalkboard. Tap on

them as cues for what to say next.
kan - kan See 306.

See Sound Changes 50,24.
Yes, I can write. I haue pencil and paper. no c -unspecif ic

yesakanuroit ahaf pe-nso'n pepar --vp-- = -f p.39
Take away the pencil.

yu yr(faster form before vowels) 3
No, I can't write. I don't haie'a pencil,

noa kanuroit adon ha'va pe-nso
Give and take away the pencil to
contrast drill a a, ka ka, kan kan,
kanuroit kanuroit. a - pencil.in the
hand, a - no pencil in the hand.

Take away and return the pencil and paper
alternately to drill the use of a - any. See gg0.

I don't haue a pencil. I don't haue any paper.
adonhe-va pe-nso adonha-ve-nr pepar

Could you wrtte if I gaue you a pencil? The student has paper.
kujuroi'rfa gsvyua pe-nso Offer but jerk back a pencil.

Yes, I could write if you gaue me a pencil. Again offer.
yesaku'uroi'rfya ge'mia pe-nso v(u, -lm- 23,17

Giue me a pencil! Give the 'writer' a pencil
gr'mia pe-nso but take away the paper!

Giue me some paperl Each time use a different pencil
gr'mt sam pepar and djfferent sheets of paper.

Could you write if you had the box? Use, offer only I box.
kujuroi'rf yrha'th'boks to imprint usage ol the.

No, I couldn'twrite if I hadthe box. Youcan'twritewithabox.
noa kun uroi'rfa ha'th'boks y'kan uroi'urtha'boks

When you means the impersonal 'people in general, any
or everybody' it becomes just a throat-blocking y'.

274
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will, won't (desire)

Here, when saying y' make a sweeping gesture taking in
the whole class...even point to people in the street.

Would you eat candy if I gaue you some? Olfer 2 or 3 pieces.
uujri'ke-ndr rfa gevyl sam

If you goue me some candy, of course I'd eat it. I would!
rfyage'mr samka-ndt af koarsadi't' oi uud

If you had a potato, would you eat it? Offer a.raw potato.
fiyt'a'a p'teto uujr i'rt
I could eat it, but I wouldn't!

f a'a 2 clear
sudden stops

aku'i'r' b'a u un'
would, could - often heard and said the same by learners.

Review the vowels o u u, then in reverse u u o.
uuuu uuuu - 2 separate sounds, don't slide from u into
u. qq UU, uu uu'(a sudden breath stoppage after a long
uuu, uquu'. kuuuu' lor couldl.

Silent cues:
would - nod, smile, bow slightly, act willing ready to do
could - make a gesture with a f ist up in the air, bent arm

like a victorious prize f ighter.
419 will - won't .. desire, willingness to do or not do

This exercise can be broken into 3 parts, each drilled around
the class separately, 420, 42t, q22.The vowel review at the end
of qzz means more to the ESL learners after having worked
through these exercises a few times.

Before starting them, in a preceeding class session review, go
through theses words which if not known beforehand will de-
tract the students' minds from getting a good imprint of the
target verb usages.
sure shuar Say Yeg Good. Nod the head affirmatively.
Why..? huoi Quizzical upturned palms, head thrust back a

little. See soe.
enough anat Separate the facing palms of the hands farther

and farther apart until a satisfactory distance is reached when
you say enough.

Place the palms of the hands together. Threaten to push the
extended forefingers up a students nose. Separate the palms
a little and threaten to punch out the eyes. With the hands
farther apart slide the palms along the sides of the head hitting
the tips against the ears. A little wider apart, say enough as

the palms slide past the ears. Back to the positions at the
nose and eyes say, 'Not enough'....then at the sides of the
ears, 'Enough'.....and slap the ears! In review, palms together,
step by step farther apart and stop, stay at the enough width
to thrust the hands along the sides of ahead..enough.
in fact nfakt True, really, sure, nod approvingly. Start by

humming nnn with the mouth open and end with a tongue re-
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If .. -ed. would .. ?

leasing a puff of air.
pay - sell Offer money with the left hand, gesture with the

right hand for somebody to give you sometning. See 357,405.
both Hold up 2 fingers, 2 hands, 2 feet up off the floor....
'ue got, hauen't gof vvvvgot avn got See 246. Make a fist of

the fingers holding tightly a pencil..vgot. Remove the pencil
with the other hand, open up the fingers, look at the empty
palm and say avngot..clear long aaaaa, vvv slides into a
weak n and the final 't is a puff of air.

Silent cues: tight fist - vgot, opened hand - 4yngot
eueni+n Pair drill avn - iryn Hold the left hand flat, palm

down, up even with the shoulders. Slowly bring the right hand,
palm down, up from the knees to the level of, even with the
left hand. See 63, scme.
In this case name the left hand $500, the lower right hand

$400 and bring it up 'even', on a level with the left hand.
Alternately look at each and say OK, OK. g500...fine, good.
$400...oK.

420 As the drill progresses, write the key words on the chalk-
board to be tapped, knocked on as cues for what to say next,
along with making the gestures as to meaning...the silent cues.
A Can you sell me a shoeQ

kanyt seu mia shu

shuarurakan sgu yaa shu
but I can't sell you three.

b'akan ssuya thuri
AWhy can't you?

huoi ke nchu
B I'ue only got two.

avonlr go'tu
42r A WilI you sell me one for 5d?

uruyr seumiuan f'foifsens
B I can. but I won't!

oi kan ba'oi won
A Why won't you?

uoi w6cha
B You don't pay enough!

ytd6 pe anaf

Point to a shoe of
the next student.

ura,-l, oia u =a 52,48,2
Look at 2 shoes, hold

up 3 fingers. uri 50
t+Y=s6 41

Clear u, emphatically point at B.
Point 2 fingers at shoes.

Ite
Or the least possible.

fl/, -vs-=-f s- g6,Ag

can - fist in air, can't - shake
the head, No/ beloi 23

cha less emphatic than
chu in +20. Vuol 3a

Point at the 5 cents, the
hands not far apart.

2 f ingers..point
at the 2 shoes.

Hands close together,
shake the head, No/

B Sure, I ean sell you a shoe. Nods, holds up I f inger.

-n't 37

A I'll pay you $20 for the 2 of them.
aopeyr tue-nr dolars f'th'tuavam

2 48 3 18 3935 35
B That wouldn't be enough.

tha'uun bianaf
A If I paid you $500 would you sell them both? 2 f ingers up

rfa pe-jr foif hanardolaz uujr seulam both dy=j,ula 42,49



If..'d..., .,'d'ue...

B Would I sell you both for $500?! ..1 would!
u uda seuya both f'foif hanar'dolarzss oi uuuuda

5 39 189 5

I'd euen sell you both for four hundred.
6di-vn scuyu both f' foar han'ar' rl=ar 5C7,18

In fact if I'd hnown you'd pay 250 a shoe,
had would

'nfaktrfaa'non yud pe tu ftftr a shu

I'd'ue brought 4 or 5! | would have brought...
ada bret foarar foivff

Review the vowels o u u ar a
o o, o wo, o w6, ope, aope, aw6pe I'll pay, I won't pay.
e e, pe pF, p€ ped, pe peju pay, paid..paid you
ouu, ltuo,uu,uud

Practice well
a aa aa' a'a'
I I'ue I'd I'd'ue

wt wo wu wa
won wun wan
w6 w0 wd

will won't wouldn't one
Past Perfect Conditional - contrar5r to past fact
bornboarn Cry like a little newborn baby. Make a circle of

the left forefinger and thumb. Push the right finger tips up
passing through the left palm forcing the left finger and thumb
to open up a little...by little..like a baby comes out, is born.
yearsago ylarzago See 3sa. Write the numbers of the last

10 to 15 years or so on the chalkboard. Count back from the
present year and say X years ago. The older the student the
farther back you go.

If you'd been born in the United States, you had = lou'd
yuad -Cb,ln 11, 36

rfyra'brn boarnn th'yunoi'r'ste's yunoi/r{ste/s
would you haue learned English yeare ago? 23 20 30

u uJrv farndi+rgglrsh yi,arzago
Yes, I would haue.

would'ue
yesa u ud avff vff Sound Change4?

I'd'ue learned it years ago, if I'd been born an American.
ada larnd rchi-arzago rfaa'brn boarnaname urtkan

Learn this well-known expression. Many times Americans just
say the first part. The speaker is being a little sarcastic, is a

little angry, annoyed that he has been asked to do something
without proper advance notice. 'How can you ask me to do
you a favor when you didn't let me know in time to make the
proper preparations?'. Make this test. Say the first part and see
how many Americans can complete the saying.
If I'd known you were coming, I'd'ue bahed you a

rfaa'non yuwar klman'at'a' bekchua ffi?'@
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4-letter words

Obscene, dirty, bad, vulgar'4-letter' words

Learners of spoken English should know the most frequently
used obscene, bad, socially inacceptable words...as sometimes
seen written on walls and are often used by men - laborers, me-
chanics, painters, truck drivers, sailors and soldiers - as part of
their dailyworkingvocabulary. Most are old short Anglo-Saxon
(Germanic) words of 4 letters..but not written in dictionaries!
Words of the same meanings from Latin are used in polite so-

ciety and serious writings. But it is the 4-letter Anglo-Saxon
words which really cause sharp reactions, are offensive, cut to
the quick, reach into and trouble the soul of native speakers
of English.
Also some ordinary words have double meanings. Keep in

mind and carefully use all such words, especially if you are a

young lady...because American boys are quick to think of the
obscene meaning and may smile, snicker or even laugh at you!
It may seem to be unduely indecent, improper for young

people studying English to learn these words but they will
hear and have to contend with such words in real life.

Do not use, say the words with *. The other words are in
dictionaries but be careful in using them.

ass* A classical word for donhey but native speakers of Eng-
lish think of it first as being the part of the body on which
you sit. In polite conversation we often say rear,rear end or
the French word derriBre derier. Less acceptable is buttocks
and almost not acceptable the short form butt.* When used
for the unsmoked ends of cigars or cigarettes be sure to say
cigar butt, cigarette butt.

She has a cute pretty deniere.
Get your rear (end) out of my way !

Moue your fat ass* out of the way you bastardlx
asshole* anus The hole where the food you ate comes out'
balls* testicles The 2little hard sex things a male animal has.
Don't use the word bal/s by itself. Always use an adjective .'
tennis balls, red and yeltow balls. Or better, use the singular,
a ball. See Sex - balL

bastard* Mother and father were not married. lt has other
meanings. See a dictionary.

bitch a female dog, a mean bad woman See lituperation
bullshit* cow - female bull - male When a bull defecates (see

shit*) air, farts*, come out with noise and everything is in a

mess. By extension, bullshit* means a person is talking but
says nothing much, boasting, telling lies...
Don't belieue him! It's a lot of bullshit what he mys.

but batjust like butt*. A pause atlerbut lets people think of
butt*. So say but together with the next word. seec6s.
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can like tin can ken This is a man's word for toilet. Say
rest roorn, bathroom, ladies' roorn, men's roorrl, or jokingly
the little boy's room, the little girl's room.
I gotta go to the can! I haue to go to you know where!
She's in the little girls room. ..in the you know where!

can't = cannot Say this with a clear long a-- and with a weak --t
at the end. 30-6, I8, 47. lt the vowel is not clear but some-
thing like o or a with -t strong can't becomes kont or kant
like cunt,* the female sex organ. See vagina 306

coch+ kok turn a handle and water comes out a male chicken
the male sex organ. See penis.

dam dam Holds much water in a river, sounds like damn.
damn d*m wish that a person has much bad luck for all of

h is life.
Damn! You are suddenly a little angry..at yourself maybe.
Damn dfl damrt Much stronger. You are very angry, mad

because something bad happened. Almost impolite.
God damn it!* very, very angry See Vituperation below.

...don't giue a damn - not care about what happens, don't
want to help, be disinterested.

...don't giue a darn. polite form

. .don't giue a fuck* strong, obscene
darn Used as a polite word for darnn. Women often say it.
'dung excrement of animals that eat grass. see sftif.
fart* flatulance Bad smelling air which comes out of the
asshole* 'break wind' See Villify - an old fart!*

forh fv ar ka knife and forh Be sure to say the o long with
a good clear ar. 30-6,5. With a short o and ar not good, fook,
foak it is much like fak. See Sex - fuch*.

Giue me a forh may be understood as Giue me a fuch*.
giue Especially if you are a young lady say what you give.

I giue a pencil, I giue some money....
f f nothing is after giue young men think of sex. Seeput out.

hell Where bad people go after they die, are dead.
hell of a... ..as hell very much, big, great

He's a hell of a guy a wonderful, great, nice person;
but horney as hell! but wants sex very, very much.

horney - has horns wants sex
lay put a long thing down on top of another See Sex.
leak drops of water come out slowly Seeplss*.

tahe a leah* urinate, 'make water'
make + her or a girl's name See Sex.
pee pi mahe pee pee (little kids say) Perhaps from the letter
P of piss*, like SOB for son-of-a-bitch*. urinate, make water
penis - the male sex organ prich, dong*, tool, coch*, dich*

such coch - a kind of sex act
a coch sucher* - a person who does this.
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Commonly heard but not good to say:
such up to a person - be overly friendly, nice to a person to

get that person to do you a favor, a sycophant, toady.
It suchs! lt is something that you feel is not right, perhaps

a disgusting result of what somebody did improperly.
piece - a part, fragment of a thing get a piece - see Sex.
piss* urinate, make water

mahe pee-pee tahe a leah'*
It pissed* me off ! lt vexed, annoyed, bothered me.
I got pissed* off at him. What he did made me unhappy.

peed off - not used so much, almost polite.
teed off - polite for peed,like darn lor damn.
tiched off - a change in sound from teed off.

prich prtk something narrow and sharp starts to go in
the male sex organ See penis.

puss, pussy pus, pust a soft small cat
the female sex organ. See vagina.

putout - much likegiues.. See Sex.
she's put out - is offended, embarrassed
she puts out - gives sexual favors

screw turn it around and around See Sex.
Often heard but not po.lite:
I got screwed. Unfairly someone did a bad thing to me, like

making melese'money in a business deal.
It's all screwed up! it is in a mess, in bad condition, chaos.

Sex, sexual intercourse, hanhy -panky, coitus, copulation
What a man dods to a woman:
fuch* very strong, bad word
screu* not as strong as fuch*
ball (use the testicles) - heard on television
lay* gO"'t a good lay. I laid her on the first date.
mahe Did you mahe her? iameka (like Jamaica)
get a piece of tail

lm horney as hell. I really need a pieee.
lick cunt, eat pussy - to excite a woman
He's a cunt licher... pussy eater.
Does she giue...? . .giue out? - sexual favors

Oh, sure she puts out... to the right guy!
s/rif * defecate, excrement .. it comes out of the asshole\
SOB esobi - polite for Son-Of-a-Bitch See Vilify
stick Put a long thing into -- See Vituperation
such Lick with the tongue and pull into the mouth See penis
tail the rear part of an animal. See Sex.
tool you make or do something with it See penis.
vagina vajoina the female sex organ
cunt*, pussy*, snatch*, twat* kant pust snach tuot
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Vilify vrlrfoi - say that a person is bad
You are are ....! He is a .....!

yara hiza
God damned God is t9 make verY unlucky

9o'da-m'* (Often heard but better not say it)

fuching verY bad, no good, vile, base' fak'n* (an over-used adjective!)
mother fucher - has sex with his mother

son of a bitch - the worst, strongest of insults
son of a gun - socially acceptable, often humorous

A sailor was heard to say to a shipmate,
You're a God damned mother fucking pussy eating coch
sucking son of a bitch of a bastard! Get your shitty asshole
out of here, you bullshitting old fart!

Vituperation - invective Let your anger out at a person.
You God damned bastard!

Fuch you! Screw you! Go fuch, screw yourself.
Go do you-hnow-what to yourself

Go stick it up your ass!
Stich it you-know-where !
Go stick it!
Up your ass!
Up yours!

Kiss my ass! Kiss my

To laiss css is much like suck up to. To be
improperly overly friendly to get some spe-
cial favor from a person.

To brown nose, be a brown-noser is more
of a polite way to express this concept. lt is

f rom the idea that if you klss ass your nose
gets brown with excrement.

' one
f inger

sign

\r

behind!

whore hoar a woman who sells sex. Prostitute, street walker
(walks on the street), call girl (men call heron the telephone)
Vorng ladies would more properly say 'Please phone me' a.nd

not siy 'call me' to avoid some fellow thinking of 'call girl.'
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American Spoken Engtish Materials - use sequence
Introductory Basics - For everyone starting spoken American
English - 1 60-minute cassette See tt+...... 133
Text Sheet 1 - Vowels, Introduction Routine, Sound Changes
Text Sheet 2 - Real Life Selection22 - JOBS
Urgent Survival I to 5 hours of Total lmmersion for those
who have to immediately get along in spoken English. Text
Sheet l, recording of 30 minutes. See zo ... g8.
Seminar for would-be instructors of real-life spoken English,
ESL students converting the word-by-word .school Enilish'
into natural speech, ESL speakers with troublesome foreign
accents. Text Sheets I and 2,1 60-minute cassette. See tta.

Introduction to Real Life Spoken English For small children,
younger students and illiterates, 5 to 20 hours of classworx
depending upon the age, level and desired degree of natural
fluency. Much like the Urgent Survival but in eisy stages. JustI text sheet, I 60-minute cassette. See 93...113 of thls book.

Basic Course See - hear - do - say learning of the basic struc-
tures and natural speech patterns. Could be some 200 separate
independent lessons. lrregular or casual drop-in students and
those starting the course late get something practical each
time. Those in regular attendance get a full complete overall
knowledge of real-life spoken American English. See tg+...a2s.

Real Life Selections Intersperse suitable ones into the Basic
Course..to see it at work in real life. See details below.

Common Expressions - good for students yearning for idioms
and desirous of saying much-used word groupings naturally.
Excellent for self-study by advanced students. See below.

Listeners Digest Exellent for Listening Comprehension prac-
tice. Most ESL learners just don't hear enough natural infor-
mal speech. See below.

siliil Real-Life ftfi, Real-Life Selections
76 voices, 1,100 expressions in con-
text - spontaneous, informal speech
to learn idioms and f luently say the
most-used word groups, to speak
natural ly..beginners too !

Of the 13,932 words 940/o are of
the 3,000 used most. Of the 44,335
phonemes as in formal speech,'60lo
are not said, 5o/o are changed and
232 sounds have no meaning.

Pauses after each sentenCe, then
the original 2-minute sound track, 4
6Gminute cassettes. Translations in
many languages. See 40,Study Steps
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Real Life Selections I ' 10
1 Auto Racing A drivers meeting with public address system
announcements in the background, questions, side remarks.
2n An Irishman in the USA An lrish tenor, looking for a wife,
gives Groucho Marx serious but laugh-producing replies.

2a Perry Mason Eats He and the detective talk of a stingy wo-
man who killed her husband for the insurance. The secretary
brings in cold cuts.You hear courteous phrases while they eat.

3 Airline Stewardesses tell of their dates with single and mar-
ried men, trouble with drunks, of their training and duties.

4 Robert Kennedy talks abbut his brothers, and sisters, hand-
me-downs. His own children get along but are noisy.

5 False Christs Billy Graham tells of one -- a crazY lawyer who
drove his car into a lake, then took off his clothes.

6 Bimbo A Texan nursery song.
?-8 Australian Stowaway I,II A pretty girl hides on an Ame-
rican cruiser to come see her boy-friend in the US' She is dis-
covered because of her blisters. 1,200 sailors line up fo her to
tellwho helped her. She didn't so they paid her airfare to US!
gBugsBunny'sLamp He asks for a carrot and nags a genie
intq a f ight with a guy who takes the lamp away from Bugs.

10 Forced Landing The motor stops at 8,500 feet and they
'land 

in a field..not on a highway. She goes to the hospital.

Real Life Selections Ll- 20
11 AllegrictoOldMen An old black woman gave her husband
rat poilon but it agreed with him. Her secret to success is long
living! - and young men. Don't give her any old man!

12 Insects Do insects have noses? Can f leas fly? He's not fear-
ful of spiders. How do you keep ants out of the kitchen?
l3-14FoodandDance I,II Phyllis Diller gave a party. One
of the beans was moving. Food drops on a shirt front.
l6PatandPet Pat Boone and Petula Clark talk of their
work and children..f riendly chit-chat.
1? Golf A champion describes hittinq a ball for a-hole-in-one.
How he feels and what he will do with the $10,000.
ltR Kissy Face A well-formed, cute movie actress says her
serious films all turn out funny. She like to kiss for real.
lEe Southern Girls had better kiss on the first date. Her
f irst one was in the cradle! She asks the man kiss her.
lgSchool - Age 1l School kids talk about their worries,
grades. A boy says his father whips him with a strap for
bad grades .. afterwards, it does't hurt when he stands up.

20 JohnF. Kennedy His speech of "Ask not what your coun-
try can do for you but what can you do for your country."

Real Life Selections 21'31
21 Miss England She was in New York a week, then Washing-
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ton but had trouble getting to Miami..finally by bus.
22Jobs She messed up her job in a lipstick factory, broke
an ankle in Washinton, knows a lot of part numbers, likes to
talk, dance, laugh and sings a Western song.
23-24 Child Actors I,II They can read, get 50 cents a week,
eat icecream, plan to go to college, sing a duet.
25 Life Saving A l3-year old boy wades out ino the water
looking for frogs, almost drowns. His smaller friend saves him.

26 Swimnting with only a hat and gloves on Eva Gabor in the
nude has to get out of the pool fast!

27 Circus A 9-year old trapeze artist likes to fly through the
air, carries on his schoolwork by correspondence.

28 Kansas City Banker He tells after-dinner jokes .. a lad with
wedding secrets. A drunk falls down when he knew he had
enough, a mule takes care of the f inancial arrangements.

29 LittlelVhite Duck a lilting nursery song everybody enjoys.
30-31 Red Toenails Bing Crosby tells of staid Englishmen
looking at Bob Hope's red toenails in a golf club shower. Then
Hope adds that confetti fell out of his shorts....

Real Life Selections 32-4L
32You Look Funny when saying a Danish word,'rotten in
Denmark' now everywhere, youthful revolution quips.

33A Texan wants io buy a girdle, not play. Get a gun..you'll
kill a guy with that club!

34-35 New York Girl I,II A gay divorcee talks of her dogs in
dirty weather, likes young guys, won't marry an old goat!
36 Science Questions What make corn pop? What is the only
liquid metal? What causes the tides? How many high tides a
day? What metal is woven into cloth?

STRiddles What do you get.when you cross a tiger and a par-
rot? What happens to a blue rock thrown into the Red Sea?
Why did the chicken cross the street?..a different answer.
SSFranklin D. Roosevelt His second inaugural address. 'We
are Americans. Our destiny is to light the path for the world,'

39 Popeye He wants music, whips the bully after the monkey
gets him some spinach.

40 Doghouse - Jail Country jokes.. Why drag a chain? Ever try
pushing one? Going up on a down escalator. Drop a hot horse-
shoe quickly. Locked in jail with an EXIT sign right behind.
4l Nursery School She likes to kiss. He wants to go home. The
favorite subject is eating. Can't spell cat.4 and 4 are 8..,.
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common Expressions COmmOn .,,|.yf,76 Voices, 1,100 expressions in vl

I lf';ffi :,,^:Ht,1:,",."1' #l,;Ij" ;: E xpr e s s i on s
ings of fast speech. For all 

- levels fiom Real Lire

of ESL to speak naturally. Usual 76 Voices 1100 Expressions

spelling with phonetic tapescript
showin-g the 6xact sounds said. iil.*,r-,!li!rt l.)6
Non-dictionary. items explained. I H;ft.-p ,;.(;1
Translations in many lansuases.. [ffR.\\.fT{('

traditional/simplified Chinese, etc. ffi:r}ff*ilit;;il'l6i"iiiri:iiiiv.i oo-,iiinuG -+*-5
casse-tte., pau.ses betw^een. thoughts. Real-life
Carefully follow the Study Steps in r
the textbook, here in poini 4o ioo. Hear-Say Practice

Rules ol Sound Chlnges-Ptge 5?

Listeners Digest
A monthly digest of what is currently heard in the USA....

TV programs, radio, popular songs, discussions, ordinary
conversJtions, humor. Each issue has sornethning good for
beoinners. students all levels, businessmen.. The text in the
usial and'phonetic spellings shows the actual words and the
sounds saiil, with simple explanations of things not easily
found in dictionaries. As many a 118 voices in t hour. No
translations, no pauses..the original sound tracks.

404 Sex, Brain, Math The Brain Tiny, Many Things Hunger

Cars in the USA Acupuncture The Earth Turns Dates and

Kisses Flying Facts Guns and English Police Arithmetic
Basic Courie Auto Racing Songs Tie a Yellow Ribbon With
a Little Bit of Luck Raindrops Keep FallinS My Blue Heaven

I've Got a Tiger bY the Tail Do Re Mi

4O5 Little Divorces Parachute Jumping Sky Diving Energy

Crises Big Bang Theory Computers Bad Dates Eyes-See'

Blink A 6ood biet eoputation Growth Learn English in the
githtoorn Songs The Lord's Prayer Dark Lady Smoking in

the Boys' Rooi More Let me Call You Sweetheart Casy-

StrawUerry Blonde Good Old Summertime Harvest Moon

Juti u Spoonful of Sugar English Tongue Oh, Wouldn't it Be

Lovely.
406 Bride in the Bathroom Footsteps on the Moon Compu-

terDatingEyeglassesTime,speedStonehengeMultiplica-
tion Wed-ding'Vows Wedding March Songs I Won't LlsJ a

Ouy Witt"'outnou Let me be There Got a Thing abo-ut You
Ooir't Stop Singing Won't be Any More Ruler of the Queen's
Navy Titwillot -- Merrily Marry Harbor Light Blue Moon

4O7 Smothers Brothers The Americans will Rogers Said

Dynamite Blows Her Up Saudi Arabia Sugar.- Bad for You
The Declaration of lndependence Songs Battle Hymn of the

245



Listeners Digests

Republic America the Beautiful A Daisy a Day The Streak
Rambling Rose Can't Help Loving You

408 106 Years Old The Sun Starting to Date How the Eye
Works 747 Airplane Nixon Resigns Ford's Remarks Oath bf
Office Little Straight Talk Songs Old Cotton Fields Love's
Sweet-Love Red, Red Robin Beautitul Doll Lazy Hazy Crazy
Days ShoeshineBoy SunnySunrise Jesus Hold My Hana

4_09 Family Planning England and Tradition Figuring percent
Blind Dates GirlWatching Kidne.y Transplant Comii - Jokes
Songs England Swings l.f I had a Hammer Stood Up,Broken
Hearted Again My Special Angel l0O Pounds of Clay ....

410 Vitamin E Abortion Kissing on Dates Jokes,Humor
Sgngs Seeing Nelly Home Galway Bay Danny Boy Rock
of Ages Stranger in Paradise Somebody Stole lvty Gal Kisses
Sweeter than Wine

411 Energy Crisis French Foreign Legion Exams Mental
Arithmetic Songs Juan Tanamera Wonderful World Don't
Be Cruel Rock Around the Clock Baby,Don'tGo you'reSix-
teen Rain Must Fall Let it be Me Batile of New Orleans My
Cup Runneth Over Too Young to Love
412 Population,Enery, Food Hijacking Abortion Methods
Christmas Gifts Silver Gifts .Songs Silver.Bells Merry Christ-
mas Carols Little Town of Bethleham Oh Holy Night Joy
to the World Three Kings of Orient Come All ye Faithful
Little Lord Jesus 12 Days of Christmas
413 Nelson Rockefeller Speaks - becomes Vice president. All
about Colds - how to not catch them Songs My FavoriteThing A Spoonful of Sugar Oh Why Cant the 

-English...?

Wouldn't it be Lovely Little Green Apples Catch aFalling
Star I Never Promised You a Rose Garden Don't Sit Under
the Apple tree with Anyone but Me.

414 Kids Chew on Garbage - Telephone Bill A Litile Kid
Talks - conducts an orchestra At the Opera - a lady goes into
the Men's Room! Young People Today - making love - sex.

99.gr The Way We Were ln the Garden Shenandolh English
Melodrama Everybody's Beautiful Snowbird On Top oi Ot'
Smgky A Marvelous Toy L-O-V-E Goody, Goody young
at Heart

415 The Bickersons Giants Eat Pet Cloud'Bob' Marihuana
Today's Youth - dating - sex Songs Mr. Postman Laughter in
the Rain Mandy One-man Woman There was a Glrl/Boy
Some Kind of Wonderful Devil in Disguise Loves a ilown
Sit Down Kids My Song Put Your Hand in the Hand....
416 Wrong Number Nuclear Bombs Buying a Used Car My
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Research References

Car "Man-Woman" Test Songs No, No - Wolf Creek Pass

Eight Days a Week Chevy Van Done Somebody Wrong Song
trtih Songs- Shamrocks MacNamara's Band Unicorn Peg O'
My Heart, lrish Eyes, McCrea, lreland

417 Winston Churchill- Blood, toil, tears and sweat Stop and

Smell the Roses China is Different A Stand-up Comic
Quintuplets Songs Our Father Who Art in Heaven A Tisket
a Tasket April Showers The Whole World in His Hands Mary
Ann Over These Prison Walls I Would Fly Orange Blossom
Special AttheTopof theWorld AlltheWay I'mAll Shook Up

.. .. .. indefinitely. Ask for a catalog.

American Spoken English materials in other languages
See page 295

Some Referencg Sources - Modern spoken Engtish - crowell
Automatic Sp€€ch Recognition studies PY Oritt. and'Exerciseiin English pronun-
tBM, Belt Telephone, Texa:. In:!ruTel:, ciation _ Engtish LangJag Series
US Bureau of Standatds, Haskins H., pronorncing Aierican ingtisn - Orion
Lincoln, etc.' ( Computers talk back ! ) English Pronunciation Lado - Fries

'Sp€ech Spectrogram Reading Pronunciation Exercises Clarey - Dixon
An Acoustic Study of the English Say lt Right Henry M. Taylor
Languagg - MlT, Victor Zue. Sounds and Rhythm Scheeler - Markley

'Trends in Speech Recognition - Lea Speaking American Englsih Jones - M...

Informal speech - carterett-Jones Survival Pronunciation Hecht - Ryan

Phonological Analysis, Focus on Teaching the spoken Language Brown

Amed-can engiistr 'Woltram-Johnson Rea{? Listen! Cross

English.Pronunciation, A Manual for Clear Speech Judy Gilbert
'Teachers (Macmillan) Before Book One Boyd - Boyd

Manual of American English Pronunciation Cutrent Perspectives on Pronunciation

Prator Learning Another Languag€ through

Introducing American Pronunciation Actions Asher

Baker Live Action English Romjin'Contee
Listening to spoken English - Brown A Nsw Start - Basic spoken English,

Teaching English Pronunciation Survival Literacy

Kenworttry Listening Transitions '. to Speaking

English Phonetics and Phonology .Listening and Language Learning Morley

hoach 'Speaking Naturally Tillit - Bruder

The Phonetic Alphabet - carter-Todaro Listening Tasks Sandra Scheeler

Listening in the i?eal World Rost-sfatton Ustening and Speaking Out Bod€'- -
Wna*ya Say Weinstein English as a Second Languag€

Hearcay - Survival Listening, Speaking Finocchiaro

Pattems of English PronunCiation - Brown How to Speak English Without a Foreign

lmproving Oral Communication Accent ' Catun
'Xandstrutr 

- de Geigel Ad intinitum "' ad naseum
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sren't, bn;t lg1 brrct 405 4O8 wiihout stopping recording 87

qrm o.x.n l9L 262 but3G96 315 391 pausesinrecordings 62-6
drms l93b l1gb ZO4 2OS buttq,bresdand-2\O falteringstudents 62-6
arithmetic 285 butterflies 337 bydictation 434
articulation-drawings 25 26 buy 4O5 bytriaianderror 39 43-5 58
os - when 4lO ' by - near, at gesture 370 advanced learners 54
u much as 257 don't interruDt sDeech 51 54**:"ttii$f, 

"on" 
+ior3e students'own recordinss 62-17

osks .. hard to say? 365 catm, omb, come 36 i7,i;,f:t}!;!i!!Ji;J"!rlt
aspiration 3G53 3O5 6ftn come384 " if... 4i8 945

thu du to do 140-2 can, could 418 = toilet 425 counting - speaking practice 35
than den 141-10 variants 341 cour* in iniormal soech 50
thh..thh ojdinats 277 concan't 3O6 307 309 324 420 cues,silent 63 96 348
ther lhhq 30-61 qn't... without 3Og for speakinq Dractice 48c

assimilations 3G39....46 con't variants 341 obscene 425 cup 237 239-qp l8 6rl.l l3l-l
or a' lO3k l29k 361 cap,.hat 316 cit,cot,ut4nt.... 19
attention..to get it 63 cardinal numbers 140 d l3b
audio percep[ion conftict 43-5 b cards. flip - for study 62-25 d 25 29 3O:tA .. 30, 42,45
automatic response .l0l_l ceiling 2ll ,d h4d 351 4L3
auxiliaries, ta;le of 341 342 350 centimeters 283 'd would 333 334 341 422

. ^- ^p 
,3s :L,?"l3i'i"f i3t"1tu :l!:u:I!lr"'

le"'u".,!!1.ry 'oqn :Ii*JJ:"J:,,'"r?flil$ T, .;q,:,#: :i: ::i 
^r,bcch in l03g l29g 125-5 chorat repetition 62-i5 ?_ be confusion 414bochon 103k, l29k cgarctte; 336 domn 425

background noise 36 class, study 2lL Zl4 3f9 dance. lihe to g37
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dark L 3G4E
dates of the month 297
do!, weeh, montl\ yar 293 301
day ofter tomorcw 286
dqt beforcyesterday 286
days of the week 296 297
for speaking practice 35

degemination 3G9
after devoicing 3G.10

delelions 3G8.. 3G38
faint stoos 356
linal {.d l29b 356
interyocaf ic -l-,4- 3G23
jerks, transitional lulls 47

demonstrating meanings 103
dental deletions 3Grg .. 3G3I
designs, gsometric of sounds 46
devoicing, retrogressive 3G.f 0, 39

vowel stays lengthened 3G6
final voiced sounds 3GC0

di - for the Japane* 139d
diagrams, verb structures 347

for learning souyrds 4G3
for visual imprihting 96 97

dictation, write sounds 434 4G4
did emphalic 330 35O9

Urgent Swival, pait tense 354
Did...? 362 364
ddn't 328 variants 341 tag 39I
dinner 24O
dirty 4letter words 425
divide 282
do, doee uarianls34L

emohatic 3501
do 217 ..224
do +verb 35Of
dr? d'y'd... fag 222
Do.- have...? 244
Whot do...? 344

d,oes 225..231
Does.. houe.. ? 252 314

doern't variants 341 253
'give 236

Doesn't..? 229 fag 23O 231
dot 242
dollorE 338
don'l variants 341 219 235 39O
Don't.. ? 22L 223 245
d,wrand 1Q3e 129f 305 363
down l03e l29e
d,ownon lO3g l29g
'drother(not 317 323
drawi ngs of articulation 25
formeanings 109-10,11
for learning sounds 46

d.resq blou8e 3L0
dres- undre$ 3L6
drills. minimum pair 57
no nonsens 43-1
techniques 95

drink 237.. 240 318 335410
drcp,if d,ropped 333 334
dry brud 337
'd'ue tdra'a 422

e 139
eor I9l
ear defective, so use eye 46 62-lO

doesn't hear errors 37 l9 l3-5
eye leads ear to hear l9

ear - bone sound perceptions 45
ear nol lo hear nonsense 36

hands over ears for voicing 29
8t 237 ..240
-ed deleted 356
egg,homand- 24O
elephant 242 338
emphalic verb forms 345

lndex darkl - haue

English, a means not an end 8
only in classes 62.1
5peaking in English 389

enough 419
cr -est 266 the -cst 2?O
-er than tn 262
errors, faulty hearing 434

in speech, correclion of 5l
ESL speakers - foreign accent 92
euen also would 419
euenhg 3Ol
ewry 363 4LO
explanations, non-oral 62-11 135
expressions, only useful ones 52-8
eye l9l 262 309 eyes 188

visual techniques 46
visual imprinting 43-2
get around defectiveear 14

lead ear to hear I 9 43-2 45.. 62-f0

f 139
f - articulation 25
ftct, ia - 419
foll, winter.. .. 299
for from 3O5
feet LO3a l29a 204 242 262
feet-3inayatd 284
few, a few more 261
figures, learning 1o write I 10
fill.in instruction 624
find 392
firqers, named 273

bend to count 86
signs for sounds 46

fint, middle, lut 273.. 294
fiue -vt, 3c-40 273 30O
fw 166
{l;iTe test 3G59, 26
flool l03g 1299 198 2ll
foot l03a l9l 252 l2 inches 283
fof during 4ll
for 5 cents 421
for the 2 of them 422

forefinger 273
forcignlccent 64..75 53 114
ch4k list 73
can't improve alone 72-l I

native speaker role 43-9
bae for improving 130

to los it, get rid of 65 74
peers not to know 54

want to keep it 68
study schedule 75
be exacting 92

forenoon 3Ol
forh 237 242 obscene 425
formal, informal spech 137
four 273
four letler vulgar words 425
lractions \ ttz }L 285
lragments of words 3G3d
French vowels in English l7
I,om,to 232 234
trcm s bottle 4LO
fo from 3O5
minas subtraclion 279
frcnt,in-of l03a l29a 2O4..
fruslration, studenls' 48

foreign accent 72.2
avoidance of 62-10

functionalwords 2 5 3l
groupings, core vocabulary 48

flrt-we1ss 34L qesture 348

g 139
s2629
gollon'284
gave 384

Glneral Americm English 5 32
gsmetric diagrams - sounds 46-3
gerund -ir4t 347 3o32
gestures for teaching 63

to learn sounds 46
siudents'read' 96

meanings of things said l0
get q/ab, obtain 392 393

change - place/condition l03i
getdownon l03g l29g
get(up)on l03h,i
.get up l03h L29h
getotfof l29i l03i
getoutofhere l3l
get to the -103f l29f
girl - bor 176
giue 235 38O
Aiws 236
gbs drinking - 237
glees eye - 3lO
glottal slops 3G8
go gesture 63 380
go out lO3l l29l
go to, from 232
go to the l03e l29e
goat bleating for c 60
goingto 349 350d 347-6

'8onru'derivation 349
g@d, bettq, best 271
goodby 3O4

- moiling/afterrcon... 304 386
Bot obtained 397 419
have got,'w got pos*ss 246
houe got to 318

'got 246
'8got 254
houen't got 419

oin't got 256
gmms 284
goy 163
green 163
groupings - sounds l3-3

ofwords 3 31 32d
core functional words 48

h 139
h 26 deletion 3G33
habit5, bad get set 43-9 138
can't self-correct 37
breaking old ones 74

habiluaf past ucd to 345
icd oossssd 408
hod oerfettense 352 411
'd been 35L
if.. hod.. 345

hoir of the head 188
holf 285
ha$ put 3OO
halues 285
ham ald eggs 24O
hand signs - vowels 86 96 98
fund I03c l9l 2ll
land i8 - hand's l29c 206
honds plural 2O4

hu 's 254
perfect ten5e 4ll
Dossesses 250 407

h6n't 251
hasn't got 254

huon clothes 313 314
hat 310 of pap€r 392
haue 'ae 30-35 352

possess 241 242 405
perfect tense 4ll

houen't nol Dossess 242..,
hauen't got 419
Do... hove...? 244
houe someone do 340
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haue oq off clothes 312 .. 315
haue to, must, should 3I1 -- 323
hsve got to 246 ..248 318
he variants 34L'i 225 37O
he-Ehe 176..179 208 360 370
hdd ota body 211 213
hur-dorud-uy l0l-2, 3,4 135
hearing bone - ear 43-5b- 45
defetive 19 3G37 44 45
inloulside conflict 45 48 58 71
trial and error imprint 45
hearing your own vowels 19

helpers - teacher assistants 5 38
40-9 70 t25.5 L+5 37 75 62.6

her - him 2OB
her - his L79 187 313
her-oconfusion 179

b her - ia your z zh 180
here-there 199 209 370
herg - hb 184
heh-er-eEt\l1 262 263 266
him, her, he, she 2O8
hb - her 179
hb, her, your 187 3L3
his - hers !84
ltf 405 408
homework 107
hore 242
hot 237
hour(s 293
How long.. h6..? 4L5
how to - 403
hundred 143
hurt 392 397

i 139
f variants 103e 216 224 247 37O
I - tou a y. contusion 224
,l 333 345 353 418
if 'd 424
if 'd been 423
if dropped 333
if .. would be 4Ll
illiterates 92
imperatives 340
imprint-visual 46 l0l-3
of vowels 96
pictorial 43-2
initial erroneous 37 44 51
improper, correction of 43-9
trial and error 45
external-irternal conflict 4G5
of meaninqs in mind 14
by translating 4Gl

writing sounds 4G4
tn ztz
in-out 1039
in, out, on, off 2LL-.- 238 329
'n l03a 143
incnd nn l03g
inch 283
incorrect sounds corrected 5l
informal speech 5
initial imprint wrong 37
-r'r4r 3G92 350c,9

gesture 349 base diagram 347
with / without -ing 3O9
inside - outside 329
in5ide internal bone hearing 40-5
instruction 5* teaching
Introduction to R LSE fol-l

remedial 52
survival 85
inslructors se helpen

native speakers 37
internal hearing memory 58

perception for recall 4G5
internalization - maturation 241

lndex haue - looh

Intemational Phonetic Alphabet
IPA se phonetic

into arithmgtic division 281
into - out of 238
intonation S@ tone

of questions 374
sntence final 24c

introduction of objEts 148
Introduction of Rerl Life

Spoken Englirh 90 93
drawings of meanings 1l l
picture test I 13

phonetic tapescript 109
TO, usual spelling version ll2
Urgont Survival 96 97
Introduction Routine 125 132...
drill of the Routine 109.14..
5 versions, voices 10916a..
text of the Routine 132
sped of the Routine l03k

for speaking practice 35 38
addilional practice l3Gl7
after the Introduction 88

Introductory Buics 114
text sheet 131

IPA 5e phonetlc alphabet
easy, automatically learned 434
irregular verbs 379 table of 417
ir Don't use, say it! 37
's rz l03d 164 185 200
4 w@, will be 287 ..29O
i4 are here 2OO 2Ol
is + thing + adiective ? 166
ir+possissive ? 180
isshe/hea-? L78
is that / this -- ? l7L
u thir c 158
is thiE the L52
isthatyour- L94
isn't,aren't 188 Tag 291
isn't a 159
iu'tthe 157 160 289
bn't this the/a - ? 160
isn' t, waEn' t, won' t be 289 29Q
ft 151
r' l29i l29k 150 159 215..231
offofit l03i
it - them 314
it'so r'3r 155
it's trre 150 s - the dtill L56

j 139
i2629
Japanese vowels in English l7 l8

121 145 orderof 92
di L39 he-she 176 si 139
ri 142 tu 140-2

Jobr, Real Life Seletion 22 133
&sf only 354

k 139
k 26 3G53
Kemedy, l.F. 276
herchbf 316
hey L48
hilogrum 284
kinesthetic reinforcement 97
for learning sounds 46-4 108-4

vowels 86
&&s 363 ftr's her 345
hnife 237
hnow 386

I 139
| 25 26 3G47..49 tO4-7,8

learning to say il L62 46-2
no vowel after it 3G48
then comes a vowel 3G49

labial se lip labial stops 3G8

language, ue of students' 62.1 I
brge, -er -eet 269a,c
148t, fir8t, milklle - 274 294
'week, yan 2295 4ll

l&st one 275
Latin - obscene words 425
lay obscene meaning 425
learners S6e students
learning Am.SpLn.Eng. l15 131

5 factors 13 l3l
overall view at start 12
diversity, not variants l2
fastesl .. a5 a by-product 9
fast forms not.lust picked up 3
maturation- internalization 24 I

fast effective learning 9
meaningfirst 14 34 4Ol
wrile to rememb€r l0 I I

by sounds 62-9 108-3
do, don't explain 9 10Q

hear - ee - do - say 135
physical action TPR l0 62-12
concentration 95
outrageous imprint 62-13
repetition formula 34
homework 107

avoiding bad habits 37
relearning, double hard 74
too tired 72-6
must have a schedule 75

agd doesn't matter 72-3
Introduction for all 90
sounds - easy for children l4
older. mu5t study more 14

orevious education aft*ts 7 2-4
Urgent Suroival 76
target structures unclouded 335
oast ten5e 354
to speak 48, steps in 34
verb forms 346 overuiew 345
spelling - TO 4Gl0

left lO3c l29c 192 193 3G5
leg l9l 262 lega LO3d 2O4
lengthen vowels 306
les - more 257
letters, phonetic 20

easily learned 105-17 llO
to know exacl sounds 2O

names - vow€ls confusion lO4-9
some sounds don't have 139

rtrhr(s l03i
llt€ + noun JJJ JJo
lihe to + uetb 337'd like to 338
lineofthought 93e l0l
lines for stress, tones 46-5

verb forms, tenes 345 347
linguisticstoplights 64 129b
lip movements 25 55 70+7,A 28
rounding ur.3G50 pencil 28
sioos 3GB
watching ineffective 46.2

listen - read. say 40
to own voice 43-5 45 58

liter 284 .
little 3G23 268
little - big 177
little - rcme 257
s little morc 260

littler. littleEt 268
'll 350e gestures 348 349
pronoun variants 341

'll - won't 325 confusion 290
'll've 413
locations where 2M.. 212.. 37O
k rtg - short 177
How l<ing -time- ? 415

lookat !03k l29k 335 363
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looh(a good 399
looh(inS 3O9
loe 392 bst 397
louder gesture 63
lot, a lot more 260 26L
low L77 262 -er -est 264...
lunch 24O

m 139
m2529
made 403
mohe 399 4OO
mon - woman 176
many, feq nmq o lot 261
mastery of spoken English 13
matchstick figures lll
malerials, sludy 62-2L
maturation 241 354 361.. 379
may probably 326 331
me l03a 381
meals 240
meaning..first 14 3+l 101 108-2

drawings for I 1l
by moving, physical action 14
gestures by speakers 10 361
by piclures 10912

changed by stress, tone 22
for survival learning 85

measurements 283
mut 237
meet, meeting 3O4
memorize sounds 34
memory imprint, internal 43-5

inside bone recall 58
internal audio recall 43-2

correct or not? 101-3
misheard sounds 44
write by sounds l0l-3
speakfrom34 48b 108-6
for quick starl of class 62-3

mete\ liter 284
midday 3OI
iniddle finga 274

' fifrt, bst, nast 294
' one 275

midnight 3O3
mrght probably not 328 331
milh, cold 237 4LO
miilian dounre L43 338
mine, youra L74 L84
minimum pair drills 57
minue 282
minuteE 293 -minutes sgo 354

numbers change sounds 361
modeling sped 62-14 lO2 137
money 249 336 358
month293 monthaogo354
months of the year 298
for speaking practice 35

morc - les than 257 259
momftig, forenoon.. 301 363
thismoning 363

mouth 2ll 213
opens, kisses for the vowels 16

much u-@ 257 258
much more 259 260

multipl!, diuide ... 282
muscle training 33
must,mustn't 317.-323
my l03a 129a 206 313
my-your L73 174
my, your, her, hb 313

n 139
n26
-nond 3G36 143
we What'o your - ? 276

use numbers instead 62-20
nasal coloring, negatives 3G37

Index look - present

native speakers mix tenses 413
unaware of exact sounds 6

" " lengthened vowels 23 3Gd
" " sound changes 30

as teaching helpers 37
function of 43-9

to check bad habils 138
Jor soeech correction 41 43-9

foreign accent 69 70
bone hearing imprint 45

natural speech, as a target 39
learn one selection well 90

naturaf speed 47 &6 32d l9O 4L2
near 39 305
negative nasalization 3O37

" question answers 160 243 374
shake head sideways 374

neutral vowels 3G2
neuer 4lO
next 294 gesture 63
-ng 138 3G53 ilame test 233
ntght 301.. 303
no gesture 53 374
noise ratio, natural recordings 36
noon 3OL
not 374 Don't u5e it! 37
disturbs native sDeakers 4
nothing 39O
now, presenl 347
-n't30.37 374
-nlh + vowel 3G28
numben, cardinals 140.. 143

ordinals 277
time of day 300
change before minutes 361
I .. 13 fingers, chimes 104 109
itarE for Sound Chmges 30 32c
keyed to the vowels 104
instead of personal names 52-20
show natural sDech soeed 62-14
for speaking praciice 35 48

o 139
object, in)direct order 236
obscene, vulgar words 425
of 3o.35 l03a 206
off 212
offandon 103i r29i 238
offof rQ3i offofit l29i
off-on 21L..2L4

have clothes on, off 312
old 337 3O-26
OLI Other lanSuage Int€rference
on 222 gesture 370

haue on clothes 312
put oa clothes 322-l

on - off 2ll ..214
on, off of 238
onondoff lO3i
on the table 197 198 370
on - under 196
one-l l4O 273-l
one oronoun 275
one. -- the other 2O7 275
open 215..231 3O9 357
or 238 or o L6l 237
oral drill and study ratio 108
oral reDetition 62-15...
ordinal numbers 277
other one, the other 2O7
Other Isng. Interference 3 44 45
other languagc5, English vowels l8
ought 317 ..323
ounce 284
out-in l03g 2Ll..2L4 238 329
out of - into 238
outrageous actions imprint 62-13
outeide-inside 329

out/in5ide hearings 45 48 58 71
ouer-oboue 2Ll.-214
ouer here 375
ouer there 37O 375

overcomoensation sounds 59
l, r before vowels 92

overyiew of verbs, visual 345 347
p 139

p 25 3G53
pairs, minimum drills 57

present - past tenss 355
pairs - unlvoiced 29 3G1, 9, 10, 11
ponts singulat? 188 310 314
paper L48
parts of the body 109-14 191 262
p@t,sfter thehour 300
past, present, future cues 347
past - pre*nt iense Pairs 355
past tense - gesture 36 I 348
indicators 348 355 356 361
learning it 354
verb structure5 345
past perlect exerci* 416
emphaticpast-did 345
deletion sioos for -ed 356
fdr Urgent Survival - dA 354
oau*. transitional 3G8
paussin recordings 62-6 138
pay 357 4L9
pen 148 360
oencil L48
tip into mouth 3O54 28 99 162

peppe\ nlt 24O
perceptions, audio 45 43-5 71

internal - external conflict? 58
oerfect Dast 345

" ." tenses 411 .. 413
phonetic - se writing bY sounds

aDoroach to learninq 4G7
IPA letters most eftective 46-7
learning them iseasY 62-9

Jor bas Dronunciation 32
show exact sounds 20 137
visual imprint 4G7

lranscription, follow closelY 92
for speaking practice 48

soeech correction 52
where sounds go wrong 53'2

ouick start of classwork 62-3
notebooks 62-23

ohonicwords 13-3 3l
phonological principles 30
physical action, inhibits 49
tor learning and teaching 62-12
practice physically 33 131 13-4
from phonetic transcript 48
spech training 4G3,5,6,8

kinesthetic reinforcement 10&4
gives sense of the present 355

ptano 242
pick up a brck 215 23L
oicture test I 13
pitch - tone contour lines 46'5
plote, nucer, hnife .. 237
plecp 24O
olural indicators -z 103d
il're l03a,c l29a,b

plus- minua 282
p.m. 3OI 3O2
pochet 249
Polishy=t 145
positions 109-10, ll 2U 212 37O
oos*ssive'a 182
pound, hilogram 284
practice physically 134 33..
present tenre gesture 347 348
" " verb structures 345
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fndex present - stand

present - past pair drills 355 limits of 42
present oerfect 415 345 sped of l0l_4
progressive -ingfo(ms 345 choral, individual 62-15,16
projection of the voice 30-54 until speaking smoothty 4G3
pronoun variants 341 test 342 requests, imperatives 340
pronunciation ba* forms 31 32 response, induce automatic l0l-l
classicalformal 39 105-14,15 retrogressivedevoicing 3G39
the'correct' 32b reviews in class 62-18,24
dictionary 3 British 92 Introduction &outine l3O
for beqinners. advanced 106 vowel €ries 62-3

loreign accent 64 translate into spoken Eng. 62.24
check points 53-2 rewards to students 62-19

changing patterns 5 rhythm 21 371
at faster speed 30 right - left l03c l29c L92..2U..

pc,La 3lO
gold 4OB
rcme, a few 2O2 203
a quantity 39O wme more 260

rcmething variants 3G32 390
Sound ChlDges 30

changes in fast speoch 3
used unknowingly 39
surpra* shock to learners 101-3

teachers to learn 6
teaching of 62.22

SOUNDS s* Vowels, Commts
or a letter in this alDhabetical
index-b ch d f g h i k I m
nngprsthtthYwzzh

know sounds exactly 13 115
exactly shown 5

know in mind firsl 46
learn conceot ot each l0&4
ba* sounds 30I

memory imprint 15
visual imprint 43.2 7 ways 46

phonetic lett€rs 46.7
ear - bone hearing 45

changing patterns 5 rules of 30
vowel reduction 3G2.. 7
deletions 3GI3.. 38
assimifations 30-29 .- 46
devoicing 3G39,40

teaching of sounds 44 102
through the eye 46

learning step5 34 l4a
correction of 5l 55
foreign accent 52 65
writing by sounds 4G4 43.4
learning iseasy 62-9

for Urgent Swival 8l .. 84
9panish vowels in English 145 l2l
speakiag Don't pu5h, force it 48

learning steps 34
speaking naturally 90 124 30
group discussions 48e

student delusion, frustration 48
un-American attitude 66...
physical action inhibils 49
dasconce(ting conditions 49

one well.learned selection 124
helpers 37 45
internal - ext€rnal hearing 45
lrial and error 58
repetitions..how many? 34
practice material5 35..,
combine smaller units 128
read aloud by sounds 4G3, 5,8
from memory 35.,.
Introduction Routine 35

from tranrlations 438
hear...non-stop reDetition 43-6
sDed 50 62.14 32d

while moving 49
oral drill and study ratio 108

speech - tormal. bas forms 137
larget is fasl informal 50 5
natural soeed 42 50 47 39 43-6
fast patterns 32d (l0&5 f38
modeling sped 62-14
learning lo speak fast 412 190

errorcorreclion 51..53 62.17 4
spelling, traditional se TO
learning TO 105 4Ol0
teaching spelling 43.10
Don't use to learn spech 139

qidere 337
apohe 389
sponlaneous spedh spoed 5
cpoon 37
atcnd up l03e 129 340

r+vowel 28 99 3G50 I03c 162 cbrmrc singular? 392

correction 43-9 d€layed l0l-l
fa5t speech dtill 47 126
factors in working on 43-5
modelingof 42 50 62-4
pointers for natural speech 30

put on 399 ..4O4
put on - tohe off 311
put down 215 -.231
put it bach on l03k l29k

q 139
quart 284
quarter Y.285 15 min. 30O
questions tones 24c l5l 373..

negalive - Ye4 .. not ,, 243
Is... ? L52
Doesa't.? 231 Don't..? 223

t!8 qu$tions formula lor 221
negative - purpose of 223
positive - purpose of 291

...,d.on't..? 221 222 391
,.., doesn't..? 23O
..., have/has..? -a't.. ? 353
..., didn't ..? 39L

r 139

fon J9/
rother 'd ruther 317.. 323
're 129 185 186
-re- = s 3G7
read 215 23I 386 389
read aloud exact sounds 108-4

write by sounds 101-3
Urgent Swival 85

reduced forms 3G36
groupings of 31
you - l8 variants 4

remedial instruction 52
remote control lO2 62-5
repeat - many times 9
repetitions How many? 34

ring fin€er 373
Roo*velt, F.D. 276
run 392
run words together, gesture 63
_se phonic words, groupings
Russran komnrlg 145

s 139
,zazo
's r's 206 l03d l29d 3G40
'a possessive 182
'sgot h6got 254
-s 3G40
std 389
ult ond pepper 24Q
sme 257 gesture 63
Nucer 237 239
uw, gee 389
ry, rys 385 gesture 63
uy goodby 3O4

schedule, daily learning 75

.class study program 62-2
sc}ool 211 214

go to school 410
regular clas*s in school 92

schwa'a 30-2 deletion 3G4
screu obscene, vulgar 425
seasons of the year 299
sdt - sit l03e
recond 2nd 277 ot time 293
econds qo 354 ealseconds 293

slte 176 208 359 365
variants 341 chi 370
Is she g .. ? 178

shee, obscene varianl 425

shoes 185 310 f03j
short L77

signs for sounds 96 102
ten*s 348

teaching gestures 63
silenl cues ss Eigns
simple ba* sounds 3GI

sleep 3Lg
amoll -er -est 269
smohe,lo- 320 321 335
eruch 24O

as speaking practice 36 we 386
Real Life Selections 48d seing the sounds 46

Selection 22 Jobs 133 geehc l4G6
recall memory imprint 43-5 sell 405 419
recorder.retugol lO2 62-5 seminarAm.Spok€nEnglishll4
r€cordings, spoken Enqlish 36,426 s obscenb, vulgar words 425
useof 123 62-5 95 106 138 th 25 26 139 3G43
by leaching assistants 41

challenge of 102
for quick fast action 101-2

concentration 95
write by sounds 101-3 shirt 3I0
homework 107
speaking practice 36 413
quickstartof clarswork 62-3 Ehould,Ehouldn't 317..323
continuous instruction 62-4 shut 2!5.. 231 309
non-stop d.ill 101-4 Siberu 338
3-recond resoonselime 87 side l03b

reduction of foreign accent 65 singular -r -z lO3c,d 3G40
reference numbers - itolics 30 sit 349 eat l03e
regular verbs 356 sitdoua 103e 129j 350
reinforcement,kinesthetic46.4 sittingdemonstration 350c

visual imorint 277 46 artirt 310
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rrandirg gesture 349 350
slart course anytime 136
siarting class work quickly 52-3
static ratio. r{ordings 36
ttomoch 2ll 213
stop 353 gesture 63
stop consonants d€leted 3Gll

aspirated 3G53
r€leas of 3O5

stoplights, linguistic 64
stops delelion - 3G8 47 84

as imDortant as sounds 3G8 47
transitional Dauss 32-4
t delelion stoos 47 5O 84 346
betwen vow€ls 3Gt3
indicale oast tense 356
Ury€nt Survlvsl 84

struet 319
stress, don't worry about 2l
chang€s meaning 22
contour lines 4G5

itructure, sDech errors 53
word ordor 131-5 53-l

in)dire€t objects 381
studentr . s6 lmers, lenlng
few interested in English itself 8
ovsrexpstations 7

learn by talking!? 48
unaware of rcund changes 412

frustration avoidance 62-10
attendance irregular 62-21 136
5tart any time 136
study schedule n*ded 62-2
older, younger 138
small children..Drofessionals 93
advanced 92 53-1
private instruction, timid 54
slow-smart in same class 62.18
rewards to 62-19

have to know exact sounds l3l-1
5ound changes l3l-2 412

speaking own languages 62-11
their own rcordings 62-17
seedo-hear-say 135
hand signs, silent cues 116
3-second resoonses 87

strdy, to - 335
sludy praclical things 8 9 62.21
superuied 108
homework 107
keep record of study 138

Study Steps 40
Introduction Study Steps 101

wmmer 299
un 2ll
superlativss -est 266
supervised study 108
supper 24O
sure 419
suryival 5e Urgent Swival 76
bas 9l in5truction 85
vocabulary 78

tweater 316
r 139

t 25 3G23.... 39 sDecial drills
tsble L96 37O
tag qstns 221- 291- 353 391 398
tahe - Wing 233 234 3A0
tohe off l03j 129 3ll 319
lalk gesture 63
tape players 62-5
tapes Se recordings
target sound into mind 46 19

" rtructure, unclouded 335
taught, tqch 4O3
tq 237
tach 399

lndex stand - under

techers, seminar 114
native spearkers. unaware 6

tcaching Am. Spohen English 41
Glance through this book first!,5
In&oduction l0l-l
Urgent Surrival 76
Introductory Buice I 14
Badc Coum 134
role of native sDeakers 43-9
non-Drofessionals 108
teaching assistants 53

to do bulk of the work 52
u* of recordings 41

Classroom techniques 62
refer€nce books 62-l
Dost a schedule 62.1
independeni lessns 62-21

quick start of classwork 62-3
continuous instruction 62-4

u* of recordings 62-5
corrections 62-6

correcting spech errors 5l
Watch the clockl 62-7
nothing extraneous 62-8
writing by sounds 62-9
eye helps ear to hear 62-10
use of students' language 62-1 I
nobody sits still! 52-12
outrageous action imprint 62-13
modeling sped always fast 62-14
students notebooks 62-23

flio cards 62-25
gesiures for teaching 63
drilling tshniques 95
introduction of objects 148
rotating native speakers 43-9
maturation Deriod 241
sounds - how to teach 44
steps in teaching 43
suiival inetruction 85

teeth 363
tell 399
tell to do 340

tell time 30O
tenses 345 346 347
silent cues for 348

test - listen and write 4G4
auxiliary verbs - pronouns 342
Introduction - picture test I 13

textbooks...notebooks 62-23
use real life materia15 like
Selection 22 - JOBS 133

rh 25 26-t 29
for survival 82

thh asp;1"1ion 3G51,53 277
tlwn 257 258 262 Real
t,ut 167 .. 172 thot, the 172
thot-this 169 l7O
Is thot .- youn.. ? L94

thot-thoe 189
the usage 149

it'B the l5O
is this the 152

the - a 153.. 156 103h 360 361
-s the tone Dattern 360 3029

" " devoiced 360
the. sn. a l8I
the, a, your confusion 175
the <st 27O
them 3016 392
them- it 3L4

then next f03i l29j
there. here 199..201 209 370
over there 37O

there Where's/Where're -- 2O3
the. thi& thoee 189
they l8A gesture 370

variants 341
they're thqe 373
thinh 399
rft& l7l 189 193.. 295
lhf' 'ls r' 167 ..172

18 this the 152
IE thiE youB 194
Whot'8 thh? L5L
thi8momw 363 --week294

thtu, thot variants 167..170 192..
this-thee L89
thoe, the, thot 189
thoryftt did think 403
thought, a line of 93e 101

" units 31 52
thousnd. 143
three lhhuri 273
throat..voicing 55

" stoos 3S6
thumb 273
times. units of 293

Whst time b it? 3OO
past, preent, future cues 348

past indicator --qo 354
tim6. multipl! - x - = ? 280
tired, too --10 study 72-6
TO Traditional Orthography
usual spelling Don't rqd it! 32a
4Glf Learning it 4G10 43-10
105-16,17 l39c

nearphonetic43-10 112 137
to, before the hour 3OO
to. from 232 234
tothe l'lh' 103e 139e 365
to + verb for purpu* of l29i
today 286
told 4O3
tomorcw 286
tone oatterns 24c
of questions 373 374
doubt, suspicion, surprise 373

sentence final 24c
contour lines 4G5
Why? 3O8

improper tone 64-5
rise or fall? 22 23

o, tDs iones 3G29 360
tongue, eye and ear lead it 19
tongue tip'home base' 3G54

action for consonants 25 55 6l
t'th' 103e 365
r- flpping prevented 6l 28

overcompensalion 61 3054
stoos 3G8

foo + adfective 269 380
also 322.323

tooh 384
tools, different-.not variants 12
TotalPhysicalRespons s* TPB
rouch 307 363
TPR 40.1 43-l 80 100
Tmditional Orthognphy = 10
transitional pau*s 3Gt 3023
translations make your own 135
to learn meanings 4Gl

speech training 36-4 4G8 48d
notebook, flip cards 62-23,25
for older learners 43-1,7,8
trial and error for sounds 39 45
58 62.10

tumoff,on l03i l29i
tutors * hel^o^

u 139
under-on L96 2L2

under the tsble 197 198
undq, benati. below 2!L..214
understanding what's said 30 l3l
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undres- drew 316
unnatural speech habits 37
unvoiced sounds 22
rp l03e
up and lo3h rp'm l29e
UrgentSwival 76 91 ll4
base- Introduction Routine 127..
2-word verbs 91
survival sounds 77 8L ,.84
use ol recording 85
pronounce fairly well 9L 127
did - for praclical past 354
uvdto 4LO 416 347-10

v 139
v252955
'ue - 'd confusion 414
'ue 5ilentcue 351
'ue=q.a 3U35
'uedrof possss 246 257 419
'ue got to 3Lg
VBRBS - overview 345

diagram 347
exercise 350

2-wordverbs 93c 91
lntroduction lO2e... 129e...
Urgent Surival 9l
word order of objects 217 401

learning verb forms 346
steps in learning 386

silenl tense cues 348
auxiliaries 324..339
wilh Dronouns 341 ..343

lag questions 221 223 291
perfect tenss 4l I

chart ol 417
habitual past u*d to 4LO
reSuls verb8 356
.ld .d 357 open clore wsnt

woit onEwer
1363 touch hiu wosh brush

ualh stop looh
inegulu verba 379 ...
38O go come tahe bring give
386 apeoh wy write reod

hnow uy 8ee @t
392 run get cut loc find hurt
399 teoch mahe put thinh tell
4O5 rell buy haue hit burst

verb+-s he, rie 255 35O 359
365 383 388 395 402 407

-5 deletion 356
vibration - voicing 29
visual imprint, a must 277

see exact sounds 43-2
TO spelling interference 3

visual techniques for sounds 46
reinforcemenl by 4G4 97
point with a pencil 101-3 lO8-3
eye helps ear hear 62-lO

vocabulay - core words 1

voice pro.iection 3G55
voiced sounds devoiced 30-39
voicing 22 29 55
for Urgent Suruival 83
$5 zzz drill 164

VOWELS See back cover
General Am. English 116.. 144..

British 92 147
interrelationshiD 92 118
of English in other languages
t7 LA 92 U4 r45
specialAmerican 119 146

must know 13 16
by memory 56

hear yourself say 19
survival vowels 81 91 84
letter names confu* 139

lndex undress - zh

learning fast 8l
demo 96.. 116.. 144
kinesthetic reinforcement 97
visual imprint l3l

geometric diagrams 117
finger signs 144
phonetic letters 118
learned as a by-product 62-9

Chmges 3G7,3,4,6
lengthened 23 3G6 129
cut off by deletion stops 84
remain long 3G6

weakened 3G2,3
neutral vwels 30-2
shm deletion 3M
-tt t. t 3Gr7

slrong and weak 21
analysis ol tor speaking 20

tone, duration 20 23 24
nasalized 3G37

consonant - vowel linkage 30-5
practice 35-la 94 144
at every opportunity 56
correction of 4l 56
minimal pairs 57

overcompensation 59
articulationolr r 99
lrial and error 45 58
lt5tening, testing
numbered 104-4.. 109-4..
lntroduction 109.4
Introductory Basics 131

vulgar +letter words 425
w 139

w + vowel 27
wott 357
uolh 63 363
'wonns'358
uaut+athing 357
wont to 358
wn, is, 'll be 287.- 29O 376...

wos - wun' t conlusion 29O
wasn't ian't won'tbe 289...

wuh 363
watch,a-- 310 314
water 3G23 237 3L8
we 37O
wesr clothe8 315
weeh 293

fnEt, thil la8t, next..295 4Lt
days of the week 296..

went 328 329 384
didn'tgo 328

'whocho'se Wh4t..?
fi/hot.. ? 343 344
tone pattern 15l
What + auxiliaries 343 344

+thie/that l5L 169
Whot (adj.l ic -noun- ? 165
whacha Whot've you 249

Whot'E your 276
What're you .. ? 343

when 389 394 352 347-13
linediagram 347-ll 389

Where -. ? 2O9
Where's Where're 2Ol 372

there .. .2 203
Which... ? L95
whishey 337
white - word order 163
fitho.. .z L8l 2LO 275
Whose- ? !83 L84
ly'hy? Because.. 3O8 419
will, won't future 325

desiretodo 419 421
silent cue 349-
pronoun variants 341

will be the - -th 28
willhove+ past participle 411
uinter 299
with 3O9
without 3O9
woman-mon 176
won't 325 419 - be 291
uon't -'ll confusion 29O
won'tbethe--th 289

WORDS bas forms 3 39 137 32b
daily use core vocabulary I 134
content 2
functional 2
reduced forms 31 3G36
groupings 31 134 34d cue 63

phonic words 31
bookish, foreign accent 64
words in TO 32a

word order 79 short-long163
advanced students l3l

Urgent Survival 78
obscene, 4-letter words

misuse of, foreign accent 64-4,5
core vocabulary 1

worre, worut 271
would, wouldn't 333
pronoun variants 339 341
would hove + past participle 41 I
would'ue'd've 422
would.. il .. 345

want to do 418
causalion - result 423 133-7

Would(n't lihe to 338 339
would ruther (not 323
urite 309 386
writing by sounds 43-4 1 1O
learning towrite 105 ll0
to learn sounds 4G4,7 43-4,7

108-3 110
from a translation 43-7

written English spelling 1O5-16..
wrcte 38O

x 139
y 139

v27
yord-3teet 284
yurs 293
yellow 163
ye, 152
yes, it'E not.- 160 243 374

yeaterday 286
you 348 impersonal 238
varianis 4 175 238 341 370 381

negalive torms 4
you - f confusion 216 224
you - your 364
atyoa schu l03k
your, my 173 174
you\my,hethis 187 313

variant5 173.. 175 185
your, hcr, ore yu t * L86 187
your, o" the confusion 175
chur 194

yourt, mine, herl his 184
z 139

.z singular I29c
-zar plural 103c
British red 104-7,8
zi shi 209
zss 3G40 3339

zh 139
zh 25 26 29
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American Spoken English in other languages.
lcelandic, Norwegen, Sweclish, Danish, German, Dutch, French (Haitian),

Spanish, ltalian, Hungarian, Slovak, Czek, Slovene, Croation, Serbian, Albanian,
Greek, Romanian (Moldavan), Bulgarian, Greek, Armenian (East, West), Georgian,
Ukrainian, Fussian, Kazak, Azebaijani, Turkish, Farsi (Persian), Tadzik, Arabic,
Somali, Amaharic, Swahili, Singhalese (Sri tanka), Tamil, Hindi, Urdu, Nepali,
Bengdi (Bangladesh), Burmese, Laotian, Thai, Malay, Indonesian, Viehamese,
Chines€ (Traditional, Simplified), Mongolian, Korean and Japanese.

First the lntroductory Basrbs, then thd Easrb Course, in the language of the
learner, quickly get a person to understand and be understood by Americans.
Untained teachers or iJtors and learners studying elone by tremsefues get
ettective results.

Ask us about any specilic problem or language. We are continuously developing
new materials on out own or by request.

AMEPI4ITAIICbIO POSMOBHA AIITJI lfiCbIO MOBA

AMEPI{ i(AHC KI,I Itr PA3 T OB OPHbIfr AI{ f JII4 FTC Tf/Ifi

SttsKAMort A]cRrr<rECrV KALBA
Greitai, nrturaliai, btrtiniausbc Anios, be akoentol

r + shaqal- Carabl<a afkadhexdiisa udaaooha
d haqdhaq_aaji ndabadeedna d hah - u - sida bu I u uga

Anh f a ngr[bl y6u cud xe' Xtrdc_
nhring cndfig bio gidrhu6c v6 em.

3 oo 8 -?g at el"CI Lt o-',"1, &, q1ta,4,o,
r fr -rZ 

t 'r' -f)-,-, 
') .;;-j-F o)t Q 2 qsJ | 7\f l

))Jrr D )'N1''t) 1l )'5 Ufv \roflrr^* tpctcbfrrT-'cr ( t."r.t ->7. €rqTiT' t* rf u.P t 74a2a lrl ,Lc.t
ffifr.'&.ffiEXH!

*uciltqfrsrcGfiuficil $r.ft.AHFe*ffi

to, GErJUinrFgn.
Du er en eller andens elsker,
men du bliver aldrig min;r

loghat asing hilang
Hilangnya Logat Asing!

Cht6li bvste
idegenszerii kie j tds n6tk11? Chceli bv ste

AMEERIKA KoNEKEEL



Sound Changes

For details see point 30, American spoken English

pase 14. SOUND CHANGES
Phonological principles of fast natural speech

I Sounds
Voiced

Unvoiced
dg j bv
tkchpf

Consonants
zzhthmn

sh th
Vowel Changes

a because

Vowels
ng-f ireeaorouara

l- r-

o,#tf,!,'2
3
4
D

6

7

All other vowels sometimes become t

a often disappears, is not said

bik:z
brkcz bakcz

b'kaz
Say consonants with a vowel or add a weak a fiue laiva leftlelala
Make vowels longer before voiced sounds. See /.

bach bag bak bag half haue haf hav neat need r t ni-d
te = ra = ar 100 handred - handrad - handard

Deletions - not saying a sound
8 Breath stops when a sound is not said.Then the next sound is stronger.

sit down srt doun = sl'doun one more wan mGar = wa'moar
9 2 same sounds = I stronger some rnore sammGar = sa'moat

10 Don't say the first of un)voiced pairs dt, g k, jch, bp,vf seel.
Please sit down pliz srt doun = pli'st'dcun ts, ld

/I The firstof 2 stop soundsoften is not said. t d g k jch b p nlt?"h
jet blach je'blak good boy gu'bol blanh chech bl+ng'chek

12 slz + sh ='sh fhisshoe thtsshu = tht'shu Doesshe dazshi = da'shi

t, d, th deletions
13 tld + b ='b Good-by, get better! gudboi getbetar = gu'boigc'betar
14 t + ch = 'ch that chair the'cher bad chech ba'chek
15 tld + i = 'j broad jump br>'jamp great ioy gre'ioi
16 tld + | = 'l jet lag je'lag red light re-'loit
t7 tld lv /n+m='m let me le'mt giue me E'mt gouerninenf govar'mant
18 tld +n, n +tld=n andhedidn'tgetneruousatmidnight

n i dt'n ge'narvas a'mt'noit
t/d + p = 'p wet paint we'pent lead pipe le-'poip bedpan be-'pan
ts = 's It's wet sueat, not sweet syrup! I'sue'su6t no'sui'sarap
t/d + th ='th But they did that, didn't they? ba'the dt'tha'dt'ne
lf d + z ='z words war'z 8 zeros e'ziroz bad zipper b*'ztpar
vowel + t/d + weak vowel wide open wor'opn straight ouf stre'out
Put it on pu'r'on little water lt'o wo'ar Eat it or not! i'l'ar not
-t, -d : -' All right, I would! oroi' oiuu' Too bad!tu ba-' ?ry if troi t'
-st = -s' just wait jas'wet must read mas'ri-d last week las'wik
| + d = o'/u' wtldfire woio'foior old man o-u'm+n See 48
| + th = -ul/-uth Will this wrulrs/wruthrs tell them teulam /teuthara
n + th = n- when they'ue done fftaf hucnev danet t
s/z + lh = s-, z- What's that hua'sat Does this dazts
th/d + sf z = 'sf 'z months mans utords war'z both sides bo'soi'z
sh + th = shs I wish they'd finish that. awtshs+t f tntshsat

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
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27
28
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32
33

Sound Changc

Other deletions
-ing = ing, in, In, an doing duing - dutn, duan sornething samthan
f- he, him, his, her, here Did he leaue his book here for her to see?

. haue, has ev a, drdi livtz bukir t'ar t'si
34 wl - ll or hu, often I What's white? huo's huoit = ua'suoit
35 haue-('ue), of - a + consonants, av + vowels cup of coffee kapakcfi

one of each wanavich could've gone/eaten kudagon/kudavitn
36 Word fragments but,by b', than,and,in -n, do d',tot',thelh',forl'

you yayty', don't don - d6, aren't orn - dr, them am - m.......
But do you get them to the hotel by noon for lunch, and if you
b' d' y' ge'am t'th' hoteo b' nun f' lanch n 'fyt

don't need the cup and saucer that aren't bigger than yours? -p and
d6ni-' th' kap'm scsar tha'dr brgarn yurzss -p n =-p m

37 -n't - -n = - don't uon't shouldn't didn't can't
don d6 won w6' shun shO dt'n di kan' k&

3E Don't say first sounds enough anaf - naf because b'kcz -'kaz
Did you get it? drja getrt - j'ge'rt - ge'rt

Sounds change otrher sounds
39 Voiced sounds become unvoiced before unvoiced sounds. See I.

has to moue his car hez tu muv hrz kor = has t'muf hts kor
40 Final voiced + s = -z liues lwz manb manz boy is - boy's boiz

Sentence final -z = -zss ..sees the boys siz th' boizss -v= vff
41 | + y = ch Did.n't you last year? dt'nchu laschiar not yet nochet
42 d + y = j Did you dtju red, yellout and white re-jelo n huoit
43 s + y = sh hiss you this year krshu thtshiar nice yogurt noishogart
44 z + y = zh Is your rz yur = rzhar Who's young huz yang = huzhang
45 t/d + sh = ch What should huochud Did she dtchi
46 l,n+sh=lch, nch Willshe wrulchi wrushi uthenshouldhuenchud

R - L Changes
| + vowel = ul + vowel Bite end of the tongue, say a soft u and move
the tongue to make the following vowel. levs ulav 61us lulu
f + no vowel = o/u milk mpk school skuo That's cll the'sco
| .. o/u + vowel = o/u + | + vowel all ouertolover tellher teuhar/teular
r + vowel = ur * vowel First say u. Tongue back into mouth does
not move while lips smile changing to next vowel.

write - right uroit three thuri prcpare purrpaor brown buroun
thar thtor third Thursd.ay thuard thror-zdr
ar + vowel = arur + vowel girls're in America garurozorunn ameurtka
k, p, t before strong vowels..stop air then let it out fast. -ngh -thhi

pen phen paper phepar tichet lhtktt apparently sPheran'lt
The tip of the tongue stays back in the center of the mouth..not

high, not low, not in front. Practice speaking with a sharp point of
a pencil put straight back into the mouth 2 cm.

Voice Projection Throw the vibration of sounds out through the
center of the forehead, up above out between the eyes.

47
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American Spoken English

Vowels
General American English

t. 2 3 4 6 I 7 8 I 1() 11 X2 13

qllreere0couuD\a/' 'LLocoo / rlj ' -2..2-Z-
from Little by little the Lips round out Tongue
o to i mouth opens wide like to kiss up down
r oi D Why I buy mine by night. Say o ? then i 2. eye

. Mouth from wide open to almost closed.
2 | -'z- psfe, keep me clean meaL nuchine ee

The mouth is almost closed.
s I <- Skip tf,sts,fttbshimquich! Mouthisfori2 ih

but the sound is different. Think of e4 or e6.
4 e Mae came eight dtys late. A-b-c.. A

- The mouth is half open.
6 e a Well heck, let's get hep, wet pet met eh

, Make a sound not like e 4, mouth more open.
s a / Tlwt fat blach cat had spat at Pat, yah-yak fua4

/ Wide open mouth, voice of a mad goat I
z o / Ah lwh! Father got hot'n bothered ah

The mouth and throat are completely open,
8 3 \J Saw maw ought call off all awful dogs aw

Lips in biq circle but not o9. Think o7
9 o O Oh,' before-old folks go home. so, no, ou)e o

Like the letter of the alphabet. m,n,O,p..
10 u O Full cook could put wood, should book pu..t

Think of lips starting to kiss.
11 U o Whob blue too, you two? oo

a Lips like for kissing or whistling.
L2 8r -t Her workerc were hurt. er

The end of the tongue goes up and back.
ls ,.a \ tDt, shut up! but loue of mud uh

Hit yourself in the stomach and grunt.
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